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Chairs’ Message
Welcome to the annual international conference of the Biometrics Special Interest Group
(BIOSIG) of the Gesellschaft für Informatik (GI) e.V.
GI BIOSIG was founded in 2002 as an experts’ group for the topics of biometric person
identification/authentication and electronic signatures and its applications. Over the last
decade the annual conference in strong partnership with the Competence Center for
Applied Security Technology (CAST) established a well known forum for biometrics
and security professionals from industry, science, representatives of the national governmental bodies and European institutions who are working in these areas.
The BIOSIG 2014 international conference is jointly organized by the Biometrics Special Interest Group (BIOSIG) of the Gesellschaft für Informatik e.V., the Competence
Center for Applied Security Technology e.V. (CAST), the German Federal Office for
Information Security (BSI), the European Association for Biometrics (EAB), the ICT
COST Action IC1106, the European Commission Joint Research Centre (JRC), the TeleTrusT Deutschland e.V. (TeleTrusT), the Norwegian Biometrics Laboratory (NBL), the
Center for Advanced Security Research Darmstadt (CASED), and the Fraunhofer Institute for Computer Graphics Research (IGD). This years’ international conference
BIOSIG 2014 is technically co-sponsored by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) and is enriched with satellite workshops by the TeleTrust Biometric
Working Group and the European Association for Biometrics.
The international program committee accepted full scientific papers strongly according
to the LNI guidelines (acceptance rate ~31%) within a scientific double-blinded review
process of at minimum five reviews per paper. All papers were formally restricted for
the printed proceedings to 12 pages for regular research contributions including an oral
presentation and 8 pages for further conference contributions including a poster presentation at the conference site.
Furthermore, the program committee has created a program including selected contributions of strong interest (further conference contributions) for the outlined scope of this
conference. All paper contributions for BIOSIG 2014 will be published additionally in
the IEEE Xplore Digital Library.
We would like to thank all authors for their contributions and the numerous reviewers
for their work in the program committee.
Darmstadt, 10th September 2014

Arslan Brömme
GI BIOSIG, GI e.V.
Christoph Busch
Hochschule Darmstadt
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BIOSIG 2014 – Biometrics Special Interest Group
“2014 International Conference of the Biometrics Special Interest Group”
10th -12th September 2014
Biometrics provides efficient and reliable solutions to recognize individuals. With increasing number of identity theft and misuse incidents we do observe a significant fraud
in e-commerce and thus growing interests on trustworthiness of person authentication.
Nowadays we find biometric applications in areas like border control, national ID cards,
e-banking, e-commerce, e-health etc. Large-scale applications such as the European
Union Visa Information System (VIS) and Unique Identification (UID) in India require
high accuracy and also reliability, interoperability, scalability, system reliability and
usability. Many of these are joint requirements also for forensic applications.
Multimodal biometrics combined with fusion techniques can improve recognition performance. Efficient searching or indexing methods can accelerate identification efficiency. Additionally, quality of captured biometric samples can strongly influence the performance.
Moreover, mobile biometrics is an emerging area and biometrics based smartphones can
support deployment and acceptance of biometric systems. However concerns about security and privacy cannot be neglected. The relevant techniques in the area of presentation
attack detection (liveness detection) and template protection are about to supplement
biometric systems, in order to improve fake resistance, prevent potential attacks such as
cross matching, identity theft etc.
BIOSIG 2014 offers you once again a platform for international experts’ discussions on
biometrics research and the full range of security applications.
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Social Acceptance of ePassports
Marek Tiits, Tarmo Kalvet and Katrin Laas-Mikko
Institute of Baltic Studies
Lai 30, 51005 Tartu, Estonia
marek@ibs.ee, tarmo.kalvet@ttu.ee, katrin.laas-mikko@sk.ee
Abstract: Using large-scale web survey in six countries we study the societal
readiness and acceptance of specific technology options in relation to the potential
next generation of ePassports. We find that the public has only limited knowledge
of the electronic data and functions ePassports include, and often have no clear
opinion on various potential uses for ePassports and related personal data. Still, the
public expects from ePassports improvements in protection from document
forgery, accuracy and reliability of the identification of persons, and protection
from identity theft. The main risks the public associates with ePassports includes
the possible use of personal information for purposes other than those initially
stated, and covert surveillance. Compared to earlier studies, our research shows
that issues of possible privacy invasion and abuse of information are much more
perceived by the public. There is a weak correlation between a persons’ level of
knowledge about ePassports and their willingness to accept the use of advanced
biometrics, such as fingerprints or eye iris images, in different identity
management and identity checking scenarios. Furthermore, the public becomes
more undecided about ePassport applications as we move from the basic state of
the art towards more advanced biometric technologies in various scenarios. The
successful pathway to greater acceptability of the use of advanced biometrics in
ePassports should start from the introduction of perceivably high-benefit and lowrisk applications. As the public awareness is low, citizens’ belief in government
benevolence, i.e. the belief that the government acts in citizens’ best interest,
comes out as an important factor in the overall context.

1 Introduction
Broad societal acceptance is crucial if the deployment of new forms of technology is to
be successful. The failed attempt to introduce the National Identity Register and
electronic ID cards in the United Kingdom is a clear example of this. In 2013 the United
Kingdom was forced to abolish the National Identity Register and cancel electronic ID
cards launched two years earlier due to strong societal protests. The opposition foremost
pointed out the overall high costs of the new ID card system, limited resources set aside
to ensure security is preserved, and the risk of function creep (i.e. personal data could be
used by data-processing bodies beyond the originally intended and communicated scope)
[LS10].
The current paper looks at the ePassports – combined paper and electronic passport
issued by the government that contains biometric information. Previously, only limited
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empirical research has been done on public acceptance and perceptions in relation to
ePassports. Those surveys are fairly general in terms of the societal benefits and risks of
ePassports and neither are they applying comprehensive theoretical technology
acceptance models available.
The general point of departure in the analysis of technology acceptance is that there are a
number of factors that influence the user as to whether or not to adopt the technology.
The Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT), which we will
rely on in this analysis, is currently perhaps the most widely used technology acceptance
model. The UTAUT model covers various dimensions that influence technology
acceptance, such as how the technology contributes to achieving one’s goal(s), its ease
of use, the influence of various stakeholders and the overall context.
In order to adopt the above UTAUT model for the analysis of ePassports, the existing
theoretical and empirical literature on the need for ePassports including its perceived
benefits and risks were reviewed. A limited number of interviews were also carried out
with policy makers and experts in charge of adoption of ePassports. Building on this
research, a questionnaire was developed and an on-line survey of regular citizens was
carried out in Estonia, France, Germany, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United
States of America. More than 400 complete questionnaires were collected from each of
the above countries.
This is a forward-looking study, therefore public perceptions on a number of potential
future uses of ePassports were also analysed. Following the practice of foresight and
technology assessment studies, a number of statements that described potential ways for
the establishment of identity, identity checks by public and private service providers and
identity checks by domestic and foreign border control authorities were presented, and
the respondents were asked about the acceptability of such uses of ePassports and related
technology.
In the following chapter, we synthesise the literature on social aspects of ePassports.
Based on the above, we detail in chapter three our own research framework for analysing
ePassport readiness empirically in selected countries. The analysis of the results of the
field work is presented in chapter four. We discuss the findings and conclusions in
chapter five.

2 Societal issues regarding ePassports
Some of the most important social issues that have been raised in the literature in
relation to the adoption of ePassports are related to the need for ePassports, public trust
and social acceptability of ePassports, privacy and function creep, and public perception.
First, the direct aim of biometric technology and ePassports is to enhance the reliability
of identification. Biometrics is the scientific distsipline of methods of establishing the
identity of individual based on the physical, chemical or behavioural attributes of the
person (or a combination of them) that are unique to a specific human being [JR08].
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Since biometrics provides a tight link between the physical person and virtual
person/identity credential (e.g. an identity document such as an ePassport), it is
considered a strong form of identification technology. And, biometrics as a form of
identity technology have many advantages [SL12].
Second, trust is important for the adoption of new forms of technology. In the mid- and
long term public disappointment regarding the efficiency of technology (e.g.
inconvenience on borders because of false acceptance rates, device deployment
difficulties etc. [PW06]) can erode trust in technology as well as in those adopting such
technology (i.e. state agencies). A loss of trust and negative experiences may enforce
fears about a ‘surveillance state’, even if these fears are unsubstantiated. Trust, however,
is a complex phenomenon in this context. Societal acceptability of new technology does
not wholly depend on the technology itself but also on the general level of trust in
government and state agencies. The level of trust and willingness to accept propositions
from a government could be a barrier or a boon for an innovation like ePassports [Ng06].
The first concern relates to insufficient public information about the role of biometrics
and ePassports [Eb06, If05]. Another, related, prominent issue in debates about
biometric technology and ePassports concerns the issue of function creep. Function
creep describes the phenomenon where the use of technology or system is
extended/shifted beyond its original purpose and context, and often also related personal
data (including biometric data) is used by the government (or another data-processing
body) beyond the scope for which it was initially intended and thus communicated in
public. The main concerns here are not linked only to privacy violation e.g. the use of
personal data without consent and for purposes other than those for which it was
collected, but to state abusing its authority over its citizen [e.g., MM08].
Third, from the literature follows that the main social and ethical concerns regarding the
deployment of ePassports and biometrics are related to the loss or violation of privacy as
a consequence of such security threats as data leakages from biometric databases,
eavesdropping or cloning of RFID chips, identity theft and tracking of passport holders
(e.g., Ho06]). These are all threats in which data processing and usage takes place
without the consent of the data owner. Thus the main threat to privacy derives from the
potential misuse of biometric data [Al03]. Biometric data are irreversible – they cannot
be revoked, because they are unique. If such data is copied and forged or confused, the
data owner will have a great difficulty proving that he or she is unconnected to the
instances of use of the data.
There are only limited studies on the public perception on biometrics and ePassports.
Eurobarometer has shown that the general public has very different views in different
European countries even on the very basic question of the privacy of passport data
[Eb11]. However, this data set does not go at any length into details on ePassports. NgKruelle and colleagues [Ng06] conducted a survey (with 303 respondents) among EU
citizens in selected countries on end-user perceptions of biometric implementation in
ePassports and ID cards. According to the results, the most important factors in
ePassport acceptability are the enhancement of security and the convenience of border
solutions. Several other surveys [e.g., PW06] show similar results. The same survey
revealed that the most attractive implications of ePassports were protection and
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enhancement of personal security – protection from forgery and crime and a simplified
and shortened identification process. National security benefits (such as protection from
terrorism) were not important arguments for users. However, these considerations are
not supported by the results of consumer surveys conducted in the USA, which show
that despite concerns about privacy there are clear motivators for the acceptance of
biometric and RFID methods – such as reducing identity fraud, boosting security, the
convenience of identification and fighting terrorism [PW06].

3 Unified theory of acceptance and use of technology
Technology acceptance is an important research issue and the development of models for
technology acceptance has received increasing attention in academic literature. The
general point of departure for these models is that there are a number of factors that will
influence the user as to whether or not to adopt the technology. The goals of many
studies have been to find factors that can be used to motivate the user to accept and start
using the new technology (see, e.g., [As97], [Ma91], [Ve00]).
One popular model for mapping those relevant factors is the technology acceptance
model (TAM), which argues that the perceived usefulness (the degree to which a person
believes that using a particular system would enhance his or her (job) performance) and
ease of use (the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would
be free from effort) accounts for whether a technology is adopted or not [Da89].
Generally speaking, TAM is a theoretical model used in different contexts to help
understand and explain the use of information technologies (see [Le00], [KH06]).
Another approach, the unified theory of acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT) is
perhaps the most widely used technology acceptance model currently available. It is
more elaborate and incorporates additional factors than TAM. It was formulated first by
Venkatesh and colleagues [VM03] and developed further in [VTX12].
UTAUT first explains user intentions to use a technology and then identifies their
subsequent usage behaviour. The theory builds on four key constructs: 1) performance
expectancy, 2) effort expectancy, 3) social influence, and 4) facilitating conditions. The
first three are direct determinants of the technology use intention and actual use
behaviour, and the fourth a direct determinant of actual use behaviour. Also, gender, age,
earlier experience with (related) technologies and voluntariness of use are also
considered to influence the use intention and actual use behaviour (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the Unified theory of acceptance and use of technology

Source: [VTX12, p. 447].

In applying this model to the analysis of social acceptability of ePassports, we interpret
the above elements, on the basis of the above literature review, as follows.
First, performance expectancy refers to the “the degree to which an individual believes
that using the system will help him or her to attain gains in job perfofrmance” [VTX12,
p. 447]. For our purposes, performance expectancy covers both expectations of the
government as well as public in relation to the adoption and use of ePassports. This
includes direct benefits, such as greater protection from document forgery or speed of
border control procedures, and more general public policy targets, such as the fight
against illegal immigration or fight against serious crime.
Performance expectancy deals also with certain social risks of technology, including
preservation of privacy. This is especially important regarding ePassports as even if
higher security is potentially seen as a positive aspect, privacy considerations and
especially fears of function creep – the phenomenon where personal data is used by dataprocessing bodies beyond the scope for which it was initially intended – might reduce
the perceived benefits and lead to lower intention and actual use.
Importantly, performance expectancy relates also to the acceptability of specific
ePassport solutions under future consideration. Thus, a number of scenarios were
developed covering potential ways of using ePassports and related data in the
establishment of identity and identity checks, including travel and border crossing.
The second factor – effort expectancy – relates to the degree of ease associated with the
use of a technology. Basically, for the end users technology needs to be user friendly.
ePassports as physical documents are not difficult to use. Earlier research is actually
inconclusive if deeper knowledge about ePassports leads to higher acceptance of the use
of advanced biometrics, such as fingerprints or eye iris images in ePassports. Still, we
expect that citizens’ existing knowledge on ePassports, e.g. what data ePassports
include, knowledge on security measures such as access control mechanisms or how
19

they differ from earlier passports, influences considerably public expectations towards
benefits and risks of ePassports.
Social influence measures ”the degree to which an individual perceives that important
others believe he or she should use the new system” [VTX12, p. 451]. So, it is about the
influence of friends, family, or others (role models, opinion leaders) that would either
encourage or discourage the use of ePassports and various related applications. It is
therefore important to know the main sources of information regarding ePassports that
are used by different groups within society. In particular this includes ‘less informed
people’ for whom ‘word-of-mouth’ might be more relevant than other, more
straightforward methods of communication (i.e. newspapers, government documents).
According to the UTAUT model, intention or usage is also determined by facilitating
conditions; this relates to “the degree to which an individual believes that an
organizational and technical infrastructure exists to support use of the system” [VTX12,
p. 453]. For example, to use electronic functions, such as automated border control gates,
familiarity with modern ICT is necessary, but such skills are widely available in Europe
[BDL14].
The citizens’ belief in government benevolence – the belief that the government acts in
citizens’ best interest – is another important facilitating condition. Even though the
UTAUT model does not emphasise the issue of trust too much, the research on social
construction of technologies, especially on more sensitive applications, such as those
involving advanced biometrics, attaches a lot of importance to trust.
Finally, several variables like gender, age, experience with a specific or related
technology, and voluntariness of use are considered to influence the adoption process
[VTX12]. Therefore, demographic variables like gender, age, education and occupation,
are important for the current study for identifying different social groups. For example,
representatives of more technology savvy younger generations who are more eager to
accept and use the various ICT are more likely to be better informed about ePassports.
They may be also better positioned to have an opinion in topics that deal with advanced
technology, where some people would remain undecided. Still, we expect people to have
clearer positions on currently used as well as on and less sensitive technologies, such as
personal identity codes, while they would remain less decided or even reject the use of
advanced (and more intrusive) biometrics (fingerprints, eye iris images, DNA data).
Voluntariness of ePassports and availability of (potentially mandatory) alternatives, e.g.
electronic identity cards, is another factor to be taken into account in the current analysis.

4 Survey results
In order to adopt the above UTAUT model for the analysis of ePassports, a limited
number of semi-structured interviews were carried out with policy makers and technical
experts in charge of adoption of ePassports. Building on the above, a questionnaire with
49 questions was developed and an on-line survey of regular citizens (with 2,833
respondents) was carried out in over the period of February – March 2014 in Estonia
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(EE), France (FR), Germany (DE), Sweden (SE), the United Kingdom (UK) and the
United States of America (US). These countries represent a selection of European larger
(DE, FR, UK), and smaller (EE, SE) nations, plus the US for broader comparison. Both
the establishment of identity and identity management are handled differently in
different countries covered by this study (for detailed survey results, see [TKL14]).
One of the key findings is that the population has only limited knowledge on data
included in biometric passports, and how to use them. In the most of the countries
covered by this study, only 10% of the population strongly agree with the statement “I
know what data biometric passports include”.
And, the experience regarding the use of biometric functions is also rather limited. In the
United Kingdom and the United States about half of the owners of biometric passports
have used automated border control (ABC) gates. The use of ABC gates remains so far
much more limited in the rest of the countries covered by this survey. We have no
reliable data to show why this is so, but assume that it has largely to do with the
availability and intensity of deployment of ABC gates in major airports, ports, etc.
The three main expectations regarding the biometric passports were improvements in
the protection from document forgery (63% of the overall respondents from all countries
covered expressed this expectation), accuracy and reliability of the identification of
persons (57%) and protection from identity theft (54%). Other expectations such as
convenience of border control procedures, speed of border control procedures, the fight
against illegal immigration, human trafficking and terrorism were less represented in the
overall sample (28%-38%) (Fig. 2).
Figure 2. Biometric passports improve…

Source: ePassport web survey 2014, n=2,841.

The main two risks the respondents see, are related to use of personal information for
purposes other than those initially stated (45% of the overall respondents from all
countries covered expressed this concern) and covert surveillance or collection of
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personal data by government (45%). Slightly less important were (rather related) risks of
unauthorised access to their personal information (38%) and covert surveillance or
collection of their personal data by private businesses (37%) (Fig. 3). Notably, those
people who claim to have more detailed knowledge about ePassports have also higher
expectations on the benefits of ePassports.
Figure 3. Biometric passports increase risk of…

Source: ePassport web survey 2014, n=2,841.

The share of the people who strongly agreed or agreed with the statement “I believe, that
the government acts in citizens’ best interest, when introducing and using new national
identity documents, e.g., biometric passports or electronic identity cards” varied from
relatively higher trust level in EE to more moderate level in FR, SE and UK, and lower
levels in DE and US. High share of people remain undecided about intentions of
government, though. Furhermore, citizens’ trust in government is in correlation with
their knowledge about ePassports.
We also analysed public perceptions on a number of potential future uses of ePassports
and related data. To do so, a number of statements were presented to the survey
respondents. Each statement described a potential way for the establishment of identity,
identity checks by public and private service providers, and identity checks by own and
foreign border control authorities when travelling.
The public finds it quite acceptable that the government keeps personal identity codes
and photos. There is also strong support for inclusion of fingerprint data in such
databases, while the public acceptability of the inclusion of eye iris images and DNA
data is much lower. The public is, however, particularly unwilling to surrender their
financial data, data published on the Internet and Internet activities and travel/location
data to the government for public security purposes.
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The majority of the general public agrees with public entities using passport photos in
identity checks. However, the general public is less willing to agree with the use of
fingerprints or eye iris images for identity checks. Majority of respondents are, in fact,
against the use of advanced biometrics in case of such low security services that do not
require strong authentication of a person. The public is, however, less willing to
surrender their biometric data to business entities than public entities.
Furthermore, regarding the cross-border flow of ePassport related information roughly
half of the respondents agreed that airlines make available passport and ticket
information to the government agencies of the destination country, which happens in
practice even before the actual arrival of the flight.
There is, however, a strong opposition to the border control making use of photos or
other information travellers have made publicly available on the Internet. The German,
Estonian and French respondents are especially strongly against this, while the American
respondents hold a mixed view in this matter.

5 Discussion and conclusions
The current study confirms that acceptance of novel ePassport technology is dependent
on the technology itself as well as on broader social and cultural issues like trust towards
the government and institutions initiating ePassports. On the basis of an original
empirical study on public perceptions in relation to ePassports in Estonia, Germany,
France, Sweden, United Kingdom and the United States of America, the following
conclusions on the societal aspects of biometric technologies and ePassports are derived.
Performance expectancy, i.e. how using the technology will help a user to attain gains,
is, according to the widely used Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology
(UTAUT) model one of the key factors in influencing the adoption of a particular
technology. The public of the six countries covered by this survey expects from
ePassports improvements in protection from document forgery, accuracy and reliability
of the identification of persons, and protection from identity theft. Broader public policy
objectives, such as the fight against terrorism, human trafficking or illegal immigration
are in the view of the public significantly less important in the context of the adoption
and use of ePassports.
The risks that the public associates – rightfully or not – with novel identity documents
reduces the acceptability of ePassports. The main risks the public associates with
ePassports includes the possible use of personal information for purposes other than
those initially stated, and covert surveillance. The concern regarding these two potential
risks are high no matter what the level of knowledge on ePassports is. Compared to
earlier studies, our research shows that issues of possible privacy invasion and abuse of
information are much more perceived by the public.
The current study analysed also various scenarios for potential uses of ePassports and
related data, such as establishment of identity, and identity checks in various situations,
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etc. Some countries, such as Sweden and Estonia, rely strongly on personal identity
codes in the establishment of identity and identity management. The general public of
these countries accept broadly this way of creation and management and identity. The
public of other countries has a more hesitant view on such use of personal identity codes,
but favours still the use of personal identity codes rather than fingerprints, eye iris
images or DNA data in the establishment of the identity of newborns. The public finds it
generally acceptable that the government keeps the data on national identity documents
in one national registry, which includes also the respective persons’ photos and personal
identity codes. Support for the inclusion of fingerprint data in such databases is slightly
lower, while the acceptability of the inclusion of eye iris images and DNA data in such a
registry is significantly lower.
The majority of the general public also agrees with public entities using passport photos
for identity checks. The public is, however, less willing to accept the government
making use of fingerprints, and even less so for using eye iris images in making identity
checks. The majority of respondents are, in fact, against the use of fingerprints or eye iris
images in the case of low security services that do not require strong authentication of a
person. The acceptability of private businesses making use of biometrics for identity
checks follows largely the above pattern, even though acceptance levels are lower than
for public authorities.
Automated border control (ABC) gates, which is perhaps the most widely used ePassport
application, have been used by close to one half of the respondents in the United
Kingdom and the United States, but the experience of ABC gates remains so far much
more limited in the rest of the countries. There is, nonetheless, a broad support for the
use of passport photos and fingerprints in automated border control gates.
Surprisingly, respondents to this survey find it also acceptable that foreign authorities
record on border entry travellers’ photos and fingerprint images. There is, however, a
strong opposition to the border control potentially making use of photos or other
information travellers have themselves made publicly available on the Internet.
The public of the six countries covered by this survey is not well informed about the
personal data that government or private companies collect on them. They have only
limited knowledge of the electronic data and functions ePassports include, and often
have no clear opinion on various potential uses for ePassports and related personal data.
We find, quite as expected, that younger persons judge themselves to be more
knowledgeable about the data ePassports include and the government collects personally
on them. While this is the case, people with relatively higher levels of education and
those holding higher level (management) jobs consider themselves less informed.
There appears to be a weak correlation between a persons’ level of knowledge about
ePassports and their willingness to accept the use of advanced biometrics, such as
fingerprints or eye iris images, in different identity management and identity checking
scenarios. Furthermore, the public becomes more undecided about ePassport
applications as we move from the basic state of the art towards more advanced biometric
technologies in various scenarios: about 20% of the population of the countries covered
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by this survey are undecided about the use of personal identity codes, 27% about use of
fingerprints in passports, 32% are not sure, if it is a good idea to use eye iris images, and
33% are not sure about potential use of DNA data in identity documents.
As the awareness is low, citizens’ belief in government benevolence, i.e. the belief that
the government acts in citizens’ best interest, comes out as an important factor in the
overall context. Furthermore, people who are informed about ePassports and the data
they include, often believe that the government acts in citizens’ best interest when
introducing and using new identity documents, such as ePassports or electronic ID cards.
There is, thereby, a strong democratic argument for informing the public properly even if
this will not lead always to greater acceptability of certain specific technologies or their
applications.
As preliminary recommendations the following aspects deserve more attention. First, the
number of people who are uninformed or undecided about various aspects of ePassports
and their use, remains high. The expected benefits and risks of ePassports have received
only limited attention in the public media sphere in most of the countries and more
public debate is needed. However, increasing awareness on the technical aspects of
ePassports will not lead necessarily to higher acceptability among the future generations
of ePassports. What the public expects is that the benefits of specific uses of ePassports
are clear; and, most importantly, proper technological and organisational measures are in
place to secure that privacy is maintained and that the use of personal data is limited only
to the purposes originally stated.
The above analysis has demonstrated that the acceptability of the use of certain personal
data or technologies (personal identity code, biometric data) varies significantly across
scenarios. This seems to confirm that the acceptability of technology is contextdependent and a function of a trade-off between expected benefits and perceived risks
(costs). This is where earlier experience becomes crucial. The current research shows
that if people accept the use of advanced biometrics, such as fingerprints or eye iris
images in one scenario, they are more willing to accept them in others as well. Thus, the
successful pathway to greater acceptability of the use of advanced biometrics in
ePassports should start from the introduction of perceivably high-benefit and low-risk
applications.
Finally, the development of an ePassport dissemination and public relations strategy
should start from the identification of specific demographic groups according to their
level of understanding and acceptance of the scenarios for using ePassports.
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Abstract: The increasing usage of smartphones has raised security concerns regarding
these devices due to presence of high amount of personal and sensitive data. The risk
is higher without a proper mechanism to handle the authentication to access the smartphone device. In this work, we present a standalone modular biometric system based
on periocular information to authenticate towards device. The proposed system has
been implemented on the Android operating system. We ﬁeld tested and evaluated the
proposed system using a new database acquired capturing samples with three different
devices. We apply the three well known feature extraction techniques, SIFT, SURF
and BSIF independently in the proposed peroicular based authentication system. The
best performance achieved with GM R = 89.38% at F M R = 0.01% indicates the
applicability of the proposed periocular based mobile authentication system in a reallife scenario.

1

Introduction

Smartphones being a widely used personal device, are also used to store personal and
sensitive data. Misuse of a smartphone due to low security to control the access to the
device can lead to loss of personal data, which can be used to hack the accounts related to
the owner of the device. Traditional methods have employed numeric, alphabetic or alphanumeric PIN codes to secure the device, which are limited to ﬁxed length. In consequence,
the security of such access control methods is very limited, when expressed as entropy of
the PIN code. For the most common case of arabic numerals (0-9), the symbol count is 10
and thus the entropy per digit H=3.322 bits. For a common 4-digit password the entropy
is approximately 13 bits. Extending the password in length targeting at higher entropy
reduces the usability of the method by creating hassle in managing multiple passwords of
longer length [YBAG04]. Alongside the other problems, a simple brute force approach
can be successful in cracking a short password. A plausible solution is to base the systems
on biometric characteristics for authentication, which have higher entropy than passwords
[RCB01, Dau06].
Commercial phones such as Apple iPhone 5S and Samsung S5 have provided an integrated
ﬁngerprint sensor for authentication on the device that was well perceived by a large number of customers. At the same time, academic research has been carried out to use different
modalities for smartphone based authentication. Gait characteristics were explored, while
smartphones were used as wearable sensors for authentication [NDBB11, DB13]. An
advanced approach is to use the regular smartphone as a biometric sensor by exploiting
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the capabilities of the built-in camera. Robust approaches have been proposed to use the
camera as contactless ﬁngerprint sensor for authentication [RBY13, SBB13, WN10]. Motivated by works on ﬁngerprint recognition [RBY13, SBB13], in this work, we explore
the periocular information for contactless authentication on smartphones. We present a
complete standalone system to authenticate the device using the pericoular information.
Further, in this work we have employed well known feature extraction methods such as
SIFT and SURF based on their success in biometric applications for periocular recognition
[BLGT06, PJRJ11]. Additionally, based on the recent success of Binarized Statistical Image Features (BSIF) [KR12] for periocular biometrics [KRB14], we explore this approach
for periocular based smartphone authentication on Android operating system. Based on
the popularity, market share and open source framework of smartphones, we focus our
work on Android operating system devices. The complete system is developed and tested
on the Android OS (v4.4.2) platform.
In the rest of the paper, we ﬁrst present the architecture of the proposed system, which is
detailed in Section 2 along with description of various components of the system. Next
Section 3 provides the details of the hardware being used and implementation details of
the proposed system along with the details of the evaluation. Section 4 describes the set
of experiments conducted to validate the signiﬁcance of the proposed system. Section 5
provides the important conclusions and identiﬁes possible future work in this direction.

2

Architecture of Proposed System

The architecture of the proposed authentication system for any Android device is shown
in the Figure 1a. The proposed system consists of two major components : Authentication
Kernel and Authentication Agent. The Authentication agent consists of the Enrollment
Manager, Polling Unit and Veriﬁcation Agent. The Enrollment manager provides the interface for any user to enroll into the database and also controls the interface to authenticate
the user to access the device. Any user preferring to enroll into the system is requested
to enter the username and 6 digit password through the enrollment manager as shown in
Figure 1b. The password entered is used as the fallback authentication factor in the authentication protocol: (i) if the capture subject’s probe sample fails to be captured within the
time-out period; (ii) if three successive attempts for biometric authentication have failed.
Enrollment Request

Access
Request

Enrollment
Manager

Polling Unit

Granted/Denied

Authentication
Agent

Authentication Agent
Reference
Templates

Comparison Score
Authentication Kernel

Android OS

(a) Architecture of the proposed system

(b) Illustration of enrollment user interface

Figure 1: Architecture and user interface of proposed system
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Once the user enters the password during enrollment, the system prompts the user to
present enrollment samples for periocular images. The enrolled images are used to obtain
the reference features through the techniques mentioned in Section 2.3, which are stored
into the reference templates database indicated in Figure 1a residing inside the authentication kernel. In order to protect the device at all times, the authentication agent contains
a ’Polling Unit’, which keeps polling for requests to access the device. Once an access
request is obtained by the ’Polling Unit’ then the ’Authentication Agent’ is activated. That
agent in turn requests the user to capture the probe periocular images. Once a probe image
is acquired, the features are extracted. The extracted features are compared against all
reference templates in the database, to obtain a comparison score using the techniques described in Section 2.5. The obtained score is communicated to the ’Authentication Agent’
to decide upon the access to the device.
2.1 Enrollment Data Acquisition
The proposed system supports the enrollment mode through self acquisition with possibly
both the frontal camera and the rear camera. The capture subjects are expected to look
at the camera of the device while holding the device still and approximately at a perpendicular position in front of the face. When the face and eyes are detected in the frame,
the region corresponding to the face is marked with a colored layout indicating the correct
or incorrect position. The colored layout along with text is displayed to improve the user
interaction with the device and to improve the quality of the captured sample image. However in order to avoid multiple face detections due to presence of other subjects in the view
angle of the camera background such as in the case of a crowded scenario (e.g, Figure 2c),
we propose the strategy of computing the ratio between the height of the detected face
region (Fh ) and the height of the screen (Sh ), which is computed according to following
equation:
{
yes if FShh ≥ 0.8
capture proceed =
(1)
no otherwise

(a) Red layout on frame in- (b) Green layout on frame (c) Effectiveness of computed
dicating incorrect ratio com- indicating correct ratio com- ratio to address multiple face
puted according to equation 1 puted according to equation 1 in single frame

Figure 2: Illustration of the image acqusition using the proposed system
If the layout is indicated in red color, the acquisition does not proceed. At the correct
position and computed ratio calculated according to Equation 1, the layout turns green,
which is used to capture images automatically. Figure 2a shows the screen shot depicting incorrect distance from the imaging device while Figure 2b presents the correct ratio
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and distance from the imaging device. The images are captured when the layout is indicated by green color and the successful acquisition is indicated by an audio signal (a beep
tone). The audio signal is particularly useful when the subject uses the rear camera to
acquire the images by himself and in this way user interaction is optimized to achieve user
convenience.
Figure 3a and Figure 3b show the images captured in a self-acquisition mode. The user is
also presented an option to manually inspect the quality of images to decide on retaining
the images or discarding them as shown in Figure 3c. The selected images are used for
feature extraction in the proposed system.

(a) Self acquisition using (b) Self acquisition using rear (c) Option to retain/discard
front camera
camera
image in the proposed system

Figure 3: Illustration of the image acqusition using the proposed system
2.2 Detection of Periocular Region in Proposed System
Although one can argue about using the complete face for the authentication, it has to be
noted that the performance of face recognition is inﬂuenced by many factors such as pose
of the head, non-uniform illumination on the face, which are predominately observed in
real life scenarios where a user tries to interact with the device. The earlier studies on the
effect of perspective (or pose) variation, occlusions for face recognition have justiﬁed the
use of periocular region as an alternative biometric characteristic to minimize the impact of
above mentioned factors [PJRJ11]. The periocular information is observed to be reliable
and easy to capture. Inspired by these studies, we have used periocular information as a
biometric characteristic in our proposed system, which allows the user-friendly and less
constrained capture. In order to localize the periocular region, we ﬁrst detect the eye
by employing the Haar cascade based eye detector [VJ01] implemented in the OpenCV
framework [BK08, Hos]. Presence of multiple faces in the imaging frame is handled by
determining the ratio of the image in the view angle as expressed in the Equation 1. The
face corresponding to the largest area on the frame is considered for detection of eyes.
The periocular region is segmented by extending the boundaries of the detected eye region
along the horizontal and vertical direction.
2.3 Feature Extraction Methods in Proposed System
The features from the periocular region are extracted using three different feature extraction schemes. Popular techniques to extract the features from image are Scale Invariant
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Feature Transforms (SIFT) and Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) to obtain the key
points based on success reported from earlier works [PJRJ11, XCH+ 10]. The obtained
key points are stored as templates in the database. Equivalent key points are obtained from
the probe image and the obtained sets are compared with regard to their similarity. Based
on the obtained score of compared set of key points, a particular subject is authenticated
or rejected. Further in this work, we have implemented the Android version of Binarized
Statistical Image Features (BSIF) [KR12] for extracting the features from the periocular
region based on the success for periocular recognition as reported earlier [KRB14]. We
have adapted the BSIF ﬁlters with dimension of 9 × 9 with 8 layers.

SIFT Features

Periocular Region

SURF Features

BSIF Features

Figure 4: Illustration of features extracted
Figure 4 illustrates the features obtained for a sample periocular image for SIFT, SURF
and BSIF feature extraction techniques.

2.4 Probe Data Acquisition
The probe data is acquired by the user in a self acquisition mode. The successful capture
of the probe image is indicated by an audio beep. The captured probe images are used
to generate the features using the techniques mentioned in Section 2.3. The generated
features from probe data are compared against the reference data using the comparison
methods described in Section 2.5.
2.5

Feature Comparison

The obtained features from reference images using SIFT, SURF and BSIF are compared
to the probe images using various methods. The key points obtained from both SIFT and
SURF are compared using Fast Library for Approximate Nearest Neighbors (FLANN)
[ML09, BK08] with a brute force comparison method while the features from BSIF technique are compared using the Bhattacharya distance. The features based on the BSIF technique are encoded the form of gray images to obtain efﬁciently the histogram of source
and probe images in order to achieve faster comparison [CS02]. Let the histogram for the
reference be represented by Hr and the histogram for the probe be represented by Hp ,
then the distance between the histograms is given by :
<
4
∑1
H r ∗ Hp
(2)
d(Hr , Hp ) = 4
21 − E
Hr ∗ H p ∗ N 2 i
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where N is the number of bins and Hr , Hp present the mean values of the histogram
of reference and probe image. If the computed distance if lower than the threshold, the
user is accepted. For any probe image and an associated distance measure exceeding this
threshold the decision is a reject.

3 Evaluation of Proposed System
3.1 Hardware Employed
In order to study the usability of the system on various kind of portable devices based on
the Android operating system, we have used Samsung Galaxy S5, ASUS Nexus 7 (2013)
and Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1 tablet in our experiments. The detailed speciﬁcations of
each of the device is provided in the Table 1. Samsung Galaxy S5 provides the full HD
image from the front camera with a resolution of 2 mega-pixels whereas others do not. All
of the devices were operated in the natural illumination with day light with no external
ﬂash light.
Table 1: Speciﬁcations of hardware used in this work
Device

Operating System

Screen Size

Rear Camera

Front Camera

Samsung Galaxy S5
Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1
ASUS Nexus 7

Android v4.4.2
Android v4.4.2
Android v4.4.2

1080 x 1920 pixels 5.1 inches
800 x 1280 pixels, 10.1 inches
1200 x 1920 pixels, 7.0 inches

16 MP, 5312 x 2988 pixels
5 MP, 2592 x 1944 pixels
5 MP, 1280 x 760 pixels

2 MP
1.9 MP
1.2 MP

3.2 Implementation Details
The proposed system for periocular based authentication is developed on the Android
operating system. The system is compatible with any other device having at least a dualcore processor. The system employs the open source framework OpenCV [BK08] for
the Android operating systems to perform the graphical and image processing operations,
which include user interaction, image capture and feature extraction. Optimizations have
been done in necessary cases to improve the processing speed in various pipelines such as
feature extraction or feature comparison.

3.3

Evaluation Details

The proposed authentication system based on periocular information for smartphones was
evaluated by enrolling one user at a time by capturing 5 reference images on the three
different portable devices as mentioned in Table 1. The enrolled user was then asked to
authenticate on a device by providing a probe image in 10 different sessions over a period
of 10 days. In total, 32 users were asked to test the proposed system which included 29
male and 3 female subjects.
For each enrolled user, the data was captured using the frontal and rear camera from all
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three devices. A set of 5 reference images were obtained for both eyes from all three
different devices in natural illumination, equivalently, the three devices correspond to 6
different cameras. Similarly, a set of 10 images were obtained for both eyes as probe
samples for each subject from three different devices. Probe images corresponding to periocular images were obtained at different session (days). The total number of images for
each subject amounts to 15 images for each acquisition corresponding to a single camera.
Thus, the complete test dataset consists of 480 images corresponding to frontal camera,
480 images corresponding to rear camera and 480 images corresponding to assisted acquisition from rear camera considering both eyes. The database consists of a total of 2880
periocular images corresponding to a single device. As the complete database is collected
using three different devices, a total of 8640 biometric templates are obtained using 17280
periocular images. According to the protocol employed in this system, each subject has
one identity provided by both eyes.
3.4 Veriﬁcation Protocol
Each of the enrolled subjects has 5 reference images from both eyes and probed using 10
different images obtained at different sessions from both eyes in the complete database
collected over the period of one month. The features obtained using both eyes are treated
as one single identity for the subject. Each of the probe image is compared against the
reference image on the respective device to obtain the genuine and imposter score. The
total number of genuine scores obtained for each user is 50 (5 ref erence × 10 probe)
while the number of imposter scores is 1550 (31 subjects × 50 images). Comparison
of one particular user with the rest of the enrolled users results in 49600 (32 subjects ×
31 imposter × 50 images) imposter scores for one particular camera and one particular
feature. For instance for the frontal camera of the Samsung Galaxy Note combined with
BSIF feature extraction method results in 1600 genuine scores and 49600 imposter scores.

4

Experimental Results

The experimental results obtained on all different smartphones are reported in terms of
Genuine Match Rate (GMR) (%) at a given False Match Rate (FMR) (%) [ISO07]. The
Genuine Match Rate (GMR) is deﬁned using the False Non Match Rate (FNMR) (%) as:
GM R = 1 − F N M R

(3)

4.1 Experiment 1
This set of experiments were carried out to gauge the performance of the system as a
standalone authentication application where the subjects have captured enrollment and
probe images in a self acquisition mode. The obtained results of the experiments are
outlined in Table 2. Of the three feature extraction techniques, it can be observed that
BSIF features obtained with a ﬁlter dimension of 9 × 9 with 8 layers provides the best
performance on all the cameras corresponding to different devices. The best scores for
GM R values at lower FMR rates such as 0.01% is obtained with BSIF features. The best
performance is reported for the rear camera of Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1 with a score of
89.38% while the lowest score is obtained for images from the rear camera of Asus Nexus
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7 at FMR of 0.01%. Key observations from this set of experiments can be outlined as :
1. The performance obtained from the images captured using rear camera is higher
than the performance obtained using images captured from the frontal camera in
each device. This can be attributed to the superior images obtained in terms of
resolution under the same imaging conditions.
2. Another important aspect to note is the performance of the system with respect to
the placement of camera on the device. It can be observed from the Table 2 that
Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1 has the best performance for the images corresponding
to both front and rear camera. Unlike the other two devices, the camera on this
device is centred exactly on the side corresponding to the longer dimension. The
alignment of the camera in such a position allows the user to interact with the device
in a convenient way such that they can look into the screen while capturing the
image. The placement of the camera in a corner causes the user to look at it and thus
causing the head pose change, which further leads to poor periocular images.
Phone

Camera Position
Front

Samsung Tab
Rear

Front
Samsung S5
Rear

Front
Asus Tab
Rear

Feature

FMR @ 0.01%

FMR @ 0.1%

FMR @ 1%

SIFT

84.94

88.44

93.56

SURF

70.75

79.50

86.63

BSIF

85.69

89.44

93.63

SIFT

85.88

87.94

92.56

SURF

75.88

81.69

87.75

BSIF

89.38

91.13

94.94

SIFT

75.75

83.00

91.63

SURF

67.38

77.69

86.19

BSIF

80.19

83.88

90.06

SIFT

78.00

86.56

94.50

SURF

67.00

80.31

91.69

BSIF

83.19

86.69

92.44

SIFT

71.13

80.63

88.63

SURF

57.13

69.94

79.00

BSIF

82.38

86.94

90.94

SIFT

66.88

89.69

95.31

SURF

62.38

77.94

91.56

BSIF

80.00

88.06

93.00

Table 2: Veriﬁcation results in terms of GMR at speciﬁc values of FMR
Figure 5 presents the plots of the obtained Genuine Match Rate (i.e. 1 − F N M R) corresponding to various FMR values. The performance of the different feature extraction
schemes follows consistently the trend that BSIF features provide the highest performance
while SURF features provide the lowest performance.
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Figure 5: Veriﬁcation performance in terms of GMR at different values of FMR

4.2 Experiment 2
In order to evaluate the impact on performance when the subjects themselves acquired the
images, another set of images for each user was captured using the rear camera through assisted mode by a trained expert. All the subjects in the experiment were also enrolled and
veriﬁed through the images acquired using the assisted mode. A similar protocol of capturing 5 reference images and 10 probe images was followed for this set of experiments. It
can be observed from the Table 3 that the performance of the system is slightly higher as
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compared to the performance of images stemming from the rear camera in the self acquisition mode. The superior performance in this case is due to uniform pose of the subject
under no restriction to adjust the position in accordance to the camera. The acquisition
time for this set of experiments were shorter due to assisted acquisition. Nevertheless, the
improvement in performance was not drastically high as compared to the self acquisition
mode validating the suitability and user-friendliness of the proposed system while being
robust in terms of performance for everyday authentication applications.
Phone
Samsung Tab

Samsung S5

Asus Tab

Feature

FMR @ 0.01%

FMR @ 0.1%

FMR @ 1%

SIFT

87.56

91.19

94.19

SURF

69.38

83.75

90.44

BSIF

91.81

93.50

94.50

SIFT

89.56

93.63

96.75

SURF

83.13

88.69

93.88

BSIF

90.56

92.13

94.94

SIFT

83.81

90.19

94.88

SURF

65.56

79.68

90.18

BSIF

89.56

93.63

96.75

Table 3: Veriﬁcation results obtained with assisted acquisition in terms of GMR at speciﬁc
values of FMR
Figure 6 presents the obtained GMR values for different FMR values for the images acquired in assisted mode using the proposed system. As observed in the earlier set of experiments, it can be seen that the best performance is obtained for BSIF features at lower
FMR values.
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Figure 6: Veriﬁcation performance with assisted acquisition in terms of GMR at various
levels of FMR

5

Conclusion

This work has proposed a new and unique biometric authentication system based on the
periocular information for smartphones. The proposed system has been implemented and
extensively evaluated on three different Android devices having different imaging sensors.
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Each device is evaluated for performance from images in frontal and rear camera to study
the impact of resolution of the camera and the factor of usability. The proposed system has
been tested with three well known feature extraction techniques. The best result of 89.38%
for GM R is obtained at a F M R = 0.01% for the Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1 validating
the robustness of the proposed system. At the same time, all the different systems have
consistently performed well with a GM R score of more than 80%. With the obtained
results, it can be clearly seen that the proposed system is robust to be employed in regular
authentication scenarios on smartphones.
Of all the three feature extraction techniques employed, BSIF has consistently preformed
well in all the conditions. A possible future work on score-level fusion can be carried
out to make the system more robust. Another aspect of the improved performance under
assisted acquisition suggests the necessity for the pose normalization of the face images
before the extraction of periocular image to have non-uniform shadows. Incorporation of
normalization of face pose to mitigate the factors affecting the performance can be studied
in future works.
The other important factor to consider in the future work is to incorporate presentation
attack detection (a.k.a spooﬁng) in the proposed system to make it more robust, reliable
and trust worthy while maintaining the user-friendliness.
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Bimodal palm biometric feature extraction using a single
RGB image
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Abstract: This paper proposes a method for palm bimodal biometric feature (vein
and crease pattern) acquisition from a single RGB image. Typical bimodal biometric
systems require combining infrared and visible images for this task. We use a single
CMOS color sensor and a speciﬁc illumination comprising of two wavelengths to acquire the image. As a result each biometric modality is more pronounced in its own
color channel. The image is processed by applying adapted matched ﬁlters with nonlinear modiﬁcations. Performance of the proposed method is evaluated against feature
separation with optical band-pass and band-stop approach on a database of 64 people.
The results show the average true positive rate is 70.6 % for vein detection and 64.7 %
for crease detection, whereas in 14.8 % and 9.29 % of the cases feature of wrong
modality is detected.

1 Introduction
It is difﬁcult to spoof human palm blood vessel structure as biometric feature because one
can’t leave his or her “blood vessel print” on a surface, unlike ﬁngerprints. This has motivated studies and manufacturing of vascular biometric systems [WESS05]. More than one
biometric feature (multimodal biometry) is used to increase biometric system’s level of security. There are such multimodal biometric systems that use palm blood vessel structure
and palm prints by analyzing two images in visible and infrared light. The disadvantage of
these systems is that two images must be acquired: either sequentially, using mechanicallyswitched optical ﬁlters [PFR+ 13], or simultaneously, using two image sensors [MCJ10].
This is because each biometric parameter requires different light spectrum — palm crease
images are obtainable at 390 · · · 700 nm while blood vessel images require near-infrared
light spectrum — wavelengths longer than 750 nm [SB99].
In this paper we propose a method for palm biometric features of two modalities (vein pattern and crease structure) extraction of a single image. We use spectral properties of the
chosen biometric features and acquire images where the features of each modality appear
more pronounced in separate color channels. This is described in section 2. The acquired
images are then digitally processed. The state of the art methods for palm feature extraction employ contrast enhancement and binarization [AEHS13]. However, these methods
are not suitable for the proposed task. Therefore, we use ﬁlters developed by Pudzs et al.
[PGF11], and adapt them to extract biometric features of each modality separately, as de-
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scribed in section 4. In sections 5 and 6 the proposed approach is validated experimentally
— we measure how often can crease and vein features be distinguished.

2

Palm feature spectral separation

Intensity

Each color channel of a typical CMOS sensor with RGB color ﬁlter array (Bayer ﬁlter)
is sensitive to near-infrared light in addition to its sensitivity in the corresponding light
spectrum [Tru12]. In this section we show how to exploit this property to pronounce
1
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Intensity

(a) only near-infrared illumination
1
0.5
0

R

G

B

Intensity

(b) only blue illumination
1
0.5
0

R

G

B

(c) dichromatic illumination
(a) red channel
(b) blue channel
Figure 1: Pixel intensity
distribution in color chan- Figure 2: Palm image fragment in proposed lighting conditions
(example; contrast was enhanced for visualization purposes)
nels (example)

features of each modality in different color channel. The choice of RGB channels depends on the spectrum sensitivity of the used image sensor. In our model we use Aptina
MT9V032C12STC ES RGB image sensor because it complies with our demanded quantum efﬁciency [Apt11] in relevant spectrum bands and it is widely available, and we use
R and B color channels for vein and crease features respectively. For any other image
acquisition system there might be different considerations over which color channels to
use, depending on the sensor and illumination device, but the general technique remains
the same. Since all color channels of the image sensor have similar sensitivity to nearinfrared spectrum, when palm is illuminated with near-infrared light, information from
this wavelength (vein pattern) is recorded in all 3 color channels. An example of pixel intensity distribution in the RGB color channels can be observed in ﬁgure 1a. When palm is
illuminated with monochromatic visible light (in our case — blue), information from this
wavelength (crease pattern) is recorded mostly in the corresponding RGB channel — an
example of pixel intensity distribution can be observed in ﬁgure 1b. Therefore, when both
of the mentioned light sources are simultaneously applied with different intensities, different color channels (in our example — R and B) will contain information mostly observed
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in each light separately. An example of pixel intensity distribution for dichromatic light
can be observed in ﬁgure 1c. Thus, palm veins will be mostly visible in red channel, while
palm crease structure — mostly in blue channel. The red channel was selected for palm
vein information recording because it has the highest sensitivity in near-infrared spectrum
between all color channels. Blue channel was chosen for crease information recording because of its smallest overlap with the red channel in visible light spectrum band [Apt11].
Our experiments with images veriﬁed that it is possible to ﬁnd a pair of simultaneous illumination intensities to achieve the desired effect. Such illumination used for captured
image, fragment of which is shown in ﬁgure 2. Fig. 2a shows the red channel pixels, while
2b shows the blue channel pixels. Notice that the former appears to contain visually more
expressed veins and the latter — more expressed crease, however, this is not sufﬁcient for
bi-modal feature extraction.

3

Palm crease and blood vessel model

This section discusses the methods for distinguishing between creases and veins in palm
images. The apparent differences of these features are their visual appearance which will

(c) Vein CF, taken from 3a
(d) Crease CF, taken from 3b
(a) Palm image fragment with (b) Palm image fragment with
manually labeled veins
manually labeled creases

Figure 3: An example of vein/crease CF acquisition (contrast was enhanced in all images
for visualization purposes)
be analyzed in this section. Therefore we have created a database of palm images that are
acquired in the mentioned lighting conditions, and manually labeled distinct fragments of
palm features (ﬁg. 3a, 3b). Selected feature fragments are straightened and concatenated
together to form a continuous feature (CF) — ﬁg. 3c, 3d. From these statistics crease and
blood vessel average CF models (ACFM) were obtained for each RGB color channel, ﬁg.
4a and 4b respectively. To display each feature RGB ACFM in one picture, it is assumed
that each feature’s color channel’s ambient pixels have value 1. As intended, palm blood
vessels appear more strongly (darker) in red channel, but palm crease — in blue channel,
but both are also seen in other color channels with lower magnitude. Also the claim that
these biometric features have different width was conﬁrmed — typical marked palm blood
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vessel width in red channel is greater than 10 pixels, but palm ridge width is approximately
3 · · · 6 pixels (in captured images with system that is being developed, placing palm at
about the same distance). When placing palm in a different distance from the camera
feature width might be different, but their ratio shall remain the same. These appear to be
sufﬁcient differences for palm blood vessels and crease separation using matched ﬁlters.
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Figure 4: Average palm vein and crease ACFM for each color channel of RGB image

4

Filter development

Both feature detection ﬁlters must extract lines with certain thickness, therefore in sec. 4.1
and 4.2 we are focusing on development of a universal ﬁlter for this purpose. Development
of such matched ﬁlter (MF) is discussed using a benchmark test image — ﬁg. 6a. The goal
is to extract lines with certain width as deﬁned by the outlined region in the image. As
every real palm image would, this image contains narrower and wider lines as well as
gradients and patterns that are considered as noise.
Subsequently in sections 4.3 and 4.4 we will discuss ﬁlter parameters and modiﬁcations
that are distinct for vein and crease detection.

4.1

Filter structure and its response

The ﬁlter structure and its response is based on the NH-CMF (Non-Halo Complex Matched
Filter) introduced in [PGF11]. The idea behind the NH-CMF is that the ﬁlter kernel (ﬁg.
5a) is matched with a line-like object (LLO) one wants to extract. The kernel is rotated
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in angular interval ϕn ∈ [0, π), using uniformly distributed N rotations (e.g. N = 4).
Filter response RNH at particular point (x0 , y0 ) with kernel rotation angle ϕn is deﬁned
as:


∫∫
f (x, y) · M (x − x0 , y − y0 ; ϕn ) · dxdy 
RNH(x , y , ϕ ) = ramp 
(1)
0

0

n

D

where f (x, y) is the image being ﬁltered and D is the overlay area of the kernel M , and
ramp (x) = x+|x|
2 . The kernel is constructed so that it has no mean value, meaning
zero response for mean component of f (x, y), within D. Negative responses for each ϕn
are converted to 0 because such responses indicate that the particular image region at the
given angle ϕn does not represent requested LLO. Each point’s (x0 , y0 ) N responses are
combined using complex numbers (c.f. [PGF11], section V.). Without dwelling deeper in
NH-CMF we describe the approach to adapt the ﬁlter for the required task (selective line
detection). Filter kernel can be divided into segments without altering its size or principle
of operation — ﬁg. 5b. It is divided into 10 segments placed in 2 columns (NB = 2), to
perform line continuity test, and 5 rows (NA = 5), to determine line width (the reason for
such segmentation is discussed in corresponding sub-sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2). Segments
are labeled as Aa Bb for convenience (refer to ﬁg. 5b). Each mask segment’s Aa Bb
correlation S(a b) with an underlying image fragment is calculated as:
∫∫
f (x, y) · M (x − x0 , y − y0 ; ϕn ) · dxdy .
(2)
S(a b) (x0 , y0 , ϕn ) =
Aa Bb

Hereafter in most equations variables x0 , y0 , ϕn are left out. Filter response remains the
same, but now equation (1) can be rewritten using segment responses S(a b) :
)]
[ 2 (
4
∑
∑
)
(
S(a b)
.
(3)
3 · S(1 b) + S(5 b) − 2 ·
RNH = ramp
a=2

b=1

Such NH-CMF response RNH on an artiﬁcial test image (ﬁg. 6a) can be seen in ﬁg. 6b.
In the next subsections we iteratively improve the quality of NH-CMF result (ﬁg. 6b) for
the speciﬁed task by removing unwanted responses (denoted as artifacts). Therefore, our
proposed ﬁlter consists of a non-linear NH-CMF with a modiﬁed kernel and an additional
calculation module for artifact removal.

4.2 Artifact removal
Various objects, other than necessary features, processed with NH-CMF will give non-zero
ﬁlter output responses because their shape is remotely similar to object with which ﬁlter
is matched — artifacts. Artifact removal is performed at each kernel’s rotation angle ϕn ,
before responses are combined for each individual image point — (x0 , y0 ). Non-Artifact
check variable C is deﬁned as:
C = CC · CW · CG1 · CG2 ,
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(4)

(a)
NH-CMF
([PGF11])

ﬁlter

kernel

(b) The proposed division of NHCMF ﬁlter kernel into 10 segments

Figure 5: NH-CMF ﬁlter kernel and its proposed division into 10 segments

(a) Original image

(b) RNH

(c) RNH · CC

(d) RNH · CC · (e) RNH · CC · (f) RNH · C
CW
CW · CG1

Figure 6: Test image and ﬁltration results, the processed images (6b-6f) are inverted
(darker region represents a higher correlation with the ﬁlter kernel), black picture borders
are not part of the data, but added for convenience
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and it can take values 0 and 1: 0 when given ﬁlter output value can be recognized as
artifact and 1 — otherwise. Its constituent variables CC , CW , CG1 and CG2 can also take
values 0 and 1, and are discussed in the following chapters. Proposed ﬁlter response for
one kernel’s rotation angle is:
Rﬁnal(x0 , y0 , ϕn ) = RNH(x0 , y0 , ϕn ) · C (x0 , y0 , ϕn ) .

(5)

4.2.1 Line continuity
As it can be seen in marked regions in ﬁg. 6b, the ﬁlter has a non-zero correlation around
lines and gradients. Such response emerges when kernel’s rotation angle ϕn forms a certain oblique angle Δ with LLO’s direction so that kernel only partly overlays LLO. Such
ﬁlter responses can be detected by dividing the ﬁlter kernel in two columns (two is the
minimum number of columns, using larger number will also examine whether the line
is continuous in its intermediate sections) — in ﬁg. 5b these 2 columns are formed by
segments Aa B1 and Aa B2 , perceiving each column Bb as a separate matched ﬁlter.
[
]
4
) ∑
(
S(a b)
(∀b ∈ {1, 2}) RCb = ramp 3 · S(1 b) + S(5 b) −
(6)
a=2

We are interested only in binary operator CC , therefore line continuity test can be performed:
CC = H [min (RCb )] ,
(7)
where H function is deﬁned as follows:
{
H=

0,
1,

if x $ 0
if x > 0 .

(8)

The performance of NH-CMF with added line continuity check (with a response restricted
by R = RNH · CC ) on a test image ﬁg. 6a can be seen in 6c. Notice that mentioned
artifacts have been partially removed.
4.2.2 Line width
Speciﬁed line width is one of the key features for crease / vein separation as discussed in
section 3. Although ﬁlter is matched with thick lines, it can be noticed that ﬁlter output
response depends also on kernel’s geometry, not only the input signal, as marked in ﬁg. 6c.
If line is several times thinner than the kernel’s dark region, there are going to be multiple
x coordinates (xn · · · xm , y0 ) (in case of a vertical line) where the ﬁlter kernel’s center
can be placed in order to obtain positive output response. Such thin line in NH-CMF output will result in a positive response region whose width is approximately equivalent to
kernel’s negative region width.
To allow detect only lines with a speciﬁc width (greater than few pixels) the line compatibility with ﬁlter kernel can be veriﬁed in multiple line’s cross section points. This can be
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achieved by dividing kernel’s dark region into rows. Lets look at column B1 . It consists
of 2 positive segments (A1 B1 and A5 B1 ) and kernel’s dark (negative) part is divided into
3 segments — A2 B1 to A4 B1 (2 is the minimum number of segments but 3 segments
are chosen experimentally. The maximum number of such segments depends on line’s
width in pixels.). Whether line has allowed thickness value, can be determined by checking if under each negative ﬁlter kernel’s segment is a “part of line” carrying out a “partial
matching”. It can be done as follows:
]
[
(9)
(∀a ∈ {2, 3, 4}) (∀b ∈ {1, 2}) RWa, b = ramp S(1 b) + S(5 b) − 2 · S(a b)
As before, we need to obtain binary CW merging all 6 individual segment results: RWa, b :
)]
[
(
(10)
CW = H min RWa, b .
Response obtained using line continuity and width checks (R = RNH · CC · CW ) can be
seen in ﬁg. 6d.
4.2.3

Gradient checks

So far, all viewed ﬁlters detect gradients along with lines (hence the term LLO was
used). When performing line continuity check, each kernel column’s negative segment
S(2 b) · · · S(4 b) is viewed in conjunction with both positive side segments — S(1 b) and
S(5 b) to determine if there is an LLO. When ﬁlter kernel is located on top of a gradient,
alongside it, ﬁlter result (at the given angle) will be non-zero because partially matched
ﬁlter requirements will be met. However, following operation results for ∀b, a = 1 and
a = 5 simultaneously won’t be non-zero:
]
[
4
∑
S(i b)
(11)
(∀a ∈ {1, 5}) (∀b ∈ {1, 2}) RG1a, b = ramp 3 · S(a b) −
i=2

because, in case of a gradient, under one of these segment combinations a reverse gradient
or a constant image pixel values will be located. The gradient test — G1 can be performed
to both ﬁlter columns by calculating:
[
(
)]
CG1 = H min RG1a, b .
(12)
NH-CMF output result with added CG1 check can be seen in ﬁg. 6e — gradient formed
artifacts (marked regions in ﬁg. 6d) have been removed. However, part of the random
artifacts from the marked region in ﬁg. 6e can be classiﬁed into groups that have already
been observed in the previous chapters. In order to enhance ability to distinguish valid
signal from them, gradient check G2 is introduced. This test is performed by requesting
each kernel’s negative segments ((∀a ∈ {2, 3, 4}) , (∀b ∈ {1, 2})) to form a positive result
with its corresponding positive side segments as follows:
(
)
(∀a ∈ {2, 3, 4}) (∀b ∈ {1, 2}) RG21a, b = ramp S(1 b) − S(a b)
(
)
RG22a, b = ramp S(5 b) − S(a b) ,
(13)
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from which it is understandable that gradient check 2 variable CG2 can be deﬁned:
[
(
)]
CG2 = H min RG21a, b , RG22a, b
.

(14)

Analyzing equations (13) and (14), it can be seen that condition CG2 includes (or is
stronger than) previously viewed checks — CC , CW and CG1 , which means that eq. (4)
can be rewritten as C = CG2 . This claim can be veriﬁed by observing ﬁlter responses in
ﬁg. 6f.

4.3 Blood vessel ﬁlter
So far we examined ﬁlter structure for executing the
set of tests for artifact removal — a general case. To
describe speciﬁc ﬁlters that are matched with previously deﬁned palm vein and crease width, we introduce variables that describe kernel’s segment dimensions — ﬁg. 5b — h - segment length and w segment width.
Since veins comply with previously predeﬁned
characteristics as “thick lines”, it is only necessary
to scale the developed ﬁlter kernel from ﬁg. 5b —
experimentally determined that optimal results are
achieved if h = 11 and w = 5 for the particular
system. Such ﬁlter output response (detected palm
veins) for input RGB image from ﬁg. 2 is shown in
ﬁg. 7, marked as ".
Figure 7: Input RGB image from
ﬁgure 2 processed by the proposed
ﬁlters (responses (vein - ", crease ") are drawn over grayscale image)
4.4 Crease ﬁlter
In section 3 it was shown that marked ridges (only widest and more clearly visible were
marked) are approximately 3 · · · 6 pixels wide. It means that smaller palm prints are 1 · · · 2
pixels wide — not only palm print width difference can be approx. 6×, but also crease
ﬁlter kernel’s dark region can’t be divided into multiple rows (for example, one pixel wide
crease can’t be detected in this way). Therefore, it is proposed to use opposite approach to
line width test — instead of checking if line is under kernel’s multiple negative segments
(in line width direction), allowing the line to be only under the central negative segment
in each column — now segment results A2 Bb and A4 Bb (ﬁg. 5b) are ignored — both
calculating RNH and performing artifact checks. This also provides resembling output
magnitude to different width lines. Experiments determined that using such ﬁlter for crease
detection, optimal ﬁlter parameters are h = 2 and w = 2. Filter output response (detected
palm ridges) for input image 2b is shown in ﬁg. 7, marked as ".
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5

Experiments

In our experiments it is assumed that the optical method (using bandpass/bandstop light
ﬁlters), which is used in other biometric systems, provides maximum separation of palm
biometric modalities. Therefore, it is used as a benchmark for evaluation of our proposed
method, which is aimed to accomplish the same task — feature separation. We evaluate
method’s ability to: 1) detect each feature, and 2) distinguish features of different modalities. This is done by calculating the True Positive (TP) and False Positive (FP) detection
rates of proposed ﬁlters.
Data
We have acquired a database of 64 people (age 22 — 79) palm images. For each person
30 images were taken in our proposed lighting conditions. In addition, two ground truth
images for each person were acquired using optical ﬁlters — one in near-infrared light
to represent pure vein structure, and the other — in blue light representing pure crease
structure.
Evaluation Method
The magnitude of ﬁlter response is proportional to the detail’s correlation with the ﬁlter
kernel — higher magnitude denotes more expressed palm feature, which is essential for
the feature comparison algorithm. Due to the nature of our feature comparison algorithm,
which takes magnitude of detected features into account, we preserve this information and
use Magnitude-Weighted Histogram (MWH) [PFG13] method for evaluation. The most
convenient way to calculate MWH is to sum ﬁltered images that are properly aligned.
Each MWH pixel contains information of how often and how signiﬁcantly ﬁlter responds
in it.
Experimental Procedure
MWHs were calculated for each modality and every person — a total of 2 × 64 MWH images. For convenience, let us denote MWH images for analyzed person as MWHvein (x, y)
and MWHcrease (x, y). Ground truth images were processed and binarized to acquire
ground truth masks — GTvein (x, y) and GTcrease (x, y). Using these masks we are able
to calculate TP rates of our proposed ﬁlters in the following manner:
∑ ∑
x
y MWHvein (x, y) · GTvein (x, y)
∑ ∑
· 100%,
(15a)
TPvein =
x
y MWHvein (x, y)
∑ ∑
x
y MWHcrease (x, y) · GTcrease (x, y)
∑ ∑
· 100%.
(15b)
TPcrease =
x
y MWHcrease (x, y)
False Positive rates can be determined from these values by means of subtraction:
FPvein = 100% − TPvein ,
FPcrease = 100% − TPcrease .

(16a)
(16b)

A special case of FP in which we are particularly interested is when a detail of other
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modality is detected. This addends of FP — vein ﬁlter detecting ridge (V → C) and viceversa (C → V) are determined as follows:
∑ ∑

FPV→C =

x

y

∑ ∑
FPC→V =

x

y

MWHvein (x, y) · (1 − GTvein (x, y)) · GTcrease (x, y)
∑ ∑
· 100%,
x
y MWHvein (x, y)

(17a)

MWHcrease (x, y) · (1 − GTcrease (x, y)) · GTvein (x, y)
∑ ∑
· 100%.
x
y MWHcrease (x, y)

(17b)

6 Results and conclusions
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Figure 8: Evaluation results for proposed vein and crease extraction ﬁlters
The parameters described in previous section were calculated for every person in the
database and are shown in ﬁgure 8. The results show the average TP rate is 70.6 % for vein
detection and 64.7 % for crease detection. Corresponding average FP rates are 29.4 % and
35.3 %, from which 14.8 % and 9.29 % are recognized as detection of feature of wrong
modality. By analyzing these results, we can conclude that on average crease separation
from veins appeared more accurate. This can be explained by the fact that creases were
more clearly visible in the database images (ﬁg. 2 shows an example), and by the fact that
sometimes widest palm creases (e. g. palmar and thenar) appear visually similar to veins
and, therefore, vein ﬁlter detected them.
The ground truth images contained local palm deformations due to the different palm ﬁnger placement. Therefore, pixels that were marked as ground truth could disagree with
the acquired MWHs. We did not correct any local image deformations before making the
experiment, however, we acknowledge that it might improve the results.
In this work we have introduced a promising biometric feature acquisition approach that
offers new possibilities for multimodal biometric systems. By following the proposed
procedure for image acquisition and feature extraction it is possible to simplify both —
biometric device and authentication procedure. However, until a working prototype of
the system will be developed, more performance tests should be performed on a broader
database.
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Abstract: The overall ePassport authentication procedure should be fast to have a
sufﬁcient throughput of people at border crossings such as airports. At the same time,
the ePassport and its holder should be checked as thoroughly as possible. By speeding
up the ePassport authentication procedure, more time can be spend on veriﬁcation of
biometrics. We demonstrate that our proposed solution allows to replace the current
combination of PACE and EAC with a more efﬁcient authentication procedure that
provides even better security and privacy guarantees. When abstracting away from
the time needed for the ePassport to verify the terminal’s certiﬁcate, a speed-up of at
least 40% in comparison with the current ePassport authentication procedure is to be
expected.

1

Introduction

Part of the ePassport authentication is run on an RFID chip contained within the ePassport.
This means that when designing ePassport authentication protocols, one needs to take into
account efﬁciency and cost constraints on the chip side. At the same time, the overall
ePassport authentication procedure, including the veriﬁcation of biometrics of the ePassport holder, should ideally take less than ten seconds to reach a sufﬁcient throughput of
people at border crossing such as airports, without compromising on security. Therefore it
is important, that newly proposed solutions are at least as efﬁcient as the current solution
when providing improved security features or more efﬁcient when providing at least the
current security features. Additionally, to keep the cost low, the newly proposed solutions
should also be able to run on the currently available hardware.
Recently a couple of ePassport authentication improvements were proposed. Bender et al.
[BFK13] proposed to combine password authenticated connection establishment (PACE)1
with active authentication (AA), which results in a cost reduction on the tag side by one elliptic curve multiplication: 6 elliptic curve multiplications instead of a total of 7 for PACE
and AA separately. However, this improvement only applies to the version of PACE with
the generic mapping and not to the version with the integrated mapping, where the total
for PACE and AA separately would be 4 elliptic curve multiplications. Buchmann et al.
[BPBP13] propose an improved BioPACE protocol where the ePassport holder’s biometrics are used in combination with a biometric template protection scheme as input for
PACE instead of the ePassport’s Machine Readable Zone (MRZ). This bypasses the need
for extended access control (EAC) which is aimed at limiting access to the sensitive data
1 An

overview of these protocols is given in Sect. 2
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stored on the ePassport such as biometrics. Note that this improved BioPACE protocol
does not provide protection against chip cloning and as such requires either AA or chip
authentication to take place afterwards. Additionally, it has as drawback that an active adversary with access to the ePassport could use it to derive information about the biometrics
of the ePassport holder.
When verifying a European ePassport, one needs to make a distinction between two situations:
1. The veriﬁer wants access to the sensitive data stored on the ePassport, which are
protected by extended access control such as biometrics (ﬁngerprints, iris); there
is support on the verifying terminal for EAC; and the ePassport’s issuing country
granted the inspection systems of the verifying country access to the sensitive data
protected by EAC.
2. The veriﬁer does not want access to the protected biometric data; there is no support
on the verifying terminal for EAC; or the ePassport’s issuing country did not grant
inspections systems of the verifying country access to data protected by EAC.
Our proposal only applies to the former situation and hence we will only discuss this
situation throughout the paper. To handle the latter situation, ePassports will still need to
support basic access control (BAC)/PACE to read out basic information that is stored on
the ePassport, passive authentication to ensure the authenticity of the read-out data, and
active authentication/chip authentication to protect against chip cloning.
Concretely, our contributions are as follows:
• In Sect. 2, we give an overview of the current ePassport authentication procedure
and its properties in terms of security and privacy.
• We propose to replace the current combination of PACE and EAC protocols with
a more efﬁcient authentication procedure that relies on a single authentication protocol in Sect. 3. For the underlying authentication we choose on widely studied
SIGMA-I protocol [Kra03] and proposed a new protocol IBIHOP+, which builds
upon the IBIHOP protocol [PHF13]. Both protocols can be realized on the current
ePassport chips.
• In Sect. 4 we evaluate our proposed solution for the two protocols and compare
these with the current ePassport authentication solution in terms of security, privacy,
efﬁciency and implementation considerations. We show that both our proposed solution achieves better security and privacy properties and moreover is more efﬁcient
in the number of communication rounds. For the newly proposed IBIHOP+ we
additionally show a reduction in the number of computations at the chip side.
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2

Current Situation

Current European biometric-enabled ePassports allow access to basic information to terminals to successfully complete the PACE protocol [BSI10] with the chip. To be compliant
with International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) regulations, there is also support
for the weaker BAC protocol [ICA06] that also allows access to this basic data. However,
BAC is expected to be replaced by the PACE-based supplemental access control (SAC)
protocol by 2018 [ICA13]. For access to the sensitive data, such as biometrics, European
ePassports require EAC2 . These implement EAC version 1 [BSI10], which consists of ﬁrst
chip authentication and then terminal authentication and requires passive authentication
to have taken place before chip authentication. Figure 1 depicts the current European
ePassport authentication process, where PACE takes place ﬁrst and is followed later on by
EAC.

Figure 1: Current ePassport authentication procedure.

PACE provides forward secure key agreement based on a shared key between the ePassport
and the terminal, e.g., the MRZ of the ePassport. This agreed key will be used for setting
up a secure communication channel. Over this secure communication channel, the basic
information of the ePassport is read out. There exist two versions of PACE, because the
designers also considered the cost of implementation. The ﬁrst version of PACE uses a
so-called generic mapping and relies on two consecutive Difﬁe-Hellman key exchanges.
The second makes use of an integrated mapping for which the ﬁrst Difﬁe-Hellman key
exchange is replaced by a symmetric-key cryptographic solution, reducing the number of
costly elliptic curve operations by 2 elliptic curve multiplications. Note that the security
evaluation of PACE given by Bender et al. [BFK09] only applies to the version with
generic mapping.
2 This

is mandatory cfr. European Commission Decision C(2006) 2909 of 28 June 2006.
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Over this secure authentication channel, we continue the ePassport authentication process.
Performing passive authentication (verifying the read out basic data) is mandatory before
chip authentication can take place. After chip authentication, secure communication is
restarted and ﬁnally terminal authentication is performed. Upon the chip accepting the
terminal, the sensitive data can be communicated to the terminal.

Properties
We will deﬁne the security and privacy properties on the RFID chip in accordance with the
latest RFID privacy model by Hermans et al. [HPP14]. This model builds further upon the
generally accepted RFID privacy model of Hermans et al. [HPVP11], with added support
for multiple readers and two new attacker classes to cover insider attacks. To fulﬁll the
same requirements as the combination of PACE and EAC, one needs to provide at least:
• Wide-destructive privacy [HPP14]: for an adversary with the power to modify the
exchanged messages between ePassports and a terminal, with full control over an
ePassport of his own, and able to observe the outcome (success or failure), it should
be hard, when not knowing a unique identiﬁer of the ePassport under attack such
as the MRZ when the messages are exchanged, to link a protocol run to a speciﬁc
ePassport. This is similar to resistance against ofﬂine guessing property of PACE,
with the difference that we now also allow active attacks.
• Extended soundness [HPP14]: the ePassport should be able to securely authenticate
to a terminal without leaking information to the terminal that would allow the terminal to authenticate to another terminal as being the ePassport. This is referred to
as protection against chip cloning, which is both provided by chip authentication as
active authentication.
• Extended soundness for terminal authentication: similar to extended soundness but
speciﬁc for terminal authentication.
• Mutual authentication: chip and terminal authentication should be linked together.
• Key agreement with forward secrecy: to securely exchange subsequent data between
ePassport and terminal, which will remain conﬁdential even when the private key of
the terminal leaks at some point in the future.
Of lesser importance (as discussed in Sect. 4), the current combination of PACE and EAC
also provides:
• Preventing challenge semantics because the transcripts produced by the protocol are
non-transferable (EAC).
• Veriﬁcation that the terminal has physical access to the ePassport’s data page (PACE).
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3

Proposed Solution

Instead of bootstrapping from a low entropy value printed on the ePassport, e.g., MRZ, we
propose to directly use a strong mutual authentication protocol. To safeguard the citizen’s
privacy, strong terminal authentication should take place ﬁrst. Then, after the ePassport
veriﬁes the terminal’s authentication, the ePassport will authenticate privately to this terminal. We selected two efﬁcient protocols that follow this pattern, namely Sigma-I [Kra03]
and IBIHOP [PHF13], which will be discussed in more detail below. Both protocols can
be implement on the current ePassports’ chips3 .
Please note that terminal authentication in itself is not enough, the ePassport also needs to
be ensured that the terminal is authorized by the issuing country to read out the (sensitive)
data. To this end, the terminal will ﬁrst need to get the issuing country from the MRZ
and then provide the correct terminal certiﬁcate, as is the case for terminal authentication
as speciﬁed by BSI [BSI10]. After the terminal certiﬁcate has been veriﬁed, one of the
two following protocols is run, where the ePassport takes the public key of the terminal
from the validated terminal certiﬁcate. Likewise, the terminal needs to be sure that the
public key of the ePassport is certiﬁed by the ePassport’s issuing country. Therefore,
passive authentication will take place after one of the two protocols has been successfully
executed. The general ePassport authentication procedure is depicted in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Alternative ePassport authentication procedure.

3.1 Sigma-I
Krawczyk [Kra03] proposed several Sigma protocols of which Sigma-I is of particular
interest. This protocol, which is depicted in Fig. 3, allows the ePassport to only send out
his identiﬁable information after having authenticated the terminal. As already suggested
by Krawczyk, we use an authenticated encryption scheme to optimize the protocol. We
selected Schnorr’s signature scheme [Sch91] because of its security and high efﬁciency.
Generating a signature takes one elliptic curve multiplication, while verifying takes two
elliptic curve multiplications and one elliptic curve addition.
3 Authenticated encryption call always be implemented by using a generic Encrypt-then-MAC
construction[BN00].
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keypair: x, X = xP

keypair: y, Y = yP

ePassport

Terminal

a ∈R Z∗
ℓ
A = aP
b ∈R Z∗
ℓ
K = KDF(bA)
´
`
B = bP, IV, α = AEK,IV Y, SIGy (A, B)
K = KDF(aB) ` ´
Y, σ ← ADK,IV α
!VERY (σ, (A, B))? ⊥
`
´
IV ′ , β = AEK,IV ′ X, SIGx (A, B)
IV ′ ≤ IV ? ⊥
` ´
X, σ′ ← ADK,IV ′ β
` ′
´
!VERX σ , (A, B) ? ⊥

Figure 3: The Sigma-I protocol [Kra03].

3.2

IBIHOP

Peeters et al. [PHF13] proposed IBIHOP, which is depicted in Fig. 4. It is important to
mention that one of this protocol’s design goals was to be very space-efﬁcient (minimal
circuit area) on RFID tags, hence it does not make use of hash functions or authenticated
encryption and only used the x-coordinates of points on the elliptic curve. This protocol
provides wide-strong ePassport privacy and tag-ﬁrst mutual authentication with extended
soundness for both ePassport as terminal authentication. The protocol’s high efﬁciency
is due to the fact that it is designed for efﬁcient mutual authentication and not for key
agreement. Even though mutual authentication implies key agreement, both parties can
easily derive a key K = KDF(e, yR = rY, X), this does not provide forward security.
An adversary obtaining the private key of the terminal y, can reconstruct this key for
any past exchange of messages between an ePassport and the terminal. Given Ri , fi , si
and y, the key Ki can be reconstructed as follows: let ei = fi − [yRi ]x and Ki =
KDF(ei , yRi , e−1
i (si P − Ri )).
We propose a new variant of the IBIHOP protocol, IBIHOP+ (see Fig. 5), to also include
forward secure key agreement. For forward key agreement, we introduce a full DifﬁeHellman key agreement with fresh randomness provided by the two parties, resulting in
one more elliptic curve multiplication. By introducing a hash function (which is already
implemented on the ePassport chip and hence does not result in additional required circuit
area), we will try to keep IBIHOP’s original efﬁciency in number of operations on the
elliptic curve: as such we will explicitly bind e and R1 together with the authentication of
the terminal at negligible cost. This makes that the ﬁrst half of the security proof (mutual
authentication), based on matching conversations until the third message still holds. Only
the last message will be sent over an authenticated channel, in order to prevent an adversary
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to uniquely identify the ePassport later on, in the event the terminal’s private key gets
compromised. For the security proof, an adversary could be given access to K without it
gaining any advantage towards breaking the security game. As such, the second part of
the original security proof also holds. Similarly, the original proof for wide-strong privacy
holds, when allowing the adversary access to K.
keypair: x, X = xP

keypair: y, Y = yP

ePassport

Terminal
e ∈R Z∗
ℓ

ˆ
˜
[E]x = e−1 P x
r ∈R Z∗
ℓ
[R]x = [rP ]x
f = [yR]x + e
e = f − [rY ]x
?

eE = P
s = ex + r
?

Ẋ = e−1 (sP − R) ∈ DB

Figure 4: The IBIHOP protocol [PHF13].
keypair: x, X = xP

keypair: y, Y = yP

ePassport

Terminal
e, r1 ∈R Z∗
ℓ
c = H(e, R1 ), R1 = r1 P

r2 ∈ R Z ∗
ℓ
R2 = r 2 P
f = [yR2 ]x + e
e = f − [r2 Y ]x
?

H(e, R1 ) = c
K = KDF(r2 R1 )

`
´
IV, α = AEK,IV s = ex + r2

K = KDF(r1 R2 )

` ´
s = ADK,IV α
Ẋ = e−1 (sP − R2 )

Figure 5: IBIHOP+ : our proposed IBIHOP variant with forward-secure key agreement.
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4
4.1

Evaluation
Security and Privacy

Both proposed protocols (SIGMA-I and IBIHOP+) are proven to be wide-strong private,
as opposed to PACE’s attributed wide-destructive privacy4 . Wide-strong private is the
strongest privacy property which means that even when the adversary has all secret information stored on the chip, it will still not be able to tell a future protocol run of this chip
apart from any other valid protocol run. Hence it is hard (in the security parameter ℓ of the
used underlying curves) to trace even a single ePassport.
When also considering active attacks, the effective privacy offered by PACE is depending
on the entropy h of the passwords used as its input, which is typically the machine readable
zone (MRZ) of the passport. According to ICAO [ICA06] the maximum entropy provided
by a MRZ for a ePassport with 10 year validity is 56 bit. However, it has been shown that
the entropy can be reduced further for among others Belgian [AKQ08] ePassports: 38 bit,
23 bit when the date of birth is known; Dutch [HHJ+ 08] ePassports: 50 bit, 41 bit when the
age can be guessed correctly within a 5 year interval; and German [CLRPS07] ePassports:
40 bit. Note that it is easy to mount active attacks against ePassports since PACE does not
provide reader authentication. A successful attack, with probability of at least 1/256 , will
give the adversary access to the basic information, stored on the ePassport, that uniquely
identiﬁes the citizen. However, it remains impossible to read the sensitive information
contained within the ePassport due the security of extended access control mechanism.
Both SIGMA-I and IBIHOP+ provide reader-ﬁrst mutual authentication with strong ePassport and strong terminal authentication, where no identiﬁable information of the tag is
shared before the reader strongly authenticated to the tag. As discussed in [PHF13], this is
both an advantage for tag privacy and security, since the adversary is limited by not being
able to send arbitrary formatted messages to the tag, only messages from a genuine reader
will be accepted. The order in which mutual authentication takes place has also an effect
on the need to prevent challenge semantics, as already informatively argued in [BSI10].
By having the reader authenticate ﬁrst, the worst case scenario in which challenge semantics are not restricted to authorized terminal is avoided. However, if one is to insist on
avoiding challenge semantics, only IBIHOP+ remains. The authentication in IBIHOP+ is
not transferable since a terminal with private key y can always generate a valid transcript
for an ePassport with a given public key X as follows:
• Pick the values e and s at random in Zℓ .
• Compute R2 as sP − eX.
When considering the inﬂuence of compromise of the ePassport or the terminal on prior
communications, the forward secrecy property of the key agreement is important. For the
combination PACE + EAC, both PACE and chip authentication provide forward secrecy.
4 PACE is deﬁnitely not wide-strong private, since an active attacker can always see if a protocol run corresponds with a given secret.
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SIGMA-I and IBIHOP+ also provides forward secrecy. All these protocols prevent that
an adversary can read the exchanged information or even identify ePassports used with
this terminal, prior to compromise. After compromise of a terminal that is still authorized,
the PACE protocol ensures that the data on the ePassport are better protected, because the
terminal needs the password on the printed passport in order to be able to access the information the ePassport (and hence cannot read out any closed ePassport book). However,
the proposed protocols can easily be adapted to provide similar protection by adding an
extra round of communication in the end, where the terminal sends the read-out password
over the secure connection. The chip then veriﬁes the received password before allowing
access to the data on the ePassport. By transferring the password after private mutual authentication took place, over the freshly established secure channel, we avoid weakening
the privacy guarantees towards third parties given by the proposed protocols.
Table 1 gives an overview of the achieved security and privacy properties, as deﬁned in
Sect. 2, for the different ePassport authentication solutions.
Table 1: Security and privacy of different ePassport authentication solutions.
PACE + EAC
SIGMA-I
IBIHOP+
Privacy (tracebility)
wide-destructive (1h )
wide-strong (1ℓ )
wide-strong (1ℓ )
Privacy (data)
basic info (1h )
basic info (1ℓ )
basic info (1ℓ )
sensitive info (1ℓ )
sensitive info (1ℓ )
sensitive info (1ℓ )
Extended soundness
ePassport
yes
yes
yes
terminal
yes
yes
yes
Mutual authentication
tag-ﬁrst
reader-ﬁrst
reader-ﬁrst
Key agreement
forward secrecy
forward secrecy
forward secrecy
Prevent challenge
yes
no, but limited to
yes
semantics
authorized terminals
Verify physical
yes
optional, + 1 round optional, + 1 round
access terminal
of communication
of communication
(1h ) in the password entropy

(1ℓ ) in the security parameter

4.2 Efﬁciency
This comparison in Table 2 does not take into account passive authentication and the fetching and verifying of the terminal certiﬁcate (part of terminal authentication for EAC, terminal certiﬁcate validation for the proposed alternatives), which are needed in all cases.
Computation-wise, only the more involved public key cryptographic operations are considered, while the less involved symmetric key cryptographic operations are neglected5 .
Our alternative solution, for both proposed authentication protocols, requires signiﬁcantly
less rounds of communication in comparison with PACE and EAC. Moreover, IBIHOP+
also requires fewer elliptic curve operations. We assume that the possible slight overhead
5 If one were to count the symmetric operations for the combination of PACE and EAC, one also needs to take
into account the additional operations needed to send data over a secure communication channel.
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in computations on the terminal for our proposed alternative solution will not play a big
part as terminals are expected to be fundamentally more powerful than the chip inside
ePassports. Depending on the cost of communication versus computation on the chip, the
expected speed-up will be at least 40 % (only taking computation into account) when using
IBIHOP+ instead of the combination of PACE and EAC.
Table 2: Efﬁciency of different ePassport authentication solutions.

ePassport computation
Terminal computation

PACE + EAC
5 (+2)∗ ECmul
1 ECadd
5 (+2)∗ ECmul

Rounds of communication

9

SIGMA-I
5 ECmul
1 ECadd
5 ECmul
1 ECadd
2 (+1)∗∗

IBIHOP+
3 ECmul
5 ECmul
1 ECadd
2 (+1)∗∗

∗

∗∗ For similar privacy protection as
When using PACE with the generic mapping.
provided by PACE against compromised, but still authorized terminals.

4.3

Implementation Considerations

While all protocols can be run on the hardware as provided by the chips in current ePassports, one must also take into account the overhead for a secure implementation. The
resulting chip implementation should be able to resist side-channel and fault injections
attacks. In general, SIGMA-I and IBIHOP+ are better protected against these attacks because the adversary cannot send arbitrary messages to the chip. For the combination of
PACE and EAC, an adversary with access to the ePassport can always successfully perform PACE. In chip authentication that follows after PACE, the adversary can provide any
value (as long as it is a valid point on the curve) to which the chip will apply its secret by
elliptic curve multiplication. Furthermore, for the proposed authentication protocols, the
chip will only apply its secret to the value that is coming from a genuine and authorized
terminal in the scalar domain, which is easier to protect against information leakage.
As an additional beneﬁt the descriptions of the both SIGMA-I and IBIHOP+ are less complex (fewer rounds of communication, no need to restart secure communication ...), allowing for a clearer security and privacy assessment and leaving less room for implementation
errors.

5 Conclusion
In this paper we proposed an alternative for the current combination of PACE and EAC,
needed to authenticate European ePassports and read out all data. For our alternative, we
proposed two possible authentication protocols that can both run on the hardware as provided by current ePassports. We showed that for each of these protocols, the proposed
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alternative achieves better security and privacy properties, while also improving the performance. This means that now during ePassport authentication more time can be spent
on thoroughly verifying the biometrics stored within the ePassport.
From the two protocols, our new protocol IBIHOP+ is the clear winner, requiring only
three elliptic curve multiplications on the tag side and two rounds of communication. By
using IBIHOP+ instead of the current combination PACE + EAC, when abstracting away
from the time needed for the ePassport to verify the terminal’s certiﬁcate, a speed-up of
at least 40% is expected for the mutual authentication procedure between the chip and
terminal.
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Shattering the Glass Maze ∗
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Abstract: Template protection plays a crucial role in protecting the privacy of biometric data, by providing irreversibility and unlinkability. The Glass Maze, as presented by Trugenberger at BIOSIG 2011, is a ﬁngerprint key binding mechanism that
is claimed to provide template protection. With the correct ﬁngerprint, the key that
is entangled with the ﬁngerprint data can be retrieved. The template protection of the
Glass Maze is based on the convergence properties of a Hopﬁeld model, a neural network. We however show how to revert the Glass Maze to recover the key, without
requiring a correct ﬁngerprint. This completely breaks the irreversibility property, and
hence also unlinkability.

1

Introduction

Biometrics are an interesting alternative for traditional identiﬁcation mechanisms, such as
passwords and cryptographic tokens. With the increased adoption and consideration of
biometrics, privacy concerns have been raised since biometrics provide a unique identiﬁer
for an individual. Biometric data stored in different systems might allow linking of individuals across applications. Moreover, biometric data could be abused for spooﬁng using
an artiﬁcial sample. Biometric template protection provides a solution to these privacy
issues. The key requirements for a biometric template protection mechanism are irreversibility and unlinkability [ISO11]. The former implies that it is not possible to recover
the original biometric data from the protected template. The latter ensures that multiple
samples from the same characteristic cannot be linked accross applications after applying template protection. There are several attack models for template protection schemes,
the most common assuming a full leakage of the protected template data. We refer to
Simoens et al. [SYZ+ 12] for more information on the security and privacy requirements
for biometric template protection schemes.
Template protection can roughly be categorized [JNN08] in four main types of techniques:
salting, non-invertible functions (“cancelable biometrics”), key binding and key generation
mechanisms. The ﬁrst two techniques require a separate key that needs to be presented
in order to use the protected template for matching. The last two will produce a key
upon presenting a matching sample. Key-binding mechanisms directly bind a separately
generated cryptographic key to a biometric template, while key-generating mechanisms
on the other hand directly generate a key from the template.
∗ Fragile,

handle with care.
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There are various ﬁngerprint key binding schemes [NNJ08, CKL03, NJP07, LYC+ 10],
of which several are based on the Fuzzy Vault scheme [JS02, JS06]) or Fuzzy commitment [JW99]. This paper discusses the template protection properties of the Glass Maze,
which unlike the previous is not based on Fuzzy Commitment or the Fuzzy Vault, but on a
completely new concept originating from research on neural networks.
The Glass Maze
Trugenberger [Tru11, Tru12] proposed the Glass Maze as a ﬁngerprint key-binding mechanism. The term Glass Maze stems from the spin glasses, networks of spins (binary values
with symmetric interaction) that underly the mechanism. The protection mechanism is
based on the convergence (or divergence) of a neural network towards either one of the
stored states (if a close enough ﬁngerprint is provided) or random behavior (if there is no
match with one of the stored ﬁngerprints). [Tru11, Tru12] claims that the Glass Maze
is robust against both brute force and cross matching attacks and that it can be used for
identiﬁcation purposes. Since no “naked” template is ever stored, the privacy issue is
claimed to be solved. A key can be stored in the Glass Maze by ﬂipping random bits of
the ﬁngerprint.
It is important to note that [Tru11, Tru12] foresaw two usage scenarios cases for the Glass
Maze. In the ﬁrst case only a single ﬁngerprint/key is stored per neural network, while in
the second multiple ﬁngerprints/keys are stored. The remaining storage space in the ﬁrst
case is ﬁlled with random data. The second scenario has the advantage of requiring less
storage per ﬁngerprint, as the storage expansion factor in the ﬁrst can be quite high. More
details on the Glass Maze are given in Sect. 2.
Springer [Spr13] already pointed out potential security issues with the Glass Maze by
noting a high false acceptance rate in experiments for the single ﬁngerprint/key scenario.
Essentially, when storing a single ﬁngerprint in the Glass Maze and setting the other states
to random vectors, the Glass Maze tends to evolve easily to the stored ﬁngerprint when
presenting a random ﬁngerprint. The random vectors are uniformly random whereas ﬁngerprints are not random at all. The multiple ﬁngerprint scenario was not analyzed.
Our contributions
We present two distinct attacks on the Glass Maze, one for every usage scenario. We
attack the template protection properties and hence assume that the database is leaked,
i.e. we have full access to the protected template. The ﬁrst attack (Sect. 3) targets the
case that only a single ﬁngerprint is stored in a neural network. By applying a simulated
annealing based attack, similar to [Pas13], we can easily recover the original data stored
in the Glass Maze in the majority of cases. Essentially, this attack bypasses the potentially
chaotic behavior of the neural network. In simulated annealing we directly evaluate the
energy function for the proposed solution and apply random modiﬁcations to the state. The
second attack (Sect. 4) targets the case where multiple ﬁngerprints are stored in the same
neural network. A simulated annealing based attack does not work in this case, but the
skewed distribution of the input data can now be abused. Again, we can recover all original
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biometric data. In Sect. 5 we present the results of the experiments that were performed
with the simulated annealing based attack, demonstrating that our ﬁrst attack is practical.
As the second attack is deterministic, no extensive experimentation was required. We
also give some insight in some other fundamental issues with the Glass Maze that became
apparent during experimentation.

2

Preliminaries - the Glass Maze

The Glass Maze is based on a Hopﬁeld model [Hop82], a neural network. The Hopﬁeld
model has N neurons, each of which can have a state si ∈ {−1, 1}. Neurons are connected
with synapsis that have a weight wi,j = wj,i (and wi,i = 0). The state of the neural
network is updated from time t to t + 1 as follows:
si (t + 1)

=

hi (t)

=

sign(hi (t))
∑
wi,j sj (t)

(1)
(2)

The weights wi,j are deﬁned using the Hebb rule:
wi,j =

p
∑
µ=1

xµi xµj ,

(3)

where xµi ∈ {−1, 1}. Deﬁne xµ = [xµ1 . . . xµN ]T , for µ ∈ [1, p]. The xµ are patterns
that need to be ‘memorized’ by the neural network. The neural network is thus uniquely
represented by the values wi,j .
The idea behind using a Hopﬁeld model to protect ﬁngerprint templates is that it is not
possible to recover the original template from the representation of the neural network
(i.e. wi,j ). However, when given a matching ﬁngerprint, this can be used as initial state for
the neural network. Assuming that the original ﬁngerprint is close to the template stored in
the neural network, it will be in the basin of attraction of the original template and hence
the neural network will converge to this original state.
The behaviour of the neural network can be characterized by the loading factor α = p/N .
Depending on its value, the network will converge to one of the states xµ or exhibit chaotic
behaviour. In [Tru11, Tru12] a loading factor of α < 0.1 is proposed to ensure convergence to one of the states xµ .
The Glass Maze goes one step further by encoding cryptographic keys in the original state.
This is done by ﬂipping certain bits of the ﬁngerprint template and storing the resulting
vector in the neural network. [Tru11, Tru12] remains vague on the exact procedure for
this, but argues that if the changes are sufﬁciently small, a matching ﬁngerprint will still
be in the basin of attraction of the original pattern. Hence, the original pattern and the key
could be recovered. 1 In the remainder of this paper we will refer to the resulting vector(s),
containing the ﬁngerprint(s) with certain bits ﬂipped, as the key vector(s).
1 The

original paper remains vague regarding the number of bits k that can be changed, but simply mentions
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In this paper we will make abstraction of the behavior of the neural network, as it is not
required for our attacks. We show how to directly recover the keys (i.e. xµ ) from the
weights wi,j .

3 Attack - Single ﬁngerprint Glass Maze
3.1 Analysis
As suggested by [Tru11, Tru12], we set p = 25 and N = 256 to obtain a load factor
α < 0.1. This will thus allow for storing p key vectors xµ ∈ {−1, 1}N . Fingerprints are
rasterized into a 16 × 16 matrix, where a value xµi = −1 represents the presence of one
or more minutia in the pixel, and xµi = 1 the absence. To simplify notation, we will omit
the range of indices when the index µ is in the range [1, p] and when i or j are in the range
[1, N ].
The weights of the neural network are computed as
∑ µ µ
wi,j =
xi xj

(4)

µ

which in matrix notation becomes W = XXT , with X an n × p matrix.
Initially, [Tru11, Tru12] suggests storing only a single ﬁngerprint/key in a network. In this
case x1 contains the key. On average a ﬁngerprint x1 contains about β = 40 entries that are
−1. The other xµ , with µ > 1, are ﬁlled with uniformly random data, i.e. Pr [xµi = −1] =
1
2.
The attack we will present breaks the template protection scheme, i.e. when given W it
returns the key vectors xµ , in this case x1 . Before we present the attack algorithm we
have a closer look at how the Glass Maze functions. Let’s assume we have a candidate
vector x = x1 . Clearly XT x1 ≈ [N 0 0 . . . 0]T , since x1,T x = N and E(xi,T x) = 0
(for i 8= 1) since xi,T is uniformly random. Multiplying the resulting vector with X gives
Wx1 = XXT x1 ≈ X[N 0 0 . . . 0]T ≈ N x1

.

(5)

Simply put, we can detect whether a candidate vector x is close to the target x1 , by simply
computing Wx and verifying if the result is similar to x. Because x1 is so different from
the other vectors xµ it is unlikely that a candidate vector x will match one of these xµ
(µ 8= 1).
In the algorithm we will use a matching (scoring) function
1
1 ∑
xi (Wx)i
η(W, x) = − 2 xT Wx = − 2
N
N i

.

(6)

that the original ﬁngerprint must still be in the basin of attraction of the modiﬁed ﬁngerprint. Otherwise the
number of ﬂipped bits must be lowered. We have doubts whether k can be anywhere near a typical cryptographic
key length, i.e. at least 80 or 128 bits. In the remainder of this paper we assume that the modiﬁed vector still has
properties comparable to a ﬁngerprint, i.e. the amount of −1 entries remains in the typical ﬁngerprint range.
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The additional multiplication with xT ﬂips the sign of the corresponding values of Wx,
before adding everything up into a ﬁnal score. The entire score is normalized by division
with N 2 . The proposed matching function is, up to scaling, identical to the original energy
function for the spin glasses [Tru11].

3.2

Algorithm

We now simply embed the matching function η(·) into the simulated annealing framework
shown in Algorithm 1. In simulated annealing random modiﬁcations to a candidate solution are considered in every iteration (line 5). Based on a matching function the ‘energy’
E ′ of the modiﬁed candidate solution x′ is computed (line 6). The energy level E ′ of the
modiﬁed candidate solution is compared with the energy level E of the original candidate
solution, taking into account the ‘temperature’ T . Based on this energy and some randomness, the modiﬁcation is either accepted (i.e. the state is updated) or rejected (line 7). The
decision is thus not solely based on the matching function, which avoids getting stuck in
local minima. Throughout every iteration of the algorithm the temperature is gradually
lowered, which also lowers the probability of accepting a candidate solution with a worse
energy level.
Algorithm 1 Simulated annealing algorithm
Require: W
1: x = random vector with weight β
2: xbest = x
3: for k = 1 . . . kmax do
4:
T = k/kmax
5:
x′ = newvector(x)
6:
E ′ = η(W, x)
′
7:
if e(E−E )/T > 1 − rand() then
8:
x = x′
9:
E = E′
10:
end if
11:
if E ′ < Ebest then
12:
xbest = x
13:
Ebest = E ′
14:
end if
15: end for
16: return xbest
The ﬁnal component to consider is the way in which new candidate solutions are generated.
Algorithm 2 shows the newvector subroutine. In order to avoid converging to one of the
other vectors xi (i 8= 1), we need to ensure that the number of −1 entries remains around
the expected value β. A simple way to achieve this is by introducing a lower and upper
bound βlow and βhigh . In case the lower bound is reached, a random entry of x is set to
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−1, which is likely to increase the number of −1’s again. If the upper bound is reached,
an entry is set to 1 and otherwise a random entry is ﬂipped sign.
Algorithm 2 Subroutine newvector(x)
Require: x
1: x′ = x
2: i = randindex()
3: if #{−1 in x} < βlow then
4:
x′ [i] = −1
5: else if #{−1 in x} > βhigh then
6:
x′ [i] = 1
7: else
8:
x′ [i] = −x′ [i]
9: end if
10: return x′
We performed several experiments with the proposed algorithm, the detailed results of
which are presented in Section 5. The vast majority of the experiments resulted in a full
recovery of the original key vector x1 , although some issues remain when convergence to
an alternative solution was observed that had a better energy level than the actual solution.

4 Attack - Multiple ﬁngerprint Glass Maze
4.1 Analysis
A second instance is considered in [Tru11, Tru12], where p ﬁngerprints are stored in the
network instead of a single ﬁngerprint. Clearly, it becomes difﬁcult to apply the simulated
annealing based attack, since convergence will be hindered as a candidate vector might
match any of the p stored ﬁngerprint vectors. We can however exploit a different property
now since, overall, X will be very biased towards 1 entries instead of −1 entries. Instead
of trying to recover the ﬁngerprint vectors xµ one by one, we recover pixel vectors xi . A
pixel vector xi consists of the values of the same pixel location across all p ﬁngerprints.
With probability (1 − β/N )p ≈ 0.014 it holds that xi = [1 1 1 . . . 1]. With probability
∼ 0.97 there will be two or more such pixel vectors. Two such vectors result in an entry
wi,j = p, allowing them to be detected easily. Given one such vector, we can now determine the Hamming weight (or equivalently the sum) of all other pixel vectors. Since the
matrix W is invariant under permutations of ﬁngerprints, we can start assigning the pixel
vectors that have only a single −1 entry and, after this, compare these vectors with the
others to determine the remaining entries.
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4.2

Notation

We will ﬁrst convert the problem to a binary form, which is characterized by pixel vectors
bi ∈ {0, 1}p and the Hamming distances δi,j = |bi , bj |H . This simpliﬁes notation and
the description of the algorithm.
Deﬁne

1 µ
(x + 1)
(7)
2 i
µ
µ
µ
µ
(i.e. bi = 0 if xi = −1 and bi = 1 if xi = 1). In the following we will consider
vectors bi = [b1i b2i · · · bµi ]. The elements of this vector represent the same pixel location
in different ﬁngerprints.
bµi =

Insert this into Equation (4) we obtain
∑ µ
wi,j =
(2bi − 1)(2bµj − 1)
µ

=

∑[
µ

We deﬁne δi,j =

(8)

]
4bµi bµj − 2(bµi + bµj ) + p

(9)

p−wi,j
,
2

δi,j

i.e.
∑ µ ∑ µ
∑ µ µ
=
bi +
bj − 2
bi bj = |bi , bj |H
µ

µ

(10)

µ

The values δi,j remain unchanged under permutations of the key vectors xµ .

4.3 Algorithm
As stated before, there will be several vectors bi = [1 1 . . . 1] which can be easily detected,
since bi = bj implies δi,j = 0.
Stage 1 The algorithm starts by looking for an entry δi′ ,j ′ = 0 (with i′ 8= j ′ ) and
guessing that bi′ = bj ′ = [1 1 . . . 1]. (The whole procedure can be repeated with a
different δi′ ,j ′ if this turns out not to be the case).
Let I denote the set of indices i such that δi,i′ = 0.
Stage 2 Now, since bi′ = [1 1 · · · 1], we can easily obtain the Hamming weight of every
vector bj from Equation (10) as
δi′ ,j = |bi′ , bj |H = p − |bj |H

.

(11)

Let J denote the set of indices j such that |bj |H = p − 1 (i.e. vectors with a single zero).
Since δi,j does not change under permutations of the ﬁngerprints, we can freely choose the
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order of the ﬁngerprints. For every j ∈ J this implies we can choose the position of that
zero element inside the vector for the ﬁrst p vectors. The only exception occurs when for
both i, j ∈ J it holds that δi,j = 0, which implies the zero should be at the same position
in both vectors.
We thus assign a vector of the series [0111 . . . 1], [1011 . . . 1], [1101 . . . 1] . . . to every bj
for j ∈ J , taking into account that the same vector must be assigned when δi,j = 0 and a
different one otherwise. We let #̃J denote the number of unique vectors bj (for j ∈ J ),
to take into account the duplicates that occur.
Stage 3

We now iterate over all remaining vectors bi with i ∈
/ I ∪J.

For every j̃ ∈ J assume that bµ̃j̃ = 0 (i.e. that µ̃ is the index of the zero element in bj̃ ).
Hence from Equation (10) we get
δi,j̃

=
=

|bi , bj̃ |H
∑ µ
bi ⊕ bµj̃
µ

=

bµ̃i +

∑

(12)
(13)

1 ⊕ bµi

(14)

1 ⊕ bµi − (1 ⊕ bµ̃i ) = 2bµ̃i + p − |bi |H − 1

(15)

µ*=µ̃

=

bµ̃i +

∑
µ

and
bµ̃i =

|bi |H + δi,j̃ − (p − 1)
2

(16)

This way, we can reconstruct the ﬁrst #̃J entries of every vector bi and have thus already
reconstructed #J out of p ﬁngerprints.
Stage 4 The remaining p − #̃J entries can be recovered by recursing the algorithm.
Starting again from Equation (10), we divide this over the known entries (the ﬁrst #̃J bits
of every pixel vector) and the unknown ones
δi,j

=

∑
µ

=

(bµi + bµj − 2bµi bµj )

#̃J
∑
µ=1

=

(bµi + bµj − 2bµi bµj ) +

(17)
p
∑

(bµi + bµj − 2bµi bµj )

(18)

µ=1+#̃J

′
′′
δi,j
+ δi,j

(19)

′
′′
where δi,j
is the part originating from the (known) pixels [1 . . . #̃J] and δi,j
is the part
from the (unknown) pixels [#̃J + 1 . . . p].
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′′
, we can execute the above algorithm again to search for the vectors
Starting from δi,j

b′′i ∈ {0, 1}(p−#̃J) such that

′′
δi,j
= |b′′i , b′′j |H

(20)

5 Experiments
In this Section we perform extensive experiments with the simulated annealing algorithm
for a single ﬁngerprint Glass Maze. Since our second attack (Sect. 4) is deterministic, no
experimentation is required as the attack always succeeds.

5.1 Setup
In all experiments, the ﬁrst vector x1 was set to a random vector with Pr[x1i = 1] =
40/256. Moreover we only retained vectors containing between 35 and 45 1-entries. All
the other vectors xµ were set to uniformly random data (Pr[xµi = 1] = 1/2). This
manner of generating synthetic ﬁngerprints does not impact our experiments negatively.
Real ﬁngerprint data has an even more skewed distribution when comparing it with the
uniformly random vectors xµ . Since the attack exploits the different distributions of x1
and the other xµ , the attack will improve when using real ﬁngerprint data, i.e. if we can
recover the artiﬁcial data in our experiments, we can deﬁnitely recover real ﬁngerprint
data.
The resulting matrix W was used as input to the simulated annealing algorithm. During
the simulated annealing algorithm we continuously compared the best vector with the
correct vector x1 , in order to detect the iteration in which the correct solution was found.
In order to avoid long computations the algorithm was terminated upon ﬁnding the correct
vector, although theoretically a solution with a better match than the original vector could
be found in subsequent iterations. The algorithm was also terminated if, after 10 000
iterations, the correct solution was not found.
We performed the above experiment 10 000 times on a machine with an Intel Xeon X7350
CPU running at 2.93GHz, of which only a single core was used.

5.2 Results
Figure 1 shows a cumulative histogram of the number of iterations required to ﬁnd the correct solution. In 84.4% of experiments the correct solution was obtained within the limit
of 10 000 iterations. The vast majority does so with less than 3 000 iterations which takes
about 1 second. From this data, we can already conclude that the Glass Maze is critically
broken, as such a high percentage is unacceptable for a template protection scheme. Nevertheless we take a closer look to the remaining 15.6% of experiments where the correct
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Figure 1: Cumulative histogram of the number of iterations of simulated annealing required to ﬁnd
the correct solution.
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Figure 2: Histogram of the number of correct entries in the best solution obtained from simulated
annealing.

solution was not found within 10 000 iterations. Figure 2 shows a histogram of the number
of correct entries for these experiments. By measuring the number of correct entries (instead of correct minutiae), we take into account both actual minutiae that were not present
in the solution as well as pixels that were incorrectly identiﬁed as minutiae in the solution.
For most of the experiments, the obtained solution from simulated annealing is very close
to the correct solution.
Of the failed experiments 1035 however obtain a solution with a lower energy than the
correct solution, i.e. it ﬁnds a better solution than the correct one. These results hint at
far more fundamental problems of the Glass Maze: by inserting random vectors xµ , it is
not guaranteed that the key vector is indeed a (local) minimum of the Glass Maze energy
function. Likely a very close vector will become the minimum due to the noise introduced
by the random vectors. Clearly, using the resulting vector as a cryptographic key becomes
impossible when even the slightest variation is applied to the correct key.
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In total only 527 (5.2%) experiments result in a suboptimal solution. Increasing the number of iterations or simply repeating the experiment with the same input can already resolve this, as a different descent route is taken at every execution. Even so, the fraction of
experiments that fails remains low whereas the number of successes is unacceptably high.
Regarding performance, the algorithm turns out to be very efﬁcient: the memory usage is
negligible and the computational effort is about 0.3 seconds for 1000 iterations of simulated annealing.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
We presented two attacks, one for every use case, against the irreversibility property of
the Glass Maze. In both cases we completely bypass the behavior of the neural network,
by respectively running simulated annealing or a simple deterministic algorithm. The
attacks result in the recovery of the key, without requiring a matching ﬁngerprint to be
available. We applied the attacks to random data that has the same probability density
as ﬁngerprints (i.e. about 40 pixels containing minutiae). From our experiments with the
simulated annealing algorithm it is clear that the vast majority of networks can be reversed.
Moreover, our experiments reveal fundamental issues with the neural networks that hinder
convergence to the correct solution and hence affect the correctness of the resulting key
even when the correct ﬁngerprint is presented.
Directions for future work
The obvious endeavor would be ﬁnding a ﬁx for the above attacks. We however failed to
identify any potential correction to the Glass Maze that might resolve these issues. Fundamentally, a neural network seems to be unﬁt for creating template protection schemes, as
the whole mechanism can easily be bypassed by using other algorithms that directly use
the protected template data without evaluating the neural network.
Another direction would be to improve the attacks and the experimentation. At the moment no speciﬁc properties of ﬁngerprints are taken into account, neither in the attack
algorithms, nor in the experiments, since we used random data. Springer [Spr13] already
hinted at potential security issues, since the minutiae are unevenly distributed throughout
the image. For example, pixels near the edge of the image are less likely to contain minutiae. As the distribution of ﬁngerprints is even more skewed than the random data we used,
we expect that the current attacks will show even better results. Improving the algorithms
by taking into account knowledge of this distribution will likely result in an additional
improvement.
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When a Bloom Filter is a Doom Filter: Security Assessment
of a Novel Iris Biometric Template Protection System
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Abstract: Biometric template protection systems are expected to meet two major security requirements: irreversibility and unlinkability. We analyze the Bloom ﬁlter
based iris biometric template protection system recently introduced by Rathgeb et al. at
ICB 2013 and IET Biometrics 2014. We demonstrate that the scheme does not achieve
unlinkability, presenting a simple attack that in the worst case succeeds with probability at least 96%. We also present a security analysis on generating false positives or
recovering the key, both leading to undesirably low attack complexities: 225 for generating false positives for the smaller versions of the scheme, and a complexity between
22 and 28 for recovering the secret key.

1

Introduction

Security systems based on iris biometric recognition [BHF08,Dau93,RUW13] ﬁnd myriad
practical applications, including border control, forensics, access control, and cryptosystems [Dau09, Ros10]. At a high level, iris biometric template protection identiﬁcation
systems follow Daugman’s principle [Dau04], which covers the entire process from the
enrollment of the image of an eye via the feature extraction to the authentication phase.
Along with their broad usage in practical applications with high security, ISO/IEC IS
24745 [ISO11] prescribes two major security requirements: irreversibility and unlinkability. Irreversibility covers the case that the original iris data cannot be recovered from
the transformed features, and unlinkability means that different extracts from the same iris
cannot be linked, hence that they appear like mutually independent extracts. Needless to
say, iris biometric template protection systems need to comply with a wide range of other
security and efﬁciency properties, including privacy (see also Cimato et al. [CGP+ 09,
CGP+ 08]), security against key recovery, a low probability of false positives (see also
[ISO06]), speed, and so on. We refer to Jain et al. [JNN08] for a broad discussion of the
security requirements of various biometric template protection systems.

Rathgeb et al.’s Iris Biometric Template Protection System
Biometric template protection schemes are conventionally divided [RU11] into biometric
cryptosystems (such as fuzzy commitment and vault schemes [JS06, JW99] and shielding
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functions [LT03]) and cancelable biometrics as introduced by Ratha et al. [RCB01]. The
idea of cancelable biometrics is to introduce an intentional, repeatable distortion of the
biometric input using a ﬁxed transform. Upon authentication, the input signal is transformed the same and veriﬁcation is done in the transformed domain. Zuo et al. [ZRC08]
introduced various techniques for cancelable iris biometrics, and further noteworthy improvements have been presented by Hämmerle-Uhl et al. [HPU09], Pillai et al. [PPCR11],
and Chong et al. [CJL06a, CJL06b].
The focus in this work lies on a recently proposed cancelable iris biometric template protection scheme from Rathgeb et al. [RBB13, RBBB14], which we call RTPS throughout
this work. At the heart of RTPS are Bloom ﬁlters [Blo70]. Bloom ﬁlters are randomized
data structures that concisely represent a set in order to support membership queries, and
nowadays ﬁnd a wide range of applications [BM03]. We introduce Bloom ﬁlters and basic
mathematical preliminaries in Section 2. RTPS is relatively simple, allows for high biometric data compression, and is highly efﬁcient as it mostly relies on binary operations.
The usage of Bloom ﬁlters enables irreversibility of RTPS, as can be demonstrated by basic mathematics. Rathgeb et al. [RBB13, RBBB14] claim that unlinkability follows from
the usage of application-speciﬁc secrets. A formal proof of the latter claim is, unfortunately, lacking. The RTPS scheme is explained in more detail in Sect. 3.

Our Contributions
While the irreversibility argument on RTPS for uniform random data is correct (it is paraphrased in Sect. 4.1 for completeness), we observe that the scheme does not provide unlinkability. To the contrary, in Sect. 4.2 we derive a simple and highly efﬁcient attack
that, in the worst possible setting and most tolerant security model, succeeds with probability at least 96%. Most importantly, two different templates coming from the same iris
always have the same Hamming weight, yet ideally they would have unrelated Hamming
weights. This observation is already enough to break the unlinkability. Yet, also beyond
this undesirable property we present efﬁcient combinatorial tricks to verify whether or not
two templates come from the same biometrics. While the main attack is described for the
case of two protected templates derived from the same feature vector, we also show how
it generalizes to the case of templates derived from different but related feature vectors in
Sect. 5.
We further analyze the scheme with respect to additional properties: false positives in
Sect. 4.3 and key recovery in Sect. 4.4. We derive attacks in reasonably efﬁcient complexities, such as generating false positives for the smaller versions of RTPS in a complexity of
at most 225 , and recovering the key with complexity between 22 and 28 . We nevertheless
remark that Rathgeb et al. [RBB13, RBBB14] state that the application-speciﬁc secret is
only used to provide unlinkability security of RTPS, and no other security properties are
deduced of this secret.
The work is concluded in Sect. 5. In this section, we also identify the main pitfall of the
system that causes itself to be insecure, and discuss attempts of salvation. Unfortunately,
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we remark that the attacks, and particularly the unlinkability attack, generalize to the most
straightforward ﬁx, which consists of using multiple application-speciﬁc secret values per
transformation. We advocate for the usage of non-linear and non-invertible functions to
derive the Bloom ﬁlters, rather than the currently used linear mapping, a strengthening
which has also already been suggested in [RBBB14]. This ﬁx will, however, naturally
degrade the efﬁciency of the scheme.

2

Bloom Filters

We start with a brief introduction on Bloom ﬁlters, a principle dating back to 1970 [Blo70].
We refer to Broder and Mitzenmacher [BM03] for a detailed discussion on Bloom ﬁlters
and their applications. Let k, n ≥ 1, and let h1 , . . . , hk be hash functions with range
[0, n − 1]. A Bloom ﬁlter b is a binary array of length n ≥ 1, initialized (0, . . . , 0). To add
an element v to the Bloom ﬁlter, the bits in the Bloom ﬁlter at positions h1 (v), . . . , hk (v) ∈
[0, n − 1] are set to 1. Likewise, to verify that an element w is in the Bloom ﬁlter, one
checks if b is 1 at positions h1 (w), . . . , hk (w).
Bloom ﬁlters allow for false positives, incorrectly suggesting an element is in the Bloom
ﬁlter, but these are rather rare, if we assume the hash functions are random. In more detail,
if ℓ elements are added to a Bloom ﬁlter, the probability that a certain position of b is still
0 equals:
kℓ

P (b is 0 at certain position) = (1 − 1/n) ,
)k
(
kℓ
. Additionally,
and a false positive is thus triggered with probability 1 − (1 − 1/n)
the expected number of 1’s in b is
)
)
(
(
kℓ
≈ n 1 − e−kℓ/n .
E (|b|) = n 1 − (1 − 1/n)

3

Bloom Filter Based Iris Biometric Template Protection System

The iris biometric template protection system recently proposed by Rathgeb et al. [RBB13,
RBBB14], which we call RTPS throughout, is a mapping that takes as input a binary matrix M of width W and height H, which is derived from an iris in some way. We disregard the generation of this matrix M from iris biometric, and refer to [RBB13, RBBB14,
BHF08] for a detailed discussion on this topic. Throughout, we consider uniformly randomly generated M , unless speciﬁed otherwise. RTPS then transforms M into K Bloom
ﬁlters of length 2H , for some security parameter K ≥ 1.1 In more detail, the mapping
RTPS operates as follows (see also Fig. 1). Firstly, the input matrix M is parsed into K
submatrices of width W/K and height H (silently assuming that W/K is integral):
M −→ [M1 · · · MK ] .
1 The

original scheme allows for Bloom ﬁlters of length 2w ≤ 2H , but we focus on w = H.
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Figure 1: The iris biometric template protection system RTPS of Rathgeb et al. [RBB13, RBBB14]

For i = 1, . . . , K, the submatrices Mi are then transformed to Bloom ﬁlters bi as follows:
every column Mi [j] ∈ {0, 1}H (for j = 1, . . . , W/K) is XORed with some predetermined
application-speciﬁc secret value T , the obtained value Mi [j] ⊕ T is transformed to an
integer in [0, 2H − 1], and the Bloom ﬁlter bi is set to 1 at this position.
For further analysis, we brieﬂy introduce two deﬁnitions. We deﬁne by bin2int the function that transforms an H-bit binary string to an integer in [0, 2H − 1] and by int2bin the
inverse of bin2int.
Formally, RTPS employs hash function h(v) = bin2int(v ⊕ T ) ∈ [0, 2H − 1], where
T ∈ {0, 1}H is an application-speciﬁc secret value, and applies it to all columns Mi [j] of
Mi . As remarked by Rathgeb et al. [RBB13, RBBB14], this secret T is used in order to
provide unlinkability between multiple different templates of a single subject and it does
not serve any security properties.
Veriﬁcation is done the obvious way, by verifying if bi is set to 1 at position h(Mi [j]) for
j = 1, . . . , W/K and i = 1, . . . , K.
Typical parameter sets are W = 1024, H ∈ {8, 9, 10}, and ℓ = W/K ∈ {25 , 26 , 27 , 28 }.
That is, most analysis in [RBB13,RBBB14] is done for these parameters, with best claimed
performance for H = 10 and ℓ = K = 32. We will stick to these parameters choices.

4 Security Assessment
We present a security analysis of RTPS. In Sect. 4.1, we elaborate on the irreversibility analysis of RTPS as presented in [RBB13, RBBB14]. Then, we present attacks on
unlinkability, false positives, and key recoveries in Sects. 4.2-4.4.

4.1

Irreversibility

An irreversibility argument for RTPS for the case of uniformly random data is given in
[RBB13, RBBB14], but we summarize the ﬁndings in our own terminology. Suppose that
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Figure 2: Number of possible matrices of width ℓ ∈ {25 , 26 , 27 , 28 } for given Bloom ﬁlter b, as
function of |b|. Here, ℓ = 25 is the bottom line and ℓ = 28 the top line. The graphs are in log2 scale.

a Bloom ﬁlter b, after ℓ = W/K elements added to it, contains |b| ones. Then the number
of possible matrices M of width ℓ that could have lead to b is given by
f (|b|, ℓ) =

|b|
∑

(−1)|b|−i

i=1

? )
|b| ℓ
i,
i

which follows from a simple application of the inclusion-exclusion principle.2 A recursive variant of this function is given in [RBB13, RBBB14]. For various choices of |b|
and ℓ, this function f (|b|, ℓ) is plotted in Fig. 2. An irreversibility attack would consist
of guessing a matrix M ∗ that could have lead to b, and is typically successful with probability
( 1/f (|b|,Hℓ).
) It is clear that RTPS provides irreversibility. Indeed, for E (|b|) ≈
H
−ℓ/2
2
1−e
, this success probability equals

H=8
H=9
H = 10

ℓ = 25

ℓ = 26

ℓ = 27

ℓ = 28

2−124.493
2−121.617
2−117.663

2−317.698
2−311.085
2−304.911

2−777.341
2−763.644
2−748.228

2−1805.82
2−1809.62
2−1779.99

We remark that these computations only hold for uniformly randomly generated data M .
This is usually not the case as correlation may occur among the data, and this may make
the Bloom ﬁlters reversible.
2 In more detail, given the |b| positions, there are |b|ℓ possible matrices whose columns set one only at these
|b| positions, but this includes matrices that set one at only |b| − 1 of the positions. By the inclusion-exclusion
! |b| "
principle, we have to subtract these |b|−1
(|b| − 1)ℓ , and proceed similarly for i = |b| − 2, . . . , 1.
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4.2

Unlinkability

Unlinkability means that templates from a single object look indistinguishable from each
other. Rathgeb et al. [RBB13, RBBB14] claim that unlinkability is provided by incorporating an application speciﬁc bit vector T ∈ {0, 1}H , although no proof is given. We
demonstrate that RTPS does not provide unlinkability, by presenting a practical attack that
matches two templates derived from a single subject using different secret bit vectors. We
ﬁrst consider the general attack for the case of one matrix block. Then, we elaborate on
the case of K > 1 matrix blocks.
The idea of unlinkability is that two Bloom ﬁlters b, b′ derived from the same data (using
a different secret) should appear mutually independent. In other words, we consider the
case where an adversary is given either these two ﬁlters b, b′ , or two completely random
and mutually independent ﬁlters c, c′ , and its goal is to distinguish the two settings. Before
proceeding, we remark that our attacks do not imply a distinguishability attack in case we
consider two protected templates created out of two different biometric feature vectors.
Nevertheless, the attacks generalize to the case of two related (yet not entirely the same)
biometric feature vectors. We elaborate on this setting in Sect. 5.
One Block
Let M be an arbitrary matrix of width ℓ = W/K and height H. Let T, T ′ ∈ {0, 1}H
be two independently and uniformly randomly generated secret values. Denote by b the
Bloom ﬁlter of M under secret T and similarly by b′ the Bloom ﬁlter under T ′ .
The attack relies on basic mathematics and combinatorial tricks, and we start with a highlevel intuition of it. As ﬁrst observation, we point out that b and b′ always have the same
Hamming weight, while this would ideally not be the case. In more detail, two completely
random Bloom ﬁlters of size 2H for H ∈ {8, 9, 10} have the same Hamming weight
with probability at most 0.04 (formal computation below). We additionally demonstrate
that even if we are comparing (b, b′ ) with two random Bloom ﬁlters (c, c′ ) of the same
Hamming weight, there exist efﬁcient combinatorial tricks to verify whether or not two
templates come from the same biometrics. These tricks in essence use that every index i for
which b is non-zero corresponds to a column M [j] of M such that bin2int(M [j] ⊕ T ) = i.
The same holds for b′ . Then, if |b| = |b′ | is even, an XOR of all indices for which b is
set equals an XOR of all indices for which b′ is set (as an XOR of an even number of T ’s
and an even number of T ′ ’s cancel out). For the case of odd |b| = |b′ | a slightly more
involved but similar approach is taken. In the remainder of this section, we present the
formal mathematics behind these attacks.
More formally, the attack relies on the following simple but important observation. For
any j, j ′ ∈ [1, ℓ]:
M [j] ⊕ T = M [j ′ ] ⊕ T ⇐⇒ M [j] = M [j ′ ] ⇐⇒ M [j] ⊕ T ′ = M [j ′ ] ⊕ T ′ ,
which means that collisions in b occur if and only if they occur in b′ if and only if they occur
in M in the ﬁrst place. Deﬁne by I, I ′ ⊆ [0, 2H −1] the index sets of all positions at which
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b (resp. b′ ) is 1. Let J ⊆ [1, ℓ] be the maximal set of indices such that {M [j] | j ∈ J}
contains no duplicate elements. By above observation, |I| = |I ′ | = |J| =: α. This already
allows for a linkability attack: two truly random Bloom ﬁlters c, c′ would not satisfy this
condition in the ﬁrst place, except with probability at most
H

′

P (|c| = |c |) =

2
∑

H

′

P (|c| = |c | = i) =

i=0

2
∑

P (|c| = i) · P (|c| = i)

i=0

(? ) ? ) H )2 ?
) ? )2H+1
2H
2
∑
2H
1
1
2H+1
=
.
=
H
i
2
2
2
i=0

(1)

This term is at most 0.04 for H ∈ {8, 9, 10}. We nevertheless proceed, assuming b, b′ are
compared with two ﬁlters c, c′ of the same weight.
First assume α is even. Then,
=
=
=
=
int2bin(i) =
M [j] ⊕ T =
M [j] ⊕ T ′ =
int2bin(i),
i∈I

j∈J

j∈J

(2)

i∈I ′

where
(the ﬁrst and third
(step are by construction and the middle step as α = |J| is even and
thus j∈J T = 0 = j∈J T ′ . If α is odd, (2) does not exactly hold and a slightly more
elaborate analysis is needed. Let i∗ ∈ I be an arbitrarily chosen index. By construction,
there exist i′∗ ∈ I ′ and j ∗ ∈ J such that
=
=
=
=
int2bin(i) =
M [j] ⊕ T =
M [j] ⊕ T ′ =
int2bin(i).
i∈I\{i∗ }

j∈J\{j ∗ }

j∈J\{j ∗ }

i∈I ′ \{i′∗ }

Unfortunately, these values i′∗ , j ∗ are unknown. Yet, there are only α possible values i′∗
and we have:
%
}
{
%
=
=
% ′∗
′
(3)
int2bin(i) % i ∈ I .
int2bin(i) ∈
%
′
′∗
∗
i∈I\{i }

i∈I \{i }

In other words, for two Bloom ﬁlters b, b′ derived from the same M , either (2) or (3)
holds. Two truly random Bloom ﬁlters c, c′ would set (2) with probability 1/2H and (3)
with probability α/2H ≤ ℓ/2H . (We remark that this bound is rather loose, as many
(
)
H
collisions may occur once ℓ ≥ 2H/2 . In more detail, we have E α/2H ≈ 1 − e−ℓ/2
(cf. Sect. 2).) Recall that random Bloom ﬁlters c, c′ would not satisfy |c| = |c′ | in the
ﬁrst place, except with the probability computed in (1). Combining these observations, the
linkability attack is successful with probability at least
) ? )2H+1
?
ℓ 2H+1
1
ℓ
′
1 − H P (|c| = |c |) = 1 − H
,
2H
2
2
2
which achieves its minimum for H = 8 and ℓ = 28 at 0.964755. The advantage only
increases for higher values of H and smaller values of ℓ. This means that our attack
succeeds with a probability of more than 96%.
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K Blocks
In RTPS, the matrix M is ﬁrst parsed into K submatrices [M1 · · · MK ]. The abovementioned unlinkability attack can be applied to all of these blocks, leading to a success
with probability of at least
(
1−

) ? )2H+1 )K
?
1
ℓ 2H+1
,
H
H
2
2
2

which achieves its minimum for H = 8 and ℓ = W/K = 28 at 0.999998.
We remark that in the general case of K > 1 blocks the protected templates show another
undesirable feature [Rat14]. Denote by b = [b1 · · · bK ] the Bloom ﬁlters of M under
secret T and similarly by b′ = [b′1 · · · b′K ] the Bloom ﬁlters under T ′ . Then, every row of
b appears as a row of b′ and vice versa. Formally, b′ = P · b for some permutation matrix
P of size 2H . This is, in fact, a generalization of the above-mentioned observation for
K = 1, and also allows an adversary to easily link b and b′ with probability close to 1.

4.3 False Positives
We consider the probability of an adversary to generate a false positive for the scheme,
i.e., to generate an input that is incorrectly viewed as a legitimate input. We remark, as
we will also elaborate on later, that the probability of generating a false positive equals the
expected false accept ratio.
In Sect. 2 we computed the probability of a false positive, provided the Bloom ﬁlters are
generated based on uniformly randomly generated data M . However, if v gives a false
positive for Bloom ﬁlter bi , then the matrix Mi∗ that consists of W/K repetitions of v
gives a false positive. Admittedly, Mi∗ does not look like a legitimate block from an iris,
but is does not need to be: an adversary may spoof the system in any way. Based on this
observation, we note that a matrix M ∗ consisting of W repetitions of a randomly chosen
vector v results in a false positive for RTPS with probability
(
)W/K )K
(
.
Pfp := 1 − 1 − 1/2H
We remark that Pfp is equal to the expected false accept rate. In more detail, the false
accept rate is the number of successful attempts divided by the number of attempts. If the
adversary makes X random attempts, the expected number of successful attempts equals
XPfp , and hence
E (false accept rate) =

XPfp
= Pfp .
X

For W = 1024 and the various choices of H and K, this value equals:
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H=8
H=9
H = 10

K = 22

K = 23

K = 24

K = 25

2−2.64035
2−5.37836
2−8.70385

2−10.748
2−17.4027
2−24.7085

2−34.7856
2−49.4065
2−64.7067

2−98.7706
2−129.391
2−160.697

While the values for K = 25 are adequate and meet current standards, the remaining conﬁgurations yield questionable (in case H = 10, K = 24 ) to non-sufﬁcient (the remaining
cases) security levels.
We stress that this computation holds for the case of uniformly random input data. In case
the matrix M is not entirely random, or more detailed if columns of M can be guessed with
a probability higher than usual, the success probability of a false positive increases drastically. As an example, suppose one single vector vi of a submatrix Mi is leaked. Clearly,
a false positive for bi is generated with probability one (just input a matrix consisting of ℓ
repetitions of vi ). What is more, correlations among the submatrices render a signiﬁcant
increase in the construction of false positives for the remaining submatrices. This is particularly perilous as data obtained from an iris shows high correlations between neighboring
columns [Dau03,Dau04,Dau06,HBF09]. We refer to [VS11] for a more detailed treatment
on how to generate false successful iris textures from an original iris texture.

4.4

Key Recovery

As a bonus, we consider the possibility to recover the secret value T , given the input data
M and output Bloom ﬁlters b. We stress that Rathgeb et al. [RBB13, RBBB14] state that
the application-speciﬁc secret is only used to provide unlinkability security of RTPS, and
no other security properties are deduced of this secret.
Without loss of generality, we discuss the case of one block only. We will present a naive
guessing attack and a more sophisticated attack, and both rely on basic probability theory.
Let M denote a uniformly randomly generated matrix of width ℓ and height H, and denote
its corresponding Bloom ﬁlter by b. Our goal is to recover secret key T ∈ {0, 1}H , given
M and b. Inheriting notation of Sect. 4.2, denote by I ⊆ [0, 2H − 1] the index set of
all positions at which b is 1, and let J ⊆ [1, ℓ] be the maximal set of indices such that
{M [j] | j ∈ J} contains no duplicate. Again, we have |I| = |J| =: α. By construction,
for every i ∈ I there is a unique j ∈ J such that
int2bin(i) = M [j] ⊕ T.

(4)

Hence, any choice (i∗ , j ∗ ) ∈ I × J satisﬁes (4) with probability 1/α ≥ 1/ℓ, in which case
it leads to a key recovery. For the proposed parameter choices of ℓ ∈ {25 , 26 , 27 , 28 }, this
implies that the secret value T can be recovered with probability ranging between 1/25
and 1/28 .
The more sophisticated attack consists of smartly verifying links between I and J. Fix
arbitrary distinct i, i′ , and write Z = int2bin(i) ⊕ int2bin(i′ ). Denote by JJ the set
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of all pairs ((j,)j ′ ) ⊆ J such that M [j] ⊕ M [j ′ ] = Z. By basic probability we have
E (|JJ|) = α2 /2H , and Markov’s inequality states that, for any A ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ/2},
P (|JJ| ≤ A) ≥ 1 − E (|JJ|) /A.
We proceed with the key recovery attack. The trick we will use is that the couple (i, i′ )
corresponds to exactly one (j, j ′ ) ∈ JJ, in which case i corresponds to either M [j] or
M [j ′ ] (and i′ to the other one). Formally:
%
9
$
%
int2bin(i) ⊕ T ∈ M [j], M [j ′ ] % (j, j ′ ) ∈ JJ .
A key recovery consists of selecting any j ∗ among the 2|JJ| possibilities, and guessing
T ∗ = int2bin(i) ⊕ M [j ∗ ]. We ﬁnd:
%
)
(
P (T ∗ = T ) ≥ P T ∗ = T % |JJ| ≤ 2E (|JJ|) · P (|JJ| ≤ 2E (|JJ|))
≥

1
2H
1
· ≥ 2.
4E (|JJ|) 2
4ℓ

This attack improves over the naive one as long as ℓ ≤ 2H−2 .

5

Conclusions

We presented a security analysis of the recently proposed iris biometric template protection system of Rathgeb et al. [RBB13, RBBB14]. While on the one hand we reconﬁrm
Rathgeb et al.’s irreversibility security analysis for uniformly random data, we debunk
the unlinkability claim by presenting a practical attack that distinguishes two Bloom ﬁlters b, b′ generated from the same data from two independent ones c, c′ with a probability
of at least 96%. We additionally analyzed adversarial success probabilities in generating
false positives and in key recoveries, leading to undesirably low attack complexities: 225
for generating false positives for the smaller versions of the scheme, and a complexity
between 22 and 28 for recovering the secret key.
The weaknesses are mainly caused by the fact that RTPS uses only one hash function
and that it is a very simple one. At ﬁrst sight, a possible solution lies in employing two
hash functions based on different secret values T1 and T2 . While this would, indeed, be a
countermeasure against the attacks of Sect. 4, we remark that the linkability attack would
still persist, be it as a slightly more elaborate combinatorial exercise. Here, the trick is to
observe that although |I| and |I ′ | increase and are not necessarily the same, |J| remains
unchanged. The procedure of Sect. 4.2 should then be applied on all subsets of I of size
|J|. A similar reasoning applies to the case two Bloom ﬁlters b, b′ are derived from two
different but related feature vectors M, M ′ . For this, assume M, M ′ are the same at ℓ′ < ℓ
columns. Identify the set J as before, but then for the ℓ′ columns only. Then, the procedure
of Sect. 4.2 should similarly be applied on all subsets of I of size |J|.
A possible ﬁx to salvage RTPS, which has also been suggested in [RBBB14], is the usage
of non-linear and non-invertible functions to derive the Bloom ﬁlters, instead of the linear
mapping currently employed, but this will degrade the efﬁciency of the scheme.
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Abstract: Common image features have too poor information for identiﬁcation of
forensic images of ﬁngerprints, where only a small area of the ﬁnger is imaged and
hence a small amount of key points are available. Noise, nonlinear deformation, and
unknown rotation are additional issues that complicate identiﬁcation of forensic ﬁngerprints.
We propose a feature extraction method which describes image information around
key points: Symmetry Assessment by Finite Expansion (SAFE). The feature set has
built-in quality estimates as well as a rotation invariance property. The theory is developed for continuous space, allowing compensation for features directly in the feature
space when images undergo such rotation without actually rotating them. Experiments
supporting that use of these features improves identiﬁcation of forensic ﬁngerprint images of the public NIST SD27 database are presented. Performance of matching orientation information in a neighborhood of core points has an EER of 24% with these
features alone, without using minutiae constellations, in contrast to 36% when using
minutiae alone. Rank-20 CMC is 58%, which is lower than 67% when using notably
more manually collected minutiae information.

1

Introduction

Fingerprint images collected at crime scenes are called ﬁngermarks (in USA, latents).
These images have poor image quality, preventing the use of automatic extraction of image information. By contrast, if they exist, the mates of ﬁngermarks, called tenprints, are
processed automatically to a large extent since they usually have good image quality. Fingermarks have a small amount of descriptive key points, making matching based on only
geometry of key point constellation unreliable, and demanding manual augmentation of
the descriptive power by information from the image content around key points.
Matching ﬁngerprint images can generally be divided into two categories. The ﬁrst is
based on matching geometric constellations of key points (minutiae, core, etc.) of the ﬁngerprint images and is called minutiae-based. Such methods (e.g. [CCG05], [CCHW97],
[RBPV00], [CFM10], [CCG05], [JY00]) are usually fast and reliable on good quality
images, but their performance is reduced when image quality or number of key points de-
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crease [FAMSAFOG05]. Ordinary image descriptors such as those mentioned above, are
not used because the quality of images is too poor to obtain gradient directions reliably.
The second category of methods is used in the case of small ﬁngerprint areas or poor
quality images. Here image information around key points, in addition to location of
key points and their directions, is utilized. Examples of this include manual ridge counts
between key points or correlation combined with rotation as for example, in [BVG+ 00].
We use the structure tensor (ST) [Big87] in combination with frequency and scale estimation to obtain the orientation image, Sec. 2.1. We model orientation maps in ring-shaped
concentric regions around key points and represent them by a complex feature vector, Sec.
2.2. The feature vector is low dimensional and has built-in quality estimates of each of its
dimensions via magnitudes, Sec. 3. These quality measures can be directly incorporated
into matching metrics of feature vectors using tight inequalities, inequalities that always
reach the equality boundary for ideal inputs. Unlike other methods, the suggested feature vector stems from mathematically tractable continuous coordinate transformations in
neighborhoods of key points; we think this is well suited for describing low quality images
undergoing continuous nonlinear geometric distortions, for example, rotation, skewing,
and stretching simultaneously. Section 4 describes the matching metrics used in experiments, which are then presented in Sec. 5.

2 Feature extraction
We start feature extraction with preprocessing the original image by applying a Linear
Symmetry Tensor (LST)1 [Big87], [BBN04], a complex and fully equivalent version of the
ordinary structure tensor, Fig. 1, with the purpose of obtaining a reliable dense orientation
map of the ﬁngermark. Standard scale parameters for building the orientation image that
work for good quality images fail for ﬁngermarks, however. Therefore, a new way of
establishing these parameters has been recently proposed [pam14] and was made available
to us. The procedure and LST will be summarized in Sec. 2.1.
After the dense orientation image has been obtained, we project ring-shaped areas around
key points (in the orientation image) onto the space of harmonic functions, Sec. 2.2. Since
few bases and rings are involved, extracted features become low dimensional, and yet the
spatial interrelations of direction information are preserved. Findings allow the design
ring-shaped complex ﬁlters which are rotation invariant, as detailed in Sec. 2.3.

2.1

Preprocessing and Linear Symmetry Tensor

To cope with noisy image information, the Linear Symmetry Tensor is applied iteratively
to original images and in combination with the phase of Gabor ﬁlters which are adapted to
orientation information extracted by LST. LST is used here for modelling and extracting
1 The

term ”linear” refers to parallel line structures the tensor is designed to detect.
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Figure 1: Steps of feature extraction for one torus.
orientation [BBN04], [Big88a] and is preferred to ST (real 2 × 2 matrix) because of its
ability to generalize for extracting orientation in curvilinear coordinates easily. In this
representation, LST becomes the simplest version of the Generalized Structure Tensor
(GST) [BBN04] which is used in the steps that follow further below, detailed in Sections
2.2 - 2.3.
LST is a pair of scalars (at each pixel) embodying second-order (complex) moments of the
local power spectrum in Cartesian coordinates
(0)

2

(0)

2

2

2

LST = (I20 , I11 )T = (Γ{0,σout } ∗ (Γ{1,σin } ∗ f )2 , |Γ{0,σout } | ∗ |Γ{1,σin } ∗ f |2 )T (1)
Here,
Γ{n,σ

2

}

r2
r2
1
= (Dx + iDy )n e− 2σ2 = rn e− 2σ2 einϕ
κ

(2)

is the nth symmetry derivative2 of a Gaussian, evaluating to an ordinary Gaussian function
2
when n = 0. The function f is the image. The variance σout
ﬁxates the size of the
2
neighborhood in which the LST is extracted. The variance σin ﬁxates the inner scale or
frequency characteristics of the nonlinear ﬁlter which I20 (0) constitutes with respect to the
original image.
2
2
Here σL,out
and σin
are iteratively adjusted by ﬁrst computing the LST for ﬁxed values
of them. This allows an initial dense (and simultaneous) estimation of frequency and
orientation, yielding (dense) and adaptive Gabor ﬁlter constructions producing local phase
responses, which in turn produce an enhanced original. The procedure is reapplied to the
enhanced original until orientation, LST, and spatial frequency maps converge [pam14].

Because of being fully automatic, the resulting orientation map (Fig. 2) is still imperfect
in some areas (usually where two orientations cross, such as a non-ﬁngermark pattern in
the background with the ﬁngermark, for example). However, due to the slow variation
of orientations in most of the ﬁngermark region (hue in Fig. 2), corresponding to ridge
ﬂow, changes direction slowly, it is realistic to assume that a human expert will prefer to
2 This

is deﬁned as the operator (Dx + iDy )n
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verify the orientation map and correct erroneously estimated orientation regions rather than
tracing the ridges in the original gray images to improve orientation maps. However, we
used the computed orientation images as is, in other words, without manual interventions,
to quantify their discriminative power in fully automatic orientation estimation scenarios
when comparing to minutiae matching techniques (where minutiae are extracted manually
for ﬁngermarks).
In the LST of the preprocessing step, a Gaussian ﬁlter deﬁnes the outer scale. The spatial
support can be seen as a small circular neighborhood as highlighted and marked by the
2
. This radius is signiﬁcantly
arrow in Fig. 2, Left with radius of circle equal to σL,out
smaller than the radii of rings on which the orientation will be modelled in the next section,
2
σk,out
, Fig. 2, Right.

Figure 2: Original ﬁngermark image and its corresponding linear symmetry image.
(0)

The processing results in one complex valued image, I20 , and one positive real image,
(0)
(0)
I11 , representing the enhanced orientation densely. Complex pixel values of the I20
image/matrix represent the orientation map depicting (twice) the direction of ridges in
the ﬁngermarks in pixel arguments, and the difference of costs between worst and best
(0)
2
where statistics of I20 have been
direction ﬁt within the region determined by σL,out
(0)

aggregated. Values of I11 measure the strength of the image signal within the same region.
(0)
(0)
We use the I11 image to (pointwise) normalize complex values of I20
L
=
I20

(0)

I20

(0)

I11

L
, where |I20
|≤1

(3)

It can be shown that the inequality holds with equality if and only if the orientation ﬁt is
L
error free [BBN04]. Fig. 2, Right shows I20
with hue/color representing orientation and
L
value/intensity representing the quality of orientation map |I20
|.
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2.2

Feature extraction as projection on harmonic functions and GST

Any complex analytic function g can be represented via two real harmonic functions ξ, η
[Big88b]:
g(z) = ξ(x, y) + iη(x, y), where z = x + iy.
(4)
Such harmonic function pairs ξ, η are locally orthogonal and their linear combinations,
aξ + bη = const, generate curve families with well-deﬁned directions with respect to
ξ, η, ﬁxed by a, b. In particular, for any 1D function s(t), one can generate ”oriented” and
symmetric curve families patterns, for example ﬁxing s as a sine function and choosing g
as g(z) = log(z) produces the family of spirals with different angles of twist, determined
by a, b, representing orientation as shown in Fig. 3. Other examples of function g(z) with
s being a sinusoid are also shown.
Geometric transformations deﬁned by harmonic pairs allow generalization of LST to detect symmetries beyond parallel line patterns. The generalization is a tensor representing
curvilinear orientation, ∠(a + ib), called a Generalized Structure Tensor (GST), and is
deﬁned as follows:
(n)

2

(n)

2

2

2

GST = (I20 , I11 )T = (Γ{n,σout } ∗ (Γ{1,σin } ∗ f )2 , |Γ{n,σout } | ∗ |Γ{1,σin } ∗ f |2 )T , (5)
2

where Γ{n,σ } is deﬁned by (2). By changing n in the equation, in other words using
different complex ﬁlters in the last convolution, it is possible to detect the presence of any
harmonic curves, for example those in Fig. 3, and their respective orientation expressed as
(n) (n)
2∠(a + bi). The result is a pair of images, (I20 , I11 ) representing the pattern (orientation
and certainty of presence), wherein orientation is determined by 2∠(a + bi).

Figure 3: Set of harmonic functions with corresponding representation of structure tensor
2

Further, we choose the spatial supports of the ﬁlters, |Γn,σ |, radially and independent of
the symmetry index, n, to model more regions around a key point in the hope to afford
more unique identity for the point.
Accordingly, the local orientation image can be conﬁned to a multiple tori. In a torus, the
orientation content around an h(x, y) key point can be expanded in a basis:
∑
∑
h(x, y) =
ckn ψkn ,
(6)
hk (x, y), where hk (x, y) =
n

k

with
ψkn = rµk e

−

r2
2σ 2
k

e−inϕ /κk and ckn =< ψkn , hk > .
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(7)

Here the image hk is the conﬁned orientation image deﬁned as
∑
L
= |ψkn |
ckn e−inϕ ,
hk = |ψkn | · I20

(8)

n

in which ψkn is identical to Γ{n,σk } , except that Eψn E = 1 is assured via the normalization
constant κk and that the constant n of the symmetry order is independent of the exponent,
which is now represented by µk . The decoupling of n and µk is a necessity urged by
the wish to deﬁne arbitrary tori, in which we want to describe the (image) orientation
2
complexity at arbitrary symmetry level. Parameter σk,out
= σk2 determines the radius of
th
the k ring.
The advantage of this representation is that we can tune the outer scale ﬁlters used by GST
to be of desired radius/size and width/compactness as in Fig. 2 Right, such that we can
(mathematically) complete the description of orientation arbitrarily ﬁne. In other words,
we can change the peak radius, ring thickness, as well as the symmetry order µk as desired,
to model the orientation information for different needs. The details on the relationship of
µk , σk with radii and width of the ﬁlter are omitted due to space limitations.
The result of scalar products of harmonic ﬁlters ψkn with an orientation image neighborhood around a key point approximates the amount of presence of curve families, Fig. 3, in
rings around the key point.
The feature vector is populated by using formula (7), where hk is the normalized linear
L
symmetry image I20
conﬁned to a ring. The feature vector will be based on ckn
L
L
>,
ckn =< ψkn , |ψkn | · I20
>=< |ψkn |2 e−inϕ , I20

(9)

where σk2 are determined by rk , radius of k − th torus and n.
L
of Eq.
Likewise, an additional set of coefﬁcients ek corresponding to energy in rings (I11
(5)) can be obtained:
ek =< |ψkn |2 , |hk | > .
(10)

It is straight forward to show that ek is constant when n changes. Hence it needs to be
calculated only once per ring.
The extracted ckn is normalized by ek , resulting in a complex feature array SAFE with
elements:
SAF E kn =

ckn
∈ C,
ek

(11)

which is the suggested feature. By construction, |SAF Ekn | ≤ 1 holds with equality if and
only if a member of a single curve family (the one determined by n) describes hk without
error.
The dimension of the feature vector describing a key point is ﬁxed by the number of rings
and the size of projection base Nh inside each torus; in our case it equals to Nf × Nh ,
since Nh is chosen to be the same for each torus.
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With rmin , rmax being the smallest and largest radii, we sampled other radii equidistantly
in exponential scale between [rmin , rmax ] to determine all tori peak positions once m is
ﬁxed as detailed next.
The fact that ﬁlter values are normalized via κk , such that Eψkn E = 1 makes feature
vectors from the larger rings to have the same importance as those from smaller rings (see
Fig. 4 for ﬁlter shapes and positions in the current application).

Figure 4: Left: Sample set of ﬁlters used for feature extraction in cores. Position of peaks,
width of ﬁlters, and area of intersection are ﬁxed.

2.3 Rotation invariance of the features
An important property of the suggested features is their rotation invariance in the sense that
the features of a rotated image can be deduced from the features of the unrotated image if
the rotation angle is known. A feature can then be made rotation invariant if the associated
key point has an intrinsic orientation by aligning feature vector components to the intrinsic orientation. In our case, the core angle has been used as intrinsic orientation because
we will extract a SAF E for cores to illustrate its potential usefulness for recognition at
the level of core identities. Since Equations (6) and (9) constitute a Fourier basis reconstruction of the torus orientation f˜k , our features can be shown to be rotation invariant as
follows:
′
(12)
SAF E ′kn = e2i(n+2)ϕ SAF E kn ,
where ϕ′ = ∠SAF Ek,−1 represents the automatically computed parabolic symmetry
orientation, modeling the estimated core orientation. The SAF E ′kn features will then be
rotation invariant allowing the rotation compensation procedure to be implemented by a
simple multiplication at low cost (without image rotation).
Note that for n=-2 symmetry, log-spirals, there is no rotation compensation, which is also
not necessary since the angles of these are (absolutely) rotation invariant by themselves.
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3

Quality descriptors: data sufﬁciency and good model ﬁt

The Structure Tensor operates in the complex space. Therefore, at every step we obtain
L
complex valued results such as I20
in preprocessing stage, and SAF Ekn in feature extraction step. The SAF Ekn features differ from the commonly obtained real-valued feature
vectors since the complex number magnitudes always represent quality measurements.
As was described in Sec. 2.1, the structure tensor at an image point comprises the orienta(0)
(0)
(0)
tion vector I20 and the signal strength I11 . The complex scalar I20 represents the directional dominance within its outer scale or the direction of major eigenvector, which follows
from the following eigenvalue, eigenvector direction representation of LST , [Big87]:
(0)

I20 = (λmax − λmin )e2iϕmax
(0)

I11 = λmax + λmin .

(13)

Let us consider the case λmin = 0 and λmax ≫ 0, which stems from a local image with
well-deﬁned direction of isocurves being perfectly parallel. From Eq. (13) it follows that
(0)
(0)
|I20 | = I11 for the ideal case of perfect linear symmetry (see Fig. 3). Accordingly,
(0)
(0)
the vectorial summation magnitude |I20 | would be strictly less than I11 if the isocurves
(0)
(0)
would not be perfectly parallel. Thereby, normalization of the complex valued I20 by I11
yields a local quality measure, the statistics of which have been used to estimate the global
quality of a ﬁngerprint [TW05], [FKB06].
L
In other words, |I20
| automatically demonstrates the amount of agreement between the
model and the (noisy) data. It is also bounded to be within a [0, 1] interval.
L
Further, by using f˜k = I20
· |ψkn |, which is independent of n and is the orientation map
multiplied with torus, we make sure that image information inside Nf rings is ”marked”
for lack of data. This is needed to properly summarize the quality inside every ring so
that quality measures from different rings share the same ”quality scale”. Therefore, if an
extraction ring will miss some part of an image (for example, if a key point is close to
the boundary of the image, the ring will cover non-image areas), the quality metric will
(0)
reﬂect that in I11 . For instance, since the image is set to zero outside of its boundaries, the
feature vector components will be less than 1, in their magnitudes. This is because it can
be shown that all harmonic wave families fulﬁll (via Schwarz inequality) the following:
L
L
|; = ek ≤ 1.
|ckn | = |Kψkn , f˜k ;| = |Kψkn , |ψkn | · I20
;| ≤ K|ψkn |, |ψkn | · |I20

(14)

L
The ﬁrst inequality is because I20
≤ 1, Eq. (3) and Eψkn E = 1. Hence both |ckn |, ek , and
L
ckn /ek , are bounded by 1. If and only if there is sufﬁcient data (|I20
|) in the entire ring,
will ek reach the value 1, and only if the model ﬁts perfectly well will |ckn | reach ek . Thus
|SAF Ekn | measures both data sufﬁciency and the goodness of model ﬁt.
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4

Matching

For every key point, we have introduced an Nf ×Nh complex feature vector. Our matching
score comprising the distance between reference (r ∈ C) and test (t ∈ C) features is based
(again) on the tight inequality between the scalar products:
MS =

< SAF E r , SAF E t >
∈ C.
< |SAF E r |, |SAF E t | >

(15)

For the introduced matching metric, we obtain the complex matching score M S = a + bi,
where ∠(a + bi) measures the angle between two arrays with Nf × Nh complex elements
each, and |a + bi| shows the conﬁdence in the measured global angle.
However, for a true pair of feature arrays, the matching score should yield a real and
positive number 1, in other words ∠(a + bi) = 0. Generally, the argument angles are
within [0, 2π], and the conﬁdence measure is in an [0, 1] interval.
To fuse both conﬁdence and the angle into a matching score, we therefore take the real
part of M S:
MˆS = Re(M S) = |M S|cos(∠M S) ∈ [−1, 1],
(16)
where M S = −1 means maximal mismatch and M S = 1 means perfect match.

5 Experiments
5.1 Database
For testing SAFE descriptors, we have employed the only publicly available forensic ﬁngerprint database, that of the NIST SD27 [Gar]. It includes 258 pairs of (mated) ﬁngermark
and ﬁngerprint images. We selected images having either cores or loops (two cores) with a
total 263 core pairs in 201 mated ﬁngerprint pairs. Cores (as well as minutiae) have welldeﬁned directions, while for other ﬁngerprint patterns the intrinsic angle may not exist
(e.g., perfect whorls) or not be unique (e.g., perfect deltas). The suggested feature vector
can model key points having strong orientation variation in its surrounding area.
The more complex the orientation variation the more unique identity can be given by the
feature vector to the key point. This has motivated the use of core points as our test bed.
Additionally, core points allow examination of rotation invariance of the features conveniently. However, even neighborhoods of minutiae and other key points can be described
by SAFE features, if some strong intrinsic orientation exists in any ring.
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5.2

Performance

We have sampled the [2, 97] interval into 9 exponentially growing radii representing peaks
of tori and selected empirically the largest three tori; in other words, we chose Nf = 3 with
radii r = [27, 41, 63], respectively reﬂecting the fact that the ﬁngermarks have bad quality
in rings close to core points. For the SD27 ﬁngermark database, our feature vector is a 3×9
array. More than 3 radii can be set ﬁxed in tenprints and the expert can include/exclude the
rings of a ﬁngermark in a real scenario to match the newly constructed feature vector of a
key point in the ﬁngermark with pre-calculated features of the tenprint database. However,
we have refrained from this (manual interference) in our experiments.
We performed client and impostor tests on 262 core points (corresponding to 33, 092 impostor veriﬁcation tests) and observed an EER of 24%, Fig. 5, Left. It is worth noting
that veriﬁcation is at core level, and due to the low quality of the ﬁngermarks and the high
number of impostor tests, SAFE descriptors must equip each core with sufﬁciently unique
identity power. Thus, equal error rate demonstrates the amount of erroneously recognized
cores in the presence of massive core impostors. This is a good performance level with
only orientation image information around single key point because more key points and
minutiae can be used to recognized a ﬁngermark.
It is problematic to relate the present features to other methods because the few published
studies use incomparably more manual interference (manually extracted minutiae) or sufﬁciently more key points (minutiae constellations), but less image information in combination with matching software that are either proprietary or closed. The observed EER
using a publicly available (source code) minutiae-only matcher shows 36% EER [MB12]
performance on an ideal set (and 6% on a matched set - which is an unrealistic scenario),
which is signiﬁcantly poorer than the achievement of the suggested method. The number
of images that is used differs in comparison with the protocol, but the goal of the paper is
to present the new concept of feature extraction. Further experiments on multiple minutiae
are required for benchmarking present work.
At the same time, forensic applications use rank-k identiﬁcation rate, Fig. 5, Right. In
[PFJ13], a (manually matched) minutiae constellation together with extended minutiaebased information are used to achieve rank-20 67% identiﬁcation of ﬁngermark, while we
are (currently) using a single point, but more image information to identify cores, resulting
in rank-20 58%. Most interestingly, our study concerns novel image-based features which
can be complementary to minutiae information.
Power of the feature is the ability to provide additional automatically extracted information
on images of poor quality; therefore, experiments are performed on forensic ﬁngerprints
only, with ground truth information known.
In this paper we provide experiments for a core of the image to demonstrate the power of
a single point with increased orientation information. Suggested feature extracted around
the core can serve as a source of additional information for low quality noisy images if a
core was detected. Future work will include experiments on extending traditional features
of minutiae with the SAFE feature.
The feature predictably failed for the images where the automatic orientation map failed,
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Figure 5: EER and CMC curves of matching core points for the SD27 database
in other words, for smudged images, or images with an intersecting background of similar
frequency.

6 Conclusions and future work
We have proposed a novel feature extraction method that shows good discrimination ability of key points on bad quality images (of SD27 forensic ﬁngerprint database). The SAFE
descriptors go beyond matching point locations and orientations alone, and utilize characteristics of the image’s surrounding points. The proposed features have built-in quality
estimates as well as rotation invariance.
Results of matching forensic ﬁngerprints indicate that similar features can be constructed
for other applications, such as for small contact area ﬁngerprint sensors, irises, faces and
shoeprints, for example.
The current version of the algorithm can automatically extract image information without
manual intervention. Future work will include increasing the amount of key points to more
than one in order to improve the performance; as well as experiments on extending features
of minutiae, angle, and position, with the suggested feature. We also plan to investigate the
effect of the feature when applying it to other types of images, such as irises, for example.
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Abstract: Preprocessing and fusion techniques for ﬁnger vein recognition are investigated. An experimental study involving a set of preprocessing approaches shows the
importance of selecting the appropriate single technique and the usefulness of cascading several different preprocessing methods for subsequent feature extraction of
various types. Score level fusion is able to signiﬁcantly improve recognition results,
in particular when combining features describing complementary ﬁnger image properties.

1

Introduction

Authentication based on ﬁnger veins uses the pattern of the blood vessels inside the ﬁngers
of a human. Compared to ﬁngerprint authentication using ﬁnger veins has several advantages. The veins are underneath the skin so the vein pattern is resistant to forgery as the
veins are only visible in infrared light. Also liveness detection is easily possible. Moreover the vein patterns are neither sensitive to abrasion nor to ﬁnger surface conditions, like
dryness, dirt, cuts, etc. But there are also some disadvantages. First of all, so far it is not
completely clear if vein patterns exhibit sufﬁciently distinctive features to reliably perform
biometric identiﬁcation in large user groups. With the currently available data sets (see Table 1, the public ones available on-line: ChonbukU1 , PekingU2 , PolyU3 , TwenteU4 ) this
issue cannot be clearly answered at present state due to their partially limited size.
Another major disadvantage is that the capturing devices, due to the required transillumination principle, are rather big compared to e.g. ﬁngerprint sensors. Furthermore, the vein
structure is inﬂuenced by temperature, physical activity and certain injuries and diseases.
While the impact of these effects on vein recognition performance has not been investigated in detail so far, consequently it is clear that suitable feature extraction methods
should be independent of the vein width to compensate for corresponding variations.
The ﬁrst issue tackled in this paper is the low contrast and the low overall quality of ﬁnger
1 http://multilab.chonbuk.ac.kr/resources
2 http://rate.pku.edu.cn

3 http://www4.comp.polyu.edu.hk/

˜csajaykr/fvdatabase.htm

4 http://www.sas.el.utwente.nl/home/datasets
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Acronym
ChonbukU
ChongqingU
DonggukU
HarbinU
HITACHI
NTUST
PekingU
PolyU
TwenteU

Table 1: Finger vein datasets.

Availability
public
private
private
private
private
private
public
public
public

# Images
6000
4260
4800
100
678
680
50700
6264
1440

# Subjects / # Fingers
100 / 600
71 / 426
60 / 480
10 / 10
339 / 339
85 / 170
5208 / n.a.
156 / 312
60 / 360

Publication
[LXW+ 13]
[QQX+ 13]
[LLP09]
[PWEL+ 12]
[MNM04]
[QQX+ 13]
[HDL+ 10]
[KZ12]
[TV13]

vein images in general. The nature of these images (see e.g. an example of a good and
a poor quality image pair in Fig. 1) requires to apply successful preprocessing in order
to achieve decent recognition performance, no matter which feature extraction strategy
is applied. However, it is difﬁcult to compare the various preprocessing strategies since
these are dispersed across literature and are often combined with a single feature extraction
technique only (and applied to different, sometimes non-public, datasets). In this paper, we
compare a set of preprocessing techniques in a common framework applied with various
feature extraction techniques to identify good combinations. We also apply more than a
single preprocessing technique, but contrasting to [SPNP14] we do not fuse the results
before feature extraction but apply different techniques in a cascaded manner.
In order to improve ﬁnger vein recognition results, several fusion techniques have been investigated in literature. Fusion of several ﬁngers’ results is an obvious possibility [YYW12,
QQX+ 13], however, sensing is more expensive in this approach of course. Using multiple features extracted from a single image in a score level fusion (by analogy to fusion of
e.g. palm vein data [ZK10]) has resulted in ﬁrst promising results: Fusion of vein pattern
structure, LBP, and super-pixel features [LYYX13] as well as fusion of vein-shape, vein
orientation, and SIFT features [QQX+ 13] were able to improve the usage of single features. Especially in the latter paper in case of using high accuracy features improvements
have been found to be moderate only. In this work we show that features representing
orthogonal ﬁnger-vein image properties lead to signiﬁcantly improved accuracy in a score
level fusion scheme, even in case the single techniques involved exhibit partially poor
recognition accuracy.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes techniques for ﬁnger
vein recognition (i.e. preprocessing and feature extraction approaches) while Section 3
describes the experimental setting and provides results with respect to the selection of
preprocessing strategies and score level fusion. Section 4 concludes this work and gives
an outline of future research.
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2
2.1

Finger Vein Recognition
Preprocessing Techniques

Finger vein image preprocessing techniques can be grouped into methods for alignment of
the ﬁnger position and into methods to improve the often uneven and poor contrast of the
images. The ﬁrst preprocessing stage used for all subsequent feature extraction algorithms
is to detect the actual region of the ﬁnger in the images. Especially for subsequent contrast
manipulations this is important, since otherwise background pixels would inﬂuence the
computation of the parameters for contrast change. LeeRegion detection [LLP09] uses
the fact that the ﬁnger region is brighter than the background and determines the ﬁnger
boundaries using a simple 20 x 4 mask, containing 2 rows of 1 followed by 2 rows of -1
for the upper boundary and a horizontally mirrored one for the lower boundary. The position at which the masking value is maximal is determined as the ﬁnger edge (boundary),
background pixels are set to black.
Due to slight variations in positioning of the ﬁnger on the capturing device, the orientation
of the ﬁnger in the image is not always the same. Therefore Finger Position Normalisation [HDL+ 10] aligns the ﬁnger to the center of the image, compensating rotations and
translations. It uses the ﬁnger edges detected by LeeRegion and ﬁts a straight line between
the detected edges. The parameters of this line are then used to perform an afﬁne transformation which aligns the ﬁnger. In the experiments, this approach is used. A slightly
different method is to compute the orientation of the binarised ﬁnger ROI using second
order moments and to compensate the orientation in rotational alignment [KZ12].
As an alternative, minutiae-based alignment [LLP09] can be applied, however, as this
approach requires the extraction of vessel structure before geometrical alignment contradicting the cascaded application as done here we do not consider it further. It should be
noted that we do not need to apply alignment methodology when applying SIFT and SURF
feature extraction as both are designed to be invariant against afﬁne transformations.
The second preprocessing stage is to improve and equalise contrast. CLAHE [Zui94] or
some other local histogram equalisation techniques [KZ12] are suggested by most authors
as a preprocessing step for ﬁnger vein images. Due to the unevenly distributed contrast
a localised technique like CLAHE is a perfect tool, additionally the integrated contrast
limitation avoids ampliﬁcation of noise.
High Frequency Emphasis Filtering (HFE) was proposed originally for hand vein image
enhancement [ZTXL09]. After computing the discrete Fourier transform, a Butterworth
high-pass ﬁlter of order n is applied. Instead of using global histogram equalisation on the
ﬁltered image as the authors suggest, we apply CLAHE afterwards due to superior results.
See Figs. 1.b and 1.e for examples when computing HFE on two images from the Twente
database.
The Circular Gabor Filter [ZY09], being rotation invariant and achieving optimal joint
localisation in both spatial and frequency domain, was proposed in combination with grey
level grouping for contrast enhancement, especially at the veins edges. As before, instead
of grey level grouping we apply CLAHE after ﬁltering due to better results. See Figs. 1.c
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and 1.f for examples when applying this approach.

(a) Good quality

(b) HFE

(c) Circular Gabor

(d) Poor quality

(e) HFE

(f) Circular Gabor

Figure 1: Preprocessing examples when applied to two images from the Twente dataset.

Further (tested) image enhancement techniques include Unsharp Masking, Retinex contrast enhancement [WTZ12] as well as denoising with a median ﬁlter (5 x 5) and an adaptive Wiener ﬁlter (7 x 7) but as these did not improve the results in experimentation we
have not further looked into their details.

2.2 Feature Extraction
We ﬁrst discuss techniques which aim to explicitly extract the veins from the background
using different approaches generating a binary image and then compare the resulting binary images using correlation. Subsequently, key-point based techniques are described.
Note that none of the feature extraction approaches followed here relies on ﬁnger vein
“minutiae” (i.e. vein crossings and endings) as the accuracy of this approach has only
been shown on a very small dataset [QQX+ 13]. A comparison of accuracy results of the
described techniques as published in literature is given in Table 2.
Repeated Line Tracking (RLT [MNM04]) is based on dark line tracking starting repeatedly at various random positions. Veins appear as valleys in the cross-sectional proﬁle of
the image. The randomly initialised tracking point is moved pixel by pixel along the dark
line, where the depth of the valley indicates the movement direction (pixel is moved to
where the valley is deepest). If no “valley” (exhibiting a certain width) is detectable a new
tracking operation is started. The number of times a pixel is tracked is recorded in a matrix (called locus space). Pixels that are tracked multiple times as being a line statistically
have a high likelihood of belonging to a blood vessel (high value in locus space image).
Therefore, binarisation is applied to the locus space image to get the ﬁnal binary output
image. See Figs. 2.b and 2.h for an example binarisation of this type.
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Table 2: Finger vein recognition accuracy comparison in terms of EER (%).

Publication
[MNM04]
[MNM07]
[TV13]

[HDL+ 10]
[KZ12]
[LLP09]
[PWEL+ 12]
[QQX+ 13]

Dataset
HITACHI
HITACHI
TwenteU
PekingU
PekingU
PolyU
DonggukU
HarbinU
ChongqinU
NTUST

RLT
0.15
0.01
1.2
5.9
6.54
-

MC
0.0001
0.4
1.2
2.8
2.2
-

WLD
0.9
2.7
0.87
-

LBP
0.08
-

EGM
0.43
-

MF
1.88
-

SIFT
0.46
16.09
10.98

Maximum Curvature (MC [MNM07]) emphasises the center-lines of the veins and is
therefore insensitive to changes in the width of the veins. At ﬁrst the center position
of veins is extracted. For this purpose, the local maximum curvature in cross-sectional
proﬁles in four directions, horizontal, vertical and the two oblique directions, based on the
ﬁrst and second derivates, is determined. Then each proﬁle is classiﬁed as being concave
or convex (curvature positive or negative) where local maxima in concave proﬁles indicate
the center positions of the veins. Each center position is then assigned a score, according
to the width and curvature of the region.
Subsequently, the center positions of the veins are connected. Due to noise or other distortions some pixels may not have been classiﬁed correctly at the ﬁrst step, so a ﬁltering
operation is applied in all four directions taking adjacent context pixels into account. The
last step is the binarisation of the vein pattern using the median of the locus space as a
threshold.
The Wide Line Detector (WLD [HDL+ 10]) works similar to adaptive thresholding (using
isotropic nonlinear ﬁltering), i.e. thresholding inside a local neighbourhood region. The
difference of each pixel inside a circular neighbourhood to the central pixel is determined.
Subsequently, the number of pixels inside this neighbourhood which have a difference
smaller than a set threshold are determined. This number is again thresholded to get the
ﬁnal binary vein image See Figs. 2.d and 2.j for an example binarisation of this type.

(a) Good quality

(b) RLT

(c) MC

(d) WLD

(e) LBP

(f) AB

(g) Poor quality

(h) RLT

(i) MC

(j) WLD

(k) LBP

(l) AB

Figure 2: Feature extraction examples.
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Given the title of the paper [KZ12], it is somewhat surprising to ﬁnd highly competitive
ﬁnger vein feature extraction techniques: Gabor Filtering (EGM) is suggested by taking
the maximal response in each pixel by using a convolution of self similar 2D even Gabor
ﬁlters for different orientations with a zero-mean version of the image. Subsequently, a
morphological top-hat operation is performed (i.e. subtracting the Gabor response image
from a version that has undergone morphological opening) to generate the binary result.
Matched Filters (MF [KZ12]) are used to match cross section proﬁles of ﬁnger veins
employing a group of 1-D Gaussian functions. Similar to the Gabor case before, the
employed Gaussian functions are rotated in different orientations and only the maximum
response is utilised. Binarisation in conducted in the same manner.
To assess the advanced binarisation techniques which try to model vein shape in their
binarisation strategy as described so far, we have additionally used basic Adaptive Binarisation (AB [Ots79]) to see the (eventual) effect of the more advanced schemes. See Figs.
2.f and 2.l for an example binarisation of this type and please note, that contrasting to the
other binarisation techniques discussed (i) veins appear black and (ii) also the outline of
the ﬁnger causes a strong black curve indicating its shape. Thus, in addition to show the
vein structure we additionally get ﬁnger shape information for free.
As the last binarisation-type feature extraction scheme, we consider a Local Binary Patterns (LBP) feature extraction scheme [LLP09]. LBP compare the grey level of a center
pixel to its neighbouring pixels. The original LBP is a 3x3 non-parametric operator. It can
also be deﬁned as an ordered set of binary values determined by comparing the gray values of a center pixel to its 8 neighbouring pixels. Each image gray scale value is replaced
by the corresponding binary code resulting from the binary pattern of the neighbourhood
(which results in binary images of 8-fold size of the binarisation results discussed so far).
Lee at al. [LLP09] used an LBP approach for ﬁnger vein matching, preceded by a minutiabased alignment step and a Hamming distance matching. We followed their approach for
feature extraction but moved the alignment into the matching stage and used a multiscale LBP version instead (due to better results). See Figs. 2.e and 2.k for an example
binarisation of this type.
For matching a pair of binarized image features we adopt the approach in [MNM04] and
[MNM07]. As the input images are not registered to each other and only coarsely aligned,
we simply calculate the correlation between the input image and the reference one while
shifting the reference image in x- and y-direction. The maximum value of the correlation
is normalised and used as matching score.
While binarisation techniques (with the exception of LBP) compute a single bit of information for each pixel in the original image, the importance of neighbourhood information
is already accounted for in how these single bits are computed in most techniques as discussed before as well as in the super-pixel approach of Liu et al. [LYYX13]. As already
discussed, an entirely different approach is to use vein minutiae representing the most discriminative local information contained in the images. A different approach combining
both ideas, i.e. highlighting the most discriminative points as well as the importance of
neighbourhood and context information, is the employment of key-points and their descriptors. In this work we consider SIFT [Low99] and SURF [BETVG08]. See Figs. 3.a
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and 3.b for a visualisation of extracted keypoints.
SIFT keypoints have been considered in palm vein image recognition [ZK11] with moderate success only. Peng et al. [PWEL+ 12] propose an approach for ﬁnger vein images
based on CLAHE and an orientation-selective Gabor ﬁltering (responses of two two Gabor
7π
ﬁlters with orientations 2π
8 and 8 are fused) with subsequent matching based on SIFT feature extraction on the ﬁltered images. Qin et al. [QQX+ 13] use SIFT to identify distinctive
corresponding sub-regions in ﬁnger vein images and apply matching to those regions only.
As can be seen from the SURF feature extraction example (see Fig. 3.b), there are many
strong keypoints along the ﬁnger boundaries. As descriptors of such keypoint contain
irrelevant background information, including them can lead to false or ambiguous matches.
Thus we implemented a ﬁltering step within a window along the ﬁnger boundaries (whose
width can be deﬁned). All keypoints inside the window are discarded (keypoint ﬁltering,
see Fig. 3.c). In addition, a minimum number of keypoints can be deﬁned. If too few
keypoints are found, feature extraction is re-run with adapted parameters to extract more
keypoints until at least the minimum number of keypoints are found or the parameters
cannot be changed any more.

(a) SIFT

(b) SURF

(c) SURF ﬁltered

Figure 3: SIFT & SURF feature extraction.

SIFT and SURF matching is done using the keypoint descriptors – the keypoint with the
smallest distance to the reference keypoint is the matched one if the distance is below a
threshold, otherwise there is no match. To resolve the problem with ambiguous matches
(i.e. one keypoint may have small distances to more than one other point) a ratio threshold
is used: A match is only valid if the distance of the best point match is at least k (threshold)
times smaller than to all other points.
After matching we get a set of matched keypoints with associated distances. The simplest
way (and also best one, at least for SURF) to get a ﬁnal matching score is to use the number
of matched keypoints only. A slightly better way (for SIFT) is to use the ratio of matched
keypoints to the maximum possible number of matches (minimum number of keypoints
of the two images) – “ratio score calculation”. All techniques involving also distances of
matched keypoints performed worse and thus have not been considered further.
Comparing the accuracy of the different techniques as given in literature, Table 2 shows
that reported EERs (1) highly depend on the dataset (2) are not even consistent among
different implementations when applied to the same dataset (3) tend to be lower in the
original publications as compared to re-implementations. Thus, at current stage, it is almost impossible to make recommendations concerning the “best” technique based on the
data available.
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3

Experiments

3.1 Experimental Settings
For our evaluation we use the TwenteU dataset. This dataset (see Table 1) consists of a
total of 1440 images, taken from 60 persons, 6 ﬁngers per person (index, ring and middle
ﬁnger of each hand) and 4 images of each ﬁnger. The images were captured in 2 sessions
with a time-lag of 15 days between the sessions using a custom designed transillumination
device. Each ﬁnger was captured twice during one session. 73% of the subjects were male
and 82% were right handed. The images have a resolution of 672 x 380 pixels, a density
of 126 pixels/cm and are stored in 8 bit grey scale PNG format. The width of the visible
blood vessels is 4 - 20 pixels.
RLT, MC, WLD feature extraction and matching are used as provided in a MATLAB implementation by B.T. Ton5 . SIFT and SURF software is used as provided by OpenCV,
custom implementations are used for the preprocessing techniques, LBP, SIFT and SURF
keypoint ﬁltering, and AB. Images have been downsampled by a factor of 2 in both dimensions as the MATLAB software is customised to the expected vein width of this image
scale.
In order to be able to compare our results to those in [TV13] (compare Table 2 [TV13] to
Table 5) we applied the same EER determination procedure: Only one ﬁnger of each of the
ﬁrst 35 subjects is used as training set for parameter tuning. The actual EER determination
with the rest of the dataset consists of 1950 genuine matches and 842400 impostor matches
compared into FAR and FRR, respectively.
Considering score level fusion as used in this work, the simple MinMax normalisation
turned out to be the best. We tested different score combinations, from pairs of 2 scores to
tuples of all available scores, each one with different fusion schemes (including weighted
sum, weighted product, weighted mean/median and weighted minimum/maximum) and
systematically assessed all variants with different weight combinations on the parameter
optimisation test set.

3.2 Experimental Results
The ﬁrst results (Tables 3 and 4) are devoted to preprocessing strategies. For these results, computational load has been reduced due to costly exhaustive conﬁguration testing
– N preprocessing stages can be combined into N! different combination conﬁgurations
– by restricting the impostor matches to comparing each image with the corresponding
ﬁnger/image of each other person only but used the entire dataset instead of 90%. Thus,
these results cannot be compared directly to the results in Table 5.
The results in Tables 3 and 4 are cumulative, i.e. for a given line all the above lines were
5 Publicly available on MATLAB Central:
fileexchange/authors/57311

http://www.mathworks.nl/matlabcentral/
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also applied to achieve the ﬁnal result. An important thing to note is that parameters are
not independent from each other, which means if e.g. the feature extraction parameters are
changed also the matching parameters have to be re-adjusted.
Table 3: Preprocessing Impact on EER (%) of SIFT.
Without any preprocessing

18.82

Filtering of keypoints along the ﬁnger edges

10.66

Feature Extraction parameter adjustments

9.65

Matching parameter adjustments

9.00

CLAHE

8.26

Resizing (0.5)

6.44

HFE Filtering

2.74

Gabor Filter

2.59

Ratio Score Calculation

2.04

As it can be seen easily in Table 3 for SIFT-based recognition, keypoint ﬁltering and
HFE ﬁltering exhibit the most signiﬁcant positive impact on the EER. Interestingly, we
are able to improve EER in several successive stages from applying SIFT without any
preprocessing at EER of 18.82% to the highly tuned variant at EER of 2.04% involving
several preprocessing and matching optimisations and variants.
Table 4: Impact of Preprocessing on EER (%).
Preprocessing Method

MC

WLD

RLT

LBP

AB

SURF

none

6.443

32.19

22.63

34.1

7.223

13.81

Resize (0.5)

2.041

10.18

4.03

32.67

4.872

9.843

LeeRegion

1.989

9.96

4.11

31.45

4.816

9.843

Normalisation

0.7831

4.777

2.04

29.67

3.606

11.45

CLAHE

0.6011

2.687

1.856

11.55

3.376

11.88

Circular Gabor Filter

0.4692

3.116

1.999

9.895

3.335

11.58

HFE Filter

0.7399

3.804

5.785

10.75

3.807

4.184

Denoising

0.9255

2.918

5.662

6.043

3.508

4.275

Table 4 compares preprocessing cascades for the other recognition approaches considered.
While up to LeeRegion detection all feature extraction techniques are able to take advantage from preprocessing, the optimal EER is achieved at different stages of the cascade,
SURF results degenerate until HFE application where the minimal EER value is reached
at 4.18%. RLT and WLD reach their optimum at EER of 2.69% and 1.86% when using
CLAHE, respectively. The additional circular Gabor ﬁlter application delivers the best
results for MC and AB at 0.49% and 3.34%, respectively. Finally, for LBP, the best result
(EER 6.04%) is achieved when applying a ﬁnal denoising stage after having applied the
circular Gabor ﬁlter and CLAHE. Summarising we may state that there is no unique best
preprocessing cascade to be identiﬁed, but in any case it gets clear that some feature ex-
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traction techniques beneﬁt from a cascaded preprocessing application while others sufﬁce
with a restricted set only.
Table 5 lists the results of the overall best preprocessing cascades / feature extraction
combinations achieved over the entire evaluation dataset. We achieve the top EER at
0.42% for MC and the worst one for LBP at 5.03%. It is interesting to see that the generic
SIFT approach outperforms the highly specialised WLD and that even the simple AB
technique is not much worse.
Table 5: Comparison of EERs (%) of recognition methods considered.
EER

MC

WLD

RLT

SIFT

SURF

LBP

AB

0.42%

2.87%

1.64%

1.96%

4.34%

5.03%

3.23%

Figure 4.a displays ROCs for all combinations in Table 5 (WLD: yellow, LBP: magenta,
MC: cyan, RLT: red, SIFT: green, SURF: blue, and AB: black). While in terms of EER,
AB is superior to SURF, for lower FAR values SURF gets superior quickly. The remaining
schemes maintain the EER ranking almost consistently. Figure 4.b shows the ROC of the
best fusion technique which is obtained using weighted sum fusion (weights: 1.2, 3.2, 1.1)
of LBP, MC, and AB at an EER of 0.25%. Also the ROCs of the three single techniques
are included for comparison (Fusion: red, LBP: green, MC: blue, AB: black).
ROC curve
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Figure 4: ROC results

It is interesting to observe that the best fusion result is not obtained by combining the
three best performing techniques but in contrast, by combining the best performing single technique with the two worst ones. Obviously, it is not the single performance that
determines the ﬁnal fusion result. While MC captures the structure of the veins most
efﬁciently, AB contributes ﬁnger shape and LBP adds general texture information also
between veins (mainly local information around the pixels and not lines are extracted).
Thus, those three technique can really be said to contribute quite orthogonal properties of
the ﬁnger region. Another good result was achieved using a combination of MC, LBP and
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SIFT with weighted product fusion (weights 0.7, 2.8, 1.4) resulting in an EER of 0.27%.
Here similar considerations concerning opposing properties do apply.

4

Conclusion

Preprocessing has a major impact on the recognition performance of different feature extraction techniques. There is neither a single preprocessing approach nor a single preprocessing cascade that is the optimal technique for all subsequent feature extraction techniques. In contrary, preprocessing needs to be carefully optimised for each single feature
extraction method. We have found that cascading different preprocessing techniques signiﬁcantly improves recognition performance as compared to applying a single approach in
many cases.
Score level fusion has turned out to improve recognition performance considerably, especially when combining features which represent complementary properties of the images’
ﬁnger regions. In these combinations, not only vessel structure but also ﬁnger shape and
non-vessel texture is represented, leading to EERs superior to the best EERs of single
techniques by almost 100% .
With respect to fusion, we aim to further investigate the inclusion of Gabor and Matched
Filter feature extraction as well as vein-minutiae informations to further improve results.
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Abstract: The vulnerability of ﬁnger vein recognition to spooﬁng is studied in this
paper. A collection of spooﬁng ﬁnger vein images has been created from real ﬁnger
vein samples. Finger vein images are printed using a commercial printer and then,
presented at an open source ﬁnger vein sensor. Experiments are carried out using an
extensible framework, which allows fair and reproducible benchmarks. Experimental results lead to a spooﬁng false accept rate of 86%, thus showing that ﬁnger vein
biometrics is vulnerable to spooﬁng attacks, pointing out the importance to investigate
countermeasures against this type of fraudulent actions.

1 Introduction
Biometrics is a growing up technology whose interest is related to the large number of
applications where a correct assessment of identity is a crucial point. However, biometric
systems are vulnerable to attacks which could decrease their level of security. These vulnerable points can be broadly divided into two main groups [RCB01]: i) direct attacks,
where the sensor is attacked using synthetic biometric samples without speciﬁc knowledge
about the system, and ii) indirect attacks, where the intruder needs to have some additional
information about the internal working of the system and, in most cases, physical access
to some of the application components. In this paper, we only focus on the vulnerability
to direct attacks (often called spooﬁng attacks).
Among all biometric technologies, ﬁnger vein recognition is a fairly new topic, which
utilizes the vein patterns inside a person’s ﬁnger. This technology is relatively recent
with ﬁrst commercial applications in 2005 by Hitachi Ltd [KUM+ 04]. Nowadays this is
widely used in the ﬁnancial sector in Japan, China, Poland or Turkey, and it is claimed to
be accurate [hit06, HK08] although there is a debate in the scientiﬁc community [KZ12,
TV13].
Nevertheless, ﬁnger vein recognition is considered as one of the most trusted biometric.
The fact that the vein pattern used for identiﬁcation is embodied inside the ﬁnger prevents the data to be easily stolen, contrary to face that can be captured with a camera or
ﬁngerprints that can be collected from latent prints.
However, acquiring images of ﬁnger vein patterns is not impossible and an interesting
subsequent research question is to demonstrate a method to forge a spooﬁng attack that can
successfully by-pass a ﬁnger vein recognition system for a different number of identities.
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Printer
Laser

Paper
White paper (80 gr)
Transparent paper
High quality paper (200 gr)
Cardboard

Preprocessing
Histogram equalization
Noise ﬁltering

Table 1: O PTIONS TESTED FOR SPOOFING FINGER VEIN SAMPLE GENERATION . This table summarizes the tests carried out to generate an effective spooﬁng ﬁnger vein sample.

To the best of our knowledge there is no such works described in the literature except the
slides from Prof. T. Matsumoto1 .
Hence, this paper presents the ﬁrst successful spooﬁng attack to a ﬁnger vein recognition system using printed images. For this purpose, speciﬁc spooﬁng ﬁnger vein images
have been captured from 50 subjects of a public ﬁnger vein database2 using an open device described in [Ton12]. Experimental results lead to a Spooﬁng False Accept Rate
(SFAR) [CAM13] of 86%, thus showing the vulnerability of a ﬁnger vein sensor.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 details the database used
in the experiments and the process followed for the generation of spooﬁng ﬁnger vein
samples. Section 3 describes experimental protocol, results and some discussion. Finally,
Section 4 reports the conclusion of the paper.

2 Spooﬁng Finger Vein Collection
A new ﬁnger vein collection has been created using printed ﬁnger vein images from 50
subjects of the public VERA database. The main motivation of using printed images is
based on that it is simple (easy to do), does not require prior knowledge about the system
and it is already proved to be efﬁcient in the context of other biometric modalities such as
2D face [CAM12] or Iris [RATGAF+ 08]. This approach is also motivated by the scarce
literature in the area where these printed images will serve as a reference baseline against
future more elaborated attacks. In this work let us assume that the toner ink from the
printer absorbs the Near Infra-Red (NIR) illumination.
The process of generation is divided into four steps: i) ﬁrst, original images are preprocessed for a better afterwards quality, then ii) they are printed on a piece of paper using a
commercial printer as shown in Figure 1 (d and e), iii) ﬁnger contours are enhanced with
a black ink whiteboard marker, and ﬁnally, iv) printed images are presented to the ﬁnger
vein sensor, as can be seen in Figure 1 (f ), obtaining the spooﬁng sample.
1 http://www.gbd-e.org/events/2007/summit2007/presentation/14_Yokohama.pdf

2 Available

at http://www.idiap.ch/dataset/vera-spoofingfingervein
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(f) Spoofing acquisition

(a) Real acquisition

(e) Contours enhancing
(b) Real samples

(g) Spoofing samples

(d) Printing
(200gr paper)

(c) Preprocessing

Figure 1: S POOFING FINGER VEIN IMAGES ACQUISITION PROCEDURE . This ﬁgure shows the full
spooﬁng acquisition process from a real ﬁnger vein sample (a) that is recorded in a real database
(b). Then the image is preprocessed (c) and printed (d) using a high quality paper of 200 gr and a
Laser printer. The contours of the ﬁnger are enhanced using a black ink whiteboard marker (e) and
the spooﬁng image is presented to the sensor (f ) and acquired (g).

2.1 Original database
The database used in this work for spooﬁng attacks and measuring the vulnerability of the
tested ﬁnger vein recognition system is a subset (50 subjects, 100 index ﬁngers (Left and
Right), 200 images) from a public database3 .
This database is comprised of 440 ﬁnger vein images from 110 subjects recorded in an
uncontrolled way in terms of ﬁnger alignment. In addition, subjects are from various
ethnicities with a ratio female:male of 40:70, which brings an additional challenge, since
skin properties affect the acquisition of vascular patterns. The acquisition process consists
of the recording of two shots of each index ﬁnger from each subject in a single session, i.e.,
the procedure is based on a quick and friendly user experience, which emulates a realistic
scenario.
Acquisition of spooﬁng ﬁnger vein images has been carried out with the same ﬁnger vein
sensor used in the public database, an open device described in [Ton12].
3 Available

at http://www.idiap.ch/dataset/vera-fingervein
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2.2

Spooﬁng ﬁnger vein: the recipe

Starting from a database of ﬁnger vein images of real ﬁngers we designed in this paper a methodology for acquiring a data collection of ﬁnger vein images from printed images. The procedure for the spooﬁng sample collection is presented in Figure 1 and can
be follow in the next video: http://www.idiap.ch/technology-transfer/
demonstrations/spoofing-finger-vein-recognition.
First, it is necessary to take into account factors affecting the quality of acquired spooﬁng
images. The main variables with signiﬁcant importance for ﬁnger vein quality are found
to be: preprocessing of original images, printer type and paper type. In this sense, the
major challenge of spooﬁng attacks to ﬁnger vein sensors is the Near Infra-Red (NIR)
illumination. This means to ﬁnd a material that absorbs the NIR illumination in the same
way than a human ﬁnger. Here comes the biggest range of options. To solve this problem,
in our experiments the NIR leds are cover using a high quality paper (200 gr) in order to
reduce the intensity of the light during the spooﬁng acquisition step as shown Figure 1.
On the other hand, we observed that the quality of the acquired spooﬁng ﬁnger vein images
depends on the type of paper used. All the tested types appear in Table 1. The printer used
was a laser printer: TA Triumph Adler DCC 2725 that gives fairly good quality.
In our experiments, the preprocessing is specially important since it has been observed
that the ﬁnger vein sensor does not capture original images printed without modiﬁcations.
Therefore we have tested different enhancement methods before printing in order to acquire good quality ﬁnger vein images that are summarized in Table 1.
Our recipe to forge a ﬁnger vein spooﬁng sample is as follows:
1. Original images are ﬁrst preprocessed to improve contrast of the veins using a histogram equalization and a Gaussian ﬁltering of 10 pixels-window was used to reduce
the impact of noise due to the printing.
2. Before printing, a proper rescaling (180 × 68 pixels) is performed so the printed
ﬁngers have the same size as the real ones, a background of black pixels is added
around the ﬁnger to mask the outside regions of the ﬁnger during the acquisition,
and ﬁnally, the image is ﬂipped-up to handle the reﬂection of the internal mirror of
the sensor.
3. Then, images are printed in a high quality paper (200 gr) and the contours of the
ﬁnger are enhanced using a black ink whiteboard marker in order to improve the
ﬁnger segmentation of the system.
4. Finally, spooﬁng ﬁnger vein images are presented to the acquisition sensor at 2 cm
of distance to the sensor as shown in Figure 1 (f ).
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Histogram
equalization

Original

Real samples

Histogram
equalization

Original

Spoofing samples

(a) Original acquisition

(b) Finger cropped mask

(c) Pattern normalization

Figure 2: C OMPARISON OF THE PREPROCESSING OF REAL AND SPOOFING SAMPLES . This ﬁgure
shows sample images from the database (665 × 250, (a)), as well as the ﬁnger cropped masks (b)
and the normalized patterns (d) obtained after preprocessing these images.

3

Experiments and Results

This section describes the ﬁnger vein recognition algorithms, the evaluation protocols, and
the experimental results achieved in this work.

3.1

Reference ﬁnger vein recognition system

The experiments in this paper are carried out using the open source ﬁnger vein framework
called FingerveinRecLib: xbob.ﬁngervein4 . This framework is extensible and allows to
run a complete ﬁnger vein recognition experiment, from the preprocessing of raw images
(including segmentation) to the computation of biometric scores and their evaluation.
We present below the algorithm that composes the ﬁnger vein recognition system that
is used as a reference for computing genuine scores from genuine users and zero-effort
impostor scores from zero-effort impostors, hence allowing to determine FAR and FRR,
and whose performance is measured in terms of Equal Error Rate (EER). Finally, the same
reference system is used to compute spooﬁng scores from spooﬁng attacks (performed by
4 Freely

available at https://pypi.python.org/pypi/xbob.fingervein
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Protocol
NOM
Spooﬁng Attack

Enrolment
RealL1 ,R1

Testing
RealL2 ,R2
SpooﬁngL2 ,R2

Pre-processing
Heq
Heq

EER(%)
4
4
−
−

SFAR(%)
−
−
86
76

Table 2: P ROTOCOLS DEFINED AND SYSTEM AND ATTACK PERFORMANCE . This table reports the
description of enrolment and testing sets and the system and attack performance (EER and SFAR
in %) for protocols NOM and Spooﬁng Attack on the database. Heq indicates whether histogram
equalization is performed during the preprocessing step or not.

informed impostors), hence allowing to determine Spooﬁng False Accept Rate (SFAR).
The full source code for replicate the experiments can be downloaded from https://
pypi.python.org/pypi/xbob.paper.BIOSIG2014.
The preprocessing is as follows. To improve the performance of the ﬁnger segmentation,
a padding array of ﬁve black pixels around all the borders of the image is added before
the contours are localized. Next, the contours of the ﬁngers are localized using edge
detection ﬁlter masks as described in [LLP09] but applied them in both directions vertical
and horizontal.
The preprocessing step consists of two different conﬁgurations (with or without histogram
equalization - Heq). The ﬁnger image is then normalized by ﬁtting a straight line between
the detected ﬁnger edges, whose parameters (a rotation and a translation) are used to create
an afﬁne transformation [HDL+ 10]. For this reason the alignment is highly dependent of
the ﬁnger segmentation. Figure 2 illustrates this process.
Next, feature extraction is performed, which aims at emphasizing the vein patterns in
the images. This work used a state-of-the-art approach for ﬁnger vein recognition based
on maximum curvature [MNM07]. Once feature extraction is completed, the resulting
ﬁnger vein images are compared using a simple noncommutative template matching algorithm initially proposed in [MNM04]. This technique computes the maximum correlation
between the two input templates while allowing limited vertical and horizontal displacements.
Since there are two different preprocessing conﬁgurations and one feature extraction techniques, this ﬁnally leads to two different systems that are evaluated in the remainder of
this section.

3.2 Experimental protocols
For the experiments, each ﬁnger vein in the database is considered as a different subject.
Therefore, we have two sessions with one acquisition per each for 100 subjects (i.e., 50
subjects × 2 index ﬁngers (Left and Right) per subject).
Two different scenarios are considered in the experiments:
• Normal Operation Mode (NOM): both the enrolment and the test are carried out
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with a real ﬁnger vein. This is used as the reference scenario. In this context the
FAR (False Acceptance Rate) of the system is deﬁned as the number of times an
impostor using his own ﬁnger vein image gains access to the system as a genuine
user, which can be understood as the robustness of the system against a zero-effort
attack. The same way, the FRR (False Rejection Rate) denotes the number of times
a genuine user is rejected by the system.
For a given subject, the ﬁnger vein images from the ﬁrst session (RealL1 ,R1 ) are
considered as enrolment templates. Genuine scores are obtained by comparing the
templates to the corresponding images of the second session from the same subject (RealL2 ,R2 ) and impostor scores are obtained by comparing to the remaining
subjects of the same second session.
• Spooﬁng Attack: the enrolment is performed using a real ﬁnger vein, and tests
are carried out with spooﬁng ﬁnger vein. In this case the genuine user enrols with
his/her ﬁnger vein and the attacker tries to access the application with the spooﬁng
ﬁnger vein of the legal user. A successful attack is accomplished when the system confuses a spooﬁng ﬁnger vein with its corresponding genuine ﬁnger vein, i.e.,
SFAR (Spooﬁng FAR), the ratio of the incorrect accepted spooﬁng attacks.
In this case, the enrolment is performed using the real ﬁnger vein images from ﬁrst
session (RealL1 ,R1 ) and the system is tested using the spooﬁng samples of the second session, i.e., the subjects try to access into the system using a spooﬁng ﬁnger
vein image (SpooﬁngL2 ,R2 ).

3.3 Experimental results
The performance (EER in %) of the ﬁnger vein recognition system in the normal operation
mode (NOM) is summarized in Table 2. As is shown, the performance of the system
in the normal operation mode obtained the same EER using both conﬁgurations in the
preprocessing (with Heq and without).
On the other hand, this preprocessing step of the system has an interesting role in the
spooﬁng attack analysed. The system performance improves when the Heq is not used in
the preprocessing. This can be explained by the generation process of the spooﬁng ﬁnger
vein samples, which are obtained by printed images with an histogram equalization from
the original ﬁnger vein images.
Figure 3 shows the spooﬁng false accept rate (SFAR) of the Spooﬁng Attack against the
recognition system at EER operating point, using the distribution of genuine, impostor
and spooﬁng attack scores. The decision threshold is ﬁxed to reach a FAR = FRR
(i.e., EER) in the normal operation mode (NOM), and then the SFAR of the spooﬁng
attack is computed. While the almost perfect separation of the scores for genuine users
and impostors justiﬁes the good veriﬁcation performance, in both systems the spooﬁng
attack appears optimal. This is proven by the value of SFAR as well as the percentage of
spooﬁng attacks that manage to by-pass the system at the chosen threshold (i.e. a SFAR
of about 76% or higher is observed). This analysis proves the vulnerability of the ﬁnger
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Score distributions of finger vein recognition system
threshold
Impostors
Genuine Users
Spooﬁng Attacks

86.0%

50.0
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80
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40.0

60

30.0
40

20.0

SFAR(%)

60.0

20

10.0
0.0
0.0

0.05

0.1

0.15
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0.2

0.25

0
0.3

(a) Without histogram equalization in the preprocessing

Score distributions of finger vein recognition system
threshold
Impostors
Genuine Users
Spooﬁng Attacks

60.0
76.0%

Normalized Count

50.0

100

80

60

40.0
30.0

40

SFAR(%)

70.0

20.0
20

10.0
0.0
0.0

0.05

0.1

0.15
Scores

0.2

0.25

0
0.3

(b) With Histogram equalization in the preprocessing

Figure 3: S CORE DISTRIBUTION OF THE SYSTEMS . This ﬁgure shows the score distributions of ﬁnger vein recognition systems (without (a) and with (b) histogram equalization in the preprocessing)
on the database. The full curve shows the SFAR as the decision threshold changes.
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vein recognition system to spooﬁng attacks, establishing the necessity of securing them
with an anti-spooﬁng system.
It is also remarkable that the SFAR of the spooﬁng attacks decreases from 86% to 76%
when the Heq is used in the preprocessing. Therefore, the system could be more robust to
a spooﬁng attack by using the histogram equalization in the preprocessing stage.

4 Conclusions
An evaluation of the vulnerability to spooﬁng attacks of ﬁnger vein recognition systems
has been presented. The attacks have been evaluated using spooﬁng ﬁnger vein images
created from real ﬁnger vein samples of the VERA database. This is achieved by printing
with a commercial printer the real ﬁnger vein images after a simple preprocessing then, the
contours of the ﬁnger are enhanced using a black whiteboard marker and ﬁnally, images
are presented to the ﬁnger vein sensor.
Different factors affecting the quality of acquired ﬁnger vein images have been studied,
including preprocessing of original images, printer type and paper type. We have chosen
the combination giving the best quality and then, we have built a collection of 200 spoofing ﬁnger vein images, using 2 ﬁnger vein images per ﬁnger and 2 ﬁngers per subject.
Acquisition of spooﬁng ﬁnger vein images has been carried out with the same open ﬁnger
vein sensor used in the original database.
A spooﬁng attack scenario has been evaluated to the normal operation mode of the system
using a publicly available ﬁnger vein recognition system. This spooﬁng attack considers
enrolling to the system with real images and accessing it with spooﬁng ﬁnger vein images.
Experimental results showed that the system is vulnerable to the spooﬁng attacks. The
intruder is granted access to the system with a probability of spooﬁng false accept rate as
high as 86%.
This work presents two important limitations, ﬁrst the vascular patterns need to be extracted from a sensor, and second the feedback given by the ﬁnger vein sensor used is
important in the attack in order the obtain the recipe of the spooﬁng attack. Commercial
systems are a blackbox but using an open device, the needed feedback to attack these
systems can be obtained and therefore improve the countermeasures.
Liveness detection procedures are possible countermeasures against spooﬁng attacks. In
ﬁnger vein recognition, there is scarce literature about this topic but several approaches
from the ﬁngerprint recognition could be useful: temperature sensing, detection of pulsation on ﬁngertip or electrical conductivity. Future work will explore the above mentioned
countermeasures as well as evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed spooﬁng attack
(or more elaborated one) on commercial ﬁnger vein sensors.
Acknowledgements. The authors would like to thank Prof. R. Veldhuis for sharing its
ﬁnger vein sensor, as well as the EU FP7 BEAT (284989) project and the Swiss Centre for
Biometrics Research and Testing for support.
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Abstract: The finger-vein biometric offers a higher degree of security, personal
privacy and strong anti-spoofing capabilities than most other biometric modalities
employed today. Emerging privacy concerns with the database acquisition and lack
of availability of large scale finger-vein databases have posed challenges in
exploring this technology for large scale applications. This paper details the first
attempt to synthesize finger-vein images and presents analysis of synthesized
images for the biometrics authentication. We generate a database of 50,000 fingervein images, corresponding to 5000 different subjects, with 10 different
synthesized finger-vein images from each of the subject. We use tractable
probability models to compare synthesized finger-vein images with the real fingervein images for their image variability. This paper also presents matching accuracy
using the synthesized finger-vein database from 5000 different subjects, using
225,000 genuine and 1249,750,000 impostor matching scores, which suggests
significant promises from finger-vein biometric modality for the large scale
biometrics applications.

1 Introduction
Biometric identification using finger-vein patterns typically matches the profile of
subcutaneous finger-vein network. The finger-vein biometric is not visible under normal
illumination conditions which makes it very difficult to covertly acquire and extremely
difficult to alter their integrity. Therefore finger-vein biometrics offers high degree of
privacy, anonymity, security and anti-spoofing capability over other popular biometrics
like face, iris or even fingerprint. Several databases of finger-vein images have recently
been introduced [KZ12, YLS11, TV13, ZLL +13, MASR14]. However, these databases
are relatively smaller than those available for face or iris and involve a small number of
subjects for imaging (see table 2). Therefore it is impossible to subject the developed
identification algorithms to extensive testing. The acquisition of large scale biometric
databases is expensive, inconvenient for the subjects, and comes with the privacy
concerns related with biometrics. In order to address some of these problems, several
synthetic biometric databases have been developed [Cap04, ZSC07, WHST08].
However, finger-vein image synthesis had not yet attracted the attention of researchers.
In this paper we develop a finger-vein image synthesis model, based on vein pattern
growth from nodes to patterns, which incorporates realistic imaging variations to
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synthesize finger-vein images for biometrics. The anatomy of the finger-veins is firstly
analyzed (section 3) and the influence of finger-vein acquisition methods is then
introduced (section 4). These formulations are used as a basis for the generation of
synthetic finger-vein images (section 5). The performance of a developed synthetic
finger-vein image database is analyzed (section 6), using tractable probability models
and also the actual matching performance.

2 Related Prior Work
There has been an increasing interest to explore vascular patterns for biometrics
identification [KP09], [KZ12]. Several commercial systems have already been
introduced and available for commercial usage. Earlier efforts to match finger-vein
patterns using repeated line tracking approach is described in [MNM04]. Yang et al.
[YSY10] investigated the finger-vein authentication using a bank of Gabor filters.
Several publications illustrate local binary pattern based matching of finger-vein features
[RSS11, LLP09]. One of the most comprehensive works on finger-vein identification,
with comparison of multiple finger vein matchers on relatively larger database, appears
in [KZ12]. This paper also proposes to enhance finger-vein identification using
simultaneously extracted fingerprint images.
Another approach to improve finger-vein recognition accuracy is to perform
restoration of finger-vein images degraded by the light scattering in the finger skin. Such
an approach is described in [YSY12] and uses a biologically motivated optical model.
Lee and Park [LP11] use an image restoration model that can account for optical blur
and skin scattering, to improve the finger-vein matching accuracy.
Synthesis of biometric images enables modeling of vital anatomical evidences
underlying the respective biometric images and noise obscuring the recovery of
underlying features. The image synthesis also enables development of large scale
biometrics databases for the performance evaluation and improvement in the real
systems. Another use of synthesized biometrics database lies in detecting and evaluating
integrity of a given biometrics system. There have been several promising efforts to
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synthesize biometrics image databases for other popular biometric modalities. Table 1
summarizes such related prior work and also underlines our work in this paper.

Figure 1: The veins on
dorsum of the hand [17].

Figure 2: Typical statistics of blood veins in human fingers.

3 Anatomy of Finger-Veins
The veins in the fingers can be divided into two sets, the superficial veins and the deep
veins. The deep veins lay usually alongside the arteries, where the superficial veins are
closer to the surface of the body [Gra18]. The superficial veins of the hand contain the
dorsal digital veins and the palmar digital veins, which pass along the sides of the fingers
and contain a venous network in between [Gra18] (see figure 1). Loda states that the
veins in the finger are located almost exclusively at the dorsal side of the finger [Lod99].
From the nail, small veins meet at the distal interphalangeal joint where they form one or
two small central veins, with a diameter of approximately 0.5 mm [Lod99]. The veins
become more prominent and numerous at the proximal interphalangeal level, where they
form anastomotic arches. Sukop et al. [SND+07] found that the three-phalanx fingers
contain the same typical statistics about the dorsal venous systems (figure 2). There are
two veins at both the radial and ulnar side of the proximal phalanx with a diameter over
1 mm, leading to the hand palm. These two veins form an arch above the proximal
phalanx [SND+07].

4 Imaging Variation in Finger-Vein Images
The finger-vein imaging typically uses near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy, with a
wavelength between 700nm to 1400nm [XS08]. The veins become visible, because of
the hemoglobin in the blood plasma. At 760 nm light-absorption is almost only
performed by de-oxidized hemoglobin and not by oxidized hemoglobin [CC +07]. When
a suitable wavelength is chosen, the arteries, which contain mostly HbO, will not be
visible in the finger-vein image. The NIR-scanning device cannot penetrate deep into the
skin and therefore the deep veins are not captured in the images [CC +07]. The
interphalangeal joints result in a higher light penetration through the finger, because the
joint is filled with fluid, which has a lower density than bones [YS12]. This is the key
reason for the illumination variation commonly observed in finger-vein images.
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While acquiring the finger-vein patterns, the images are expected to be degraded, due
to scattering and optical blur. Such depth-of-field blur of the camera can be modeled
using Gaussian blur [KP07], whose parameters can be experimentally estimated. Such
point spread function (PSF) can be defined as
m

(1)

k

with as parameters
and (x,y) are the spatial indices. k is a parameter determined
by the camera properties. R represents the radius of the blur, defined as;
m
k in which D is the diameter of the lens aperture, s the distance
between the lens and the image plain, f the focal distance of the camera and u the
distance between the lens and the object, which will vary for every finger-vein image.
The finger-vein images are also expected to be degraded due to skin scattering, which
can be modeled by a model which includes the absorption and scattering coefficients of
the skin and the thickness of the skin [LP11]. At a wavelength of 850 nm the absorption
and scattering coefficients of the finger skin are 0.005 and 0.61 mm-1 respectively and
that the thickness of the finger skin is about 3-4 mm [LP11]. The PSF can be defined as
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with the total power of illumination at a point in the vein region, d the depth of a point
from the skin surface, ρ the distance perpendicular to the direction of d. κ is defined as
m
k.
is the absorption coefficient of the skin and
the reduced
scattering coefficient.
These two PSFs often degrade the quality of finger-vein images. The NIRillumination from the source is absorbed by the human tissues, which mainly consists of
the skin, bones and vessels. The transmitted light ( ) after attenuation can be estimated
as follows:
(3)
where I0 represents the finger-vein image without any degradation, D is the depth of the
object and μ is the transport attenuation coefficient [YSY12].

5 Synthesizing Finger-Vein Images
The proposed method for generating synthetic finger-vein images can be divided into
three main parts (see figure 3). Firstly the root vein nodes are generated, based on
several node parameters. These root vein nodes are different for different fingers, but are
assumed to be stable for images from the same finger, since they represent the anatomy
of the finger. The root vein nodes are used to grow the thickened vein patterns for the
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synthesized image. Finally the grown vein patterns are used to transform into acquired
finger-vein images by incorporating the absorption and scattering of skin and blood (see
figure 4). Each of these three key steps is described in the following three subsections.

5.1 Vein Node Generation
The root finger-vein nodes are generated, using a grow method, inspired by the
generation of leaf venation patterns proposed in reference [RFL+05]. This model makes
use of sources, which influence the direction in which new vessel nodes will be grown.
An iterative loop is used, to grow the veins towards the sources, until the algorithm has
converged (see figure 5). During this iterative process new sources are added, which
should be further than a birth distance Bd from the other sources and veins. A source is
removed when a vein reaches that source in the kill distance Kd.
The generation of vein nodes largely depends on the sources in the neighborhood.
Sources are linked to vein nodes, if they are relative neighbors of each other. For every
source linked to a vein node, the normalized vector between them is calculated and these
vectors are added up. A new vein node is grown in the resulting direction of this vector.
The source should be remained until all nodes growing to the source are in the killing
distance of that source.
In our approach the generation of vein nodes begins with two 1 key vessels, on which
some stable sources are chosen. Around and between these main vessels, random sources
are placed. The growing of new vein nodes will continue until all sources are deleted, or
until the sources do not result in new nodes anymore. After all the stable sources are
removed, no more new sources will be placed. The finger is divided in three parts based
on the locations of the phalanges and according to the statistics observed in [BK10].
Depending on the different part of the finger, the statistics of the source placement
differs (see table 3). We select randomly located starting points, to begin the vein
generation process.
In order to reduce the computational requirements, we incorporate active vein nodes
in our model. When a vein node was not linked to any of the sources for two times, the
node becomes inactive. Inactive nodes will not be processed anymore. When a new
source is added, all the vein nodes in a certain distance are made active again, to make it
possible to grow new nodes towards those newly placed sources.

1

At least two, as indicated from anatomical studies in [SND+07]
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5.2 Vein Pattern Generation
Once the desired vein nodes have been generated, these nodes are connected into a
thickened pattern that characterizes a vascular network (see figure 6). For every image
from the same subject and same finger, a small distortion is added to the positions of the
vein nodes, by randomly shifting the basic vein pixels a few pixels. The main vein points
and the other vein points are connected to each other separately, using dilation and
thinning.
The thickness of the veins is computed, using random basic parameters with small
fluctuations for genuine or intra-class images (see table 4). The key uppermost and
lowermost vessels are firstly thickened and this process starts from the top (nail end) of
the fingers. For every vessel point a small amount of thickness is added. The branches
are processed, starting with the veins that branches out of the key vessels (see figure 7).
Reference [RFL+05] use Murray's law to calculate the thickness of the branched leaf
∑
veins, using
, where rparent represents the thickness of the vein before
branching and rchild is the thickness of the veins that branches out of the parent vein. This
step is incorporated likewise, with the simplification that every child gets the same
thickness,

. For every new vein point, the thickness is decreased by small

amount/pixels. Veins that are between two branchpoints of a different thickness are
assigned the average thickness of both branchpoints. After the thickness is computed for
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every vein point, the thinned vein pattern is converted into a thicken image using dilation
with a perpendicular line onto the vein direction.

5.3 Finger-Vein Image Generation
The expected influence due to the illumination and the imaging setup are incorporated in
the vein pattern images generated (figure 8) from previous section (figure 6). The basic
vein patterns generated from the steps in figure 7 are firstly band pass filtered using a
Gabor filter, to accentuate different part of the vein patterns. The filter is used for one
orientation, with a small variation for every different image of the same subject. The 10
percent lowest outcome values of the Gabor filtering, will be attenuated by a predefined
factor (fixed as 4 in our experiments). The illumination effects and variations are
modeled using equations (1), (2) and (3). The effect of the depth of the tissues in the
finger is varied for every subject and this variation is kept smaller for intra-class images.
The bones of the fingers are modeled, using an elliptic function and have a thickness of
about 1 cm. The interphalangeal joints are mimicked as two regions of 1.5 - 2 cm, in
which the bone thickness is expected to be smaller, according to the observations made
in [YS12]. Random points are generated in these areas, which are dilated and the convex
hull of these dilated points is estimated. This convex hull is used as area to mimic the
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interphalangeal joint. For every image generated from the same subject this joint area is
marginally adjusted, using the dilation and erosion with different structuring elements.
In order to incorporate the overall near-infrared illumination (back-lightening) and
variability in this illumination from the interphalangeal joints areas, Perlin noise is used.
Perlin noise can be used to create coherent noise over space [Per]. Perlin noise with large
variety is used to create a more skin like structure and Perlin noise with low variety
mimics the overall changes in the light transmission. The parameters incorporated in our
synthesis model are provided in table 5.

6 Experiments and Results
6.1 Database Generation
We evaluated the proposed approach to synthesize the finger-vein images by generating
a large database of 50,000 finger-vein images corresponding to 5000 different subjects.
Some of the sample images from the proposed approach are reproduced in figure 9. This
figure also includes image samples from the real finger-vein database acquired in
[KZ12]. It can be ascertained from the visual inspection that the quality of synthesized
finger-vein images is quite similar to those acquired from the real finger-vein imaging
setup. The images in figure 10 illustrates typical intra-class and inter-class variations in
the synthesized finger-vein images.
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6.2 Similarity Analysis between Synthesized and Real Images
In order to ascertain distinguishability of synthesized vein images with those acquired
from real imaging setup, we model their lower-order probability densities of pixel values
in the respective images using Bessel K form [GS01, Sri02]. Grenander and Srivastava
[GS01] show that these Bessel K forms can be represented by two parameters: a shape
parameter p, p > 0 and a scale parameter c, c > 0. The image level comparison can be
performed by comparing the Bessel K forms of two (filtered) images.
Given an image I and a filter F, the filtered image Ii can be recovered by Ii = I*F,
where * denotes a 2D convolution. Under the conditions as stated in [Sri02], the density
functions of the filtered image Ii can be approximated by
m
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k

| |

k m√

m
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where K the modified Bessel function and Z a normalization constant, given by
(5)
m k
√ m km k
In order to estimate the required probability density functions, the parameters p and c
have to be determined, based on the observed image pixel data, using
̂

m k
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where SK represents the sample kurtosis and SV represents sample variance of the pixel
values in Ii. Since the estimation of p is sensitive to the outliers, the estimation is
replaced by an estimation based on quantiles, as proposed in [ZSC07]:
m k
m k
̂m k
(7)
m k

m k

where qx(.) is the quantile function, that returns the x quantile of a set of samples. In
order to analyze the performance on texture level, three images are selected: a synthetic
finger-vein image, a real finger-vein image and a natural image. The images are scaled to
the same size and the intensity values scaled to the same level. Thereafter a difference
image between the original image and a 5 horizontal pixels shifted version is computed
and Gabor filtered. Their estimated and observed pixel densities are comparatively
illustrated figure 11. We selected 8 images from each of the three groups (real, synthetic,
natural) and estimated their parameters as shown in table 6. The range of the estimated
parameters from the real finger-vein images is quite similar or close to those from the
synthesized finger-vein images. However these parameters are significantly different
with those from the natural images.
In order to determine the differences between two Bessel K forms, different distance
measures can be explored. The KL divergence [Sri02] between two density functions f1
and f2 is defined as follows:
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m k
D m k
m k
The L2-metric [Sri02] between two Bessel K can be computed as follows:
m || k

√∫ ( m

∫

E

k

m

k)

(8)

(9)

Using these distance measures, the Bessel K forms for the twelve images, four selected
from each groups, i.e., real, synthetic and natural, are compared and classified. All
images were scaled/selected to be of same size where after the difference image is
computed and Gabor filtered. Their Bessel K forms are estimated and compared, using
the both distance measures in equation (8) and (9). The dendrogram plots in figure 12
illustrate the results of the classifications, based on these comparisons. In this figure,
number 1-4 denote natural images, 5-8 denotes real finger-vein images and 9-12 denote
synthetic finger-vein images. It can be observed that the natural images are distinctly
classified from the finger-vein images in both the cases.

6.3 Identification Performance
The key purpose of synthetic finger-vein generation is for the performance evaluation of
biometrics recognition algorithms. The recovery of finger-vein images using anatomical
characteristics and incorporating realistic imaging variations, such as from the model in
this paper, can help to estimate upper bound [KK13] on the performance from the fingervein matching technologies. We ascertain finger-vein matching performance from the
database corresponding to 5000 subjects using their 50,000 synthesized finger-vein
images. The matcher employed in our experiments is based on recovering and matching
binary pattern (LBP). The synthetic images are firstly enhanced, using the histogram
equalization. The normalized LBP histograms are then computed, using 8 subparts, a
radius of 5 pixels and 8 sample points on this radius. The matching scores are computed
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from the histogram similarity using the Chi squared distance [Gag10]. We generated
225000 genuine scores and 1249750000 impostor scores to estimate the matching
accuracy for large scale database. The normalized histogram of these scores is shown in
figure 13, while its receiver operating characteristics is shown in figure 14. The
experiments achieve an equal error rate of 1.63%.

7 Conclusions and Further Work
This paper has presented a first attempt to model synthetic finger-vein generation and
developed a synthetic finger-vein database of 50,000 images corresponding to 5000
different subjects. Our synthetic model is based on anatomical characteristics of fingers
and incorporates realistic imaging variations introduced in the finger-vein imaging
sensors. Our anaysis in section 6.2 suggests that the synthesized finger-vein images from
the proposed model very closely follows (comparisons using Bessel K form) real fingervein images acquired using conventional approaches. We also presented matching
performance corresponding to 5000 different subjects, using 225,000 genuine and more
than 1249 million impostor scores, which indicate significant potential from this
modality for the large scale biometrics applications.
Despite first promising effort [HK14] towards synthesizing realistic finger-vein
images detailed in this paper, there are several areas which need further work. In our
work, we assumed relatively constant intra-class illumination for the same
subjects/finger images. However during the real finger-vein imaging the variations in the
illumination, especially for the same class images, can be much larger. Therefore further
work is required to incoperate such expected variations in the imaging.
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Abstract: Computing the Hamming weight between binary biometric feature vectors
in a homomorphic encryption domain can be rather inefﬁcient due to the required bitwise encryption. A biometric matching technique more efﬁcient than the GoldwasserMicali approach is proposed based on exploiting Paillier’s capability of encrypting
messages larger than one bit at a time. The efﬁciency is documented in an iris identiﬁcation context.

1

Introduction

In (distributed) biometric authentication, biometric sample (or template) data is sent from
the acquisition device to the authentication component and can eventually be read by
an eavesdropper on the channel. Also, biometric enrollment template (or even sample)
databases can be compromised and the data misused in fraudulent manner. However, data
corresponding to several biometric modalities has to be assumed to be public, as ﬁngerprints, for instance, are left on every object a person touches, and pictures of a persons’
facial or even periocular area can easily be taken without notice (or can be taken from
Facebook or Flickr). It is therefore not (only) the biometric data itself that needs protection, but essentially as well the relationship between the identity and the biometric feature
of an individual. Therefore, there is a strong need for keeping private data conﬁdential during biometric authentication [SSW10]. As the relationship between the person’s identity
and her biometric trait must be hidden, comparison of the enrolled template and a newly
captured sample has to take place in an encrypted domain [BCI+ 07]. This also prevents
misuse of eventually leaked transmitted samples or template databases. However, the sample differs from the template stored in the database. Hence, using traditional cryptographic
methods such as hash-values is not suitable in this scenario.
To cope with these demands, various ﬂavours of template protection schemes have been
developed, termed biometric cryptosystems and cancelable biometrics [RU11]. While
these techniques provide sufﬁcient computational efﬁciency for practical employment,
most approaches are restricted to veriﬁcation and many security concerns have arisen.
As an alternative approach, matching in an homomorphic encrypted domain [AMFF+ 13]
has been suggested – while providing satisfying security and suited for identiﬁcation applications in principle, the low computational efﬁciency prevents its usage in large-scale
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identiﬁcation scenarios.
In this paper, we introduce a more efﬁcient matching process for generic binary template vectors by exploiting Paillier’s capability of encrypting messages larger than one bit
at a time. We experimentally evaluate and compare the corresponding key generation,
encryption, and matching mechanisms of the proposed scheme to those of Paillier and
Goldwasser-Micali with respect to computational efﬁciency. Finally, an iris-based identiﬁcation approach is assessed using the proposed technique. Section 2 reviews prior work
on using homomorphic encryption in privacy-preserving biometric matching and deﬁnes
the assumed authentication architecture. In Section 3 we discuss how binary (feature)
vectors can be compared in encrypted domains by XORing and computing the Hamming
weight (efﬁciently). Section 4 presents experimental results and in Section 5 we conclude
the paper.

2

Biometric System Architectures using Homomorphic Encryption

There are basically two different types of architectures described in literature. A simple
client-server architecture, where the client presents the sample to the server, which is then
compared to one or more templates in the database. The second architecture features an
additional matching component (matcher) which separates the matching process from the
general client-server communication.
Both architectures obtain their privacy preserving property by distributing the veriﬁcation/identiﬁcation process among several independent components and it is essential that
no single component is able to track a user and/or can gain any sensitive relationship information between a person’s identity and her biometric trait. For the client-server architecture it is thus necessary that the client is also involved in computing the ﬁnal matching
result and therefore it is vital that relevant client-side parts of the calculation are kept secret. The client-server-matcher architecture introduces an additional matching component
which reduces the computational workload of the client.
Client-Server Architectures Barni et al. [BBC+ 10] introduce a generic identiﬁcation
protocol for privacy preserving Fingercode authentication employing the Paillier and Elliptic Curve ElGamal encryption schemes. Biometric template matching is done in an
encrypted domain on the server which then sends the encrypted results back to the client
which decrypts these results using the private key of the underlying homomorphic encryption scheme. Upmanyu et al. [UNSJ10] suggest to utilise the homomorphic properties of
RSA. They build on a basic client-server architecture, but additionally rely on a trusted
third party enrollment server. During enrollment, the client, which also holds the RSA
private key, sends its public key along with its identity and its biometric samples to the
enrollment server. The enrollment server in turn uses the provided samples to calculate a
so called authenticating classiﬁer and an individual threshold. The classiﬁer is then encrypted and passed on to the regular server together with the client’s ID and its public
key. The actual authentication takes place over a twofold communication phase between
the client and the server. Sarier [Sar10] designs a biometric veriﬁcation protocol based on
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a simple client server architecture, where the secret (private) key is not needed and thus
is not stored anywhere. As Sarier distinguishes between ordered and unordered sets of
biometrics he uses ElGamal for ordered sets and RSA for unordered sets as his underlying
homomorphic encryption schemes. The biometric features are separated into stable and
a non-stable parts [BSW07]. The security of the design is based on the underlying homomorphic encryption scheme, an associated zero knowledge proof (ZKP), and a tamper
proof smart card, which stores the non-stable parts of the user’s biometric template along
with the parameters of the biometric template extraction method. Kuchi et al. [KNON09]
suggest a similar server-client approach using the Fujisaki-Okamoto commitment (which
is additively homomorphic) and a cryptographic protocol for proving that a committed
value lies in a speciﬁc interval without revealing the very value [Bou00]. Again, a tamper
proof smart card holds vital information for the matching process, so that there is no need
to store the secret (private) key anywhere in the system.
Client-Server-Matcher Architectures Bringer et al. [BCI+ 07] introduce an application
of the Goldwasser-Micali cryptosystem to biometric authentication. Their system consists of an authentication server, which stores the user’s identity and deals with a user’s
service requests, a database, which stores the plaintext biometric templates of a user and
a matcher, which holds the Goldwasser-Micali public/private key pair. The matcher aids
the authentication server in making a decision whether a user’s authentication request is
accepted or rejected. No secret information storage is required at the client side and with
the introduction of the matcher, access to the user’s biometric information is effectively
limited. The matcher does not store any biometric information, hence, compromise of
the server does not leak any information to an outside attacker. Although the biometric
templates are stored in plaintext in the database, however, without any relevant identity
information, no sensitive relationship information may be obtained if the database is compromised. Lou et al. [LCY09] describe a similar solution for anonymous biometric access
control applying the Paillier encryption scheme. In addition to the client and biometric
server components they utilise a “commodity server” which assists the biometric server
in the matching process. However, no information about the templates and the sample is
leaked to the commodity server and the actual identiﬁcation is performed with the help
of privately computing the Hamming distance. Although the Hamming distance is computed entirely in the encrypted domain, the enrolled templates are stored in plaintext in the
database. The outcome of matching is a single bit which is passed from the commodity
server to the biometric server indicating if the user is legitimate (this is done in multiple
rounds to prevent attacks). Rane et al. [RSV09] propose another (similar) identiﬁcation protocol employing the Paillier encryption system. Barbosa et al. [BBCS08] present
a secure biometric veriﬁcation scheme which relies on Support Vector Machine (SVM)
classiﬁers instead of the Hamming distance. Again the veriﬁcation server (matcher) owns
the private key of the underlying homomorphic cryptosystem, in this case the Paillier encryption scheme. Privacy is ensured since no user identities are transmitted at any point in
the protocol execution.
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2.1

The Architecture Considered

Our architecture consists of two parts, the enrollment phase and the identiﬁcation phase.
For both phases, we require a tamper proof sensor which provides the system with samples
of the target trait. We also presume that a feature vector (template) of each sample is
extracted and is available to the system.
E(cs1 , pk)
cs1
cs2

template t

CS(t)

E(cs2 , pk)
DB

...

csn

E(csn , pk)

Figure 1: Enrollment architecture (see Section 3 for symbol deﬁnitions)

For the enrollment phase we capture and store one (or several) templates of each individual
to be recognised by the system. For iris templates (as used in Section 4.2) we additionally
deﬁne a function CS which takes a template t as its parameter and performs cyclic shifts
over that template. These cyclic shifts are used to balance possible inconsistencies while
capturing the sample thus fundamentally improving the matching rates [RUW13]. As we
can see from Figure 1, n denotes the number of shifted templates stored in the database.
Each of the resulting reference templates cs1 , . . . , csn is then encrypted and stored in
the database. Dependent on the cryptosystem encryption is performed using either the
Goldwasser-Micali or the Paillier public key. Furthermore, if we use the conventional
Paillier encryption scheme (see Section 3.1), also the plaintext template must be stored in
the database (since it is required for the encrypted xor(⊕) operation).
DB
Step 3
E(t′i , pk)
Step 1
template t

Client

Step 2
E(t, pk)
Step 6
granted: min(hi ) ≤ θ
denied: min(hi ) > θ

k := No. of stored templates
i = rand(1, . . . , k)

AS
Step 4
E(xori ) := π(E(t, pk) ⊕ E(t′i , pk))

Step 5
hi := HW(D(E(xori ), sk))
M

Figure 2: Identiﬁcation architecture (see Section 3 for symbol deﬁnitions)

In the identiﬁcation phase (depicted in Figure 2), the authentication request is initiated at
the client side by extracting a template from the sample of the individual requesting authentication. This template t is encrypted with the according public key at the client side
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and is transfered to the server component. The server component consists of three independent parts, the authentication server AS, the database server DB (storing the encrypted
reference templates) and a matcher M .
The authentication server AS deals with the client’s service request and fetches all enrolled
templates t′i , i = 1, . . . , k in random order from the DB, where k denotes the number of
templates stored in the database. Each enrolled template is then xor-ed against the encrypted template t provided by the client. Regardless of the underlying xor-algorithm,
the calculation of the Hamming weight cannot be accomplished in the encrypted domain
using partially homomorphic encryption techniques (see Section 3). For this purpose, the
third server component (the matcher M ), being honest-but-curious and in possession of
the private key, is employed to compute the Hamming weight from the encrypted binary
strings. It has to be ensured that M cannot learn anything about template relations from the
binary strings, since being eventually able to eavesdrop the template data being transmitted from the client (encrypted with M ’s public key), M would get enough information to
proﬁle and track persons against their will. Thus, these strings (resulting from the xor operations) are permuted. Permutation is done using a permutation function π and bitstrings
are sent to the matcher M . As the permutation does not change the number of zeros and
ones in the binary string, the permutation has no effect on the resulting Hamming weight.
The matcher decrypts the permuted string using the private key and calculates the Hamming weight hi , which is sent back to AS. If the minimum of all Hamming weights
h1 , . . . , hk falls within a predeﬁned threshold θ, access to the system is granted, otherwise
access is denied. There are also techniques for secure comparisons without revealing any
of the involved quantities to either AS or M [DGK08, LCY09, BCP13], but these are not
considered in our experiments.

3 XORing Homomorphicly Encrypted Binary Feature Vectors
Homomorphic encryption schemes are special cases of asymmetric cryptosystems. As in
asymmetric systems there is a public key which is used for encryption and a private key
for decryption. Additionally, speciﬁc algebraic operations performed on a plaintext are
equivalent to other (possibly different) algebraic operations performed on the ciphertext.
These encryption schemes can be additively and/or multiplicatively homomorphic.
For an additively homomorphic property an algebraic operation on ciphertext values corresponds to an addition of the corresponding plaintext values. Multiplicative homomorphism
generally means that an algebraic operation on ciphertext values relates to a multiplication
of the plaintext values.
If a cryptosystem is either additively or multiplicatively homomorphic (not both) it is
called a partially homomorphic system (e.g. Unpadded RSA, ElGamal, Paillier, GoldwasserMicali), whereas schemes which are both additively and multiplicatively homomorphic are
called fully homomorphic (see e.g. [Gen09]).
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3.1

Paillier and Goldwasser-Micali Encryption

For both probabilistic cryptographic techniques, we brieﬂy discuss the respective algorithms for public and private key generation (KP and KGM ), data encryption (EP and
EGM ), and decryption (DP and DGM ) together with their homomorphic properties. First,
two large prime numbers p and q are generated and the product n = pq is computed.
Paillier: For key generation, λ = lcm(p − 1, q − 1) (lcm = least common multiple) is
computed and a random integer g ∈ Z∗n2 is selected. In our implementation we choose
for simplicity g = n + 1, as this ensures that the integer g has the required property, i.e.
n + 1 ∈ Z∗n2 [Pai99]. These steps result in the following public/private key pair: pkP :
(n, g) and skP : (λ).
For encryption, we take a message m with m ∈ Zn and select a random integer r ∈ Zn .
The ciphertext c is obtained by computing
c = g m · rn mod n2 .
Note that the ciphertext is modulated by n2 which increases the bit-size of the ciphertext
compared to the plaintext at least by a factor of 2. For decryption, the plaintext message
m is restored by calculating
m=
where L(u) =

u−1
n .

L(cλ mod n2 )
mod n,
L(g λ mod n2 )

In our implementation we use the following equivalence:
m = L(cλ mod n2 ) · λ−1 mod n

The Paillier encryption scheme allows two operations in the encrypted domain due to its
additively homomorphic property. For any messages m1 , m2 ∈ Zn :
DP (EP (m1 ) · EP (m2 ) mod n2 ) = m1 + m2 mod n
DP (EP (m1 )m2 mod n2 ) = m1 · m2 mod n
Goldwasser-Micali:
( )For key generation, a quadratic non-residue x is required such that
its Jacobi symbol nx J equals +1 [GM82]. If p and q are selected to ensure that n is a
Blum integer then x = n − 1 is guaranteed to have this property. These steps result in the
following public/private key pair: pkGM : (x, n) and skGM : (p, q).
For encryption, a message m is interpreted as a string of bits, i.e. m = (m[1], . . . , m[k]),
m[1], . . . , m[k] ∈ {0, 1}, where k represents the number of bits in the message m. The
ciphertext c = (c[1], . . . , c[k]) is computed by
c[i] = yi2 xm[i] mod n, i = 1, . . . , k
where yi ∈ Z∗n is picked randomly for each m[i]. Due to the bit by bit encryption, the
encryption algorithm leads to a substantial data expansion of the ciphertext. For decrypting
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the ciphertext c = (c[1], . . . , c[k]), k =3|c| we need to determine if c[i] is a quadratic
0, c[i] is a quadratic residue modn
residue modn for i = 1, . . . , k : m[i] =
1, c[i] is a quadratic non-residue modn
For this decision, knowing the values of p and q, the following relation is exploited
[GM82]: Let cp = c[i] mod p and cq = c[i] mod q. Then
? )
? )
x
x
( p−1
( q−1 )
2 )
= cp
= cq 2 mod q
mod p and
p J
q J
( q−1 )
( p−1 )
If cp 2 ≡ 1 mod p and cq 2 ≡ 1 mod q, then c[i] is a quadratic residue mod n.
The additively homomorphic property for any m1 , m2 ∈ {0, 1} is (⊕ denoting xor)
DGM (EGM (m1 ) · EGM (m2 )) = m1 ⊕ m2
In other words, if c1 and c2 are the encrypted values of m1 and m2 , (c1 · c2 ) mod n will
be an encryption of m1 ⊕ m2 .

3.2

Customising Paillier Encryption

To compare two binary biometric templates m1 and m2 we usually calculate the Hamming
distance h of the two binary strings by xor-ing m′ = m1 ⊕ m2 and then computing the
Hamming Weight HW of the resulting string (by essentially counting the 1 bits in m′ ):
h = HW(m′ ).
Hence, in order to compute h in a privacy preserving way, we ﬁrst need to ﬁnd a way of
xor-ing two bit-strings in the encrypted domain. For the Goldwasser-Micali encryption
scheme we can directly exploit its homomorphic property as described above. For the
Paillier cryptosystem however, calculating the xor of two encrypted binary strings is not
as trivial. Thus we will have to look at the process of xor-ing two bit-strings more closely.
Let m1 = (m1 [1] . . . m1 [k]), m2 = (m2 [1] . . . m2 [k]) be two binary strings of length k.
Then
m1 ⊕ m2 = m1 [i] + m2 [i] − 2m1 [i]m2 [i], i = 1, . . . , k .
As a consequence, we have to use bit-by-bit encryption of the Paillier scheme and can
ﬁnally perform the encrypted xor as follows:
m̃2 [i] = −2m2 [i] mod n
EP (m1 [i] ⊕ m2 [i]) = EP (m1 [i]) · EP (m2 [i]) · (EP (m1 [i]))m̃2 [i] mod n2
where n is part of the public key for the Paillier cryptosystem and all encryption steps also
use the public key.
However, encrypting only a single bit is very inefﬁcient as the Paillier scheme is designed
to encrypt messages of length m < n. To improve performance we propose a different
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algorithm for xor-ing two binary m1 , m2 in the encrypted domain which exploits Paillier’s
property to encrypt messages of length m < n. For the remainder of this paper we refer
to this algorithm as Paillier Chunkwise.
Corollary 13 Before encrypting m1 and m2 , these messages are up-sampled as follows:
mj [ 2i ], 2 | i
i = 1 . . . 2 · length(m), j ∈ {1, 2}.
mj,up [i] =
0, otherwise
Then the encrypted result of xoring m1 and m2 can be computed as (for i = 1 . . . length(m)):
EP (m1 [i] ⊕ m2 [i]) = (EP (m1,up ) · EP (m2,up ) mod n2 )[2i] .
This means that when upsampling the binary data of the mj before encryption, the binary positions of the result of the multiplication of the decimal numbers corresponding to
upsampled mj are equal to the encrypted result of xor-ing the mj ’s binary positions.
Proof: The operation supported by the homomorphic property by the Paillier scheme is
the addition in the non-encrypted domain. Thus, to be able to exploit this, the binary
representation of the result of the addition of two decimal numbers should be related to
the binary result of bitwise xor-ing the binary representation of the two decimal numbers.
Indeed we have to show that, if both mj are up-sampled as described, the even binary
positions of the result of the addition of the two decimal numbers corresponding to the
mj,up are identical to the bits representing the result of the bitwise xor of the original mj :
m1 [i] ⊕ m2 [i] = (m1,up + m2,up )[2i]
Now directly exploiting the Paillier additively homomorphic property leads to the desired
result as stated above. QED.
Lemma 1 Let m1 [i] and m2 [i] be two binary strings, m1,up and m2,up the decimal numbers corresponding to the upsampled versions of m1 and m2 . Then
m1 [i] ⊕ m2 [i] = (m1,up + m2,up )[2i] .
Proof:
The addition of two decimal numbers m1 and m2 in their binary representation
.
can be accomplished by (m1 + m2 )[i] = m1 [i] + m2 [i] ∀i and adding some carry bit at
the i+1th position if necessary. Due to the deﬁnition of the up-sampling process the even
positions of the up-sampled sequences mj,up [2i] contain the original bits of mj [i]. The odd
positions mj,up [2i+1] are zero and thus, the (binary) sum of m1,up [2i+1]+m2,up [2i+1]
is zero as well. Adding the even positions, i.e. m1,up [2i] + m2,up [2i], four cases need to
be considered:
1. m1,up [2i] = 0 ∧ m2,up [2i] = 0 =⇒ m1,up [2i] + m2,up [2i] = 0 = m1,up [2i] ⊗
m2,up [2i]
2. m1,up [2i] = 1 ∧ m2,up [2i] = 0 =⇒ m1,up [2i] + m2,up [2i] = 1 = m1,up [2i] ⊗
m2,up [2i]
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3. m1,up [2i] = 0 ∧ m2,up [2i] = 1 =⇒ m1,up [2i] + m2,up [2i] = 1 = m1,up [2i] ⊗
m2,up [2i]
4. m1,up [2i] = 1 ∧ m2,up [2i] = 1 =⇒ m1,up [2i] + m2,up [2i] = 0 = m1,up [2i] ⊗
m2,up [2i] and a carry bit has to be set resulting in m1,up [2i+1]+m2,up [2i+1] = 1.
Since originally all odd positions are zero, there is no further carry bit and thus no
further inﬂuence on positions [i+2].
Thus all four cases lead to the desired result. QED.
Regardless of the underlying xor-algorithm, the calculation of HW cannot be accomplished in the encrypted domain. As described before, this is done on the matcher M ,
using the private key of the employed respective encryption scheme. The bitwise permutation of the binary string m′ to ensure privacy when transfered to the matcher can be conduced for Paillier and Goldwasser-Micali encryption in straightforward manner, however,
for Paillier Chunkwise the permutation can only be carried out on the encrypted chunks.
Therefore, the privacy preserving property of the Paillier Chunkwise encryption scheme
declines the smaller the input data and therefore the fewer chunks are available for permutation (thus, this issue needs to be considered when setting up the system, where we face
a tradeoff between efﬁciency (large chunks) and privacy (small but numerous chunks)).

4
4.1

Experiments
Assessment of Privacy-preserving Components

All algorithms are implemented in C using the GNU MPL. First experiments are executed
on an Intel Core Duo T2050 with 1600MHz. Time for key generation is not considered
since it can be done in a preprocessing stage, the prime numbers used for key generation
have 25 bits each (to limit experimentation effort) and chunk-size is set to 80 bits. We use
random binary mj and repeat each experiment 40 times averaging the results. Message
size is given in bits in the plots. For all three encryption techniques (i.e. Paillier (P),
Goldwasser-Micali (GM), Pallier Chunkwise (PC), denoted as “myMatch” in the plots),
we compare timings of encrypting a feature vector (including up-sampling for PC and
done on the client), timings of matching the binary strings in the encrypted domain (done
on the AS), and timings of decrypting, summing the set bit positions and comparisons to
a threshold (including the extraction of the even bit positions for PC and done on the M ).
While encryption is very time consuming (and nearly identical expensive, see Fig. 3.a)
for P and GM due to the required bit-by-bit operation mode, PC is much more efﬁcient.
For matching, P is clearly least efﬁcient as expected due to the computation of the inverse
element and the higher number of required multiplications. GM is less efﬁcient compared
to the proposed PC since more multiplications are required (in PC more bits are tracted
by a single multiplication). Finally, for decryption, GM is the fastest technique since
determining if a number is a quadratic residual can be done very efﬁciently using the MPL.
On the other hand, the extraction of single bits as required by PC is rather inefﬁcient, thus,
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Figure 3: Timings for different processing stages

PC is ranked second in this stage. The bit-by-bit decryption as done by P is clearly the
least efﬁcient approach.

4.2

Iris Recognition in the Encrypted Domain

In order to experimentally evaluate the overall performance in realistic actual use for
privacy-preserving biometric matching, we set up an iris identiﬁcation experiment using
data from the CASIA V3 Interval database. For these experiments an Intel Core i7-2600
4x3400MHz PC with 4GB DDR3 RAM is used and key length / chunk-size are set to 1024
/ 31 bits, respectively. For feature extraction and matching, software from the University of Salzburg USIT Toolkit is used (available from www.wavelab.at/sources/
Rathgeb12e/ [RUW13]) implementing a context adaptive Hough Transform for segmentation and the algorithm of Ma et al. [MTWZ04] for extracting binary templates of
length 10240 bits. All the templates of a subject are stored (in pre-encrypted manner) in
the DB using 17 different cyclic shifts. In Table 1 we present timings of identiﬁcation
attempts including encryption of the template to be identiﬁed, matching in the encrypted
domain, and ﬁnal decryption and comparison of HW result to a threshold.
In the table, we display timing results of single identiﬁcation attempts in which either
only a single person was enrolled in the DB (thus simulating the computational cost of a
veriﬁcation procedure) or 30 subjects were enrolled. As already to be expected from the
results of the last subsection, PC signiﬁcantly outperforms both P and GM: The proposed
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Table 1: Time performance (seconds): Iris Identiﬁcation
Scheme
veriﬁcation 30 subjects enrolled
Unencrypted
< 0.1
2.5
Goldwasser-Micali (GM)
22.8
682.0
Paillier (P)
5591.9
162000.0
Paillier Chunkwise (PC)
3.0
90.0

scheme is faster by a factor of more than 7 as compared to GM and faster by several orders
of magnitude compared to P. However, inspite of these improvements PC is still slower by
a factor of 36 as compared to unencrypted application.

5

Conclusions

We have proposed a variant of Paillier homomorphic encryption clearly outperforming
the Goldwasser-Micali approach in privacy-preserving biometric matching of binary templates. While obtaining signiﬁcant improvements, the increase in computational cost as
compared to the unencrypted case is still too large for large scale deployment.
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Abstract: Conventional speaker identiﬁcation systems are already ﬁeld-proven with
respect to recognition accuracy. Since any biometric identiﬁcation requires exhaustive 1 : N comparisons for identifying a biometric probe, comparison time frequently
dominates the overall computational workload, preventing the system from being executed in real-time. In this paper we propose a computational efﬁcient two-stage
speaker identiﬁcation system based on Gaussian Mixture Model and Universal Background Model. Binarized voice biometric templates are utilized to pre-screen a large
database and thereby reduce the required amount of full comparisons to a fraction of
the total. Experimental evaluations demonstrate that the proposed system is capable
of signiﬁcantly accelerating the response-time of the system and, at the same time,
identiﬁcation performance is maintained, conﬁrming the soundness of the scheme.

1 Introduction
Biometrics represent a rapidly evolving ﬁeld of research and large-scale biometric systems are already deployed in commercial and governmental applications [JRP04, JFR08].
Since biometric data does not have any predeﬁned sorting order, large-scale biometric
identiﬁcation systems have to compare a biometric probe to an entire database of biometric instances (gallery). The computational requirement of this comparison scheme, which
is referred to as 1 : N system (the probe is compared to N stored instances), highly depends on comparison speed as well as on the number of instances stored in the database,
i.e. real-time identiﬁcation represents a challenging task. Focusing on biometric identiﬁcation different mechanisms have been proposed in order to reduce the response time
of the system. Indexing techniques have been proposed for different biometric characteristics, e.g. in [JPDG08, MPCG05]. However, throughout literature these techniques
have been evaluated on rather small dataset, leaving scalability doubtable. In addition,
serial combinations have been proposed, pre-pending computationally efﬁcient algorithms
to conventional identiﬁcation systems in order to extract a subset of candidates, e.g. for
iris based on binary feature vectors in [GRC09].
A binary representation of biometric features offers two major advantages: ﬁrstly a more
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compact storage of biometric templates and secondly a rapid comparison of biometric
templates. Binary biometric templates facilitate comparison of thousands of templates per
second, per single CPU core, i.e. even if binary representations of biometric data may
cause a loss of information (and, thus, cause a decrease in biometric performance) these
are suitable to be applied for pre-screening purposes in biometric identiﬁcation systems.
That is, compressed binary templates can be applied to carry out 1 : N comparisons while
more sophisticated comparators are employed to compare according subsets of original
templates. While different binarization methods have been suggest for voice biometric
data, e.g. in [AB10, BBMA11], to our knowledge, no serial combinations based on binary
voice templates have been considered so far.
The contribution of the present paper is twofold: (1) a scalable binarization technique
for voice biometric data based on Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and Universal Background Model (UBM) is presented. (2) Obtained binary templates are utilized to efﬁciently
perform 1 : N comparisons and return a short-list of top candidates in a speaker identiﬁcation system. Implementing a serial combination of feature representations and according comparators in a single-instance scenario, computational effort required for biometric
identiﬁcation is signiﬁcantly reduced. On a database which comprises voice samples of
339 subjects a speed-up of more than 95% is achieved, maintaining identiﬁcation rates of
the original system.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 the underlying GMMUBM-based voice recognition system is described and in Sect. 3 the proposed two-stage
identiﬁcation system is introduced. Subsequently, experimental evaluations are presented
in Sect. 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sect. 5.

2 GMM-UBM Voice Recognition System
In past years numerous approaches to speaker authentication have been proposed: for a
detailed review on existing literature the reader is referred to [KL10, LVH+ 11]. The described system, which is considered a representative state-of-the-art speaker authentication
system, is adapted in order to obtain a binary representation of voice data. Given a biometric observation O a total number of K feature vectors ok [t] of length T are obtained
in the feature extraction process, with k = 1, . . . , K and t = 1, . . . , T . Feature vectors are
modelled as a realization of a GMM by adapting the means of the UBM to the estimated
means for the speaker using MAP adaptation. The GMM of a subject u is represented
as the supervector ξ (u) containing the mean vectors for each Gaussian distribution in the
model.
In the binarization step, which builds upon a technique which has been similarly applied to on-line signatures [RMACC12], the supervector is binarized by comparing ξ (u)
component-wise against a modelled large population with a supervector µ. Then, the latter
vector is used as a feature-based biometric template and applied to perform identiﬁcation.
In the following subsection the employed feature extraction and the corresponding binarization technique, which are depicted as part of Fig. 1, are described in detail.
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Figure 1: Flowchart enrolment and a single authentication of the proposed binarization scheme based
on a GMM-UBM speaker identiﬁcation system.

2.1

Feature Extraction

In order to extract features from an acquired speech signal the signal has to be decomposed
into its frequency components using the FFT [RB76] at a window function of 20-30 ms
size, thus, receiving one feature vector per window. As previously mentioned, several
methods to extract features from the resulting magnitude spectrum have been suggested,
e.g. LPC [MZR96] or PLP [SVC93], however, MFCC have shown to be powerful and
difﬁcult to improve upon in practice [Rey94, KL10].
We obtain 12 coefﬁcients and the Log-energy value for each frame and the ﬁrst and secondorder derivative, i.e. in total we obtain a feature vector with 39 components per frame.
The obtained vectors are further processed by cepstral mean subtraction as well as feature
warping [PS01].
In order to derive an individual speaker model GMM from the general UBM, we only adapt
the means of the UBM using the MAP adaptation. The UBM Λ represents a stochastic
model containing a ﬁnite mixture of multivariate Gaussian components. Assume that E
biometric observations O(u)e , e = 1, . . . , E of a user u are available during enrolment.
We let the a posteriori probability for the component i, with i = 1, . . . , I, of Λ be,
∑
wi g(xT |µi , i )
(1)
P (i|xT , Λ) = ∑J
∑ ,
j=1 wj g(xT |µj ,
j)
where wi represents the mixture
∑ weights, µi the means, xT the training vectors for the desired model, and g(xT |µi , i ) the component’s Gaussian density. Further, for the training
vectors xT , we compute the Maximum-Likelihood for the mean parameters as,
Ei (xT ) =

J
J
∑
1 ∑
P r (i|xj , Λ) xj , with weight ni =
P r (i|xj , Λ) .
ni j=1
j=1

(2)

F i (xT ) as,
The user’s model is then characterized by the MAP adapted means µ
F i (xT ) = αi Ei (xT ) + (1 − αi )µi ,
µ
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(3)

where αi are ﬁxed relevance factors [YLML12]. The adapted means are then combined
to form the supervector ξ u (biometric template) for user u
F 2, . . . , µ
FI ] ,
ξ (u) = [F
µ1 , µ

(4)

where I deﬁnes the number of components in the UBM. The MAP adaptation can also be
performed for a single biometric observation.

2.2

Binary Template Generation

Our goal is to generate a binary representation of the extracted voice template. As mentioned earlier, a binary representation allows the reduction of storage as well as a linear
acceleration of identiﬁcation speed in a large scale biometric system. In order to create a
binary vector from the user’s template we compare the derived supervector from the UBM
against the inter-class mean of a large population µ. The population µ has to be estimated
during a training phase of the system, i.e. µ represents a ﬁxed system parameter.
At the time of enrolment of user u we record a number of E observations and process them
by applying the MAP adaptation to derive the vectors ξ (u)e with Z coefﬁcients (Z = 39I).
The mean vector d(u) is deﬁned as,
d(u) =

E
1 ∑ (u)e
ξ
,
E e=1

such that the binary representation b(u) can be estimated as,
{
0, if d(u) [z] < µ[z]
(u)
z = 1, . . . , Z.
b [z] =
1, if d(u) [z] ≥ µ[z]

(5)

(6)

Since ξ (u) can be obtained by a single biometric observation it is possible to directly generate a binary representation b(u) from a probe. Moreover, it may be required to generate
binarized templates of a pre-deﬁned size v, that comprise only bits exhibiting the highest possible discriminativity. According ﬁxed-length binary vectors can be obtained by
estimating the reliability measures ϕ(u) [z],
% (u)
%
%d [z] − µ [z]%
(u)
ϕ [z] =
,
(7)
σ (u) [z]
with the variance of the z-th feature estimated during the enrolment of user u deﬁned as,
(σ (u) [z])2 =

E

1 ∑ (u)e
(ξ
[z] − d(u) [z])2 .
E − 1 e=1

(8)

This measure assigns greater relevance to those features which lie further away from the
population’s mean than others. The v most discriminative features (largest values) are
then indexed by storing a bit mask pointing at these values which is referred to as relevant
projection RP(u) , i.e. this bit mask contains 1s at positions of the v most discriminative
features.
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Figure 2: Basic operation mode of the proposed two-stage speaker identiﬁcation system based on
universal background models.

3

Two-stage Identiﬁcation System

The proposed two-stage speaker identiﬁcation system is depicted in Fig. 2 and comprises
two components: pre-screening and template comparison. During pre-screening a computationally efﬁcient Hamming distance-based comparator is applied to extracted binary
templates in order to return a short-list of top candidates, which most likely match the
presented probe. Subsequently, the original templates of the short-list candidates are considered for the more complex comparison of the original system. Both steps are described
in detail in the following subsections.

3.1

Pre-screening

Comparisons between binary biometric probes and gallery templates are implemented by
the simple Boolean exclusive-OR operator (XOR) applied to a pair of binary vectors,
masked (AND’ed) by the relevant projection of the gallery template. The XOR operator
⊕ detects disagreements between any corresponding pair of bits while the AND operator
∩ ensures that only most discriminative bits (with respect to the gallery template) are considered. For a binary template b(u) of user u, a gallery template b(ũ) of user ũ and the
corresponding relevant projection RP(ũ) we compute the fractional Hamming distance
(HD) as a measure of the dissimilarity,
HD(b(u) , b(ũ) ) =

||(b(u) ⊕ b(ũ) ) ∩ RP(ũ) ||
,
v
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(9)

where v is equal to the norm of RP(ũ) , v = ||RP(ũ) ||.
The computational efﬁcient HD-based comparator is utilized to pre-screen the entire database.
For this purpose N pair-wise comparisons are performed, where N is the number of users
registered with the identiﬁcation system, resulting in a vector S of dissimilarity scores
s = HD. Subsequently, scores in S are sorted in descending order to obtain the set
S′ = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sN |∀i, j, i < j : si ≤ sj , }. Finally, the top-l candidates, i.e. the
candidates which the ﬁrst l scores in S′ point at, are returned.

3.2 Template Comparison
Based on the short-list returned in the pre-screening stage the probe is compared against a
total number of l original gallery templates. The comparison score between the probe of
user u and a gallery template of user ũ is deﬁned as the LLR of the user’s GMM Λũ and
the UBM Λ, which is deﬁned as,
∑ (
)
(
)
log P (i|x, Λũ ) − log P (i|x, Λ) ,
(10)
LLR(O(u) , Λũ , Λ) =
i

where Λũ represents the GMM of user ũ, Λ is the UBM, wi are the mixture weights, µi
the means, and x the feature vectors extracted from O(u) . The a posteriori probability for
each component i = 1, . . . , I of Λ is deﬁned analogue to Eq. 1,
∑
wi g(x|µi , i )
(11)
P (i|x, Λ) = ∑J
∑ .
j=1 wj g(x|µj ,
j)
The LLR is a test of the hypothesis Hu , u is the target speaker, and the anti-hypothesis Hu ,
u is not the target speaker. The resulting score can then be used as an ordering criterion by
assuming that a higher score is more likely to be a genuine trial than an impostor trial.

3.3 Workload Reduction
Without the loss of generality, any serial combination of a conventional biometric identiﬁcation system and a computationally more efﬁcient system gains a linear speed up, with
respect to the amount of comparisons performed. Assuming that a total number of N subjects are registered with the traditional identiﬁcation system, the workload W for a single
biometric identiﬁcation can be deﬁned by,
W = N (Tc + tε ) + δ,

(12)

where Tc represent the computational cost of a single comparison of the probe to a gallery
instance, tε represents secondary computational costs, e.g. ﬁle access, and δ comprises
all one-time secondary costs, e.g. sorting of scores or feature extraction performed on the
acquired voice sample.
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The proposed two-stage system reduces the overall workload to W ′ ,
W ′ = N tc + lTc + δ ′ ,

(13)

where tc is the computational cost of a single more efﬁcient comparison, tc ≪ Tc , and
l is the number of top-candidates returned by the pre-screening process. Assuming that
secondary computational costs are comparable, δ < δ ′ , the overall computational cost is
reduced, i.e. W ′ < W , if,
l
tc < Tc (1 − ),
(14)
N
which is most likely the case for a computationally efﬁcient pre-screening and small numbers of l, as will be demonstrated in conducted experiments. Even in case, δ ≪ δ ′ , onetime costs become negligible for large numbers of N . That is, additional costs required for
the proposed two-stage system, e.g. the MAP adaptation process, only slightly inﬂuence
the response time of the identiﬁcation system.

4 Experimental Evaluation
In the following subsection we deﬁne the experimental setup and compare the performance
of the original identiﬁcation system to the proposed two-stage scheme, with respect to
biometric performance (identiﬁcation rates) as well as time consumption.

4.1 Experimental Setup
Experiments are carried out on a text-independent digit-corpus database which comprises
voice samples of a total number of 339 subjects. For each subject in the database at least
32 voice samples of length 3,000ms-5,000ms are available. The samples contain three to
ﬁve spoken digits. At the time of enrolment 30 samples are used to generate the according
models for a user. The remaining samples are applied in the identiﬁcation process.
Performance is estimated in terms of (true-positive) identiﬁcation rate (IR). In accordance
with ISO/IEC IS 19795-1 [ISO06] the IR is the proportion of identiﬁcation transactions by
subjects enrolled in the system in which the subject’s correct identiﬁer is the one returned.
In experiments, identiﬁcation is performed in the closed-set scenario returning the rank-1
(R-1) candidate as the identiﬁed subject (without applying a speciﬁc decision threshold).
By analogy, R-2 deﬁnes the proportion where the rank-1 or the rank-2 candidate represent
the correct subject, and so forth. The CMC illustrates the progression of the identiﬁcation
rate with respect to the number of false positives.
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Table 1: Identiﬁcation rates of the original UBM/GMM system compared to different conﬁgurations
of the pure proposed binarization.
I = 64
R-1
R-2
R-5
R-10

Original v = 1024 v = 1512 v = 1768 no RP
72.0%
73.1%
75.1%
78.9%

68.7%
77.2%
85.7%
91.6%

71.3%
77.8%
85.9%
91.9%

72.0%
77.6%
86.2%
91.6%

67.4%
76.1%
85.1%
90.6%

I = 128 Original v = 1768 v = 2512 v = 3096 no RP
R-1
R-2
R-5
R-10

78.2%
79.0%
79.7%
84.3%

72.9%
79.3%
86.9%
92.6%

73.7%
81.1%
88.2%
92.8%

72.9%
80.0%
87.6%
92.3%

69.9%
78.9%
86.4%
91.7%

I = 256 Original v = 1768 v = 2512 v = 3096 no RP
R-1
R-2
R-5
R-10

4.2

82.8%
83.1%
83.4%
87.6%

67.5%
75.0%
83.2%
89.2%

68.0%
76.6%
85.4%
92.2%

70.0%
76.8%
86.4%
92.6%

67.4%
75.0%
85.7%
92.9%

Performance Evaluation

Table 1 summarizes identiﬁcation rates obtained for different conﬁgurations of the GMMUBM-based system as well as the binarization technique (rates where the binarization
scheme outperforms the original one are marked in bold). In case no random projection is
applied, the total amount of bits compared is Z = 39I. We did not consider models with
more than I = 256 components, as for more components, e.g. I = 512, the response time
of identiﬁcation processes did not turn out to be practical for the original system, even for
the applied database of limited size. Time consumption during operational testing caused
signiﬁcant delay in analysis of the resulting performance and optimizations. As can be observed from Table 1 the original system clearly outperforms the sole binarized system with
respect to the R-1 identiﬁcation rate. However, for the R-2 rate the binarization scheme
already achieves comparable biometric performance and for R-5 and R-10 rates it even
gains accuracy across different conﬁgurations. That is, the proposed binarization technique is highly suitable for pre-screening purposes. The CMCs of the best conﬁguration
of the original system (I = 256) and the presented binarization method utilizing different
relevant projections are plotted in Fig. 4.1. As can be seen, for increasing rank values
all conﬁgurations quickly outperform the original system. Further, the number of incorporated bits within the binarization scheme can be signiﬁcantly reduced without a loss of
accuracy. In several cases a reduction of the amount of applied bits to the v most discriminative ones even gains biometric performance. For example, for I = 64 the v = 1768
most relevant bits yield a R-1 rate of 72.0% compared to a R-1 rate of 67.4% if no RP,
i.e. v = 2496, is applied (see ﬁrst row of Table 1).
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1

Identification rate

0.95
0.9
0.85
0.8

original
v=1768
v=2512
v=3096
no RP

0.75
0.7
0.65

1

2

4

8
Rank

16

32

64

(a) CMC of binarized systems

0.86
R-1 Identification rate

0.85
0.84
0.83
0.82
0.81

original
v=1768
v=2512
v=3096
no RP

0.8
0.79
0.78

5

10

15

20

25 30
List size

35

40

45

50

(b) R-1 rates of two-stage system (I = 256)

Figure 3: CMC curve for the original system and conﬁgurations of the binarized system and R-1
rates for conﬁgurations of the two-stage identiﬁcation system for I = 256.

For different conﬁgurations, short-list sizes and adequate relevant projections, the R-1
rates of the proposed two-stage identiﬁcation system (I = 256) are plotted in Fig. 4.1. Table 2 summarizes obtained rates for different numbers of components, accordingly (rates
where the two-stage scheme outperforms the original one are marked bold). Obviously,
large values of l improve the biometric performance while convergence is reached relatively quickly, e.g. employing a number of I = 64 components returning more than 15
candidates does not yield any improvement. For the vast majority of conﬁgurations the
presented approach clearly enhances the biometric performance of the underlying system
which obtains R-1 identiﬁcation rates of 72.0%, 78.2%, and 82.8% for a number of I = 64,
128, and 256 components, respectively (cf. Table 1).
Experiments have been performed on a system consisting of an Intel Core i7-37770 CPU
with 3.4 GHz and 32 GB RAM, running CentOS 6.3 x86 64. Comparisons were not par-
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Table 2: R-1 rates for different conﬁgurations of the proposed two-stage identiﬁcation system.
I = 64
l
l
l
l
l

=5
= 10
= 15
= 30
= 50

v = 1024 v = 1512 v = 1768 no RP
73.9%
74.1%
74.0%
73.6%
73.4%

73.4%
74.3%
74.9%
73.6%
73.5%

73.7%
74.0%
74.4%
73.8%
73.4%

73.5%
73.6%
73.8%
73.4%
73.5%

I = 128 v = 1768 v = 2512 v = 3096 no RP
l
l
l
l
l

=5
= 10
= 15
= 30
= 50

78.3%
79.5%
79.7%
80.2%
80.1%

79.3%
79.8%
80.1%
80.0%
80.2%

78.6%
79.5%
80.2%
80.3%
80.2%

77.8%
79.1%
79.9%
79.8%
79.9%

I = 256 v = 1768 v = 2512 v = 3096 no RP
l
l
l
l
l

=5
= 10
= 15
= 30
= 50

78.3%
81.5%
82.7%
84.0%
85.0%

80.1%
83.0%
83.7%
84.2%
85.1%

80.7%
83.4%
84.3%
84.7%
85.1%

80.1%
83.9%
84.4%
84.5%
84.6%

allelized during time consumption tests. While optimized biometric identiﬁcation systems
make use of parallel distributed data processing, this difference is irrelevant since we aim
at comparing the two types of techniques based on same conﬁgurations and report speedup in percentage, since absolute values of identiﬁcation speed directly relate to the size of
the dataset. For the applied dataset of 339 users the obtained overall speed-ups for different sizes of l are summarized in Table 3. As can be seen, computational performance is
signiﬁcantly improved achieving speed-ups up to 98%. As expected, a natural trade-off
between computational performance and biometric performance (accuracy) is yielded (cf.
Table 2). A pair-wise comparison within the original system takes on average 42.1 ms.
The HD score between two binary templates is estimated in approximately 0.007 ms. Additional one-time computational cost for the MAP adaptation requires 62.4 ms on average.
As previously mentioned, secondary computational cost, e.g. ﬁle access, are inevitable
for both, the original system as well as the proposed two-stage scheme, which limits the
overall performance gain. Furthermore, it becomes clear that, in contrast to the presented
experiments, theoretical analysis, which estimate the amount of required operations of algorithm complexity, may cloud the picture of the actual speed-up. As can be observed
from Table 3, with increasing length of the top-l list the overall speed-up decreases. However, with increasing database size computational performance is further gained, i.e. for a
simulated workload of N = 3, 000 users and a pre-screening short-list of l = 100 candidates a speed-up of 96% is obtained. That is, the proposed approach is expected to achieve
even more performance gain for large-scale databases where speaker identiﬁcation still
represents a critical issue.
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Table 3: Average speed-up across different component and short-list sizes.
List size l

5

10

15

30

50

75

100

Speed-up 98.0% 96.5% 95.1% 90.6% 84.7% 77.4% 70.0%

5

Conclusion

In this work we proposed a two-stage speaker identiﬁcation system based on UBM. It has
been demonstrated that the incorporation of a binarization technique enables a computationally efﬁcient pre-screening of the database returning a short-list of top-candidates,
which signiﬁcantly reduces the computational workload of the entire system. The proposed approach is generic and an integration into existing systems is feasible at negligible
cost (binary templates are stored efﬁciently). In contrast to hardware-oriented speed-up solutions, e.g. spreading the recognition workload across a set of processors, the presented
scheme represents, to our knowledge, the ﬁrst low-cost software solution for performing
speaker identiﬁcation on large-scale voice databases.
Future work will comprise applying binary voice templates within biometric template protection schemes [RU11] in order to protect the privacy of registered users.
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Abstract: This paper re-examines the threat of spooﬁng or presentation attacks in the
context of automatic speaker veriﬁcation (ASV). While voice conversion and speech
synthesis attacks present a serious threat, and have accordingly received a great deal
of attention in the recent literature, they can only be implemented with a high level
of technical know-how. In contrast, the implementation of replay attacks require no
speciﬁc expertise nor any sophisticated equipment and thus they arguably present a
greater risk. The comparative threat of each attack is re-examined in this paper against
six different ASV systems including a state-of-the-art iVector-PLDA system. Despite
the lack of attention in the literature, experiments show that low-effort replay attacks
provoke higher levels of false acceptance than comparatively higher-effort spooﬁng
attacks such as voice conversion and speech synthesis. Results therefore show the
need to refocus research effort and to develop countermeasures against replay attacks
in future work.

1 Introduction
Spooﬁng refers to the presentation of a falsiﬁed or manipulated sample to the sensor of
a biometric system in order to provoke a high score and thus illegitimate acceptance. In
recent years, the automatic speaker veriﬁcation (ASV) community has started to investigate spooﬁng and countermeasures actively [EKY13, EKY+ 14]. A growing body of
independent work has now demonstrated the vulnerability of ASV systems to spooﬁng
through impersonation [FWAH08], voice conversion [PAB+ 05, BMF07], speech synthesis [MHTK99, LAPY10] and attacks with non-speech, artiﬁcial tone-like signals [AVE12].
Common to the bulk of previous work is the consideration of attacks which require either speciﬁc skills, e.g. impersonation, or high-level technology, e.g. speech synthesis and
∗ The work of A. Janicki was supported by the European Union in the framework of the European Social Fund
through the Warsaw University of Technology Development Programme.
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voice conversion. With the noteworthy exceptions of [LB99, VL10], relatively little attention has been paid to low-effort spooﬁng attacks such as replay. Replay attacks can be
performed without any speciﬁc expertise nor any sophisticated equipment. Since they are
the most easily implemented, it is natural to assume that replay attacks will be the most
commonly encountered in practice. Nonetheless, the threat of replay attacks has neither
been quantiﬁed using large, standard datasets nor compared to that of voice conversion
or speech synthesis attacks. This paper accordingly aims to re-assess ASV vulnerabilities
to replay attacks using the same ASV systems and corpora used in previous assessments
involving voice conversion and speech synthesis spooﬁng attacks. The results of this contribution are in contrast to our original hypothesis that lower effort spooﬁng attacks are
less effective.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes an approach to simulate replay
attacks in order that their effect can be compared to those of voice conversion and speech
synthesis using the same corpora. A common experimental setup in which the vulnerabilities of six different ASV systems is presented in Section 3. Results are presented in
Section 4 and our conclusions and ideas for future work are presented in Section 5.

2

Replay attacks vs. high-effort spooﬁng

Replay is an example of low-effort spooﬁng attacks; they require simply the replaying of
a previously captured speech signal. Replay attacks can be realised with increasing ease,
considering the widespread availability of mobile devices with reasonable quality in-built
speakers (and microphones). The risk of playback attacks is even higher if recordings of a
speaker are publicly available.
When modelling a replay attack one should take into account the impact of the following
elements:
• acoustic effects introduced by the recording device;
• acoustic conditions in the environment where the voice was acquired;
• acoustic effects of the replay device, and the
• acoustic conditions in the environment where the attack takes place.
If x(t) is the speech signal of the client, the playback (spooﬁng) signal y(t) can be represented by:
y(t) = x(t) ∗ mic(t) ∗ a(t) ∗ spk(t) ∗ b(t)

(1)

where * denotes convolution, mic(t) and spk(t) are impulse responses of the microphone
and the speaker, respectively, and a(t) and b(t) are impulse responses of recording and
replay environments, respectively. In this study we consider the worst-case scenario,
in which the spoofer possesses high quality recordings of the client. The impact of the
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recording device and recording environment room can thus be neglected and Equation 1 is
simpliﬁed to:
y(t) = x(t) ∗ spk(t) ∗ b(t)

(2)

Surprisingly, only few studies have been published so far on replay spooﬁng. The work
in [LB99] assessed the vulnerabilities of an HMM-based text-dependent ASV system
with concatenated digits. They showed that replay attacks are highly effective, but their
experiments related to only two speakers. In the study of [VL10] several playback cases
were analysed: recording using a close-talk or a far-ﬁeld microphone and transmission
over an analogue or digital channel. Using their own corpus with ﬁve speakers the work
showed that a joint factor analysis (JFA) ASV system is vulnerable to replay attacks – the
FAR at the EER threshold increased from 1% to almost 70%.
In contrast, a great deal of attention has been paid to medium- and high-effort spooﬁng
algorithms – a thorough review of these can be found, e.g., in [EKY13]. They typically
used large corpora (such as the NIST databases). This paper aims to investigate the threat
of replay attacks with large databases and to compare the effectiveness of replay spooﬁng
with the most effective medium- and high-effort spooﬁng algorithms - voice conversion
and speech synthesis. These two attacks are described in the following.

2.1 Voice conversion
We used the approach to voice conversion originally presented in [MBC05]. At the frame
level, the speech signal of a spoofer denoted by y(t) is ﬁltered in the spectral domain as
follows:
Y ′ (f ) =

|Hx (f )|
Y (f )
|Hy (f )|

(3)

where Hx (f ) and Hy (f ) are the vocal tract transfer functions of the targeted speaker and
the spoofer respectively. Y (f ) is the spoofer’s speech signal whereas Y ′ (f ) denotes the
result after voice conversion. As such, y(t) is mapped or converted towards the target in a
spectral-envelope sense, which is sufﬁcient to overcome most ASV systems.
Hx (f ) is determined from a set of two Gaussian mixture models (GMMs). The ﬁrst,
denoted as the automatic speaker recognition (asr) model in the original work, is related
to ASV feature space and utilised for the calculation of a posteriori probabilities whereas
the second, denoted as the ﬁltering (ﬁl) model, is a tied model of linear predictive cepstral
coding (LPCC) coefﬁcients from which Hx (f ) is derived. LPCC ﬁlter parameters are
obtained according to:
xf il =

M
∑

i
p(gasr
|yasr )µif il

(4)

i=1
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Attack

Naı̈ve impostor

Speech used
Effort
Effectiveness

impostor’s
(genuine)
zero
low

Replay

client’s
low
(?)

Voice conversion

impostor’s
(converted)
medium-high
high

Speech synthesis

synthetic
high
high

Table 1: Comparison of four different attacks in terms of speech used, required effort and effectiveness.

i
i
given the
where p(gasr
|yasr ) is the a posteriori probability of Gaussian component gasr
i
i
i
frame yasr and µf il is the mean of component gf il which is tied to gasr . Hx (f ) is estimated from xf il using an LPCC-to-LPC transformation and a time-domain signal is synthesised from converted frames with a standard overlap-add technique. Full details can be
found in [MBC05, BMF06].

2.2

Speech synthesis

There is a large variety of speech synthesis algorithms, such as formant, diphone or unitselection based synthesis. State-of-the-art text-to-speech systems use either unit-selection
or the hidden Markov model-based synthesis (HTS). Whilst the former requires large
amounts of speech data, the latter does not, and can therefore much more easily generate speech targeted towards a speciﬁc client.
Accordingly, in this paper we consider spooﬁng with HTS synthesis, following the approach described in [YNZ+ 09], and using the HMM-based Speech Synthesis System
(HTS)1 . Parametrisation includes STRAIGHT (Speech Transformation and Representation using Adaptive Interpolation of weiGHTed spectrum) features, Mel-cepstrum coefﬁcients and the logarithm of the fundamental frequency (log F0 ) with their delta and acceleration coefﬁcients. Acoustic spectral characteristics and duration probabilities are modelled using multispace distribution hidden semi-Markov models (MSD-HSMM) [RM85].
Speaker dependent excitation, spectral and duration models are adapted from corresponding independent models according to a speaker adaptation strategy referred to as constrained structural maximum a posteriori linear regression (CSMAPLR) [YKN+ 09]. Finally, time domain signals are synthesised using a vocoder based on Mel-logarithmic spectrum approximation (MLSA) ﬁlters. They correspond to STRAIGHT Mel-cepstral coefﬁcients and are driven by a mixed excitation signal and waveforms reconstructed using the
pitch synchronous overlap add (PSOLA) method.
1 http://hts.sp.nitech.ac.jp/
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2.3

Replay vs. voice conversion and speech synthesis

Table 1 shows a comparison of naı̈ve (zero-effort) impostors to replay, voice conversion
and speech synthesis, as well as with naı̈ve imposture. The attacks are ordered in terms
of the effort involved in each case. Replay attacks require slightly increased effort (need
for target voice acquisition and replay hardware). Voice conversion and speech synthesis
require specialised algorithms, in addition to appropriate hardware and parameters describing the client’s voice. They belong to a class of higher-effort spooﬁng attacks. While voice
conversion is still based upon the conversion of an original speech signal, speech synthesis
starts with text input. In this sense the attack requires the most effort of all to implement
successfully. One may reasonably suppose that the effectiveness of each attack is linked
to the effort involved; the higher the effort, the greater the impact on ASV performance.
We suppose that replay attacks are less effective – though the experimental validation is
lacking in the literature. This paper aims to assess this hypothesis.

3 Experimental setup
In the following we describe the ASV systems used in this study, the datasets, protocols
and metrics, and then the implementation of each of the different spooﬁng attacks considered, including playback.

3.1

ASV systems

We assessed the impact of each spooﬁng attacks on six popular ASV systems: (i) a standard GMM-UBM system with 1024 Gaussian components, (ii) a GMM supervector linear
kernel (GSL) system, (iii) a GSL system with nuissance atribute projection (NAP) used
for channel compensation [CSRS06], (iv) a GSL with factor analysis (FA) [FMS+ 07],
(v) a GMM-UBM system with factor analysis, and (vi) a state-of-the-art iVector system [DKD+ 11].
The iVector system employs intersession compensation with probabilistic linear discriminant analysis (PLDA) [LFM+ 12] with length normalisation [GREW11]. From here on in,
it is referred to as the IV-PLDA system. The ASV systems were tested with and without
normalisation. The IV-PLDA system used symmetric score normalisation (S-norm) as described in [Ken10], while the remaining systems utilised standard T-norm normalisation.
All ASV systems used a common speech activity detector which ﬁts a 3-component GMM
to the log-energy distribution and which adjusts the speech/non-speech threshold according to the GMM parameters [BBF+ 04]. Such an approach has been used successfully in
many independent studies [MCGB01, FBK+ 08].
All ASV systems were based on the LIA-SpkDet toolkit [BSM+ 08] and the ALIZE library [BSFM04] and were directly derived from the work in [FMS+ 07]. They furthermore
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used a common UBM with 1024 Gaussian components and a common feature parametrisation: linear frequency cepstral coefﬁcients (LFCCs), their ﬁrst derivatives and delta energy.

3.2

Datasets, protocols and metrics

All experiments reported below were performed using the male subsets of the standard
2005 and 2006 NIST Speaker Recognition Evaluation datasets (NIST’05 and NIST’06),
distributed via the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC). NIST’05 was used for optimising
the ASV conﬁgurations whereas all results reported later relate to NIST’06, which was
used for evaluation only.
In all cases the data used for UBM learning comes from the NIST’04 dataset. Due to the
signiﬁcant amount of data necessary to estimate the total variability matrix T used in the
IV-PLDA system, the NIST‘06 dataset was additionally used as background data for development whereas the NIST‘05 dataset was used as backgroud data for evaluation. In all
cases the background datasets were augmented with the NIST’04 and NIST’08 datasets.
T is thus learned using approximately 11,000 utterances from 900 speakers, while independence between development and evaluation experiments is always respected.
All experiments related to the 8conv4w-1conv4w condition where one conversation provides an average of 2.5 minutes of speech (one side of a 5 minute conversation). In all
cases, however, only one of the eight, randomly selected training conversations was used
for enrolment. Experimental results should thus be compared to those produced by other
authors for the 1conv4w-1conv4w condition. Standard NIST protocols dictate in the order of 1,000 true client tests and 10,000 impostor tests for development and evaluation
datasets.
Given the consideration of spooﬁng, and without any speciﬁc, standard operating criteria
under such a scenario, the equal error rate (EER) is preferred to the minimum detection
cost function (minDCF) for ASV assessment. Also reported is the spooﬁng false acceptance rate (SFAR) for a false rejection rate (FRR) which is ﬁxed to the EER of the baseline.

3.3

Spooﬁng attack

The setup of the four considered attacks is presented in the following, in the order of effort
required – from zero-effort naı̈ve impostors to high-effort speech synthesis.
The simplest, zero-effort attack consists in challenging the ASV system with the voice of
a naı̈ve impostor. This particular setup corresponds to the NIST baseline performance,
which was assessed according to the protocol described in Section 3.2.
To emulate replay attacks at the sensor level we reproduce the distortions caused by a
replay device and the effects introduced in typical acoustic conditions. We decided to
use the speaker of a popular smartphone brand as the playback device (with the impulse
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Norm
No
norm
With
norm

Attack
Naı̈ve impostor
Replay
Voice conversion
Speech synthesis
Naı̈ve impostor
Replay
Voice conversion
Speech synthesis

GMM

9.08
32.91
31.48
39.90
8.63
32.62
33.69
27.29

SGL

7.89
28.50
36.94
14.66
8.13
28.63
36.92
15.04

SGL-NAP

6.35
28.73
30.44
13.83
6.31
25.68
27.58
13.78

SGL-FA

6.08
26.39
30.23
11.98
5.72
24.25
23.97
11.91

FA

5.60
29.27
23.16
30.81
5.61
25.88
23.96
16.22

IV

3.04
29.59
20.45
10.92
2.98
30.69
19.30
10.82

Table 2: EER values for different ASV systems for various spooﬁng attacks, without and with score
normalisation.

responses publicly available2 ) and an ofﬁce room, as a likely environment for a spooﬁng
attack. The impulse response of the ofﬁce room, sized 5.00m x 6.40m x 2.90m, with glass
windows, concrete walls, a carpet and typical ofﬁce furniture, was taken from the Aachen
Impulse Response (AIR) database [JSV09].
Voice conversion was conducted with our implementation of the approach originally proposed in [MBC05]. We again consider the worst-case scenario where the attacker/spoofer
has full prior knowledge of the ASV system, and so the front-end processing used in voice
conversion was exactly the same as that used for ASV. The ﬁltering model and ﬁlter Hx (f )
used 19 LPCC and LPC coefﬁcients, respectively.
Speech synthesis attacks were implemented using the voice cloning toolkit3 with a default
conﬁguration. We used standard speaker-independent models provided with the toolkit
which were trained on the EMIME corpus [Wes10]. The adaptation data for each target speaker comprises three utterances (with transcriptions). Speech signals for spooﬁng
assessment are generated using arbitrary text similar in length to that of true client test
utterances.

4 Results
Table 2 shows EER results for replay and other attacks against the six various ASV systems, with and without score normalisation. The results for naı̈ve, zero-effort impostors
correspond to baseline performance of the examined ASV systems and are in line with
what can be expected from such systems in text-independent ”one conversation” tasks –
the IV-PLDA system performs best (EER of 2.98% with score normalisation), while the
basic GMM-UBM yields the worst results.
For all other attacks presented in Table 2, all genuine client tests were unchanged, whereas
impostor tests were replaced with spoofed accesses. All systems are shown to be severely
2 http://www.aaronbrownsound.com/

3 http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/jyamagis/software/page37/page37.html
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Figure 1: DET plots for GMM-UBM (left) and iVector-PLDA (right) systems.

sensitive to replay attacks – even for the most resistant (in terms of EER) GSL kernel
system with factor analysis and with T-norm, the EER rose to 24%. The GMM-UBM and
IV-PLDA systems yielded the worst results for replay – here the EER increased to more
than 30%.
The impact of voice conversion, despite demanding considerably more effort to implement, causes a similar degradation in performance to that of replay attacks, with the exception of the IV-PLDA system which is more resistant to voice conversion than replay
(19% EER vs. 31%, respectively). High-effort speech synthesis attacks proved even less
effective – the EER for the best IV-PLDA system reached only 10.82%. These observations are also illustrated through detection error trade-off (DET) plots4 in Fig. 1.
For all the ASV systems, test or score normalisation mostly helped to decrease EER values
in the face of spooﬁng, e.g., for the factor analysis system the EER decreased from more
than 30% to around 16%. In contrast, in some cases, e.g., for replay attacks and the IVPLDA and GSL systems, the EER slightly increased after applying score normalisation.
The ambiguous impact of score normalisation is also visible in Table 3. It shows the EER
and SFAR results for the simplest ASV system (GMM-UBM), the best system in the sense
of baseline performance (IV-PLDA), and the system which showed the best robustness to
replay attacks (GSL-FA). For calculating the SFAR result, the operating point was set to
the baseline EER of the given system. Surprisingly, the IV-PLDA system showed the
highest SFAR values for replay attacks – more than 80% of false acceptances, both with
and without score normalisation. The shape of the DET plot towards the low false reject
region in Fig. 2 conﬁrms the high vulnerability of the IV-PLDA system to replay attacks
compared to other systems.
4 Produced with the TABULA RASA Scoretoolkit (http://publications.idiap.ch/downolads/reports/2012/Anjos IdiapCom-02-2012.pdf)
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ASV
GMMUBM
IVPLDA
SGLFA

Attack
Naı̈ve impostor
Replay
Voice conversion
Speech synthesis
Naı̈ve impostor
Replay
Voice conversion
Speech synthesis
Naı̈ve impostor
Replay
Voice conversion
Speech synthesis

EER (%)
no-norm norm
9.08
8.63
32.91
32.62
31.48
33.69
39.90
27.29
3.04
2.98
29.59
30.69
20.45
19.30
10.92
10.82
6.08
5.72
26.39
24.25
30.23
23.97
11.98
11.91

SFAR (%)
no-norm norm
9.08
8.63
66.01
58.86
60.05
91.37
87.14
71.83
3.04
2.98
92.56
80.86
93.86
84.67
43.78
30.00
6.08
5.72
60.91
60.49
89.68
73.16
39.54
56.49

Table 3: Comparison of ASV performance in terms of EER and SFAR for the GMM-UBM, IVPLDA and SGL-FA systems (without and with normalisation) for various spooﬁng attacks. For
SFAR, FRR is set to the baseline EER.

Figure 2: DET plots for replay attack challenging six various ASV systems, with test/score normalisation.
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Figure 3: EER results for iVector-PLDA system against spooﬁng attacks with various effort level

5

Conclusions

This paper re-assesses the threat of replay attacks against automatic speaker veriﬁcation
(ASV) systems. The work was performed using simulated attacks and with large, standard
NIST speaker recognition corpora and six ASV systems.
Despite the lack of attention to replay attacks in the literature and contrary to our hypothesis, results show that low-effort replay attacks pose a signiﬁcant risk, surpassing that of
comparatively high-effort attacks such as voice conversion and speech synthesis. Worthy of note is the performance of the state-of-the-art iVector-PLDA system which, despite
showing the best baseline performance, is the most vulnerable to replay attacks, especially
for FARs below 10%.
Future work should thus pay greater attention to replay attacks and, in particular, suitable
replay attack countermeasures. The assumption that higher-effort attacks pose the greatest
threat might be ill-founded. Given that the implementation of replay attacks demands
neither speciﬁc expertise nor any sophisticated equipment, the risk to ASV is arguably
greater than that of voice conversion and speech synthesis which currently receive the
most attention in the literature. Future evaluation should not only consider the threat of
any particular attack, but also the ease with which they can be performed. We suggest that
a risk-based approach should be adopted.
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scenarios. Please refer to [FMC14] for an extended report containing more details about
i) the state-of-the-art of fingerprint template protection schemes (in particular focusing
on two-factor approaches), ii) P-MCC representation and iii) experiment evaluation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the novel two-factor
protection scheme. Section 3 reports experiments on public databases to evaluate
accuracy and security of the new approach, to compare it against the state-of-the-art, and
to test its robustness against potential attacks. Finally, Section 4 draws some concluding
remarks.

2 Two-factor protection scheme (2P-MCC)
As discussed in [FMC12], P-MCC representation guarantees irreversibility and accuracy
but not diversity and unlinkability [Si12]. In some preliminary studies a random
projection transform [TY07] was combined to the P-MCC representation to fulfill
diversity and unlinkability requirements: although such solution showed good results in
terms of recognition accuracy, it was not robust enough against token-stolen attacks. The
two-factor method proposed in this work (called 2P-MCC) is simple but proved to allow
a good trade-off between accuracy and security: the basic idea is to select a subset of the
original bits and scrambling them according to a secret key, as described in detail in the
following sections.
2.1 From P-MCC to 2P-MCC
Let ̂ be a P-MCCk template (where denotes the amount of dimensionality reduction,
see [FMC12]) and let be a user-specific secret key. Then, for a given
,
V be a partial permutation [Wi14] of set
, let Y V Y
,
randomly generated using
as seed for a cryptographically secure pseudorandom
maps a -dimensional bit-vector
number generator. The function
Y V
̂ into a -dimensional binary space, according to the partial permutation obtained from
the secret key :
Y VY ̂

V

[̂ [ ] ̂ [ ]

̂ [ ]]

The 2P-MCC template ̈ is a set of bit-vectors defined as:
̂}
̈ { ̈
̈
Y VY ̂ V ̂

Y V

(1)
(2)

2.2 Similarity computation
The transformation proposed to convert P-MCC templates into 2P-MCC templates does
not alter the similarity metric between bit vectors. As described in [FMC12] for P-MCC,
let ̈ and ̈ be the 2P-MCC bit-vectors; their similarity can be computed as:
‖ ̈
̈ ‖
(3)
Y ̈ ̈ V
where XOR denotes the bitwise-exclusive-or between two bit-vectors, ‖ ‖ represents
the 1-norm, and the length of the bit-vectors. Note that the 1-norm of a bit-vector can
be simply computed as the population count (number of bits with value one). The
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similarity Y ̈ ̈ V is always in the range [0,1], where zero means no similarity and one
maximum similarity.
In order to compare two protected templates
and , a single value denoting their
overall similarity has to be obtained from the two sets of bit-vectors. To this purpose, the
Local Greedy Similarity (LGS) approach, originally proposed in [Ca10], can be used to
calculate the global match score as described in [FMC12]. Note that, this approach does
not assume any a priori ordering of the bit-vectors: this allows to randomly shuffle them
inside each 2P-MCC template, to increase the robustness against various types of attacks
(e.g., correlation attacks [KY08]).

3 Experimentation
This section describes several experiments carried out to evaluate the proposed method
and to compare it with the state-of-the-art.
3.1 Minutiae extraction and creation of 2P-MCC descriptors
A state-of-the-art minutiae extraction algorithm (already used in [FMC12]) has been
employed to extract minutiae templates from all fingerprints in all data sets.
2P-MCC descriptors have been derived from the minutiae templates as described in
Section 2. To study the trade-off between accuracy and security, four different
V, Y
V, Y
V and
combinations of parameters Y V have been used: Y
Y
V.
3.2 Verification accuracy
For a full comparison with the state-of-the-art, the evaluation of biometric verification
accuracy has been carried out on FVC2002 [Ma02], FVC2004 [Ma04], and FVC2006
[Ca07] datasets (see Table I in [FMC14]) using the FVC protocol [FMC14]. The
following performance indicators are considered: Equal-Error-Rate (EER), lowest
FNMR for FMR≤0.1% (FMR1000), and lowest FNMR for FMR=0% (ZFMR). To avoid
unfair comparison with single-factor techniques, the accuracy in the token-stolen
scenario [Ya10] is also reported. To simulate this scenario, all the protected templates
are generated using the same secret key .
Tables I compares the accuracy of the proposed protection scheme against other twofactor approaches. It is worth noting that:
 2P-MCC64,64 is more accurate than most of the existing approaches, except for
[MD13];
 as expected, decreasing and/or reduces the accuracy.
Tables II compares the accuracy of the proposed protection scheme against other twofactor approaches, under token-stolen scenario. Only two-factor approaches for which
authors provide results under the token-stolen scenario are here considered. It is worth
noting that:
 2P-MCC64,64 overcomes all existing approaches, but one case (EER on FVC2002
DB1 in Table II);
 2P-MCC64,48 and 2P-MCC32,32 are often more accurate than existing approaches;
 2P-MCC32,24 in some cases outperforms other approaches.
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DB1

1.4

-

3.0
4.9
6.1
8.8
8.6
1.9

-

-

ZFMR

6.6
11.2
15.2
26.3

6.8 9.1 0.1 0.1
13.1 24.6 0.2 0.3
16.5 19.7 0.3 0.6
30.8 40.1 0.9 2.5

0.2
0.4
0.9
4.9

-

-

EER

5.0
7.4
13.6
21.6

FVC2006
DB2
FMR1000

3.1
4.2
5.1
7.8

ZFMR

11.8
16.6
20.0
30.9

FMR1000

-

-

EER

3.8

-

ZFMR

8.4
14.4
18.4
28.0

FMR1000

FMR1000

4.4
6.7
7.8
11.2

EER

EER

1.3 1.4
2.7 4.2
4.7 6.8
11.1 13.2

ZFMR

ZFMR

EER

3.1 4.3 1.1
6.4 7.2 1.7
7.4 10.8 2.7
14.0 14.9 4.4
1.2
0.4

FMR1000

FMR1000

2.0
2.9
4.5
6.8
2.1
0.7

ZFMR

EER
2P-MCC64,64
2P-MCC64,48
2P-MCC32,32
2P-MCC32,24
[BSW07]
[MD13]

TABLE I
VERIFICATION ACCURACY (PERCENTAGE VALUES).
FVC2002
FVC2004
DB2
DB3
DB4
DB1

-

-

-

TABLE II
VERIFICATION ACCURACY IN THE TOKEN-STOLEN SCENARIO (PERCENTAGE VALUES).
FVC2002
FVC2004
FVC2006
DB1
DB2
DB3
DB4
DB1
DB2

22.2
23.6
31.0
48.8
-

ZFMR

ZFMR

18.3
22.1
29.4
38.1
-

EER

FMR1000

21.2 6.3
28.3 8.4
37.1 9.5
45.3 11.5
-

FMR1000

EER

20.7 6.6 18.5
27.4 7.8 19.3
34.5 11.2 33.5
50.1 12.5 39.9
- 11.5 -

ZFMR

FMR1000

EER

3.5 5.5 7.8 18.2
5.6 6.1 9.9 21.9
11.5 16.4 12.2 29.6
16.9 19.9 15.7 37.3
- 11.8 15.7 27.7 -

ZFMR

FMR1000

EER

ZFMR

EER

3.3 6.5 8.1 1.8
4.6 8.6 9.1 2.5
6.6 14.8 19.5 4.3
8.6 23.8 29.9 6.8
3.0 7.2 - 3.6
- 5.0
- 23.7 31.2 -

FMR1000

ZFMR

FMR1000

EER
2P-MCC64,64
2P-MCC64,48
2P-MCC32,32
2P-MCC32,24
[Tu07]
[Ah08]
[KTG10]
[Li10]

0.3
0.6
1.0
1.9
-

0.5
1.2
2.3
4.9
-

1.1
2.2
3.5
9.3
-

3.3 Security analysis
In the following paragraphs, specific experiments are reported to evaluate how 2P-MCC
improves P-MCC irreversibility and provides unlinkability, which are the two
fundamental security requirements for any BTP method [Si12] [Br09].
Irreversibility
To meet the irreversibility requirement, the protected template should not allow the
original minutiae template to be retrieved. The irreversibility of 2P-MCC descriptors is
based on three elements: i) the irreversibility of the P-MCC representation, already
widely discussed in [FMC12], ii) the secrecy of the user-specific key, and iii) the
information loss due to the reduction of the bit-vector length when
.
If a 2P-MCC template is stolen by an attacker, and the attacker does not know the userspecific key , reversing the protect template is practically unfeasible, since the attacker
has no clue about the partial permutation Y V used to create it. In fact, the number of permutations of

objects is equal to

Y

V

[Wi14], which corresponds to

possibilities for 2P-MCC32,24, and to
possibilities for 2P-MCC64,64.
If the user-specific secret key has been stolen as well, the partial permutation Y V,
used to create the stolen template ̈ , can be derived. Then, using Y V, it is possible to
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̂ , where ̂ is the
recover a P-MCC template ̃ from ̈ . Note that if
, then ̃
original template from which the 2P-MCC template was generated. Otherwise, when
̃ can be only partially recovered (i.e.,
, the bit-vectors ̃
bits in ̃ are
since their corresponding values were not stored in ̈ during the protection
step).
In conclusion, the following observations can be drawn:
 In the worst scenario, when both protected template and secret key have been stolen
and
, the irreversibility level is the same of P-MCC: hence it is still quite hard
to retrieve some information about the original minutiae. As an example, for
,
a sophisticated attack strategy is able to reconstruct 26.5% of the original minutiae,
but on the other hand, it is unable to reconstruct 73.5% of the minutiae and creates
69.5% false minutiae [FMC12].
 If the attacker stole the protected template but does not know the key, the
irreversibility level is much higher, since the attacker would have to find the right
partial permutation before trying to reconstruct the minutiae template from the PMCC representation as discussed above. For instance, for 2P-MCC64,64 there are
possible permutations, which makes a brute-force attack unfeasible.
 Finally, when
, 2P-MCC offers a further protection since a portion of the PMCC information is not stored in the template.
Unlinkability
To meet the unlinkability requirement, protected templates generated from the same
biometric trait using different secret keys should be as different as protected templates
generated from different biometric traits. To check this requirement, the following score
distributions are analyzed:
 Same Sample: match scores among templates generated from the same fingerprint
sample using different keys;
 Same Finger: match scores among templates generated from different impressions of
the same finger using different keys;
 Different Finger: match scores among templates generated from the first sample of
different fingerprints using different keys.
Figure 1 shows the above score distributions computed on FVC2006 DB2 dataset for
different values of and . It can be noted that the three curves are almost overlapped in
all graphs: this means that the dissimilarity between protected templates generated from
the same sample/finger is comparable to that of protected templates generated from
different fingers.
3.4 Robustness against attacks
This section describes experiments aimed at assessing the robustness of 2P-MCC
against two different attacks: the former based on revoked templates, and the latter on
compromised security keys.
Revoked template attack
As discussed in the previous sections, 2P-MCC provides diversity and unlinkability, thus
allowing templates to be revoked and renewed. Systematic experiments have been
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performed to evaluate if it is possible to use revoked templates to attack a system based
on 2P-MCC. In particular, two attack scenarios have been considered:
 Type-I attack, where a revoked template is used to attack a system containing a
renewed template created from the same impression;
 Type-II attack, where a revoked template is used to attack a system containing a
renewed template created from another impression of the same finger.
Both attack scenarios have been evaluated under two different security levels: mediumsecurity (matching threshold set to 0.1% FMR), and high-security (matching-threshold
set to 0% FMR) [FMC12]. The attack simulations have been performed on the
FVC2006 DB2 dataset, producing 1680 and 9240 type-I and type-II attacks,
respectively. Table III reports the percentage of successful attacks under both security
levels.
(a)

(c)

Same Sample
Same Finger
Different Finger

Same Sample
Same Finger
Different Finger

Same Sample
Same Finger
Different Finger

Same Sample
Same Finger
Different Finger

(b)

(d)

Figure 1: Score distribution graphs for the proposed protection method to evaluate unlinkability
V, (b) Y
V, (c) Y
V and (d) Y
V.
requirement on FVC2006 DB2 dataset: (a) Y
TABLE III
PERCENTAGE OF SUCCESSFUL ATTACKS (USING A REVOKED 2P-MCC TEMPLATE) ON FVC2006 DB2 AT
MEDIUM- AND HIGH-SECURITY LEVEL.
Medium-security
High-security
Method
Type-I Attack
Type-II Attack
Type-I Attack
Type-II Attack
2P-MCC64,64
0.71%
0.02%
0.00%
0.00%
2P-MCC64,48
0.77%
0.17%
0.24%
0.08%
2P-MCC32,32
0.65%
0.21%
0.24%
0.09%
2P-MCC32,24
0.77%
0.09%
0.06%
0.02%

Token-stolen attack
The accuracy of many two-factor methods strongly depends on the secrecy of the userspecific keys. In these cases, the knowledge of a key allows to easily find collisions (i.e.,
produce false matches) even if the attacker does not possess the biometric sample. For
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this reason, as already discussed in Section 3.2, the robustness of a two-factor system
must be also reported in the token-stolen scenario.
This section reports the results of experiments aimed at evaluating the robustness of 2PMCC against token-stolen attacks; in particular, it is assumed that the attacker knows the
secret key of each user and the percentage of successful attacks is reported for the same
two security levels defined in the previous section: i) medium- and ii) high-security. The
attack simulation has been performed on the FVC2006 DB2 dataset, producing 9730
attack attempts. Table IV reports the percentage of successful attacks: the robustness of
2P-MCC is confirmed, especially at the high-security level.
TABLE IV
PERCENTAGE OF SUCCESSFUL ATTACKS (UNDER THE TOKEN-STOLEN SCENARIO) ON FVC2006 DB2 AT
MEDIUM- AND HIGH-SECURITY LEVEL.
Method
Medium-security
High-security
2P-MCC64,64
4.62%
0.86%
2P-MCC64,48
1.53%
0.53%
2P-MCC32,32
2.50%
1.23%
2P-MCC32,24
1.14%
0.08%

4 Conclusions
In this paper we propose 2P-MCC, a new two-factor template protection approach that
confers to P-MCC the desirable properties of diversity and unlinkability. We evaluated
different parameterizations of 2P-MCC and systematically compared them against stateof-the-art approaches on several benchmarks and scenarios. A thorough security
analysis, in line with recent guidelines and recommendations [Si12] [Br09], was also
carried out. The experimental results show that in most of the cases 2P-MCC performs
better than existing techniques and is quite robust against token-stolen scenario, which is
known to be the main pitfall of two-factors schemes.
Turning a P-MCC template into a 2P-MCC one is straightforward and computationally
light; while in this paper we proposed a simple permutation-based method, in principle
other more sophisticate hamming-distance preserving transforms could be used: this is
what we intend to investigate in our future research.
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Abstract: The prediction of individual characteristics from biometric data which
falls short of full identity prediction is nevertheless a valuable capability in many
practical applications. This paper considers age prediction in two biometric
modalities (iris and handwritten signature) and explores how different feature types
and classification strategies can be used to overcome possible constraints in
different data capture scenarios. Importantly, the paper also explores for the first
time the use of multimodal combination of these two modalities in an age
prediction task.

1 Introduction
Age prediction of individuals based on extractable physical and/or behavioural
characteristics embedded in the individual’s biometric data has become an important
factor in obvious key applications such as forensic medicine, in the support of criminal
investigations,in situations relating to human-computer interaction, networking and
security applications and, not least, in the determination of entitlement to age-limited
goods and services [G08]. While there are many identification strategies or soft
biometric prediction approaches which might be used, estimation of individual
characteristics from biometric data is particularly useful, since this removes the need for
separate physical tokens, the formal inspection of documents, and so on.
In this paper, we will take some important steps towards a better understanding of how
to define an optimal mechanism - the relationship between biometric feature types and
age predictive capabilities - to predict age from biometric data which can be effectively
matched to the operational requirements of both typical biometric and multibiometric
platforms. Initially, we will focus on age prediction from two different individual
biometric modalities, in this case the iris and the handwritten signature, the first
representing a well-known physiological biometric modality, the second a behavioral
one. Subsequently, in order to exploit the benefits of age prediction across the diverse
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range of potential application scenarios, the option of deploying multimodal biometric
systems for the age prediction task will also be investigated. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first time multimodal configurations have been studied for this
task.

2 State of the art
A study of the literature shows that face biometrics have received the greatest attention
in the research area of age estimation [XZS07], [G08], [CY09], [NG14]. Other relevant
research which has also been reported in this context includes the estimation of age
from, for example, voice characteristics [M07], [Mf10], palm [LT11], signature [FA09],
iris [SBF13], [EFA13] and from fingerprint [LT11].
A consideration of age estimation based on the handwritten signature modality is
presented for example in [FA09]. In this particular work, an analysis of how traditional
classifiers behave, both individually and in combination, while performing age
prediction is presented. Three age bands from handwritten signature data were adopted
and the error rates for each individual band was analysed. The proposed methodology
achieves an approximately 5% mean error.
Similarly, a small amount of research has been reported in the literature which aims to
predict age from iris biometrics. For instance, age prediction from iris biometrics is first
studied in [SBF13], and a classification technique which categorises a person into
“young” or “old” age groups from the iris’s texture-based characteristics with an
accuracy of around 64.68% has been proposed. Subsequently, a more comprehensive
studyis proposed in [EFA13]. This adopts a combination of a small number of very
simple geometric features, and a more versatile and intelligent classifier structure which
can achieve accuracies up to 75% with three, rather than just two, age groups .
In summary, although it is thus possible to find some interesting and informative work
dealing with age estimation based on various different biometric modalities, studies
regarding the combination of modalities and feature types which best reflects agerelated information to maximise age estimation accuracy are more difficult to find.

3 Investigating age estimation
This study aims particularly to explore the relationship between biometric feature types
and system predictive capabilities. In some cases, for example, the type of information
available will be dependent on the actual physical sample capture process, while in other
circumstances constraints on processing capability or the computational time window for
feature extraction and related processing may limit the type of data which can be made
available. Appropriate options should therefore be considered if we are to understand
how to optimise performance while taking due account of the constraints imposed by
factors which prevail in any particular practical situation. In fact, for both of our chosen
modalities, such constraints may dictate the consideration of several different possible
feature extraction options. Specifically:
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Handwritten signature modality:

•

•
•

Static features: describe measurements available only from the overall (completed)
output of the signing process. They are typically the only features available when a
conventional imaging approach is used for capture.
Dynamic features: reflect time-based measurements associated with writing
execution, and are thus only available where capture includes some form of pen
trajectory/timing monitoring.
Naturally, it is possible to integrate both static and dynamic features, since dynamic
capture does not preclude the extraction of static measurements.

Iris modality:

•

•
•

Texture features: describe the pattern of the iris available only from the overall
finished output of the acquisition, segmentation, normalisation and feature
extraction process respectively.
Geometric features: describe the shape of the iris, and are thus available only from
the output of the acquisition and segmentation process respectively.
And again, similarly, it is possible to integrate both geometric and texture features to
provide a richer but more computationally intensive feature set.

By investigating attainable system performance with such different feature sets we will
increase our understanding of how capture infrastructure and system configuration
influence system performance profile in differing circumstances, and will thus allow us
to explore which type of features provide the most appropriate and practically useful
information for age prediction with respect to iris and signature modalities. In addition,
we will show how this can be effectively matched to the operational requirements of
both typical biometric and multimodal biometric platforms through the application of
intelligent classifier structures in this type of task.
3.1 Description of the different features
For the signature modality a natural separation into static and dynamic feature sets yields
the features for the static and dynamic cases exemplified in Table 1. For the iris
modality, geometric and texture features shown in Table 1are extracted as in [EFA13].
3.2 Age representation
Since age is a continuous variable, it is usual to divide a given target population into age
bands for the age-related classification process. However, the age-bands adopted in ageprediction studies reported in the literature are found to vary considerably [Mf10],
[SBF13], [FA09]. The choices made in this respect, often with no specified rationale,
make inter-study comparisons and, indeed, any informed or objective choice of age
bands, extremely difficult. In this study, we have partitioned the population into three
age groups as suggested in [EF12]: <25, 25-60 and >60, providing the opportunity to
explore age-related effects across broad but meaningful user categories while
maintaining a good representation of users in each sub-group.
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Static
Geometric

Dynamic

Signature
Texture

Iris

Features
SF1
SF2
SF3
SF4
SF5
SF6
SF7
DF1
DF2
DF3
DF4
DF5
DF6
DF7
GF1
GF2
GF3
GF4
GF5
TF1
TF2
TF3
TF4
TF5
TF6

Description
Signature Width
Signature Height
Height to Width Ratio
Sum of horizontal coordinate values
Sum of vertical coordinate values
Horizontal centralness
Vertical centralness
Total time of the signature
Counts of the pen removal
Pen velocity in the x
Pen velocity in the y
No of times midline is crosses
Changing in the rotation with the z-axis
Average angle toward the positive z-axis
Scalar distance between the x-coordinates of the centre of the iris
Scalar distance between the y-coordinates of the centre of the iris
Scalar distance between the centre of the iris and the pupil
Total area of the iris
Iris radius divided by pupil radius
Mean of the real components in row x
Standard deviation of the real components in row x
Variance of the real components in row x
Mean of the real components in col y
Standard deviation of the real components in col y
Variance of the real components in col y
Table 1: Signature and iris features

3.3 Intelligent structures for enhanced processing
Finding a balance between competing design criteria in biometric-based systems is
always a very challenging task. However, it is often possible to compensate for a
perceived weakness in one step by appropriate modifications at another step. This is a
principle which we embrace here, in order to explore whether in some cases simplicity in
feature choice may still offer performance viability when “intelligent” techniques, such
as targeted machine learning or multiagent systems are deployed. In this context we will
investigate the adoption of some traditional multiclassifier techniques and some
multiagent techniques for our experimentation by using a decision-level fusion approach.
These can be summarised as follows, while more detailed descriptions can be found in
[AF11b]: Sum-based fusion (Multiclassifier system), Majority Voting (Multiclassifier
system), Game Theory-based Negotiation Method (Multiagent system), Sensitivitybased Negotiation Method (Multiagent system). The pool of base classifiers selected for
the experimental study is as follows: Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) [H08], Support
Vector Machines (SVM) [CS00], Optimised IREP (Incremental Reduced Error Pruning)
(JRip) [FW94] and K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN) [A98].
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3.4 Biometric database
The database used in our study is the Data Set 2 (DS2) of the BioSecure Multimodal
Database (BMDB) which was collected as part of an extensive multimodal database by
11 European institutions participating in the BioSecure Network of Excellence [Og10],
and is a commercially available database. The 210 subjects providing both the
handwritten signature and the iris samples contained in this database are within the age
range of 18-73. In this study, we have considered both the age and the identity labels of
subjects while dividing the overall population into testing and the training sets. Hence,
we make sure that the same subjects’ samples are included only in the testing or only in
the training set.
3.5 Unimodal and multimodal biometric age prediction systems
For age prediction from a unimodal biometric system, prediction accuracy is evaluated
with respect to each feature type by using both multiclassifier and multiagent systems.
For age prediction using a multimodal system, prediction accuracy is evaluated with
respect to the feature type by using both multiclassifier and multiagent systems on each
modality and then the obtained scores are used to make the final decision (decision-level
fusion is used to combine iris and signature).

4 Experiments and results
An initial experiment is performed to establish the achievable accuracy of the proposed
age prediction approach with respect to the defined different types of features and
different individual classifiers for both the iris and signature modalities. The results are
shown in Table 2.
In the case of the iris, better performance is achieved by using texture features rather
than geometric features. This is somewhat surprising since the geometric appearance of
the iris changes with age while the texture typically does not [Gj13]. However, since the
performance difference is relatively modest, it is fair to say that this may be an effect of
the differing classification techniques. This will be explored and discussed after
reporting the second experiment. In the case of the signature, better performance is
achieved by using dynamic features than when static features are deployed. This is not
surprising since it has been shown that as subject age increases, features related to pen
dynamics (e.g. velocity, acceleration, pen lifts) decrease in magnitude while, as a
corollary, features related to execution time increase in magnitude [G06]. As we
suggested earlier this shows that the dynamic features of the signature typically provide
more useful information for the age prediction task than the static features.
When we compare the results for the two modalities, age prediction accuracy from the
handwritten signature is better than for iris biometrics for all types of features and
individual classifiers. However, the most significant performance difference occurs
when dynamic features are added in the case of signature. Hence, this shows that the
behavioural nature (dynamic features) of the signature carries more distinct information
about age than the iris physiological characteristics. Therefore, considering all the
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individual classifiers, the age prediction accuracy of both iris and signature modality is
seen to lie between 55% and 75%.
Modality
Iris

Signature

Feature type
Geometric
Texture
All
Static
Dynamic
All

KNN
52.41
55.68
59.84
60.22
62.37
63.66

Classifiers
Jrip
MLP
55.94
57.69
62.50
61.80
63.87
62.46
63.81
64.38
68.11
71.92
69.22
73.64

SVM
59.62
62.06
65.99
65.90
71.24
72.10

Table 2: Accuracy of individual classifiers performing age prediction with different feature
distributions for both Iris and Signature

Subsequently, in order further to investigate how iris and signature (illustrative of a
general multimodal option) could be most effectively exploited for age prediction, a
second experiment is performed to define an optimal mechanism to predict age from
handwritten signature and iris biometric data which can be appropriately matched to the
operational requirements of a typical multimodal configuration. All possible iris and
signature feature combinations are considered and the age prediction accuracy evaluated.
The results obtained are shown in Table 3.
The first general observation regarding these results is that all the fusion techniques
produce better results than the individual classifiers. Also, all the agent-based
negotiation techniques perform better than all the traditional fusion techniques, with
sometimes more than 10% difference in accuracy. Secondly, when all features are used
for both modalities, the best accuracy is achieved and, in some cases, there is a
considerable difference compared with the other scenarios, as when the fusion technique
is an agent-based solution. And finally, the performance difference that had arisen
because of using different feature types for both iris and signature modalities can be seen
to be significantly reduced when agent-based classifiers are used. Hence, this shows that
using appropriate types of features may best reflect ageing related information.
However, in practical situations, where the choice of features may be restricted, we can
see that more powerful or sophisticated classifiers (here, for example, the agent-based
configurations) can be used to compensate for a less discriminatory feature set.
As a summary, our proposed multimodal age prediction system is able to achieve
accuracies up to 90% while the unimodal age prediction systems are able to achieve
accuracies up to 75%. Also, all these results point to some interesting general
observations. For example, the signature appears to be more effective for age prediction
than the iris modality, and intelligent processing techniques can be adopted as a counterbalance to the constraint of a lack of information that may be expected in some
application environments. These are useful guidelines to bear in mind in moving to
specific application scenarios.
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Modality and feature type
Iris Geometric + Signature Static
Iris Texture + Signature Static
Iris Geometric + Signature Dynamic
Iris Texture + Signature Dynamic
Iris All + Signature All

Vote
69.99
67.97
72.41
74.81
78.66

Classifiers
Sum
Sensitivity
66.92
77.34
66.38
79.66
72.93
79.63
75.83
80.33
80.26
91.07

Game
75.29
76.84
76.98
79.84
89.33

Table 3: Accuracy of different combinations of features in multimodal system

5 Conclusions
The performance we have been able to achieve in relation to age prediction accuracy,
even with a limited feature set, is seen to be very encouraging. We should note also that
further performance improvements are likely to be achievable by defining a more
extensive basic feature pool, or exploring optimisation of the classifier configurations.
This comparative study, based on different feature sets and different classification
approaches, are able to provide a system designer with useful information by means of
which to develop targeted strategies to consider the choice of feature and classification
approaches in relation to particular application requirements. We regard these
experimental results as extremely positive, especially in a task domain which has not yet
been extensively investigated to date.
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Abstract: Holistic face recognition methods like PCA and LDA have the disadvantage
that they are very sensitive to expression, hair and illumination variations. This is
one of the main reasons they are no longer competitive in the major benchmarks like
FRGC and FRVT. In this paper we present an LDA based approach that combines
many overlapping regional classiﬁers (experts) using what we call a Fixed FAR Voting
Fusion (FFVF) strategy. The combination by voting of regional classiﬁers means that
if there are sufﬁcient regional classiﬁers unaffected by the expression, illumination or
hair variations, the fused classiﬁer will still correctly recognise the face. The FFVF
approach has two interesting properties: it allows robust fusion of dependent classiﬁers
and it only requires a single parameter to be tuned to obtain weights for fusion of
different classiﬁers. We show the potential of the FFVF of regional classiﬁers using the
standard benchmarks experiments 1 and 4 on FRGCv2 data. The multi-region FFVF
classiﬁer has a FRR of 4% at FAR=0.1% for controlled and 38% for uncontrolled data
compared to 7% and 56% for the best single region classiﬁer.

1

Introduction

Automated face recognition basically started with the PCA (Principle Component Analysis) based eigenfaces method by Sirovich and Kirby [SK87] and Turk and Pentland [TP91].
The eigenfaces are the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of the probability distribution of the vector space of face images. They form a basis set of facial images which
are represented by linear combinations of eigenfaces. Facial images can be compared by
various distance measures in the eigenface space. Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
based face recognition was introduced by Belhumeur et al. [BHK97]. LDA aims to ﬁnd
the combination of features that best separates between classes by maximising the ratio of
the within class and the between class probabilities. To compare a probe sample x to a
reference sample y, this likelihood ratio becomes:
LR(x, y) =

p(x, y|same subject)
p(x, y|diﬀerent subject)

(1)

The likelihood ratio can be regarded as a score and the decision if two facial images are
of the same subject is taken by comparing this score to a threshold. PCA and LDA are
holistic methods. A deﬁciency of these holistic methods is that local variations in the face,
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caused by facial expressions, occlusions by hair etc., see Figure 1, cannot be modelled
well using normal distributions and there are generally insufﬁcient training data available
for those speciﬁc variations. The result is that performance decreases rapidly under facial
expression, hair occlusions, illumination variations etc.

Figure 1: Local variations in the face due to caps, hair, illumination, glasses

One way to reduce sensitivity to these variations is to develop classiﬁers for parts of the
face, called experts. Classiﬁers that combine multiple experts are called multi-expert
classiﬁers. Examples of multi-expert face recognition can be found in [FYL+ 07] and
[HAA07]. The combination or fusion of the experts is a multi-dimensional optimisation
problem, which can be very complicated if the results of many experts must be fused. Popular fusion strategies are sum fusion, where the scores of the individual experts are simply
added together to form a new score, and voting, where each expert may cast a vote and the
number of votes forms a new score.
The multi-expert approach presented in this paper is based on LDA classiﬁers that operate
on overlapping regions of the face which are combined by voting. If the appearance of the
face is changed by expression or occlusion, only part of the face is affected while other
parts remain stable, so some experts will still give a reliable result. Each expert casts a
vote and hence a threshold must be deﬁned for each expert. Our approach to ﬁnding the
thresholds for the experts is based on choosing a ﬁxed FAR for all experts. The Fusion of
all experts we call, therefore, the Fixed FAR Vote Fusion or FFVF. We illustrated the basic
ideas of this approach already for 3D face recognition in [Spr11]. In this paper we report
the results of the FFVF approach for 2D face recognition.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: in section 2, the regional classiﬁers
are described in detail. In section 3 the Fixed FAR Vote Fusion is explained. Section 4
brieﬂy describes alignment of the images. Experiments and results are reported in section
5 and in section 6 conclusions are summarised.

2 Regional Classiﬁers
The LDA based classiﬁer can be derived from the likelihood ratio given in equation 1,
see [VB05]. We assume that the within distribution of all subjects is normal with the
same within class covariance Cw , but different means and that the total distribution of all
faces is normally distributed with total covariance Ct . A simple expression for the log of
the likelihood ratio can now be calculated by ﬁrst applying a transformation T that decorrelates and scales the total distribution such that it becomes white and simultaneously
de-correlates the within distribution. This transformation is obtained using the singular
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values and vectors of Ct and Cw . The log of the likelihood ratio then becomes:
T
T
log LR(x, y) ∝ (X − Y)T Σ−1
w (X − Y) + X X + Y Y

(2)

Where X = Tx and Y = Ty the transformed sample vectors and Σw is a diagonal matrix,
the within class covariance of the transformed face data. Some constants are ignored,
because they merely offset and scale the log likelihood ratio score. Expression 2 deviates
slightly from the commonly used expression for the likelihood ratio where the assumption
is made that the reference sample y is the mean of the class. In this case the YT Y term
vanishes. Expression 2 gives the likelihood of the two samples being of the same class vs
being of different classes, see [VB05]. Determining transformation T involves principle
component analysis using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the total distribution
on a training set. Also a dimensionality reduction is applied and only the p largest singular
values are kept. A second SVD is applied to the within class data to obtain Σw . The l
smallest singular values are kept, that give the best discrimination between subjects.
As mentioned in the introduction, we combine many overlapping region classiﬁers using
a voting strategy. If part of the face is affected by occlusion, expression, poor illumination
conditions, the classiﬁers (experts) for those regions will give low scores. However, the
classiﬁers for the unaffected or less affected regions will still give correct scores. Often, in
order to obtain independent classiﬁers, non-overlapping regions are chosen for the experts.
We chose larger, overlapping facial regions, resulting in dependent classiﬁers but with
better performance. The regions were chosen such that each of them is stable for a certain
kind of variation, e.g. there are regions excluding glasses, others excluding hair and yet
others excluding the mouth area, which is very sensitive to expressions, or shaded eyes.
We deﬁned 30 regions which are illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Regions used for different classiﬁers (experts).

3

Fixed FAR Vote Fusion

There are many approaches to fusion of multiple classiﬁers, but most of them, e.g. the
sum rule, won’t work well for dependent classiﬁers. Also, if e.g. one of the experts gives
a very low score the resulting sum would be low even if the other experts give reasonably
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high scores. A voting approach is much more robust in these cases. If two experts are
dependent, they always give the same votes and therefore, the total score (sum of the
votes) is simply offset by 1, which can easily be corrected by raising its threshold by 1. If
one of the experts gives a very low score, the total vote count is still only decreased by a
single vote. Therefore, we chose a voting scheme for fusion of the regional classiﬁers.
The next problem we have to solve is when each expert is allowed to cast a vote. Each
expert Ei (region classiﬁer) produces a log likelihood ratio score LRi that is compared to
an individual threshold Ti . If the score is above the threshold, the expert casts a vote Vi .
3
0, LRi < Ti
Vi =
(3)
1, LRi ≥ Ti
The total number of votes S forms a new score that is the score of the fused experts. In its
turn this score is compared to a threshold T to decide if the comparison gained sufﬁcient
support (accept) or not (reject).

∑
Vi < T
 reject, S =
i
∑
(4)
D=
Vi ≥ T
 accept, S =
i

To ﬁnd optimal thresholds Ti for all experts, is a complicated high dimensional optimisation problem. Rather than attempting to solve this problem exhaustively, we simplify the
problem. We don’t want poor experts to contribute too much to the errors of the fused
classiﬁer. If a poor classiﬁer often gives a high score for a comparison of two images of
different subjects, the threshold for this expert should be high. Likewise, for good classiﬁers, we choose lower thresholds. This desired behaviour can be realised by choosing the
thresholds Ti such that all experts have the same False Accept Rate (FAR). The ﬁxed FAR
value for each expert is now a single parameter with which we can tune the performance
of the fused classiﬁer. We call this approach Fixed FAR Vote Fusion (FFVF).

4

Registration

Accurate registration or face alignment is of great importance for proper comparison of
facial images using LDA. We used a landmark based approach with 4 landmarks: left and
right eyes, nose and mouth. The landmarks were detected automatically using Viola &
Jones’ boosted cascade detectors [VJ01] within the rectangle of the face area, which was
also detected using a boosted cascade detector. For each face with detected landmarks, a
transformation consisting of rotation, scaling and translation was derived to map the landmarks to a set of mean landmark positions that was obtained using Procrustes analysis on
a set of 500 faces. Registration worked well for both images acquired under controlled
as well as uncontrolled circumstances. In addition to registration, we also performed histogram equalisation or Anisotropic Smoothing [GB03] to the images. The former worked
better for images recorded in controlled circumstances, while the latter gave better results
for uncontrolled recordings.
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5

Experiments and Results

5.1 Data and experimental setup
The performance of the FFVF multi-expert classiﬁer was evaluated using the FRGC (Face
Recognition Grand Challenge) benchmarks for 2D face recognition [PFS+ 06]. This database contains 50 000 recordings of a total of 466 subjects. Each session consists of 4
controlled images, two uncontrolled images and 1 3D image. The controlled images were
recorded in a studio setting and were full frontal facial images with two different illuminations and facial expressions. The uncontrolled images were taken at various locations
with different illumination and facial expressions. A total of 6 experiments were deﬁned
for these data. In this paper, we refer to experiments 1 and 4 which address 2D face
recognition for controlled and uncontrolled circumstances, see Figure 3.

Figure 3: Top row: controlled facial recordings from FRGC; bottom row: uncontrolled

In experiment 1, single controlled 2D images are used as reference and probe samples. A
total of 12 769 images of 222 subjects is available for training consisting of controlled and
uncontrolled images, but we only used controlled images for training. The evaluation set
for experiment 1 consists of 16 028 controlled images of 466 subjects. In experiment 4, a
single controlled image is used as reference and compared to a single uncontrolled image.
The training-set consists of the same 12 769 images as in experiment 1. Here we used
both controlled and uncontrolled images for training. The evaluation set for experiment 4
consists of 16 028 controlled reference images and 8 014 uncontrolled probe images. All
results are reported as veriﬁcation rate (VR) at a false accept rate (FAR) of 0.1%.
After registration, the images were re-sampled to a size of 64 × 45 pixels. A lower resolution reduces execution times, but may also impact performance. The chosen size turned
out to be a good compromise between the two.
Next the following experiments were carried out:
•
•
•
•

Determination of the optimal number of PCA and LDA coefﬁcients (p and l)
Results for experiment 1 and 4 for single regions
Determination of the optimal setting for the Fixed FAR
Results for experiment 1 and 4 for the fused classiﬁer
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5.2

PCA and LDA coefﬁcients

We investigated the optimal settings for the number of PCA and LDA coefﬁcients by
determining the FRR at FAR=0.1% for the training-set. For 3 different experts: mask 0,
9 and 29, the FRR as a function of the number of PCA and LDA coefﬁcients are given
in Figure 4. The optimal setting for the number of PCA coefﬁcients is above 160 and for
LDA above 45. We chose 200 and 65 in our further experiments.

Figure 4: FRR@FAR=0.1% for varying numbers of PCA and LDA coefﬁcients.

5.3 Results for single regions
Next, using the two evaluation sets for experiments 1 and 4 (controlled and uncontrolled),
the FRR at FAR=0.1% was determined for the individual classiﬁers (experts). The FRR for
experiment 1 for the different experts varied from 7% to 58% and for experiment 4 from
56% to 95%. In Table 1, the results are given for the full face mask and the best performing
mask experts. For completeness, also the Equal Error Rates (EER) are provided.

Experiment 1
Experiment 4

full face mask
EER FRR@FAR=0.1%
2.1%
8.3%
8.5%
56.2%

best mask
EER FRR@FAR=0.1%
1.9%
7.2%
8.5%
56.2%

Table 1: Performance of individual experts

The best performing mask for the controlled images is the full face with the mouth area
removed. For the uncontrolled images (experiment 4) it is just the full face mask.
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5.4

Determination of the Fixed FAR

The Fixed FAR to determine the thresholds for the experts is the single parameter of the
FFVF fusion. To ﬁnd its optimal value, the training set was split into 2 partitions, one for
training and one for tuning the Fixed FAR (7666 resp. 5110 images of 222 subjects). All
experts were retrained using the training partition and the threshold for each expert was
determined for a range of Fixed FAR values. Next the performance of the fused classiﬁer
was determined by ﬁnding the threshold on the number of votes for FAR=0.1% on the
tuning partition. The performance of the fused classiﬁer on the tuning partition expressed
as FRR at FAR=0.1% as a function of the Fixed FAR is given in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Performance of the fused classiﬁer as a function of the Fixed FAR

From Figure 5 we can observe that the optimal choice for the Fixed FAR is 0.1% (lowest
FRR).

5.5 Results for fused classiﬁer
Finally, the experts are retrained on the full training-set and the thresholds are determined
on the training-set for a Fixed FAR of 0.1% as found in section 5.4 and fused classiﬁcation
results are determined for the controlled and uncontrolled evaluation-sets as deﬁned for experiments 1 and 4 of the FRGC benchmarks. The results, expressed as FRR at FAR=0.1%
and EER are given in Table 2 together with the best performing individual experts.

Experiment 1
Experiment 4

fused classiﬁer
EER FRR@FAR=0.1%
1.4%
4.0%
9.2%
38.4%

best single expert
EER FRR@FAR=0.1%
1.9%
7.2%
8.5%
56.2%

Table 2: Performance of fused classiﬁer

We observe a signiﬁcant reduction of the FRR at FAR=0.1% for both controlled (7.2% to
4.0%) as well as uncontrolled images (56.2% to 38.4%). The EER for the fused classiﬁer for experiment 1 (controlled) decreases, but for experiment 4 (uncontrolled) slightly
increases relative to the best single expert. The latter can be explained by the fact that the
fused classiﬁer was optimised for FAR=0.1%.
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6

Conclusion

We present a multi-expert approach to face comparison with many classiﬁers for overlapping regions. The reasoning is that if part of the face is affected due to variations in
expression, illumination or occlusion, other parts remain stable and can be used for reliable
facial recognition. We propose a Fixed FAR Vote Fusion (FFVF) approach, where each
expert casts a vote if its score is above a threshold which is selected by the Fixed FAR.
The number of votes is regarded as the score of the fused classiﬁer. We show that using
regional LDA based classiﬁers fused using FFVF, performance improves for the controlled
(FRR drops from 7.2% to 4% at FAR=0.1%) and uncontrolled (FRR drops from 56.2% to
38% at FAR=0.1%) experiments of the FRGC 2D face recognition benchmark.
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Abstract: This paper deals with the biometric recognition of 3D faces with the emphasis on the low-cost depth sensors; such are Microsoft Kinect and SoftKinetic DS325.
The presented approach is based on the score-level fusion of individual recognition
units. Each unit processes the input face mesh and produces a curvature, depth, or texture representation. This image representation is further processed by speciﬁc Gabor
or Gauss-Laguerre complex ﬁlter. The absolute response is then projected to lowerdimension representations and the feature vector is thus extracted. Comparison scores
of individual recognition units are combined using transformation-based, classiﬁerbased, or density-based score-level fusion. The results suggest that even poor quality
low-resolution scans containing holes and noise might be successfully used for recognition in relatively small databases.

1

Introduction

The face is one of the most used biometric modalities. Although there has been a rapid
development in recent years [ANRS07] and the facial biometric is also accepted in the
industry, there are still some challenges that should be considered when one is designing a
face recognition system. The classical approach utilizing 2D photographs has to deal with
illumination and pose variation. This can be solved when the 3D face recognition is used,
however, the biggest disadvantage of this approach are much higher acquisition costs.1
The expansion of personal depth sensors related with the new ways of the human-computer
interaction in recent years markedly lowered the price of 3D acquiring devices for personal
use. This paper describes the face recognition pipeline utilizing such low-cost devices, i.e.,
Microsoft Kinect 3602 and SoftKinetic DS3253 sensors.
The biggest challenge of the face recognition based on the low-cost depth sensors is the
quality of acquired scans. While, for example, the Minolta Vivid or Artec 3D M scanners
provide a highly precise geometry with outstanding resolution and level of detail, the scans
retrieved from the Kinect or DS325 sensors are noisy, have low resolution and sometimes
contain holes (see Figure 1(a)).
1 Full-length

version of this paper can be found at: http://www.ﬁt.vutbr.cz/ imracek/pubs.php?id=10679

2 http://www.xbox.com/kinect/

3 http://www.softkinetic.com/products/depthsensecameras.aspx
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(a) Scans from SoftKinetic (left), Kinect (middle), and Minolta Vivid (right) sensors.

(b) Application of feature preserving mesh denoising – before (left) and after (middle). Basic Gaussian smoothing is on the right side of the ﬁgure.

Figure 1: Input scans and mesh denoising algorithm.

1.1

Related Work

Our approach represents a combination of holistic and feature-based methods. We are using the holistic feature extraction method - Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [DGG05]
performed on the image representation of the face surface. However, we process the image
with the bank of ﬁlters ﬁrst. E.g. the Gabor ﬁlter offers localization of speciﬁc properties
of the image in spatial as well as frequency domain. Thus our approach may be also
considered as the feature based recognition.
The similar approach, where the holistic and local features are combined, is presented
in [Ard12]. Their method is based on a set of facial depth maps extracted by multiscale extended Local Binary Patterns (eLBP). The following SIFT-based matching strategy combines local and holistic analysis. In [KED12] a block based face analysis approach is proposed which provides the advantage of robustness to nose plastic surgery alterations. The
method utilizes local description. PCA, Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and Circular
Local Binary Pattern (CLBP) are applied over image blocks to extract block features.
The utilization of Kinect sensor for face recognition was proposed in [LMLK13] where
Sparse Representation Classiﬁer (SRC) is applied on the range images as well as on the
texture. Moreover, the RGB channels of the texure are transformed using Tensor Discriminant Color Space (TDCS).
The application of the Gabor and Gauss-Laguerre ﬁlters for thermal face recognition has
been previously proposed in our work [VMD+ 12]. We have shown that the score-level
fusion of individual face recognition classiﬁers based on PCA and ICA applied on images
processed by Gabor and Gauss-Laguerre ﬁlter banks signiﬁcantly outperforms individual
face classiﬁers.
We also investigated the utilization of image ﬁlters and score-level fusion in our previous work that deals with 3D face recognition [MVL+ 14]. In this paper, the recognition
pipeline is generalized in order to deal with poor-quality scans.

2

Pre-processing

The pose invariation of our recognition algorithm is solved using the Iterative Closest
Point (ICP) algorithm. The input face mesh is aligned to the reference face template, such
that the sum of distances between corresponding points of template and input mesh are
minimal. Fast Library for Approximate Nearest Neighbors (FLANN) is used in order to
achieve a fast calculation of corresponding points.
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The scans acquired using the SoftKinetic sensor suffer from high noise and peak presence.
Although one can use stronger Gaussian smooth ﬁlter, our experiments show that much
better, in terms of recognition performance, is the application of the feature-preserving
mesh denoising algorithm [SRML07]. The example of application of such ﬁlter is in
Figure 1(b).
We estimate the principal curvatures k1P and k2P at each point P from the range image
representation of the aligned mesh [MBDD11]. Several important surface image representations can be directly deduced from the principal curvature values. The mean curvature
HP , Gaussian curvature KP , and the shape index SP :
)
?
1
1
k 1P + k 2 P
1
(1)
HP = (k1P + k2P ) , KP = k1P k2P , SP = − atan
2
2 π
k 2P − k 1 P
Another image curvature representation is the eigencurvature [Rus09] that is computed
from the image point P = (px , py , pz()T and its 8 surroundings
(P1 , P2 , . . . , P8 ). It is
)
based on the PCA of the matrix M = P P1 · · · P8 . The PCA reveals 3 eigenvectors and their corresponding eigenvalues l0 , l1 , and l2 (l0 > l1 > l2 ). The eigencurvature
EP is then EP = l0 +ll21 +l2 . The examples of various texture, depth, and curvature representations are in Figure 2.

Figure 2: From left to right: texture, range image, mean curvature, Gaussian curvature, shape index,
and eigencurvature.

3

Feature extraction

3.1 Filter Banks
The image ﬁlter banks are set of m 2D kernels that are convolved with the input image.
This convolution provides m new images that are further used for the feature extraction
and comparison. We utilize the Gabor ﬁlter bank and Gauss-Laguerre ﬁlter bank.
The complex Gabor ﬁlter [Lee96] is deﬁned as the product of a Gaussian kernel and a
complex sinusoid. Our Gabor ﬁlter bank consists of 56 ﬁlters with the varying orientation
o ∈ (0, 1, . . . , 7) and frequency f ∈ (1, 2, . . . , 7).
The Gauss-Laguerre wavelets [AP07] are polar-separable functions with harmonic angular
shape. They are steerable in any desired direction by simple multiplication with a complex
steering factor and as such they are referred to self-steerable wavelets. Our Gauss-Laguerre
ﬁlter bank consists of 35 ﬁlters that were created with parameters n ∈ (1, 2, 3, 4, 5), k = 0,
j = 0 with sizes 16 × 16, 24 × 24, 32 × 32, 48 × 48, 64 × 64, 72 × 72, and 96 × 96 pixels.
The examples of the application of Gabor and Gauss-Laguerre ﬁlters are in Figures 3(a)
and 3(b) respectively.
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(a) Gabor ﬁlter applied on the shape index image. (b) Gauss-Laguerre ﬁlter applied on the texture image.

Figure 3: Example of application of Gabor and Gauss-Laguerre image ﬁlters. From left in each
sub-ﬁgure: input image, real part of the kernel, and absolute response (modulus).

3.2

Modiﬁed PCA

Probably the most crucial part of every biometric system is the selection of the feature
extraction algorithm and the subsequent comparison metric. In the area of face recognition,
a well established feature methods are PCA, LDA, and ICA [DGG05]. We have compared
PCA, LDA as well as ICA in our experiments and selected modiﬁed PCA as the feature
extraction method that best suits our needs.
In plain PCA, the components of the projected vector are proportional to the variability
that is expressed as the corresponding eigenvalue. This unbalance of individual feature
vector components leads to neglect of those feature vector components that may have
positive impact on the recognition performance, however their associated eigenvalue is
too small. In order to avoid that, individual feature vector components are normalized
after PCA projection using z-score normalization. That is, an arbitrary feature vector
i
, where x̄i is the mean value of the
X = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xm ) is modiﬁed such xi ← xiσ−x̄
i
component i and σi is corresponding standard deviation.
Usually, the basic Euclidean distance is used in order to compare two feature vectors. We
have tried other metric functions as well and the correlation metric achieved the best results
in our experiments.

4

Score-level Fusion

According to [NCDJ08], score fusion techniques can be divided into the following three
categories: Transformation-based – the scores are ﬁrst normalized (transformed) to a common domain and then combined. Classiﬁer-based – scores from multiple matchers are
treated as a feature vector and a classiﬁer is constructed to discriminate genuine and impostor scores. Density-based score – this approach is based on the likelihood ratio test and
it requires explicit estimation of genuine and impostor comparison score densities.
We use a weighted sum as a representative of transformation-based fusion. The classiﬁerbased fusion is provided by the SVM classiﬁer with linear kernel. The density-based
fusion is represented by the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [NCDJ08].
When the fusion of scores from individual classiﬁers is involved, the emphasis should be
put on the selection of classiﬁers in order to avoid degradation of recognition performance
caused by score correlation and performance bias [PB05]. Our face pre-processing produces 6 representations of the face texture, shape, and curvature. Moreover, each representation is optionally convoluted with one of 56 Gabor ﬁlters or 35 Gauss-Laguerre ﬁlters.
That yields to 6 · (1 + 56 + 35) = 552 possible score-level fusion inputs (units). The
exhaustive search of all potential combinations of input classiﬁers (2552 − 1) is therefore
impossible.
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We employ a greedy hill-climbing wrapper selection mechanism. The optimization criterion is the achieved EER of the fusion on the training set. The selection wrapper selects
the best units in the ﬁrst iteration. In subsequent iterations, the unit that best improves the
fusion is added to the selected units set. The selection is ended when there is no further
unit to add or if there is no improvement.

5

Evaluation

Our databases were acquired using Microsoft Kinect and SoftKinetic DS325 depth sensors. We developed a simple enrollment application, where users had to position their
head to the speciﬁc distance from the sensor. The process of capturing was fully automatic
– once the face was detected, users were notiﬁed not to move and their 3D face model was
acquired. The SoftKinetic database consists of 320 scans divided to 3 portions – training
set (13 subjects, 94 scans), validation set (12 subjects, 60 scans), and evaluation set (26
subjects, 166 scans). The Kinect database consists of 110 scans divided to 2 equally sized
portions – training and evaluation sets, both with 55 scans and 9 subjects.
5.1 SoftKinetic
Table 1 brings the detailed overview of the unit selection process using the wrapper. The
individual units as well as the SVM-based fusion were trained on the training portion of
the SoftKinetic database. Values in the table show that even if the particular unit has EER
26% it can contribute to the overall recognition performance.
The Gabor(f, o) in Table 1 stands for the application of Gabor ﬁlter with frequency f and
orientation o. The G-L(s, n) stands for the application of Gauss-Laguerre ﬁlter with size s
and appropriate parameter n.
Table 1: Wrapper unit selection training - SVM fusion on the SoftKinetic database.

Iteration
1
2
..
.

14

Selected unit
Image data Applied Filter
Depth
Gabor(7,2)
Eigen
Gabor(4,5)
..
..
.
.
Gauss

G-L(16,1)

Unit EER

Fusion EER

0.0867
0.1404
..
.

0.0867
0.0657
..
.

0.2580

0.0262

We have evaluated all three major score-level fusion techniques on the SoftKinetic database.
The individual weights of the weighted sum fusion are proportional to the achieved EERs
on the training portion of the database. The weight wi of unit i is:
0.5 − eeri
i=j (0.5 − eerj )

w i = ∑n

(2)

where eeri is the achieved EER for unit i and n is the number of units. The transformationbased fusion requires a normalization of the input scores prior to the fusion itself. We are
using a simple normalization of input score s:
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s←

s − geni
impi − geni

(3)

where geni is the mean genuine score for unit i and impi is correponding mean impostor
score.
The SVM classiﬁer is using a simple linear kernel. Although there should be no need for
prior score normalization, we are using the same normalization technique as in weighted
sum fusion. Our experiments shown that this has positive impact on the recognition performance.
The GMM-based fusion is trained using the expectation-maximization algorithm. Both
genuine and impostor distributions are modeled using 5 Gaussian mixtures with diagonal
covariance matrices.
The results are shown in Table 2. It has emerged that there is not a signiﬁcant difference
between individual fusion techniques. For example, the lowest FNMR for a given FMR =
0.001 is achieved with SVM-based fusion, but the best at FMR = 0.0001 is the weighted
sum. Figure 4(a) shows DET curves of evaluated techniques.
Table 2: Fusion techniques on the SoftKinetic database.

0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
1e-05

EER on the evaluation set
0.0321
0.0259
0.0350

SoftKinetic, SVM
SoftKinetic, wSum
SoftKinetic, GMM

0.0001

0.001

0.01

0.1

FNMR

FNMR

Fusion type
Weighted sum
SVM
GMM

1

0.2
0.18
0.16
0.14
0.12
0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0
0.0001

FNMR at FMR = 0.001
0.1097
0.1172
0.1556

Kinect, SVM

0.001

0.01

0.1

1

FMR

FMR

(a) Comparison of fusion techniques on the SoftKinetic (b) Evaluation of SVM fusion on the Kinect database.
database.
0.25

FRGC, SVM, training set
FRGC, SVM, evaluation set 1
FRGC, SVM, evaluation set 2
FRGC, SVM, evaluation set 3

FNMR

0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
1e-05

0.0001

0.001

0.01

0.1

FMR

(c) Evaluation on the FRGC v2.0 database.

Figure 4: DET curves.
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1

5.2

Kinect

In this subsection, we present performance of our face recognition algorithm on the Kinect
database with SVM fusion. As it was shown in previous subsection, the results with
weighted sum or GMM-based fusion are similar. The only difference between SoftKinetic and Kinect input face mesh pre-processing is the absence of the feature-preserving
denoising. Scans acquired with Kinect are less noisy and thus they need no special denoising treatment. On the other hand, they have lower resolution. This is because the Kinect is
able to capture depth data from greater distance than SoftKinetic sensor. The DET curve
of our recognition algorithm evaluated on the Kinect database is in Figure 4(b).
5.3

FRGC

In order to allow a direct comparison of our recognition algorithm with others, we also
made evaluations on the FRGC v2.0 database. We used the ,,spring2004“ part of the
database divided into 5 isolated non-overlapping portions. First portion (416 scans) was
used for training of individual PCA projections, the second portion (451 scans) was used
for the selection of suitable fusion units and training of the SVM classiﬁer. The last three
portions (414, 417, and 308 scans) were reserved for evaluation. Each subject was present
just in one portion. The achieved EERs as well as FNMR values at speciﬁc FMRs are
summarized in Table 3. Corresponding DET curves are in Figure 4(c).
Table 3: Evaluation on the FRGC database.

6

Set

EER

Training set
Evaluation #1
Evaluation #2
Evaluation #3

0.0053
0.0117
0.0116
0.0214

FNMR at
FMR = 0.001
0.0314
0.0659
0.0466
0.0688

FNMR at
FMR = 0.0001
0.0837
0.1176
0.1087
0.1381

Conclusion

The presented 3D face recognition algorithm is robust enough in order to deal with poor
quality scans acquired with the Kinect or SoftKinectic DS325 sensors. We have also
made evaluations on the FRGC v2.0 database. Our experiments show that the real-world
application of the face recognition employing a low-cost device may be limited by desired
security and the expected size of the database. The veriﬁcation or identiﬁcation within
the database consisting of 26 persons employing SoftKinectic DS325 sensor is convenient
for users even when the desired security of the system is set to FMR = 0.001. Further
robustness of the recognition may be achieved using more than one reference template.
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Fusion of Gait and ECG for Biometric User Authentication
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Abstract: A new multi-modal biometric authentication approach using gait and electrocardiogram (ECG) signals as biometric traits is proposed. The individual comparison scores derived from the gait and ECG are normalized using several methods
(min-max, z-score, median absolute deviation, tangent hyperbolic) and then four fusion approaches (simple sum, user-weighting, maximum score and minimum core) are
applied. Gait samples are obtained by using a inbuilt accelerometer sensor from a mobile device attached to the hip. ECG signals are collected by a wireless ECG sensor,
which is based on a 2 led ECG signals attached on the breast. The fusion results of
these two biometrics show an improved performance and a large step closer for user
authentication for biometric user authentication.

1

Introduction

The combination between gait and ECG recognition as a biometric is a relatively new area
of study, within the realms of biometric user authentication. It has been receiving growing
interest within the mobile phone community and a number of gait/ecg approaches have
been developed, but to the best of our knowledge never fused for user authentication purposes. Initial studies into medical gait and ecg suggested that they had a ”unique” personal
characteristic, especially gait with its cadence and was cyclic in nature in 1967 [Mur67].
Later, Johanssons’ [Joh73] focus on gait attached moving lights onto human subjects on
all the major body parts and showed these moving patterns to human observers. The
observers could recognise the biological patterns of gait from the moving light displays
(MLDs), even when some of the markers were detached, once again indicating gait as a
potential candidate as a prominent biometric.
Research on accelerometer-based gait recognition started in 2005 by Ailisto et al. [ALM+ 05]
and was further investigated by Gafurov [Gaf08]. In the initial stages, dedicated accelerometers were used and worn to different body parts like the feet, hip, arm or ankle.
Only recently researchers started to use smart phones as ”sensors” [DNBB10].
This article focuses on the emerging biometric technology, namely the electrocardiography (ECG) recognition aswell. This modality has had about 15 years of development in
research, but not in the ﬁeld of biometrics. ECG are based on physiological signals, rather
than more traditional biological traits. These have some advantages. Since every living
and functional person has a recordable ECG signal, the ECG feature becomes universal.
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Moreover heart damage is something that rarely occurs, so it seems to be quite invariant across time. The advantage of this bio signal is that it gives some sort of liveliness
measurement to avoid spoof attack.
ECG and Gait recognition has something in common and can be seen as advantageous
over other forms of biometric identiﬁcation techniques. It is difﬁcult to mimick ,and by
trying to do so the mimicker must have a ECG/Gait scanner which is more unnatural and
in the same time not possible [RDCR08].
In this paper we present a fusion of ECG recognition and accelerometer-based gait recognition as means of verifying the identity of the user of a mobile device. The main purpose
of this paper is to study how it is possible to lower down the user effort while keeping the
error rates in an acceptable and practical range.

2
2.1

Data Collection
ECG Signal Data

The low-consumption chip which is used for collecting ECG data is the BMD101 from
NeuroSkyss 3rd generation bio-signal detection and processing SoC (3mm x 3mm in size)
and gives real-time reporting of heart rate (+/- 1bpm) [Neu12]. It is designed with an
analog front-end circuitry and a ﬂexible, powerful digital signal processing structure. It
targets bio-signal inputs ranging from uV to mV level and deployed passes the raw signal
through with proprietary algorithms. The low-noise-ampliﬁer and ADC are the main components of the BMD101 analog front end. Because of the BMD101âs low system noise
and programmable gain, it can detect bio-signals and convert them into digital words using
a 16-bit high resolution ADC. The AFE also contains a sensor-off detection circuit. The
heart of the BMD101 digital circuit is a powerful system management unit. It is in charge
of overall system conﬁguration, operation management, internal/external communication,
proprietary algorithm computation, and power management. BMD101 also comes with
hardwired DSP blocks to accelerate calculations, such as various digital ﬁltering, under
the supervision of the system management unit and ﬁnally has 64-byte TX FIFO UART
serial interface (57600). The BMD100 is main component for capturing ECG and is the
black square in the middle illustrated in Figure 1(Left). The chip takes as input the signal from the electrodes and either sent it to bluetooth or any kind of Microcontroller or
PC. The experiment was carried out on indoor. The 30 subjects who participated wore an
wireless ECG device attached with 2-leads as seen in Figure 1. The two leds were placed
above the right breast and the second sensor were placed below the left breast. The ECG
placement had more or less had the same orientation for all subjects. The subjects made
the experiment over the same day and were asked to sit and relax. The subject had to
sit down for 5 minutes while the recording was active. After that, each minute was then
stored as one session resulting in 5 sessions totally. The ECG sensor used was a BMD101
commercial sensor , with a high accurate sampling frequency rate. The data was sent realtime from the wireless device to an Android based phone as seen in Figure 1 (Right Image
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Figure 1: Left: Chip Diagram. Middle: Two lead wireless ECG-monitor. Right: Android
screenshot: The raw ECG signal from ecg device to the Android tablet
in realtime. The information retrieved retrieved was the time, raw signal of the ECG and
heart-rate.

2.2

Gait Data

So as to obtain acceleration data we used the Samsung Nexus S smartphone as seen in
Figure 2. It consists of a high quality accelerometer which can measure the body motion in three directions (x,y,z). The acceleration range of the accelerometer is between
-2g and +2g. The sampling occurs at nonequidistant intervals with a frequency sampling
about 150 samples per second in all three directions. The x direction indicates the vertical
acceleration which does also contain the gravity. The y-acceleration corresponds to the
forward-backward movement and the z-acceleration indicates the lateral acceleration.
In the experiment we requested volunteers to execute different activities, namely normal,
fast and slow walking. In total, 30 subjects participated where most of them used shoes
with ﬂat sole. All volunteers were asked to perform the three mentioned types of activities
15 times for the same ﬁxed distance of around 29 meters for one activity. That would
give 29 * 15 = 435 meters of walking for one user per session. One session includes
random chosen activities (normal, fast or slow) equally distributed. The volunteers in the
experiment were students and employees from all places. In addition 5 random volunteers
were asked to walk one extra time per activity per session. This will cause in (5 * 16) +
(25 * 15) = 455 walks in total. The gender distribution was the same as with the ECG
experiment.

2.3 Multi-biometric Data
The subjects in the ECG and gait experiments are different. However, assuming noncorrelation of persons ECG patterns and gait (walking style) we randomly pick up a gait
sample and assign it to ecg sample.
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Figure 2: Left: Google Nexus S phone Right: Cycle samples of walks from the Nexus S.

3 Feature Extraction and Comparison
The raw data retrieved from the ECG and Nexus S sensor needs to be processed in order
to create robust templates for each subject. The advantage with these two data output is
that we can apply almost the same feature extraction method with small modiﬁcations and
comparison. We apply the method from [DBH10] as this will serve well to our ecg and
gait data. The cycle-detection is thus brieﬂy explained below:
Preprocessing: At ﬁrst we apply linear time interpolation on the raw signal data retrieved
from the sensor to obtain a linear observation since the time intervals between two observation points are not always equal. Another weakness from the sensor is the fact that the
ECG data will be outputted with some noise. This noise is removed by using a weighted
moving average. This is applied both for ecg and gait cycles.
Cycle Detection: From the data it is known that one cycle-length varies between x samples
depending on the gait/heartrate of the person. Therefore we need to get an estimation of
how long one cycle is for each subject. This is done by extracting a small subset of the
data and then compare the subset with other subsets of similar length (cross-correlation).
Based on the distance scores between the subsets, the average cycle length is computed.
Since both ECG and gait signals outputs time-values with peaks (minimas and maximas),
the main difference here is that within ECG we make a maximum peak search from one
cycle to another, whereas for gait we apply the minimum peak search.
Odd Cycle Removal: Before starting on the actual analysis, we ensure to skip cycles that
are very different from the others. This is done by taking each cycle and calculate its
distance to every other cycle by using dynamic time warping (DTW). This process is the
same for both gait and ecg cycles.
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4
4.1

Score Level Fusion
Score Normalization

The comparison scores at the output of the individual comparators may sometimes not be
homogeneous. In that case we simple calculate the multiplicative inverse for the distance
score.For our case the ECG and gait were of same kind, and thus no modiﬁcations were
needed. However, the outputs of the individual comparators need not to be on the same
numerical scale (range) and in the same time the comparison scores at the output of the
comparators may also follow different statistical distributions [JNR05].
Score normalization is therefore used to map the scores of each simple-biometric into
one common domain. Some of the methods are based on the Neyman-Pearson lemma,
with simplifying assumptions. Mapping scores to likelihood ratios, for example, allows
them to be combined by multiplying under an independence assumption. The other approaches may be based on modifying other statistical measures of the comparison score
distribution. What is relevant to know is that score normalization is related very close to
score-level fusion since it affects how scores are combined and interpreted in terms of biometric performance. The normalization functions, which are applied in this paper are the
Min-Max, Z-Score, Median Absolute Deviation and Hyperbolic Tangent. Their formulas
are described in details in [ISO].

Figure 3: Overview of the proposed method in the score-level fusion. ECG is at the top
and Gait at the bottom.

4.2

Score Fusion

When individual biometric comparators output a set of possible matches along with the
quality of each match (comparison score), integration can be done at the comparison score
level, see Figure 3. The comparison score output by a comparator contains the richest
information about the input biometric sample in the absence of feature-level or sensorlevel information. Furthermore, it is relatively easy to access and combine the scores
generated by several different comparators. Consequently, integration of information at the
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comparison score level is the most common approach in multi-modal biometric systems.
The fusion approaches applied are the Simple Sum, Minimum Score, Minimum Score and
User Weighting which are further described in [ISO].

5

Results

The results shown below are algorithm performances for biometric veriﬁcation purposes.
Experiments were performed in order to compare the following conﬁguration; 1 Performance of single modalities, i.e. ECG recognition and gait recognition separately and 2
Performance of multi-modalities, i.e. ECG recognition and gait recognition fused.
Table 1 takes all of ECG and gait, which are performing best, and is fused with gait data.
Given an EER of 4.2 for ECG and an EER of 7.5 for Gait we gain an overall fused performance of EER = 1.26 %. However, Table 2 shows how large an improvement can be done
ECG
4.2
4.9
5.1
6.6

Gait
7.5
10.3
15.5
16.0

ECG + Gait
1.26
1.46
1.58
1.70

Normalization
MinMax
MAD
MAD
MAD

Fusion
Simple Sum
Simple Sum
Simple Sum
Simple Sum

Table 1: Smallest EERs after fusion.
by having high numbers of EERs. Given that ECG has an EER of 20 and gait has an EER
of 40 we gain an improved EER of 7.3.
ECG
13
15
19
20

Gait
36
38
40
40

ECG + Gait
6.5
7.0
7.1
7.3

Normalization
MinMax
MinMax
MAD
MAD

Fusion
Weigthed
Simple Sum
Simple Sum
Simple Sum

Table 2: Most improved EERs after fusion.

6

Discussion

Since personal handhold devices at present time only offer means for explicit user authentication, this authentication usually takes place one time; only when the mobile device has
been switched on. After that the device will function for a long time without shielding user
privacy. If it is lost or stolen, a lot of private information such as address book, photos,
ﬁnancial data and user calendar may become accessible to a stranger. Even the networking capabilities on the handhold device can be used without restraint until the holder of
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the device discovers the loss of it and informs this to the network provider. In order to decrease the risks to the owner’s security and privacy, mobile devices should verify its user
regularly and discreetly who in fact is carrying and using them. Gait recognition is wellsuited for this purpose but is difﬁcult under unusual and challenging conditions. In view
of the fact that the risk of a handhold device being stolen is high in public area (transport,
shopping areas etc), the method for unobtrusive user authentication should work. Since
people frequently move about on foot (at short distances) in places where the probability
of losing a handhold device are high, a fusion of gait processing with biometrics such as
ECG recognition is an opportunity to protect personal devices in noisy and normal environments. A possible application scenario of a multi-modal biometric user veriﬁcation
system in a mobile device could be as follows; When a device such as a mobile phone,
is ﬁrst taken into use it would enter a ”practicing” learning mode for an appropriate time
session, say 24 hours. For this period of time the system would not only form the gait and
ECG templates, but also investigate the solidity of the behavioral biometrics with respect
to the user in question. Password-based or PIN code user authentication would be used
during the learning session. If the solidity of the gait and ecg biometrics was sufﬁcient
enough, the system would go into a biometric authentication ”state”, a state that will need
conﬁrmation from the owner. In this state the system would asynchronously verify the
owner’s identity every time the owner walked while carrying the phone different places or
eventually talked into it. The system would be in a safe state for a certain period of time
after veriﬁcation. If new veriﬁcation failed, the system would use other means to verify
the user, e.g. asking for ECG.
Gait biometrics is a behavioral biometrics, and gait can be affected by different factors.
Using wearable sensors in gait recognition is a quite new ﬁeld and therefore a lot of further research would be needed. By looking at topics that are directly connected to this
paper it is natural to include more testing conditions, like e.g. walking up- or downhill,
injuries, tiredness, heavy load carrying , high-heeled shoes wearing etc. but it would also
be interesting to look at several types of environments like the surface, e.g. walking on
grass, bad grounds, gravel, sand, etc.
Although the use of gait biometrics alone might be insufﬁcient for user authentication,
experiments during this project has shown that its use as a complementary modality to
ECG recognition improves the performance.

7

Conclusion

The multi-modal biometric method for frequent biometric user authentication of mobile
devices proposed in this paper was investigated in a technology test. It contained ECG
with placement of sensor on the chest and gait sensor with placement of the accelerometer
module in the hip. ECG-based recognition resulted in different performances of using
four different comparators. The best functioning comparator resulted in an EER of 4.2
%, while gait gained an EER of 7.5 %. Our experimental results show that in all cases
that fused algorithm performance (ECG + gait) was signiﬁcantly improved compared to
performances of individual modalities. By using multi-modal authentication we achieved
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best EER interval of 1.26 % - 1.70 %. The shown results suggest the possibility of using the
proposed method for protecting personal devices such as PDAs, smart suitcases, mobile
phones etc. In a future of truly pervasive computing, when small and inexpensive hardware
can be embedded in various objects, this method could also be used for protecting valuable
personal items. Moreover, reliably authenticated mobile devices may also serve as an
automated authentication in relation to other systems such as access control system or
automated external system logon.

8
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Abstract: Template protection technology can protect the conﬁdentiality of a biometric template by certain conversion. We focus on the key-binding approach for
template protection. This approach generates a secure template (or a conversion template) from joint data of a user’s speciﬁc key with a user’s template, and the key can
be correctly extracted from the secure template only when a queried biometric feature
is sufﬁciently close to the original template. While almost all conventional schemes
use the error correcting code (ECC) technique, we present a new technique based on
lattices to give a new key-binding scheme. Our proposed scheme can provide several
requirements (e.g., diversity and revocability) for template protection, which cannot be
provided by ECC-based schemes such as the fuzzy commitment and the fuzzy vault.

1 Introduction
Biometrics is an authentication of users by using their physiological or behavioral features. Examples of the physiological ones include ﬁngerprint, iris, face and vein, while
signature, keystroke dynamics, and gait are some of the behavioral ones. Compared to the
ID/password authentication, biometrics does not require users to remember their long and
complex passwords, and hence the use of biometrics is now expanding in various applications ranging from international border crossings to securing information in databases
(e.g., see US-VISIT [Sec07]). However, concerns about the security and the privacy are
rapidly increasing at the same time. Especially, it is important to protect templates which
are enrollment biometric features, since once leaked templates can be neither revoked nor
replaced. During the rapid expansion of biometrics, the biometric template protection
technology has been actively researched (e.g., see [Cam13, JNN08, RU11]), and its basic
method is to store biometric features transformed by certain conversion, instead of storing
raw ones. According to [JNN08, Section 3], an ideal biometric template protection scheme
should satisfy the following four requirements;
(R-1) Diversity: the secure template must not allow cross-matching across databases.
(R-2) Revocability: it should be straightforward to revoke a compromised template and
reissue a new secure template based on the same biometric data.
∗ This

is a revised paper of our previous technical report [SYY+ 13]
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(R-3) Security: it must be computationally hard to obtain the original biometric template
from the secure template.
(R-4) Performance: the scheme should not degrade the recognition performance (e.g.,
FAR and FRR) of the system.
At present, there are four main approaches for template protection; Salting, non-invertible
transform, key-binding, and ﬁnally key-generation. Each approach has both advantages
and limitations, and it can not achieve an ideal scheme. Here we focus on the key-binding
approach. This approach tries to protect a template by monolithically binding it with a
user’s speciﬁc key using cryptographic tools, and it can give various authentication ways.
Our Contribution According to [JNN08, Section 3.3], conventional schemes such as
the fuzzy commitment [JW99] and the fuzzy vault [JS02] are based on the ECC technique. Our contribution is to propose a key-binding scheme using a new technique. While
ECC-based schemes have difﬁculty of providing (R-1) diversity and (R-2) revocability
(see [JNN08, Section 4.3]), our new scheme can provide both of them (in contrast, bipartite biotokens [SB09] gives a different solution in the key-binding approach, and it can
support only revocability using the re-encoding methodology for revocable biotokens).
Our Strategy and Sketch of Our Scheme A number of techniques have been proposed
in privacy-preserving data mining (PPDM). Among them, we take up the randomization
method [AP08, Chapter 2] (or called the random masking method), in which sufﬁciently
large noises are added to raw values so that individual values cannot be recovered but
only statistics of the entire values can be (approximately) obtained. However, the method
cannot be simply applied to biometrics since small errors between two biometric features
should be permitted for authentication in biometrics. For the obstacle, we modify the
randomization method by taking “lattice points” as noises (we call this new method lattice
masking). A lattice is a set of inﬁnite points in RN spaced with sufﬁcient regularity that
one can shift any point onto any other point by symmetry of the arrangement (e.g., see
[NV09] for lattices). Fix one lattice L, which gives an additive subgroup of RN . Given a
pair (T, K) of a template and a user’s speciﬁc key, we choose a random lattice point r ∈ L
to obtain a “masked” data H := (T, K) + r. Similarly, a queried biometric feature Q
is transformed to a masked data H ′ := (Q, 0) + r′ by independently choosing a random
lattice point r′ ∈ L (note that r′ is independent of r). The difference
H − H ′ = (T − Q, K) + (r − r′ )
still includes the random lattice point (r − r′ ) ∈ L as a noise. Our trick for error tolerance
is to “clear off this lattice point using a certain mathematical map in the theory of lattices”.
Note that this procedure is correctly performed only if T is sufﬁciently close to Q, and
hence the correct key K can be extracted only in this case. Furthermore, as long as the
lattice L is hidden to any attackers, the template security of our scheme relies only on the
randomness of added noises as well as the original randomization method.
N OTATION The symbols Z, Q, and R denote the ring of integers, the ﬁeld of rational
numbers, and the ﬁeld of real numbers, respectively. For a prime p, the ﬁnite ﬁeld with
p elements is denoted by Fp . For q ∈ R, let ⌈q⌋ denote the rounding of q to the nearest
integer. This notation is extended to vectors and matrices in the natural way.
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2

New Key-Binding Scheme

Before presenting a new key-binding scheme using the lattice masking method, we brieﬂy
review the theory of lattices and the framework of the key-binding approach.
Deﬁnitions and Properties on Lattices Let us ﬁrst give basic deﬁnitions and properties
on lattices [NV09, Chapter 2]; Fix a positive integer N . Let B ∈ R{N ×N be a matrix, and
}
N
∑
N
⃗bi ∈ R denote its i-th row for i = 1, . . . , N . Denote by L(B) =
mi⃗bi : mi ∈ Z
i=1

the set of all integral linear combinations of the ⃗bi ’s, which gives an additive subgroup
of RN . We say that the subgroup L(B) is a (full-rank) lattice of dimension N if all the
vectors ⃗b1 , . . . , ⃗bN are linearly independent (over R). In this case, we also say that the
matrix B is a basis of the lattice. Note that every lattice has inﬁnitely many lattice bases
(if B1 and B2 are two bases, there exists a unimodular matrix
satisfying
{ NU ∈ GLN (Z)
)}
[
∑
1 1
⃗
B1 = U × B2 ). For a given basis B, we let P(B) =
xi bi : xi ∈ − ,
2 2
i=1
denote its associated half-open parallelepiped, which is called the fundamental domain of
the lattice determined by the basis B. For the construction of our key-binding scheme, we
make use of the map “modB” deﬁned by
(
)
⃗a mod B := ⃗a − ⌈⃗a × B−1 ⌋ × B ∈ P(B)
for ⃗a ∈ RN . Note that the vector ⌈⃗a × B−1 ⌋ × B ∈ RN gives a lattice point of L(B) since
⌈⃗a × B−1 ⌋ ∈ ZN (speciﬁcally, it gives the nearest lattice point to the input vector ⃗a). In
particular, for any two vectors ⃗v , w
⃗ ∈ RN , this map has the following two properties;
(P-1) (⃗v + w)
⃗ mod B = ⃗v mod B if w
⃗ ∈ L(B), and (P-2) ⃗v mod B = ⃗v if ⃗v ∈ P(B).
Framework of Key-Binding Approach Here we review the framework of the key-binding
approach; The key-binding approach involves two parties, namely, a user and an authentication server. In the following, we show the speciﬁc authentication ﬂow;
-Enrollment: An association, called a helper data H, is generated from both user’s
template T and speciﬁc key K using cryptographic tools, and then it is stored in a database
of the server as the secure template (i.e., the conversion template).
-Authentication: The correct key K can be extracted from the helper data H only when
user’s queried biometric feature Q is sufﬁciently close to the original template T . Then a
validity check is performed using the extracted key to output a decision.
The main advantage of this approach is that instead of providing a “match/non-match”
decision, the system can authenticate a user using the extracted key K in various ways
such as digital signature, document encryption/decryption and an authentication system
without ID. The template security of this approach relies on the computational hardness of
the following problem (it is related with (R-3) security in terms of the template protection);
(⋆) “Given only the helper data H, can we recover either the key K or the original
template T without any knowledge of user’s biometric feature data?”
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2.1

Construction of Our Scheme

As setup parameters, we need four integers (n, m, ℓ, k) with k < N := n + m + ℓ.
Different from the fuzzy vault scheme, our scheme handles an “order-variance” vector of
length n as both a biometric template T and a queried biometric feature Q. In addition, a
user’s speciﬁc key K is also represented as a vector of length m. In order to distinguish
⃗ and K
⃗ for the template T , the queried feature Q,
the fuzzy vault scheme, we write T⃗ , Q,
and the key K, respectively. Then let us give the construction of our key-binding scheme;
1. Setup Phase: The authentication server generates N linearly independent vectors ⃗vi ∈
RN for 1 ≤ i ≤ N (in practice, choose ⃗vi ∈ ZN or QN ), and ﬁx the lattice L = L(V) of
dimension N with a basis V = (⃗v1 , . . . , ⃗vN )T .
2. Enrollment Phase: The authentication server ﬁrst sends k randomly chosen lattice
points ⃗b1 , . . . , ⃗bk ∈ L to the user. The user binds his biometric template T⃗ ∈ Rn with
⃗ ∈ Rm into the vector (T⃗ , K,
⃗ ⃗0) ∈ RN (note that the last vector
his own speciﬁc key K
⃗0 ∈ Rℓ of length ℓ plays a important role to decide whether the key extraction is successful
⃗ ⃗0), the user independently
in the next authentication phase). To conceal this vector (T⃗ , K,
chooses k random integers (not general real numbers) r1 , . . . , rk ∈ Z, and generates
⃗ = (T⃗ , K,
⃗ ⃗0) +
H

k
∑

ri⃗bi ∈ RN .

(1)

i=1

⃗ of length N to the authentication server.
Then the user sends only this vector H
3. Authentication Phase: The authentication server sends k randomly chosen lattice
⃗ ∈ RN , the user
points ⃗b′1 , . . . , ⃗b′k ∈ L to the user. Given his queried biometric feature Q
′
′
independently chooses k random integers r1 , . . . , rk ∈ Z (our scheme has the advantage
of taking (⃗b′i , ri′ )’s quite different from (⃗bi , ri )’s chosen in the enrollment), generates
⃗ ′ = (Q,
⃗ ⃗0, ⃗0) +
H

k
∑

ri′⃗b′i

(2)

i=1

⃗ and sends only H
⃗′
as in equation (1) in order to conceal the queried biometric feature Q,
′
⃗
to the authentication server. After receiving H , the authentication server computes
⃗ −H
⃗ ′ ) mod V ∈ RN
⃗z = (H

(3)

using the whole basis V of the lattice L, which only the authentication server knows. If
all the last ℓ entries of ⃗z are equal to zero (this condition is equivalent to that the template
⃗ then the authentication server can extract
T⃗ is sufﬁciently close to the queried feature Q),
m
⃗
the correct key K ∈ R from the (n + 1)-th entry to the (n + m)-th entry of ⃗z with high
probability (the probability can be controlled by the parameter ℓ). Then the authentication
server can check the authentication validity by the extracted key.
⃗ generated by (1). If k ≤ ℓ, then it is possible
R EMARK . Given a masked template H
⃗ given k lattice points
to uniquely determine integers ri ’s from the last ℓ entries of H
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⃗bi ’s, since the last ℓ entries of (T⃗ , K,
⃗ ⃗0) are all zero. Then it requires k > ℓ. A similar
⃗ ′ , and hence we should take k > ℓ + m so
attack is also possible for a masked query H
⃗
⃗ ′ . Furthermore, once a legitimate
that the queried feature Q can not be recovered from H
⃗ is known, the difference H
⃗ − (Q,
⃗ ⃗0, ⃗0) = (T⃗ − Q,
⃗ K,
⃗ ⃗0) + ∑k ri⃗bi has
value of Q
i=1
ℓ zeros in the last ℓ entries and n “small” values in the ﬁrst n entries. In this case, a
⃗ if k ≤ n + ℓ. Then, as a summary, we should take
similar attack may recover the key K
k > max(m, n) + ℓ = N − min(m, n). In other words, the number k of lattice points ⃗bi ’s
(or ⃗b′i ’s) is required to be somewhat large for security. Even though we set suitable k, the
current construction is vulnerable against the replay attack since there is no procedure to
detect the attack. A countermeasure is to introduce the challenge-response mechanism in
our scheme, but it is our future work.
Principle of Error Tolerance The error tolerance of our scheme depends only on the
shape of the fundamental domain P(V), which is uniquely determined by the whole basis
⃗ can be correctly extracted if the condition
V. Speciﬁcally, the key K
⃗ K,
⃗ ⃗0) ∈ P(V)
(T⃗ − Q,

(4)

⃗ are sufﬁciently close under the
is satisﬁed. This condition means that two vectors T⃗ , Q
⃗ is included in the appropriate range depending on the basis
assumption that the key K
V. Here we shall describe the principle of error tolerance in our scheme; The difference
⃗ (i.e., the helper data) and the masked query H
⃗ ′ is
vector between the masked template H
given by
k
∑
′
⃗
⃗
⃗
⃗
⃗
⃗
⃗
D := H − H = (T − Q, K, 0) +
(ri⃗bi − ri′⃗b′i ),
i=1

and its last sum gives a lattice point of L since ⃗bi , ⃗b′i ∈ L. By the property (P-1), we have
⃗ mod V = (T⃗ − Q,
⃗ K,
⃗ ⃗0) mod V, irrespective of the lattice noise ∑(ri⃗bi − r′⃗b′ )
⃗z = D
i i
⃗ In addition, the property (P-2) tells ⃗z = (T⃗ − Q,
⃗ K,
⃗ ⃗0) if the condition (4) is
in D.
⃗ are sufﬁciently close compared
satisﬁed. This means that in case where two vectors T⃗ , Q
⃗
⃗
⃗
⃗
to the shape of P(V), we have ⃗z = (T − Q, K, 0) and hence the authentication server can
⃗ from the vector ⃗z calculated by the expression (3). Furthermore,
extract the correct key K
the authentication server can verify whether the condition (4) is satisﬁed only by checking
the last ℓ entries of ⃗z. This veriﬁcation procedure may cause a false detection, but the
false probability would become negligible when the decision vector length ℓ is taken to be
sufﬁciently long (we expect that ℓ ≥ 10 would be enough for veriﬁcation without fail).
Advantages of Our Scheme In our scheme, any masked template can not allow cross⃗1 =
matching if different lattices are used among systems; Given two masked templates H
⃗
⃗
⃗
⃗
⃗
⃗
(T , K, ⃗0) + ⃗q1 and H2 = (T , K, ⃗0) + ⃗q2 created from the same template T and key
⃗ by using different lattice points ⃗q1 ∈ L1 and ⃗q2 ∈ L2 . In this case, the difference
K
⃗1 − H
⃗ 2 = ⃗q1 − ⃗q2 still seems to be random, and it enables an attacker to obtain neither
H
⃗q1 nor ⃗q2 . Hence our scheme can provide (R-1) diversity. If a masked template is compromised, the system can revoke the masked template by changing the lattice, and it can make
another masked template from the original template by using a new lattice, which shows
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that our scheme can provide (R-2) revocability (i.e., our revoked templates can not reveal
any information while the fuzzy vault [JS02] allows to recover the raw template by crossmatching). Although the fuzzy vault scheme hides biometric features among random chaff
points, our scheme directly transforms biometric features into random elements. Then our
masked templates are always uniform irrespective of biometric features. Therefore statistical analysis does not give an efﬁcient attack against our scheme. Furthermore, in the
fuzzy vault, when a legitimate user is authenticated, a “plain” query feature Q is sent to
a system. In addition, for authentication, the system computes the intersection between
the x-coordinate of a vault and Q, which is approximately equal to the original template
T . Then the original template T is exposed temporarily, which might be glanced by an attacker. In contrast, only a “masked” query is sent to a system in our scheme. Furthermore,
⃗ nor the original template T⃗
the system can compute neither the plain queried feature Q
′
⃗
⃗
from any masked template H and any masked query H . Hence any attacker can glance
⃗ during the authentication procedure of our scheme.
neither T⃗ nor Q

2.2

Security Analysis of Our Scheme

Template Security The hardness of the template security problem (⋆) of our scheme
relies on the security of the original randomization method. Speciﬁcally, given a masked
⃗ obtained by the equation (1), a brute-force attack for obtaining the original
template H
∑k
⃗
template T or/and user’s speciﬁc key K is to ﬁnd the random noise i=1 ri⃗bi ∈ RN (for
the attacker, this noise looks like just an N dimensional vector with large coefﬁcients), and
it is computationally hard if the noise has sufﬁcient randomness depending only on user’s
random generator for the ri ’s. Even in the case where the lattice points ⃗bi ’s are leaked to
the attacker, the computational time for ﬁnding the integers ri ’s is roughly equal to εk ,
where ε denotes the maximal value of the ri ’s (the value ε is determined by the entropy of
the random integers ri ’s). Given a security parameter λ, if it requires λ-bit security level
for the template security, we must take k and ε satisfying εk ≥ 2λ . Conversely speaking,
given k and λ, it requires (λ/k)-bit of entropy for the random integers ri ’s.
Security against Impersonation Attack Next we consider an impersonation attack where
an adversary tries to illegally log into a biometric system (or illegally obtain a user’s spe⃗ of joint data (T⃗ , K,
⃗ ⃗0), a brute-force method of the
ciﬁc key). Given a masked template H
⃗ sufﬁciently
impersonation attack is to try to repeatedly input a queried feature vector Q
close to T⃗ . Let B ⊂ Rn denote the maximal bounded domain of the template feature vectors T⃗ which any user can input. Due to the successful condition (4) for error tolerance,
⃗ sufﬁciently close to T⃗ is approxthe number of candidates of queried feature vectors Q
⃗ ⃗0, ⃗0) ∈ (T⃗ , K,
⃗ ⃗0) + P(V) can be successful
imately equal to #(P(V) ∩ Rn ) since (Q,
for impersonation. Then the success probability of the brute-force impersonation attack is
estimated to be #(B/(P(V) ∩ Rn ))−1 . Therefore λ-bit security level requires
#(B/(P(V) ∩ Rn )) ≥ 2λ ,
and it enforces us to control the balance between B and V for security. Simply speaking,
we need to have larger B or smaller P(V) for higher security, but smaller P(V) can not
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provide sufﬁcient error tolerance.
Security against Insider Attack We further consider the worst case where the whole basis
V is leaked to an attacker (or simply, we consider an insider attack where the authentication server is assumed to be malicious). In this case, the attacker can perform the validity
⃗
check by computing (3), and he can extract the key K embedded in the masked template H
⃗
by repeatedly trying to input a queried feature vector Q as well as the above impersonation
attack. However, unlike the impersonation attack, we can consider an another attack us⃗ The modV procedure for H
⃗ gives
ing the map modV directly to a masked template H;
⃗
⃗
⃗
⃗
the relation P(V) ∋ H mod V = (T , K, 0) − ⃗q, ∃q ∈ L, irrespective of the lattice
∑k
⃗ (i.e., the lattice point ⃗q is determined by (T⃗ , K,
⃗ ⃗0)).
noise i=1 ri⃗bi ∈ L included in H
⃗
⃗
Then the attacker only has to ﬁnd the lattice point ⃗q for obtaining raw data T and K
⃗
⃗
⃗
⃗
since (T , K, 0) = ⃗q + (H mod V). Furthermore, the point ⃗q is the nearest lattice point
⃗ ⃗0). Hence the number of the candidates of the lattice point ⃗q is approximately
to (T⃗ , K,
equal to #(B/(P(V) ∩ Rn )), which equals the approximate number of lattice points included in the input domain B. Then the complexity of this attack is roughly estimated to
be #(B/(P(V) ∩ Rn )), which is the same as in the above impersonation attack.
As a summary, given a security parameter λ (e.g., consider λ = 80), it requires both
εk ≥ 2λ and #(B/(P(V) ∩ Rn )) ≥ 2λ

(5)

to make our scheme secure against the above attacks. As seen from (5), the security depends mainly on the parameter n and the size of P(V) (larger n and smaller P(V) can
give higher security). In particular, as described above, the whole basis V is not a decryption key but just a veriﬁcation key (i.e., the whole basis V does not help an adversary to
⃗
recover the raw template T⃗ from a masked template H).
R EMARK . Lattice reduction algorithms can compute a basis B = [⃗b1 , . . . , ⃗bN ] of a given
lattice L with short and nearly orthogonal vectors ⃗b1 , . . . , ⃗bN . Lattice reduction is often
used to solve several lattice problems such as SVP (shortest vector problem) and CVP
(closest vector problem) [NV09]. Given lattice points ⃗bi ’s or ⃗b′i ’s, lattice reduction may
help an adversary to recover the veriﬁcation key matrix V (or a similar matrix). Since our
scheme can not allow to recover the raw template T⃗ even with the veriﬁcation matrix V,
lattice reduction can not help an adversary to break our scheme.

3 Concluding Remarks
We proposed a new scheme for the key-binding approach using the lattice masking technique, and the error tolerance range can be easily controled by choice of a lattice basis.
Our proposed scheme is based on the randomization method, and processing performance
of our scheme is considerably faster than general cryptographic techniques. Our scheme
also has a number of advantages for template protection compared to ECC-based schemes
such as the fuzzy vault. Speciﬁcally, our scheme can provide both (R-1) diversity and (R2) revocability without any help of other approaches or auxiliary inputs such as passwords
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(cf. bipartite biotokens [SB09] can provide (R-2) but cannot achive (R-1)). Furthermore,
our scheme has no decryption key but only a veriﬁcation key for authentication. In particular, if we set suitable parameters, even an administrator with the veriﬁcation key can not
recover the raw template from a secure template, and hence our scheme is secure against
the insider attack. With respect to (R-4) performance, the error tolerance in our scheme
depends only on the shape of P(V) and hence the choice of the veriﬁcation key matrix
V may break the balance between FAR and FRR (here we give only a theoretical analysis
and a practical one is our future work). Furthermore, while the fuzzy vault scheme can be
applied to various modalities including ﬁngerprint due to the order-invariance property,
our scheme has restrictive applications such as an implementation of keystroke dynamics (see our previous technical report [SYY+ 13]) due to that our scheme can handle only
order-variant vectors. Therefore our future work is to modify our scheme in order to correspond various biometric modalities like the fuzzy vault. A solution for the obstacle is to
use ideal lattices, which are special lattices with additional properties (unfortunately, due
to space restriction, we can not describe ideal lattices in detail).
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Abstract: In this paper, we provide human activity recognition performance rates, using accelerometer
and gyroscope signals acquired using smart phones. Covering seven basic actions (walking, running,
jumping, standing, ascending stairs, descending stairs, and standing up and sitting down as one action)
and a complex action (getting in and out of a car), with more than 100 subjects in a database collected
in different environments, we provide recognition results on the largest database in the published literature. Utilizing features (e.g. extrema, zero crossing rates...) extracted from time-windows (e.g. with a
duration of 2 seconds), K-Star classiﬁer led to the best performance among 6 classiﬁers tested, exceeding 98% recognition accuracy. A detailed comparison with current approaches is provided, along with
possible future research directions. The associated technology could be helpful for health-related monitoring of one’s activities, generating automatic status feeds for social networking sites, and calculating
precise/adaptive calorie intake needs for individuals.

1

INTRODUCTION

Smart phones are becoming ubiquitous: as their abilities increase in sensing, computing and networking
fronts, people are using them as an indispensable part of their lives, not just for making and receiving
phone calls. One can run business, entertainment, shopping, health, communication etc applications,
which add extra value to basic services provided by mobile phones of the previous decade. Motivated by
this, we are trying to see if smart phones can be used for human activity recognition, and to what extent.
There have been prior studies in this area, albeit with many involving very small databases. In this paper,
utilizing more than 100 subjects’ data, we run classiﬁers on features extracted from accelerometer and
gyroscope signals, originating from popular smart phones. Of the 6 classiﬁers we experimented with,
K-star led to recognition rates exceeding 98%.
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 describes previous studies in this area. In Section
3, details about the subject set and activities along with data collection and feature extraction steps are
explained. Section 4 describes which experiments were performed and their results. Section 5 includes
concluding remarks and ideas for further research.
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Table 1: Comparison with previous work

2

# of
actions

# of
subjects

frequency

overall
best
success

Orientation

[BGC09]

6

Not given

30Hz

80%

Not speciﬁed

[Yan09]

6

4

36Hz

90.6%

Not speciﬁed

[SZL+ 10]

7

7

10Hz

93.1%

Only 4 allowed

[KWM11]

6

29

20Hz

91.7%

Not speciﬁed

[HTM11]

6

5

50Hz

86.38%

Only 2 allowed

[DDK+ 12]

8

10

80Hz

92%

Not speciﬁed

Proposed
Method

7

102

100Hz

98.16%

Not speciﬁed

RELATED WORK

Activity recognition using sensors such as accelerometers and gyroscopes is not a new topic. However,
until around 2009, most of the works in this area considered the case where accelerometers for noncommercial use are strapped on a human body, in which case there is very little change in the orientation
of the sensor. The results of these works seemed to be efﬁcient due to the absence of much noise. We
refer to [BI04, RDML05, LCB06] for more details about this subject. On the other hand, in recent
years instead of using wearable sensors, some studies [BGC09, DDK+ 12, GFH09, HTM11, KWM11,
SZL+ 10, Yan09] used commercial devices (most commonly smart phones) to detect activities with the
possibility of displacements of the sensors while performing a certain action. Contrary to the former
case, the latter is most likely to include a lot of noise in the raw data. Further, considering the soaring
number of smart phones in use today (and projected further increases), using them as a platform for
activity recognition is logical. For comparison between previous studies and our work, please see Table
1. Columns in the table correspond to the following: reference to the work, the number of actions for
activity recognition, the number of subjects data was collected from, sampling rate, overall best success
among different classiﬁers’ results and whether or not only speciﬁc orientations of the phone are allowed
during data collection, respectively.
There are 3 main contributions of our work. First, we collected data from a large set of subjects with
varying ages and gender, and the activities were carried out at different environments (see section 3.1).
Secondly, we achieve, to the best of our knowledge, the highest overall success rate compared to similar
studies. Lastly, we tested if the same methodology can be used for gender recognition (see section 4).
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Figure 1: The phone and the application used for data collection, and one of the environments ascending/descending
stairs data was collected.

3
3.1

ACTIVITY RECOGNITION SYSTEM
Activities and Subject Set

We collected data from 102 subjects. 35 of them are females and 67 of them are males. The ages vary
between 19 and 55, and the average age is 30.
The activities consisted of 7 main actions: walking, running, jumping, standing, ascending stairs, descending stairs, and standing up and sitting down as one action. Each action is named as walking, running, jumping, standing, stair-up, stair-down and updown, respectively. 40 of the subjects were able to
perform 2 sessions of data collection (of 7 main actions), at least a week apart from each other. The rest
was able to perform the actions once.
Moreover, as a separate experiment, 30 subjects performed the in-out-car action which means walking
approximately 8 steps towards a car, getting in to the car, pretending to start the engine, getting out and
walking to the starting position. The reason for data collection of the in-out-car activity is to see weather
complex actions could be seen as a combination of some simple actions. For example, with an appropriate
segmentation of these simple actions, one can recognize the complex action that they form (see Figure 2
at the end of the paper for a sample graph of an in-out-car action, which was manually segmented and
each segment was manually classiﬁed).
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3.2

Data Collection

In this study, we collected data from accelerometer and gyroscope sensors via an application we developed for iOS (see Figure 1). iPhone 5 and iPhone 5s smart phones were used to collect data (see [App]
for details about extracting sensors’ data on iOS). Initially, several different frequency levels were tested
and 100Hz was chosen to be the experimental sampling rate.
While collecting data, we tried to realize real-world scenarios as much as possible. So, we did not specify
any clothing, shoes or the orientation of the phone. A session consisted of performing 7 activities (or a
subset of them), each for a period of around 30 seconds, while the mobile phone remained in the subject’s
left or right pocket according to his/her choice of pocket. However, not all subjects performed all the
actions and some subjects performed some actions for a shorter period of time. In order to eliminate
noise occurrences at the start of the activity, the application delays retrieving data for 5 seconds. At least
5 different environments and different places in these environments were used. An example of these
environments can be seen in Figure 1. The overall collected data was approximately 15000 seconds
(≈ 4.17 hours). The ratio of each action’s duration to the duration of overall collected data is 0.17
for walking, 0.17 for running, 0.15 for jumping, 0.14 for standing, 0.12 for ascending stairs, 0.11 for
descending stairs, and 0.14 for standing up and sitting down.

3.3 Feature Extraction and Classiﬁcation
It is hard to characterize activities from the raw data obtained from sensors. To extract essential information, the raw data from both sensors was ﬁrst divided into windows. We tested window sizes of 1, 2,
4 and 6 seconds. Also, the sliding window idea, which is shown to be efﬁcient in earlier works [BI04],
was adapted. Each window overlapped with the previous one with half the size of a window. e.g if the
window size is 2 seconds, then two consecutive windows overlap by 1 second.
After the signal is divided into windows, a feature vector was extracted from each window (we developed
a C++ code for this purpose). The original vector consisted of the values of minimum, maximum, mean,
standard deviation, root mean square and zero-crossings of (x, y, z) values from the accelerometer data,
and the values of minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation of (x, y, z) values from the gyroscope
data. From now on, this feature vector of size 30 will be referred as the base feature vector.
It was observed that no information about the shape of the data curve was included in the base feature
vector. That’s why the binned-average of raw data (see Table 2 for detailed explanations of all features)
was added to the feature vector and it was tested if it would lead to an increase in the performances. It did
not have much effect on most of the classiﬁers but increased the performance of Multilayer Perceptron
classiﬁer by about 1%.
Another idea was to use gender as a feature (i.e. adding a new binary component to the feature vector).
It was thought that a female’s actions would have lower levels of variation in acceleration values. This
could result in a case like a female’s ascending stairs could be classiﬁed as a male’s walking. The tests
showed that this idea led to only slight changes in most of the classiﬁers, but increased the performance
of Multilayer Perceptron classiﬁer by 1%. Detailed analyses of classiﬁers are omitted and we refer the
reader to [DHS00] for a comprehensive study on pattern recognition and classiﬁcation.
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Table 2: Feature Vector

4

Accelerometer

Gyroscope

Min

(x, y, z)

(x, y, z)

Max

(x, y, z)

(x, y, z)

Mean

(x, y, z)

(x, y, z)

Standard Deviation

(x, y, z)

(x, y, z)

Root Mean Square

(x, y, z)

Zero Crossings

(x, y, z)

Binned-average

(x, y, z)

Explanation
The smallest values in acceleration
and gyroscope data along all three axes
The largest values in acceleration
and gyroscope data along all three axes
The average of the values from acceleration
and gyroscope data along all three axes
The standard deviation of the values from acceleration
and gyroscope data along all three axes
The square root of the average of the squares of
the values from accelerometer data along all three axes
The number of times the values from accelerometer data
along all three axes changes sign
The values of accelerometer data are divided into 4 equally-sized bins
and the average of the values in each bin is added to the vector

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We used WEKA 3.7.11 data mining toolkit [WF05] to perform the tests on feature vectors extracted
from each window. 6 different classiﬁers, most of which were also used in similar previous studies, with
different feature vectors were tested. The classiﬁers consist of Bayesian Network, Multi-layer Perceptron,
K-Star, Classiﬁcation via Regression, Bagging and Logistic Model Tree. The tests were performed on
the entire dataset using a 10-fold cross validation1 with default parameters of WEKA toolkit. The default
window size for all the classiﬁers is 2 seconds (≈ 200 samples) and the default feature vector is the base
feature vector of size 30.
Among 6 different classiﬁers we tested with the base feature vector, the success rate is always above 90%
except for Bayesian Network. These success rates are given in Table 3. The results show that with the
overall success rate of 98.16%, K-Star, similar to the previous studies, is the best ﬁt for the considered
paradigm of activity recognition system. Confusion matrix for K-Star classiﬁer (using the base feature
vector) with a window size of 2 seconds can be found in Table 4.
Table 3: Success Rates of Different Classiﬁers with the Base Feature Vector

Overall
Success Rate

Classiﬁcation
via Regression

Bagging

Multi-layer
Perceptron

K-Star

Bayesian
Network

Logistic
Model Tree

90.45%

91.94%

90%

98.16%

77.27%

90.67

In all the classiﬁers, we observed that ascending stairs and descending stairs activities always had the
lowest performances. They were below 80% for Multi-layer Perceptron. So, Multi-layer Perceptron’s
accuracy would have been much better if these actions were not included. These actions are especially
mixed either with each other or with walking. Example graphs of each action is given at the end of the
paper in Figure 2.
For different window size of 1, 2, 4 and 6 seconds, only 1 second window size had a small decrease in the
success rate for K-Star (with the base feature vector). The comparison between different window sizes is
1 K-fold cross validation randomly divides the dataset into K equally-sized subsets and for each subset carries out the test as
follows: selected subset is used as the test set and the union of the K − 1 remaining subsets is used as the training set.
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Action

Table 4: Confusion Matrix for K-Star Classiﬁer with 2 seconds Window Size

walking
standing
running
stair-up
stair-down
jumping
updown

walking
2509
1
25
45
33
0
6

standing
0
2012
0
0
0
0
10

running
1
0
2545
7
6
8
0

Classiﬁed as
stair-up stair-down
14
19
1
1
7
12
1715
14
15
1544
1
4
10
8

jumping
0
0
6
1
2
2156
0

updown
2
3
1
3
5
0
2020

given in Table 5. We also observed that binned-average feature and considering gender as a feature do not
affect the success rates much. The highest increase, when they are both added to the base feature vector,
was in Multi-layer Perceptron by 2%.
We also tested if a gender recognition could be performed using the same methodology, which was not
considered in previous studies. A unique activity tag (a number between 1 and 7) for each activity was
added to the base feature vector, and gender was to be classiﬁed. Again, the 2-second windows were used
with 2/3 of the data for training and the remainder for test and the success rate was 98.62% with K-Star.
The last experiment performed was simulating different sampling frequency levels2 . The results show that
increasing frequency level from 25Hz up to 100Hz slightly increases the performances. This suggests that
a small fraction of data contains enough information for successful activity recognition. This could be
useful in the cases where the power consumption of the device is critical.
Table 5: Success Rates of Different Window Sizes with K-Star and the Base Feature Vector

Overall
Success Rate

1 second

2 seconds

4 seconds

6 seconds

95.92%

98.16%

98.33%

98.01%

Table 6: Success Rates of Different Sampling Rates with K-Star, 2-second Windows and the Base Feature Vector

Overall
Success Rate

5

25Hz

50Hz

100Hz

97.41%

97.87%

98.16%

CONCLUSION

We provided detailed analyses regarding human activity recognition via smart phone sensors. On a
database with more than 100 subjects, we were able to obtain recognition rates exceeding 98%. After
evaluating the performance in terms of confusion matrices, effects of time-window sizes and different
2 The simulation for 25Hz is done by omitting last 3 sampled values of every 4 consecutive data values. The simulation for 50Hz
is done by omitting every other sampled value.
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feature vectors in this paper, in the future we plan to work on personal identiﬁcation (“smart phone biometrics”) on the collected database. Further, we plan to add other complex activities (in addition to the
tested “getting in and out of a car” activity), to see how the recognition rates scale for such sequences,
essentially made up of basic activity atoms. If such complex activities can be recognized with acceptable
accuracy, the results can be utilized for automatic social networking feeds (albeit with possible privacy issues), health-related monitoring, calculating daily calorie intakes, etc. Such activities can span entertaintment/sports (jogging, hiking, playing video games...), daily tasks (cleaning, cooking...), or occupational
tasks (e.g., teaching).
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Figure 2: Graphs of main actions (performed by different subject) for a small period and of an in-out-car action
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Abstract: Multibiometrics provides high recognition accuracy and population coverage by combining different biometric sources. However, some multibiometrics may
obtain smaller-than-expected improvement of recognition accuracy if the combined
biometric sources are dependent in terms of a false acceptance by mistakenly perceiving biometric features from two different persons as being from the same person. In
this paper, we evaluated whether or not features of multiple ﬁngerprints from a same
person are statistically independent. By evaluating false acceptance error using matching scores obtained by Veriﬁnger SDK, we conﬁrmed that these features were dependent and the FAR obtained by a fusion of the multiple ﬁngerprints could be affected
by the dependence.

1 Introduction
Biometrics is a technology used to automatically identify individuals using physiological
or behavioral features such as ﬁngerprints, faces, veins, irises and hand geometry. In particular, the biometric identiﬁcation technique (one-to-many matching) is remarkable as a
key technology for the further expansion of the use of biometrics. Not only is it useful for
users because they can be authenticated without the need for ID cards/license cards, but it
can also prove that one person is unique among persons registered on a system. Therefore,
in some developing countries where resident card and resident registration systems have
not been completed, biometric systems are being introduced in order to manage all residents as identiﬁed individuals. In India, progress is currently being made with a unique
identiﬁcation project that provides identiﬁcation for each resident across the country by
collecting facial images, ten ﬁngerprints and two iris images in addition to biographical
data consisting of name, address, gender and date of birth [oI14]. Identiﬁcations are supplied by proving that a resident is unregistered using one-to-many matching with collected
biometric data. In this system, the biometric identiﬁcation technique is applied in order to
ﬁnd duplicated registrations of individuals and to link records in the same data between
∗ A preliminary version of this work appeared in JOSAI MATHEMATICAL MONOGRAPHS 7 2014.
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[YS14]

different systems. Thus, the biometric technology enables those developing countries to
link each resident to identiﬁcation, and then it will contribute to early development of
medical services and social infrastructures. In these cases, there is a need for biometric
techniques with greater recognition accuracy that can identify from one million to one
billion persons for one country.
Multibiometrics integrating evidence from multiple biometric sources is often used in order to obtain high recognition accuracy (low false acceptance rate (FAR)). There are some
various sources of information in multibiometric systems: multi-sensor, multi-algorithm,
multi-instance, multi-sample and multimodal [ARJ06]. In the ﬁrst four scenarios, a single biometric trait provides multiple sources of evidence. In the ﬁfth scenario, different
biometric traits are used to obtain evidence. The multimodal biometrics and the multiinstance biometrics out of these scenarios are widely applied to the large-scale biometric
identiﬁcation systems as described earlier.
The multimodal biometrics combines the evidence presented by different body traits for
establishing identity. For example, the Indian Unique Identiﬁcation project employs face,
ﬁngerprint and iris recognitions [oI14]. Various combinations of existing biometric techniques have been investigated by many researchers [ARJ06]. Physically uncorrelated traits
(e.g., ﬁngerprint and iris) are expected to result in better improvement in recognition accuracy than correlated traits (e.g., voice and lip movement). The recognition accuracy can
be signiﬁcantly improved by utilizing an increasing number of traits. However, the cost
of deploying these systems is substantially more due to the requirement of more than one
sensors and development of appropriate user interfaces. And the size of deploying these
systems is also larger than one sensor.
On the other hand, the multi-instance biometrics uses multiple instances of the same body
trait. For example, US-VISIT employs ten ﬁngerprints from both hands [oHS14]. Simply,
the left and right index ﬁngers, or left and right irises of an individual may be used to verify
an individual identity. It can make the capturing devices cost efﬁcient, because multiple
biometric sources can be obtained by using only one type of sensor. However, it is said that
these biometric sources are correlated. For example, two ﬁngerprints from same person
are similar in a width and a pitch of ridge lines. There have been some studies where the
dependence between two ﬁngerprints from the same person is investigated by statistical
approaches [BUH06], [SYS12]. Because the combined biometric sources are dependent
in terms of a false acceptance error, some of multi-instance biometric systems confront
various difﬁculties. Firstly, the combined biometric sources are often assumed to be statistically independent in order to simplify the design of the fusion algorithm. Thus, those
systems may obtain smaller-than-expected improvement of recognition accuracy. There
have been some studies into the effects on the FAR caused by the dependence of biometric
sources [KNJ09], [LKD00], [OKP07]. On the contrary, if the combined biometric sources
are independent, the FAR of the fusion of them can be more easily estimated. For example, it is estimated by using a product of the FARs on the AND rule or a summation
of them (F AROR = 1 − (1 − F AR1 ) × (1 − F AR2 ) = F AR1 + F AR2 ) on the OR
rule at the decision level fusion. Especially, we can estimate the FAR in the large-scale
identiﬁcation where it is too difﬁcult to evaluate it experimentally by collecting the real
datasets. In terms of the design of the multibiometric systems, it is signiﬁcant to prove the
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independence between the combined biometric sources. However, there are few studies
about the independence evaluation as described earlier. The evaluation results reported in
[BUH06] was in consideration of the FAR as well as the false reject rate. Another research
reported in [SYS12] used their original ﬁngerprint matcher for the evaluation results.
In this paper, we show 1) our approach of evaluation of statistical independence between
multiple ﬁngerprints from the same person, that was based on the approach reported in
[SYS12]. We show 2) evaluation results of the independence between multiple ﬁngerprints
using matching scores obtained by Veriﬁnger SDK that is licensed for public use. And
then, we show 3) evaluation of the false acceptance rate affected by dependence between
two different ﬁngerprints from a same person and discussed the reason why the multiple
ﬁngerprints are dependent. This point of 3) is a contribution of this paper from the previous
version [YS14]. Finally, we conﬁrmed that these features are dependent and the FAR
obtained by the fusion of them could be affected by the dependence negatively.

2
2.1

Evaluation of Independence between Multiple Fingerprints
Principle of Evaluation of Independence

This chapter explains our approach to statistically evaluating the independence between
two ﬁngerprints from the same person [SYS12]. P (If p1 ) and P (If p2 ) are the FAR of one
ﬁngerprint and second ﬁngerprint respectively, where these If p1 and If p2 represent false
acceptance error based on given thresholds of the ﬁngerprint matching. If the following
equation is true, we can conﬁrm that the two ﬁngerprints are independent.
P (If p1 | If p2 ) = P (If p1 )

or

P (If p2 | If p1 ) = P (If p2 )

(1)

The P (If p1 | If p2 ) = P (If p1 ) is the probability that the false acceptance of the ﬁngerprint
1 also occurs when the false acceptance of the ﬁngerprint 2 occurs, while the P (If p2 |
If p1 ) = P (If p2 ) is the probability that the false acceptance of the ﬁngerprint 2 also occurs
when the false acceptance of the ﬁngerprint 1 occurs.
In this paper, we conﬁrm whether or not the two ﬁngerprints are statistically independent
by evaluating the equation (1) using experimental results of the FARs of the ﬁngerprint
matching.

2.2 Fingerprint Database
We have collected the ﬁngerprints images for the evaluation with a capturing device shown
in Figure 1. This capturing device was developed in order to simultaneously obtain the
palm vein image and the ﬁngerprint image of a single hand [SYS12]. A ﬁngerprint image
is acquired using an L Scan Guardian F sensor, which is an optical ﬁngerprint sensor
and developed by CROSSMATCH TECHNOLOGIES [TEC14]. The captured ﬁngerprint
image has three ﬁngerprint patterns from the index, middle and ring ﬁnger. The ﬁngerprint
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images were acquired from both hands of 1,032 persons that were collected based on the
gender and age distribution of Japanese population, and 12 images were acquired per hand.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: The capturing device: (a) structure, (b) example of capturing a hand

2.3 Experimental Results
In order to calculate P (If p1 ) and P (If p1 | If p2 ) matching scores are obtained by performing the ﬁngerprint matching across all the pairs of two different persons using these
images. We used VeriFinger 6.0 Standard SDK developed by NEURO technology that is
based on minutiae matching for the ﬁngerprint matching. The matching scores indicate
similarity where matching pairs having higher scores are more similar. Four images per
ﬁnger are used as templates, and the remaining eight images were used for test samples.
The number of matching scores is 7,606,451. This number is less than the calculated value
because some images with operation mistake were removed by visual checks.
Figure 2 shows the evaluation result of independence between the ﬁngerprint of the index and the middle ﬁnger from the right hand. These plots indicate P (If pmiddle,right )
and P (If pmiddle,right | If pindex,right ). The x axis indicates the threshold of the score
that provides FAR, while the y axis indicates P (If pmiddle,right ) and P (If pmiddle,right |
If pindex,right ) provided by each score threshold. These FARs are shown as relative ratios
of each FAR divided by P (If pmiddle,right ) for the sake of simplicity. The P (If pmiddle,right |
If pindex,right ) are higher than P (If pmiddle,right ) across each threshold. Similar results
were also obtained in the evaluation between ring and middle ﬁngers from the right hand
as shown in Figure 3 and the evaluation between index and ring ﬁngers from the right hand
as shown in Figure 4. Thus, we found that the two ﬁngerprints from the same hand was
dependent and conﬁrmed the same results reported in [SYS12].
In addition to the experiment described above, independence of ﬁngerprints between the
right and left hands was evaluated in accordance with the same rules as shown in Figure 5.
The objective of this experiment is to compare the evaluation results of the two ﬁngerprints
from the same hand and from the different hands. The P (If pmiddle,right | If pmiddle,lef t )
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are higher than P (If pmiddle,right ) across each threshold. The similar results were also
obtained in the evaluation of index and middle ﬁngers.

Figure 2: Evaluation results of independence between the ﬁngerprints of index and middle
ﬁngers from the right hand.

Figure 3: Evaluation results of independence between the ﬁngerprints of ring and middle
ﬁngers from the right hand.

3

Evaluation of False Acceptance Rate Affected by Dependence between Two Fingerprints

In this section, we have compared the FAR obtained by the single ﬁnger with the FAR obtained by the AND rule of two ﬁngers, in order to evaluate how the FAR was affected by the
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Figure 4: Evaluation results of independence between the ﬁngerprints of index and ring
ﬁngers from the right hand.

Figure 5: Evaluation results of independence between middle ﬁngerprints from right and
left hands.
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dependence between two ﬁngerprints. The FARs of the single ﬁngerprint were based on
the threshold of 36 deﬁned by Veriﬁnger SDK as FAR=0.1%. Table 1 shows the evaluation
results of the FAR using ﬁngers from the right hand. The F ARsetting indicates the FAR
based on the setting threshold, while the F ARexperimental indicates the FAR experimentally obtained by comparing all the matching scores with the threshold. The F ARestimated
indicates the FAR obtained by calculating the product of the F ARexperimental of each ﬁnger on the AND rule. These F ARexperimental using two ﬁngers became two to eight times
as large as the F ARestimated . The evaluation results of the left hand were almost the same
results as Table 1. Therefore, we conﬁrmed that the dependences between two ﬁngerprints
from the same person could affect the FAR obtained by combining the two ﬁngerprints.
Although the ﬁngerprint minutiae utilized in the Veriﬁnger SDK indicates not a global
structure but a local structure (ridge ending and ridge bifurcation) in the ﬁngerprint pattern,
there are the dependences between two ﬁngerprints from same person in terms of the false
acceptance error. In order to clarify the reason why the ﬁngerprint minutiae are dependent
between two ﬁngerprints from same person, we investigated all pairs of ﬁngerprint images
falsely accepted on the AND rule. Most of the pairs have same types of the ﬁngerprint
pattern. In addition, the ﬁngerprints from same person also have almost same type. The
types of the ﬁngerprint pattern are related to a distribution of ﬁngerprint minutiae, and
they can be reconstructed from the minutiae points [FJ11] [FJ09] [ARJ05]. Therefore, the
two different ﬁngerprints from same person are dependent in terms of the false acceptance
error regardless of using the minutiae based matching.
Table 1: Evaluations of the FAR on AND rule using two ﬁngers from the right hand
Finger type
P (If pindex,right )
P (If pmiddle,right )
P (If pring,right )
P (If pindex,right ∩ If pmiddle,right )
P (If pindex,right ∩ If pring,right )
P (If pmiddle,right ∩ If pring,right )

4

F ARsetting
0.10000%
0.10000%
0.10000%
0.00010%
0.00010%
0.00010%

F ARexperimental
0.08214%
0.06501%
0.06204%
0.00012%
0.00039%
0.00030%

F ARestimated
0.00005%
0.00005%
0.00004%

Conclusions

We have evaluated the independence between multiple ﬁngerprints from the same person.
By evaluating the false acceptance error obtained by matching all the pairs of two different
persons using the ﬁngerprint images, we were able to conﬁrm that the features of the
ﬁngerprints from the same hand were dependent. In addition, the similar results were
also obtained in the features of two ﬁngers from the different hands (right and left hands).
We have evaluated how the false acceptance rate became larger than the estimated values
on the AND rule due to dependence between two ﬁngerprints from a same person and
discussed the reason why they are dependent with using the minutiae matching. Thus, we
conﬁrmed that the features of multiple ﬁngerprints were dependent and the FAR obtained
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by the fusion of them could be affected by the dependence.
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Fuzzy vault and template-level fusion applied to a binary
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Abstract: The fuzzy vault is an error-tolerant authentication scheme that stores data
in a privacy-preserving way. It allows to hide and retrieve a secret by presenting a
set of elements that can slightly differ. This paper aims at applying the scheme to
a transformation-invariant binary ﬁngerprint representation. We also show how to
perform multi-ﬁnger fusion with no extra space requirement and perform fuzzy vault
in this case. Our results are quite encouraging with respect to the inherent constraint
of decreasing False Accept attacks on template protection schemes in order to ensure
higher privacy.

1

Introduction

User privacy is a major concern in our digital world. Unlike cryptography where one single
bit error leads to a rejection, biometrics has to deal with noisy data in order to authenticate
people. Privacy-preserving approaches to protect biometric data have been proposed in the
literature. Among them, biometric template protection is a set of techniques (cf. [RU11]
for a survey) that can offer a ﬁrst layer of security. The underlying idea is to derive a
protected version of the enrolled template and to store it instead of the ﬁrst one. The transformation mechanism is public and it must be hard to reconstruct the template from the
protected one without the genuine user’s biometric data. Among the well known biometric
template protection schemes there are the Fuzzy Commitment [JW99] and the Fuzzy Vault
[JS02, JS06] schemes. Both approaches commit to a secret value under a noise-tolerant
key. Fuzzy vault encrypts and decrypts secret information using a fuzzy unordered set.
Brieﬂy illustrated, Alice locks a secret κ using a set A of elements from a public universe.
Bob must present a set B that substantially overlaps A to unlock the vault and retrieve κ.
Applied to biometrics, the fuzzy vault scheme binds a biometric template with a cryptographic key to build a secure sketch. It is computationally hard to retrieve either the template or the key without any knowledge of the biometric data. In [UPJ05] fuzzy vault is
applied to ﬁngerprints where elements of the sets A and B are concatenation of quantized
x and y minutiae coordinates. A drawback of this is the need of an alignment step. Most of
the time, alignment is achieved using an auxiliary data, see for instance [UJ06]. To avoid
∗ Work

done during internships at Morpho
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this step that leaks some information, an automatic method for absolute pre-alignment has
been proposed in [Tam13a]. Speciﬁc rotation and translation invariant ﬁngerprint representations have also been studied in [JA06] in order to be suitable for fuzzy vault.
Another binary representation of ﬁngerprints invariant to translation and rotation has been
proposed in [BD10]. The idea is to look at the neighborhood-level of minutiae and use
a dictionary approach of presence or absence of given patterns in each ﬁngerprint. We
propose to apply fuzzy vault on this representation. Compared to minutiae-based fuzzy
vault, we don’t need a pre-alignment step or the storage of auxiliary data and we don’t need
to be noise-tolerant for minutiae. In many minutiae-based fuzzy vault implementations
there must be space between genuine and chaff points to tolerate small minutiae shifts.
The space is then not totally ﬁlled with chaff and this can improve cross-matching attacks
(see for instance [SB07] or [Tam13b]). We also perform multi-ﬁnger fusion by doing a
feature-level fusion on the templates to improve biometric results. A similar approach
has been studied in [NJ08], the aim being to get a unique template representing multiple
biometric traits. Besides the accuracy improvement, the advantage of this kind of fusion is
double: ﬁrst there is a space improvement compared to the storing of multiple templates.
Then, an adversary can’t unlock a part of the fuzzy vault by providing a single template,
thus strengthening the privacy property of the scheme as FA attacks become more costly.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 recalls the fuzzy vault scheme. Section 3 details the ﬁngerprint representation we use and explains how fusion is performed
on it. In Section 4 we detail the experiments we carried out and conclude in Section 5.

2

Fuzzy Vault

Let F be a ﬁnite ﬁeld of cardinality q. We have a secret value κ ∈ F k and a secret
set A = {ai ∈ F, i = 1, . . . , t}. Let r be an integer greater than t. The Fuzzy Vault
VA ∈ F 2r , as described in [JS06], takes as input A and κ. VA is evaluated with the LOCK
algorithm that transforms κ into a polynomial p and evaluates each value in A by p to form
a pair. At the end, some chaff points, i.e. points taken at random, are added to the vault, so
that an attacker can’t distinguish a genuine point from a fake one.
LOCK(A, κ) = VA = {(xi , yi ) ∈ F × F , i = 1, . . . , r}
p←κ
for i = 1 to t do
xi = ai
yi = p(xi )
end
for i = t + 1 to r do
xi ∈ F \ A at random
yi ∈ F \ {p(xi )} at random
end

UNLOCK(VA , B) = κ or null
S=∅
for i = 1 to t do
b

i
(xi , yi ) ←
VA
S = S ∪ (xi , yi )

end
κ =RSDecode(k, S)

Given VA and a set B with a sufﬁcient overlap with A, one should be able to recover κ
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(note that B doesn’t need to have the same size than A). In [JS06], this is achieved with
algorithm UNLOCK that relies on the error correction capacity of Reed-Solomon codes.
Many security analysis of the fuzzy vault scheme have been carried out. In [JS06] the number of polynomials of degree less than k passing through t points of the vault is considered.
In fact, for any µ > 0 there exists at least µ3 q k−t (r/t)t such polynomials, with probability
at least 1 − µ. However, this is true only if the distribution of A is uniform. Another approach is to see the fuzzy vault in the secure sketch model. In [DRS04],
authors
(q−t) estimate
()
+ 2. The
the entropy loss of the scheme to be at most (t − k) log(q) + log rq − log r−t
scheme is also vulnerable against cross-matching of templates from different enrollments
if the whole space ﬁlled by genuine and chaff points is not stable, cf. [SB07]. Finally, a
general brute force attack against fuzzy ﬁngerprint vaults is given in [MMT09]. The idea is
to pick up any k points in the vault, determine the corresponding interpolation polynomial
and try to ﬁnd at least t points in the vault which lay on the graph of that polynomial. The
( )k
maximal number of operations necessary to decrypt the vault is given by 8r(k − 1) rt .

3

Fingerprint binary representation

3.1 Original setting
In this work we choose to use the ﬁngerprint binary representation introduced in [BD10].
Authors use local neighborhood of minutiae, called vicinities, to deal with local skin distortions. They have a ﬁxed-size dictionary of possible vicinities, called representatives,
which they compare ﬁngerprint vicinities to. This gives birth to a ﬁxed-size binary vector
with the information of presence or absence of a close dictionary vicinity in the ﬁngerprint.
In more details, on one side the N representatives rpi come along with N thresholds thi
indicating the probability of existence of the considered minutiae neighborhoods. Along
this, a ﬁngerprint is encoded by considering for each minutia its surrounding neighborhood. Each of these vicinities vi is then compared to each representative giving a comparison score, which is then compared to the current representative’s threshold. If the score is
bigger than the threshold, than a one is put in the vector, else a zero (cf. Figure 1).
Representatives

rpi

rp1

v1

v2

⇓
si1

⇓
si2

...

vn

v1

v2

⇓
sin

⇓
sj1

⇓
sj2

maxk (sik ) > thi
⇓
1

rpj

rpN

...

⇓
sjn

maxk (sjk ) < thj
⇓

Binary vector

Figure 1: Binary vector construction
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vn

0

In practice, we modify a little the previously described encoding algorithm by constructing
binary vectors with a ﬁxed number t of bits set to one, and this independently of the
amount of minutiae in the ﬁngerprint. This is simply done by setting a 1 in the vector for
the t closest representatives. t is chosen rather small and hence the vectors are ﬁnally very
sparse. Comparison between two such vectors is performed using a bit-wise AND: the
score corresponds to the amount of common bits set to one. See [BD10] for more details.

3.2

Feature-level fusion

The use of more than one ﬁngerprint during authentication of a person has a major beneﬁt
as it leads to less false accepts (FA). There are several ways to achieve this, we focus on
feature-level fusion. The approach described in [BD10] has the advantage of being well
suited for it. We follow authors’ idea of performing fusion on multi-acquisitions of the
same ﬁnger by extending this principle to multi-ﬁnger fusion. Indeed, in the feature vectors
a position indicates if a vicinity is present or absent inside the considered ﬁngerprint. When
several ﬁngerprints are considered, one needs to put to one positions in the feature vector
related to the vicinities of all ﬁngerprints. This corresponds to a bit-wise OR between all
binary feature vectors that have to be merged. The corresponding merged vector has the
same size as the underlying ones and it can be compared by a bit-wise AND just as before.
Number of
templates
2
4
8

Average
weight
1192
2357
4603

Minimum
weight
1175
2329
4537

Maximum
weight
1200
2378
4646

Absolute standard
deviation
3,79
9,15
19,69

Standard
deviation (%)
0,32
0,39
0,43

Table 1: Hamming weight of the fused vectors for 600 bits to one on FVC2000 DB2
The last assertion has been validated by the study of the number of bits set to one when a
bit-wise OR is performed on several binary vectors. Table 1 sums up our observations for
templates containing 600 bits set to one on FVC2000 DB2 [FVCa]. In fact, the average
Hamming weight stays high: different ﬁngers do not share many common patterns.

3.3 Applying fuzzy vault on the feature vectors
Traditionally, ﬁngerprint fuzzy vault takes sets of minutiae - often pre-aligned - as inputs
and evaluates a thresholded set intersection on it. Here we have to deal with binary vectors,
so we simply see positions set to 1 as elements of the set to input in the vault. Regarding
notations of Section 2, we have t that equals the amount of bits set to 1 in the binary vector
and r = N . We have to choose an underlying ﬁnite ﬁeld GF (q) = F with q > N . Figure
2 illustrates the way we construct the fuzzy vault with the binary vectors, with the subset
of the N ﬁrst elements of F, fully ﬁlled of t genuine points and N − t chaff points.
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Figure 2: Fuzzy vault construction for binary vectors

4

Experiments

We performed our tests on two public databases: FVC2000 DB2 [FVCa], a low-cost capacitive sensor database with 800 images (8 acquisitions times 100 subjects), and FVC2002
DB2 [FVCb], an optical sensor database with 880 images (8 acquisitions times 110 subjects). None of them has acquisitions of different ﬁngers of a same person, so we created
random fused templates coming from 2, 4 or 8 different people for a total of 40 000 comparisons with a ratio of 1 genuine matching test over 40 tests. For reference templates
we merged random templates coming from the four ﬁrst acquisitions while veriﬁcation
templates are fusions of templates of the four last acquisitions.

4.1 Fusion on binary templates
We worked on binary vectors of size N = 56786 where there are t = 600 bits set to one.
Table 2 shows the biometric performances of our feature-level fusion. As we can expect,
the more templates are merged, the better are the authentication results.
Number of
templates
1
2
4
8

FVC2000 DB2
Threshold FAR (%) FRR (%)
36
0.0094
32.87
77
0.0076
17.30
181
0.0051
2.10
549
0.0102
0.30

FVC2002 DB2
Threshold FAR (%) FRR (%)
40
0.0104
39.03
82
0.0117
20.91
177
0.0093
2.54
525
0.0093
0.27

Table 2: Biometric performances of feature-level fusion
By observing in table 2 the threshold w for FAR around 0.01%, we note that w does not
grow linearly with respect to the amount of fused templates: the more ﬁngers we use, the
faster w increases. For eight ﬁnger-fusion a lot of matching positions do not come from
the same underlying sub-templates. Nevertheless, performances are still better this way.
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4.2

Fuzzy vault on feature-level merged vectors

As w is quite small, it implies to correct up to 87.5% of errors in the fuzzy vault setting.
We therefore use Guruswami and Sudan’s list-decoding algorithm [GS98] to achieve the
needed error-correction capacity. Recalling
- that we have a k − 1-degree polynomial, the
algorithm has a theoretical bound w > (k − 1)t. Our experiments were run on a computer with a 2.93GHz Intel Core2 Duo processor and 4GB of RAM. We implemented the
fuzzy vault scheme in C using PARI library for some complex operations. We met a computational
- barrier on a big linear system and needed to review the bound in a harder version
w > 1 + 2t(k − 1). This technical condition limits the achieved size of k. Table 3 gives
biometric and security (according to [MMT09]) results of our experiments on FVC2000
DB2 (similar results for FVC2002 DB2). Execution times are given for one decoding.
Number of
fused templates
1
2
4
8

FAR
(%)
0.0094
0,0076
0,0051
0.0102

FRR
(%)
32.87
17,30
2.10
0.30

t

w

k

600
1192
2356
4599

36
77
181
549

2
3
7
33

Computational
Security (bits)
31
36
53
143

Execution
time (s)
1.7
14
101
763

Table 3: Performances of fuzzy vault on F = GF (217 − 1) on FVC2000 DB2
Performing fusion improves biometric efﬁciency and helps to increase security regarding computational attacks (the most efﬁcient among those mentioned in Section 2 being
[MMT09]). As there are more common points between two sets when several templates
are fused, the degree of the polynomial increases, and so does security. These good results
come with an increase of execution time too due to the higher complexity of the decoding.
4.3

Security against biometric attacks

We succeed to have a FAR lower than 10−4 with a very low FRR for 4 or 8 fused templates.
This leads to relatively more costly FA attacks against privacy of a template protection
scheme. Although 10−4 is not negligible, it is lower than one can expect in this setting
without fusion. This is an encouraging consequence of our construction.
We also investigate the case where an attacker has access to partial biometric information,
suppose for instance he’s able to recover 1, 2 or 3 ﬁngerprints out of 8. We evaluate his
ability to authenticate with this partial knowledge. To do so we create fused templates with
partial matching abilities with other ones, like for instance for eight-ﬁnger fusion:
• One false match:

fus(01 1, 02 2, 06 1, 40 3, 75 4, 12 1, 99 3, 27 4)
vs fus(01 5, 10 7, 23 8, 04 7, 62 6, 16 8, 23 5, 77 6)

• Two false matches:

fus(01 1, 02 2, 06 1, 40 3, 75 4, 12 1, 99 3, 27 4)
vs fus(01 5, 02 7, 23 8, 04 7, 62 6, 16 8, 23 5, 77 6)

• Three false matches:

fus(01 1, 02 2, 06 1, 40 3, 75 4, 12 1, 99 3, 27 4)
vs fus(01 5, 02 7, 06 8, 04 7, 62 6, 16 8, 23 5, 77 6)
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We compare the corresponding score distributions to standard matching and non-matching
score distributions (see Figure 3). Without surprise, the more sub-templates match to the
reference sub-templates, the better the scores are. We also evaluate more accurately the
amount of partially matching vectors that would be authenticated if the system was tuned
for some FAR. Table 4 shows us that with 1 genuine sub-template among 8, an attacker
has only 6% of chances to authenticate in a system tuned for a 0.1% FAR. This shows the
positive impact of fusion on the security of the system against biometric attacks.

Figure 3: Score distributions for partial matching tests on FVC2000 DB2
FAR
0.1%
0.01%

% accepted for 1 FM
6.0%
2.2%

% accepted for 2 FM
36.5%
22.1%

% accepted for 3 FM
65.5%
47.4%

Table 4: False match vector acceptance rates on FVC2000 DB2

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we apply the fuzzy vault scheme to a binary transformation-invariant ﬁngerprint representation. We show how to increase biometric expectations by performing
template-level fusion with no storage overhead and adapt the scheme to this end, leading to high computational security and encouraging properties against biometric attacks.
We discuss how this helps to increase the privacy and security of the template protection
system. Future works will be to further improve the advantages of such idea.
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Abstract:
This paper describes the development, implementation and validation of an automatic
speaker recognition system on an iPad tablet. A score normalization approach, referred as
Nearest Neighbor Normalization (3N), is applied in order to improve the baseline speaker
verification system. The system is evaluated on the MOBIO corpus and results show an absolute improvement of the HTER by more than 4% when the score normalization is performed.
A human-centered interface is implemented for the speaker recognition system and a survey
is collected from 28 users in order to evaluate the application. The results showed that the
users, familiar with touchscreen interface, found the application easy to learn and use.

1

Introduction

Modern portable devices like tablets or mobile phones are now widely used, especially to store
sensitive data (such as personal details and pictures), or to have access to email, social networks,
bank accounts, etc. Most of these services require personal authentication. Therefore, biometrics
could be an appropriate solution. In this paper, a biometric iPad application based on voice
modality is developed. The proposed speaker verification system is based on a GMM-UBM
method [RQD00], which is simpler to implement, faster and requires much less training data
than an i-vector system [DKD+ 11]. The baseline GMM-UBM speaker verification system was
evaluated during the 2013 speaker recognition evaluation in mobile environment [KVR+ 13]. In
order to improve the performance of the baseline system, a score normalization approach based
on the nearest impostor score is applied.
For the iPad application, the user interface is an important part. In fact the user interaction with
the system could dramatically affect the performance of the application. Therefore an appropriate
human-centered interface should be designed in order to achieve high performance level. In
order to evaluate the user interface, a survey is proposed in which users are asked to assess the
application interface.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the proposed score normalization approach is
presented along with its evaluation on the MOBIO database. In Section 3, the implementation of
the iPad application is described and the user interface evaluation results are exposed. Conclusions and perspectives are given in Section 4.
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2

Speaker Verification System

In this section, a GMM-UBM baseline system is described and a score normalization scheme,
referred as Nearest Neighbor Normalization (3N), is introduced. In the speaker verification task
the goal is to decide if a person, who claims to be a target speaker, is or is not that speaker. The
decision will be either an acceptance or rejection.

2.1

Baseline GMM-UBM System

There are two phases in any speaker verification system: the enrollment (or training) and recognition (or test). There are three main steps in these two phases. In the feature extraction step,
which should be the same in the enrollment and recognition phases, the speech signal is converted into a sequence of vectors. Each vector represents a short window of the waveform with
overlapping adjacent windows. Then, the speaker modeling step creates a model for each of the
speakers’ voices using samples of their speech. Finally, the speaker model once trained allows to
perform the recognition step by scoring the test speech against the model of the claimed speaker.
This score is compared to a threshold to decide whether to accept or reject the claimant.
The well-known GMM-UBM speaker verification system is proposed as a baseline system. The
UBM (Universal Background Model) is a GMM with 512 Gaussians trained on a large number
of speakers to represent the distribution of the extracted features for a representative population.
The target speaker model is obtained by adapting the parameters of the UBM model using the
target training speech with Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) adaptation. In the decision making
step, a log-likelihood ratio for a test sequence of feature vectors X is computed as follows:
LLR(X, target) = log(p(X|λtarget )) − log(p(X|λU BM ))

(1)

Where λtarget and λU BM are respectively the target and UBM models.

2.2

3N Normalization Method

The speaker verification problem received a lot of attention, leading to many public evaluation
campaigns such as NIST (http://www.nist.gov/itl/iad/mig/sre.cfm), MOBIO [KVR+ 13], Biosecure [PDCD09], etc. In this paper, a score normalization method is performed to improve the
performance of the GMM-UBM speaker verification system. For the baseline GMM-UBM
speaker verification system, feature extraction is first performed on the test utterance. Then a
Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR) is computed, as shown in equation 1, between the claimed identity
and the test utterance. Finally the LLR value is compared with a threshold. If the LLR is above
the threshold, the test speaker is accepted otherwise he is rejected.
For the 3N Normalization Scheme, in addition to the comparison with the claimed identity model,
the test utterance is compared with other speaker models present in the database. Then, the
difference between the LLR of the claimed identity and the maximal LLR found for the other
speakers is computed as follows:
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D(X, target) = LLR(X, target) −

max (LLR(X, Impostori ))

1≤i≤N −1

(2)

If the difference is above a threshold, the test speaker is accepted otherwise he is rejected.

2.3

Experimental Setup

In order to validate the proposed normalization approach, the publicly available MOBIO database
is used. Then the speaker verification system is evaluated on a smaller database acquired with
the iPad (these results are reported in Section 3.4).
The MOBIO database is a bimodal (face/speaker) database recorded from 152 people. The
database has a gender ratio of nearly 1:2 (100 males and 52 females). More details on this
database could be found in [KVR+ 13]. Based on the gender of the clients, two different closed
set protocols for male and female are proposed. In order to have an unbiased evaluation, the
clients are split up into three disjoint sets: training, development and evaluation sets:
- Training set: The data of this set is used to learn the UBM parameters.
- Development set: The data of this set is used to tune meta-parameters of the algorithm (e.g.
number of Gaussians, number of features, etc.). For the enrollment of a client model, 5 audio
files of the client are provided. The remaining audio files of the clients serve as probe files, and
likelihood scores have to be computed between all probe files and all client models. Number of
trials is 60480 for male and 34020 for female.
- Evaluation set: The data of this set is used for computing the final evaluation performance. It
has a structure similar to the development set. Number of trials is 151620 for male and 42000
for female.
In order to set the influence of the numbers of impostors of the 3N normalization on the speaker
verification results, a new evaluation protocol, called full MOBIO protocol, is created by adding
the MOBIO development set to the evaluation one. In such case, the number of 3N normalization
speakers is increased from N = 20−1 to N = 38−1 for female, and N = 38−1 to N = 62−1
for male.
The framework for reproducible results of the baseline speaker verification system is described
in [PDCD09] and available at [HPDF+ 09]. This framework was adapted to the MOBIO database
as follows. First, the feature vector is composed of 20 MFCC coefficients (32 Mel filter bank)
together with their first derivatives and the delta energy. This is intended to better exploit
the 16KHz range. Second, feature warping and energy-based voice activity detection are performed. The UBM model is trained on the MOBIO training part and the Voxforge dataset
(http://www.repository.voxforge1.org/) with 512 Gaussians. Moreover, the 3N score normalization approach is used. Open source SPro 4.1 [Gra09] and ALIZE 2.0 [BSM+ 08] softwares
were used to develop the proposed system.
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2.4

Results with the Proposed 3N Normalization Scheme

Figure 1 and 2 show the DET curves and the Half Total Error Rate (HTER) obtained for baseline
system and 3N normalization, respectively for the female and male evaluation set of the MOBIO database. To compute the HTER, a threshold θ is defined on the development partition at
the EER point. This threshold is applied to the evaluation partition to obtain the HTER. The results clearly reveal the contribution of the 3N normalization method to improve the performance
of the baseline speaker verification system: 3N HTER is 7.01% for female and 4.87% for male.
In fact, the absolute improvement made in the HTER is nearly 4% for female and male. It is also
important to note that the results achieved by the 3N normalization are better than those obtained
by the best system in the 2013 speaker recognition evaluation in mobile environment [KVR+ 13],
which are 10.67% for female and 7.07% for male. Furthermore, the proposed system performs
as good as the fusion on the all systems participating in that evaluation campaign, where the best
results is 6.73% for female and 4.63% for male [KGSM13].
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Figure 1: DET curves obtained for the baseline system (dotted line) and 3N normalization (continuous line)
for the female MOBIO evaluation dataset (left) and full MOBIO dataset (right), and the HTER operating
point (circle).
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Figure 2: DET curves obtained for the baseline system (dotted line) and 3N normalization (continuous line)
for the male MOBIO evaluation dataset (left) and full MOBIO dataset (right), and the HTER operating
point (circle).

In order to test the influence of the size of the 3N normalization population, the speaker verification system is evaluated on the full MOBIO protocol. For the female trials, an HTER of
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10.52% is obtained for the baseline system on the full MOBIO scenario. Increasing the size of
the normalization population from 19 to 37 improves the speaker verification results from 7.01
to 6.23%. For the male trials, an HTER of 8.98% is obtained for the baseline system on the
full MOBIO scenario. Increasing the size of the normalization population from 37 to 61 slightly
deteriorates the speaker verification results from 4.87 to 5.01%. Therefore, more tests should be
done to verify influence of the size of the normalisation population.

3

Implementation, Architecture and User Interface

In Section 3.1, the importance of a human friendly interface for biometrics systems is discussed.
Then in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, the architecture and the interface of our biometric application are
explained. Finally results of our user interaction experiments are provided in Section 3.4.

3.1

Human Interface for Biometric Systems

One of the problems in building biometric systems is to establish a good contact with the end
user. As reported by [oST08] in the beginning stages of development of biometric systems, it
was necessary to focus primarily on the performance. As these new technologies mature, it’s
important to take into account other factors, including the usability of these systems.
One aspect of biometric systems that has not been traditionally considered is the user. The
user brings innate qualities and experiences to the interaction that affect performance. Without
proper human-centered interface, biometric systems can’t receive biometric modality of good
quality, decreasing the performance of the biometric system. According to ISO 9241 [92410]
human-centric design is an iterative process and should involve: early focus on users, tasks, and
environment; active involvement of users; appropriate allocation of tasks between user and system; incorporation of user-derived feedback into the (biometric) system design; iterative design
whereby a prototype is designed, tested and modified.

3.2

Architecture and Implementation

In the case of voice biometrics the user pronounces a sentence and a biometric system process
that speech to perform the biometric comparison. To solve the problem of human-centered interface, the popular mobile platform - iOS - is chosen to implement our biometric system on an
iPad device. Using iPad as an end-user terminal seems quite natural because of its touchscreen
interface, big screen and sensitive microphone. Also, current iPad Air model line has powerful
hardware [hiar] to run both enrolment and test phases right on the device in a reasonable time. To
develop an application which will fit users needs, it is important to decide what this application
will do. The main function of our application is a login function. Whenever registered user starts
application and wants to have access to some protected data in iPad, he or she provides a sample
of his/her biometric modality. The application grants or denies access to protected data. For
example, it could be a doctor who wants to have an access to patients medical data.
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For our biometric application on iPad, a classic Model-View-Controller software design pattern
is chosen. It is a high-level pattern that deals with the global architecture of an application and
classifies objects according to the general roles they play in an application [hVCVC].
Logical application architecture consists of three parts: iPad hardware (camera, microphone);
Objective-C classes to perform the speaker verification (speech acquisition, feature extraction
and processing, speaker verification); Objective-C classes to store data (file-based database to
keep all users’ feature templates as a binary files).

3.3

Application Interface

For the proposed biometric application on the iPad, a very first prototype of the human interface
is developed with separated processes for enrollment and test. While both of the processes follow
similar path ”record speech - extract features - process features”, from the interface point of view
they are different. Normally, user needs enrolment phase only once and usually he is supported by
the application guide. The test process, where user claims his identity and provide his biometric
modality, is most frequently used.
A few initial tests with real users have shown that the human interface acceptance could be improved by cutting out unnecessary steps. Apple’s ”iOS Human Interface Guidelines” [Dev14]
recommend to avoid interface parts which do not bring any functionality for the user, and therefore make it easy to focus on the main task by highlighting important content or functionality.
Since the user will spent most of his time using the ”test phase”, one extra interface element is
removed and the application starts immediately with the test phase interface. When needed, the
user can switch to the enrollment interface. With that simpler version of the interface, more user
tests are performed and a survey is proposed in order to evaluate the interface.

3.4

User Interface Survey

All test related to the proposed user interface are conducted on a population of 28 users to assess the usability of the biometric application. Usability testing focuses on scenarios related to
enrollment and verification and aims to address the difficulties encountered when using the application. The proposed survey is inspired by the criteria proposed in [SB97] to evaluate the results.
The questionnaire aims to gather the subjective assessment of the application for the user. The
obtained results are reported in Table 1. During testing, the number of mistakes, the completion
time for assessing the efficiency and the effective achievement of objectives are reported. After the test, a questionnaire is given to gather subjective assessment of the device, difficulties,
misunderstandings, obstacles and what they like or not in the system.
A small amount of data are acquired with the iPad from the 28 users, leading to 419 genuine
and 3307 impostors tests. This data is considered as a development corpus to fix the decision
threshold on the Equal Error Rate (ERR) oprating point. The baseline system achieves an EER
of 5.23%, while by adding the 3N approach to normalize the scores, the EER decreases to 1.22%.
More data will be collected form more users and tests. This data will be exploited to evaluate the
performance of the implemented application by using the threshold previously computed on the
development part.
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Global impression

Screen

Terminology

Ergonomics

Capabilities

Questions
Global impression of the application
Impression of the application: easy-to-use
Impression of the application: flexible
Impression of the application: interesting
Impression of the application: satisfaction
Easy to read text on a screen
Information clearly organized
Position and color of the a buttons helps to complete task
Screen sequence is clear
Instructions are clear
Messages well positioned on a screen
Appropriate use of terms in the application
Application is easy to learn
Always easy to complete task
Messages on the screen are useful
Steps and instructions are easy to remember
Application is strict
Application is running fast
Can be used by any user
Errors are easy to correct

2
21
25
18
23
24
25
22
20
19
18
21
24
26
25
25
23
18
27
17
15

1
6
1
7
3
3
1
3
8
9
5
4
2
2
3
3
5
9
1
10
5

0
1
2
3
2
1
2
3
0
0
5
3
2
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
6

Table 1: Survey Results on 28 users ( 2 = totally agree, 1 = agree and 0 = not agree)

4

Conclusions and Perspectives

The proposed speaker verification application demonstrates significant progress in two main directions. First, it showed that 3N normalization brings an absolute improvement of the HTER
of the speaker recognition system to more than 4%. An other important result is that modern
portable devices (like iPad tablet) are mature and powerful enough to run speaker recognition
algorithms based on GMM-UBM method in real-time. Second, human interface surveys were
performed on a group of users and surveys results showed that the users, familiar with tactile
interface or iPad interface, found the application easy to learn and use. That user reaction is one
of the important factors to build a high-performance biometric system.
Future works will be dedicated to implement face recognition on our application and to improve
the performance of the system by fusing scores between speaker and face recognition. Furthermore, several tests will be conducted in order to calibrate the decision threshold. In addition,
good scores on the criteria of speed and learning obtained in the surveys should be validated by
testing with bigger group of users in operational environment that reflect the contexts of use.
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Abstract: A framework that can be used for assessing the suitability of different feature vectors in the task of determining the age similarity between a pair of faces is
introduced. This framework involves the use of a dataset containing images displaying compounded types of variation along with the use of an ideal dataset, containing
pairs of age-separated face images captured under identical imaging conditions. The
use of the ideal dataset in conjunction with deliberate introduction of controlled noise,
allows the extraction of conclusions related to the robustness of different feature vectors to different types of noise effects. The ultimate aim of this work is the derivation
of comprehensive and accurate set of metrics for evaluating the performance of age
progression algorithms in order to support comparative age progression evaluations.

1

Introduction

The topic of facial aging received considerable attention in the literature mainly in relation with the applications of age estimation and age progression (see [RCB09, FGH10]
for comprehensive surveys). In facial age estimation the aim is to estimate the age of a
subject by analyzing information derived from face images. In age progression the aim
is to deform the appearance of a face in order to predict how the subject will look like in
the future. Within this context the aim is to retain identity-speciﬁc facial features while
transforming the appearance of age-sensitive features.
An important issue related to the development of accurate age progression algorithms is
the formulation of a set of metrics that can be used for assessing the age difference between
a pair of face images enabling in that way the assessment of the ability of an algorithm to
generate faces showing a subject at the target age. Moreover, since in some cases, age
progression may involve images captured under uncontrolled imaging conditions (i.e., images captured by surveillance cameras), it is important to assess the sensitivity of different
metrics in the presence of different types of noise.
In this paper a comprehensive framework that can be used for assessing the suitability
of different feature vectors in the task of determining the age similarity between a pair
of faces is proposed. The framework in question involves the use of an ideal dataset,
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containing pairs of age-separated face images captured under identical imaging conditions.
The use of an ideal dataset in conjunction with deliberate introduction of noise, allows the
extraction of conclusions related to the robustness of different feature vectors to different
types of noise. In addition, images from the FG-NET Aging database [Lan08] were also
used in order to obtain conclusions related to the ability of different feature vectors to
assess age similarity using real life images that contain a combination of noise effects.
As part of the experimentation, eight different types of features were considered. The
ultimate aim is the derivation of comprehensive and accurate metrics for evaluating the
similarity of age separated faces that can be used for assessing the performance of age
progression algorithms. The early results and conclusions presented in this work constitute
an important step towards accomplishing the aforementioned task.

2

Methodology

The aim of this work, and of the corresponding experiments, is to investigate the ability
of a feature vector derived from a face image, to reﬂect aging information so that the age
difference between a pair of face images can successfully be determined. As part of this
investigation, two main approaches were adopted. The ﬁrst involves the assessment of
different features with respect to their correlation with age while the second approach is
involved with the ability of a set of features to order a set of age separated images into
increasing/decreasing age order. An important issue related to our methodology is the
type of features used for describing face images. Towards this end eight different types of
features are used. A short description of these features is provided in Section 2.3.

2.1

Correlation-Based Method

Let Sk be a set of Nk images showing the same subject k at various ages. Let also ⃗xki be
an n-dimensional feature vector derived from the i − th face image of subject k and aki
be a scalar indicating the age of the face in that image. For every pair of images Iik and Ijk
k
belonging to set Sk we estimate the magnitude of the difference of feature vectors (dfij
)
k
and difference in age (daij ) as follows:
k
= E⃗xki − ⃗xkj E, dakij = aki − akj
dfij

(1)

where E⃗xE is the norm of vector ⃗x
k
By concatenating the values of dfij
and dakij for all distinct pairs of images Iik and Ijk
⃗ k and da
⃗ k:
(i = 1, 2, ..., Nk − 1, j = i + 1, ..., Nk ) we form the vectors df

⃗ k = [df k df k ... df k df k df k ... df k ... df k
df
12
23
Nk −1Nk ]
13
1Nk
24
2Nk

(2)

⃗ k = [dak dak ... dak dak dak ... dak ... dak
da
23
Nk −1Nk ]
12
13
1Nk
24
2Nk

(3)
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⃗ k and da
⃗ k across all set Sk
The average of the correlation coefﬁcient ck of vectors df
as indicated in eq. 4 provides quantitative evaluation of the ability of the set of features
considered to reﬂect age differences.
c=

NS
1 ∑
ck ,
NS

ck =

k=1

⃗k
df
k

(4)

k

⃗ EEda
⃗ E
Edf

where NS is the number of subjects (sets Sk ) in the dataset.
Thus, for every different feature set the average correlation coefﬁcient c is computed with
the aid of eq. 1-4 allowing comparison of feature sets w.r.t their ability to capture age
differences recorded in facial images.

2.2

Prediction of the order of age-separated images

Correlation based age estimation, as described in the previous section, assumes that the
vector representation of each face image changes linearly with age. This is deﬁnitely nontrue because age changes in humans are rather non-linear [LTM13] while the majority
of feature representations do not linearly encode changes in face appearance. Thus, we
could assume that ﬁnding feature vector representations that allow correct classiﬁcation
of age-separated images might also help. For instance, we can train (in a learning by
example manner) classiﬁers that are fed with these features and provide age progression
estimation. In this case the non-linearity, mentioned above, as well as the individual way
that age-related changes appear in face images [LTM13] can be learned by the classiﬁer.
Having the above in mind we have performed a second test on the various feature representations investigated in this work. Instead of trying to obtain an estimate of age difference,
we considered the ability to predict the right order of a set of age-separated images based
on the plain vector representations described in Section 2.3. For this purpose we have used
the Mean Average Precision (MAP) metric, that is the mean value of Average Precision, in
sets of age-separated images depicting different subjects. Let as denote with pk (i) the precision of predicting the ﬁrst i age-separated images in set Sk (in a given order, ascending
or descending), thus:
pk (i) =

number of rightly predicted images in Sk (among the f irst i)
i

(5)

By averaging pk (i) for all i we get the Average Precision (for set Sk ) pk . The MAP is
computed by averaging pk across all subjects (sets Sk ).
M AP =

NS
1 ∑
pk ,
NS
k=1

pk =

Nk
1 ∑
pk (i)
Nk i=1

(6)

where Nk is the number of age-separated images in set Sk . In our experiments in the ideal
dataset we used Nk = 10 for all sets Sk . In the FG-NET dataset Sk is not ﬁxed. A value of
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pk =1 indicates perfect prediction of the order of all images in set Sk , while a MAP value
of 1 indicates perfect prediction of the order of all images in all sets.
The ranking order is computed based on the correlation coefﬁcient between the vector
representations of the images (x⃗ki ). That is, given the vector ⃗xk1 corresponding to either
the “youngest” or the “oldest” face image in set Sk , the remaining images in the set are
ranked according to the correlation coefﬁcient ck1j (the image with the highest correlation
with the image in question is ranked ﬁrst, that with the second highest correlation is ranked
second, and so on):
ck1j =

⃗xk1 · ⃗xkj
j = 2, ...., Nk
E⃗xk1 EE⃗xkj E

(7)

MAP is our second indicator on how effectively a feature set can be used for assessing the
performance of age progression algorithms.

2.3

Evaluation process

As part of the evaluation process, two main experiments are carried out: The ﬁrst experiment involves an ideal set of images, whereas the second involves images captured under
non-controlled imaging conditions.
Experiment 1: Ideal Dataset. For this experiment 300 face images, involving both real
and synthetic ones, is used. In particular the database contained 30 pairs (thus, NS =30)
of real images showing the same person at two different ages (with an average age gap of
15 years). The dataset includes images from both genders and the age range is between
between 1-75 years. Images in these pairs were captured under the same conditions in
relation to lighting, face size, face orientation and facial expression hence the only distinct
source of image differences in each pair is aging variation. For every pair of images a
weighted morphing scheme was used for generating eight intermediate uniformly spaced
images between the two images in each pair. Therefore, for each of the 30 subjects in the
datasets we had available two real and eight synthetic images (thus, Nk =10 for every k).
Figure 1 shows an indicative example of images belonging to the same subject, used in the
experiment.
In order to assess the effect of different types of noise encountered in face images, in
relation to the ability to assess age similarity, three different types of noise with increasing
intensity, were added to one of the two images in each pair considered. In particular
images were blurred using a Gaussian ﬁlter with standard deviations ranging from 0 to
50, salt and pepper noise covering 0% to 50% of the image and the correct positions of
the landmarks were displaced by a random amount of 0 up to ±10 pixels. It should be
noted that the displacement of the landmarks, although it does not affect the image itself,
it affects the overall process of feature extraction. Examples of noise-corrupted icons used
in the experiments are shown in Figure 2.
Experiment 2: Real Life Dataset. In the second experiment the FG-NET dataset [Lan08]
is used. The dataset contains 1002 images from 82 subjects (thus, NS =82 while Nk varies
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Figure 1: Indicative examples of images from the “ideal dataset”. The leftmost and rightmost images
are real images. The intermediate images are generated by interpolating the real images.

Figure 2: Examples of noise corrupted images. Images blurred with a Gaussian ﬁlter with standard
deviation ranging from 0 to 50 (top row), images corrupted with salt and pepper noise with density ranging from 0% to 50% (middle row) and shape normalized facial patch extracted when the
landmarks were displaced by a number of pixels ranging from 0 to 10 (bot-tom row) are shown.

with k). Apart from aging variation, images in the FG-NET aging database contain increased variation due to illumination, image quality, face orientation and expression, allowing the derivation of conclusions related to the ability of feature vectors to assess age
similarity, in cases where images are captured under non-controlled conditions.
The experimental evaluation (in both experiments) involves the use of a variety of feature sets. In the Shape-Normalized Texture (T) set faces are represented by the texture in
the shape-normalized facial region. In the Raw Shape (S) set each face is represented
by the coordinates of 68 landmarks located on key positions. In the Active Appearance Model Parameters (AAM) set faces are coded into a number of Active Appearance
Model [CET01] parameters. The Local Binary Patterns (LBP) set consists of vectors that
include LBP [AHP06] patterns extracted form 33 local facial patches (these values are concatenated to form each vector). The Histogram of Oriented Gradients (MHOG) [DT05]
are derived from four windows that constitute the bounding box of the facial region. In
contrary the Local Histograms of Oriented Gradients (PHOG) are derived at windows lo-
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Feature Type
Ideal Dataset
FG-NET Dataset

T
0.47
0.22

S
0.52
0.29

AAM
0.59
0.37

LBP
0.53
0.30

MHOG
0.59
0.36

PHOG
0.61
0.40

AFD
0.42
0.29

SHIK
0.54
0.38

Table 1: Correlation based evaluation for different features sets when tested on the ”Ideal Dataset”
and the ”FG-NET Dataset”

cated on the 68 landmark points of each face under consideration. In the Autocorrelation
of Fourier Descriptors (AFD) set 64 coefﬁcients of the autocorrelation function of Fourier
descriptors [CB84] are computed to represent each face. Finally, the Spatial Histogram
of Keypoints (SHIK) is a SIFT based image representation obtained by accumulating the
SIFT features on the points of a fractal grid [TT13].

3

Experimental Results

We evaluated the feature sets described above in terms of the proposed methodology using
both the correlation-based method and the order prediction method. When no noise was
added to the images from the “Ideal Dataset” (see Table 1), PHOG, AAM and MHOG
achieved the best performance. Bearing in mind that the best performers are based both on
local information (PHOG and MHOG) and global information (AAM) it can be concluded
that both global and local information is important in reﬂecting age information. Also,
it is interesting to note that on the “Ideal Dataset” even the shape representation achieves
adequate performance as shape variations due to pose and expression variation are minimal
in that case.

Figure 3: Correlation based evaluation for different features sets when images from the “Ideal
Dataset” were blurred with the use of a Gaussian ﬁlter of increasing strength (x-axis) (left), when
‘salt and pepper’ noise of increasing strength (x-axis) was added (middle) and when the landmarks
in the images were displaced by an increasing amount (x-axis)(right). Reported values (y-axis) refer
to the average correlation coefﬁcient.

When dealing with blurred images from the “Ideal Dataset” (Figure 3, left), AAM and
MHOG features retain a reasonable performance with increasing amounts of blurring in-
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Test Type
Ideal (Progr.)
Ideal (Regr.)
FG-NET (Progr.)
FG-NET (Regr.)

T
1
1
0.78
0.76

S
1
1
0.78
0.77

AAM
1
1
0.80
0.77

LBP
0.89
0.92
0.72
0.75

MHOG
0.96
0.96
0.77
0.75

PHOG
0.96
0.96
0.80
0.78

AFD
0.91
0.89
0.74
0.74

SHIK
0.96
0.96
0.75
0.77

Table 2: Results of the Progression and Regression tests on the ”Ideal Dataset” and the ”FG-NET
Dataset”: Mean Average Precision (MAP, see eq. 6) in predicting the right age order given a “young”
image and predicting the right order of the “older” ones (Progression test) and given an “old” image
predict the right order of the “younger” ones (Regression test)

dicating that these features could be used for assessing age similarity when dealing with
non-ideal images (i.e., images captured by surveillance cameras). When images from the
“Ideal Dataset” were corrupted with salt and pepper noise (Figure 3, middle) the performance of methods relying on local information exhibit signiﬁcant performance deterioration as this type of noise disrupts the local texture. In contrast for this type of noise, global
features (i.e., AAM) display the best overall performance.
In real applications involving the extraction of age similarity metrics, it is essential to locate facial landmarks automatically; a process that in some cases may not produce accurate
depictions of the landmark positions. It is therefore important to use features that are not
sensitive to the accuracy of landmark location. The results of the experiment where landmarks were displaced by a number of pixels (Figure 3, right) indicate that local features
(i.e. MHOG, PHOG and SHIK) can retain a reasonable performance despite landmark
displacements.
When dealing with images from the FG-NET Aging dataset (see Table 1) the best performing features in decreasing order proved to be the PHOG, SHIK, AAM and MHOG features.
The fact that top performers contain both local-based and holistic methods, indicate that
ideally both global and local evidence should be taken into account when assessing age
similarity in the presence of compounded sources of variation.
Table 2 summarizes the results of the age-order prediction test (see Section 2.2) for the
“Ideal Dataset” and the FG-NET Aging Dataset. Reported values refer to MAP (see eq. 6).
The performance of all feature sets in the ideal dataset is close to perfect but the real challenge is the performance on the FG-NET dataset in which age-separated images present
a high degree of variability of the faces shown. Among the eight compared feature sets
the PHOG and AAM present the highest scores in both age progression and age regression tests. This is in partial disagreement with the noise tests on the “Ideal Dataset” (see
Figure 3, left & middle) showing that noise corruption is not so common in practical situations as we considered. On the other hand, the landmark displacement test is of high
importance because inaccurate detection of facial protuberant points is quite frequent. As
Figure 3 (right) shows PHOG is more robust than the AAM method in this perspective.
Nevertheless, the overall conclusion is that feature sets that combine local and global information seem to be able to capture age-related information remaining quite robust to
landmark detection distortions.
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4

Conclusion

In this paper we have introduced an experimental framework for evaluating facial age similarity, through face images, algorithms and feature sets. This framework includes the
use of a specially designed dataset, the FG-NET dataset and two different tests to evaluate performance in conjunction with eight different types of features. We are currently
working to expand the dataset and to precisely deﬁne a set of comprehensive facial features that could be used for assessing facial age difference and facial similarity, based on
the proposed framework. It is anticipated that the completion of the aforementioned task
will have direct applications in assessing the performance of age progression algorithms.
However, it is important to note that a metric based on facial age similarity is not enough
for assessing age progression algorithms as metrics based on ID similarity between source
and age progressed images, are also required.
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Abstract: In the search for viable fingerprint liveness detection techniques, one
looks for unique characteristics that distinguish the friction ridge skin of a living
finger from all other materials that could be made to imitate it. One such
characteristic is the perspiration phenomenon, where small openings in the skin
called pores, positioned periodically along the ridges, excrete sweat. These pores
are often visible in images captured by a fingerprint scanner. This paper proposes
an approach to fingerprint liveness detection, where pores are detected and a small
region around each pore is analyzed to determine the perspiration activity. Results
are presented using the LivDet 2011 and 2013 datasets, showing that the proposed
approach is viable as a fingerprint liveness detection approach on its own and
improves performance when combined with other liveness detection approaches.

1 Introduction
Circumvention is an issue becoming of greater concern in the current state of biometric
system development. A biometric system is vulnerable to many types of attacks that can
undermine its integrity and reliability. This paper focuses specifically on attacks aimed
at the sensor of a biometric system. Any such presentation, which is made with the intent
to circumvent the normal operation of the system, is referred to as a presentation attack.
A specific type of presentation attack is an artificial presentation attack, involving
forgery of a biometric trait, commonly termed “spoofing”.
In biometric systems, the goal of liveness detection is to determine if the biometric being
captured is an actual measurement from the authorized, live person who is present at the
time of capture. Liveness detection reduces the risk of spoofing by requiring a liveness
signature in addition to matched biometric information. No system is perfect in its ability
to prevent spoofing attacks. However, liveness algorithms can reduce this vulnerability
to minimize the risk of spoofing.
Pores, being level-3 fingerprint features have been utilized for fingerprint matching, as in
the works of Jain et al. [JCD07] and Abhyankar and Schuckers [AS10]. Although these
approaches may have inherent liveness detection capabilities, given that pores are often
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not represented the same in fake fingers as in live, the goal is pattern matching of located
pores. The approach described in this paper looks more in depth at the characteristics of
the pores, giving detailed information on the source of the fingerprint, i.e. from a live or
fake finger.
Pore detection has been briefly studied as a measure for fingerprint liveness detection
[GMR12], [MRT10]. The features used in these previous studies characterize the
number of pores detected in fingerprint images and Euclidian distances between pores
[MRT10]. The assumption here is that pores are less likely to appear in spoofed
fingerprint images than in live captured fingerprint images. As methods for creating fake
fingers become more advanced, the quality of spoofed fingerprint images will continue
to improve. Consequently, more accurately and consistently representing pores in a fake
finger is becoming less of an issue for skilled imposters. The alternative then is to
analyzed detected pores in terms of their perspiration activity. Manivanan et al.
[MMB10] introduced a method for detecting active sweat pores using highpass and
correlation filtering on images collected using a micro-capture camera. In this paper we
propose a simple, efficient approach to active sweat pore classification using only the
supplied gray-scale fingerprint image.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the proposed
approach for analyzing fingerprint pores for detection of perspiration activity. Section 3
presents the performance results obtained using the datasets of the LivDet 2011 and
2013 fingerprint liveness competitions. Finally, Section 4 ends with the conclusion.

2 Analysis of fingerprint pores
Given that pores are level-3 features, the ability to detect pores is dependent on the
resolution of the fingerprint image. Generally, it has been determined that pores can only
be reliably extracted from fingerprint images if the resolution is greater than or equal to
1000 dpi [JCD07], [Zh10], [Zh11]. However, some approaches have been proposed to
do this task on fingerprint images with resolutions near 500 dpi [MRT10], [RMA05].
A pore visible on a ridge segment can be classified as either open or closed depending on
whether it is emitting sweat or not [JCD07]. An open pore is one that is emitting sweat
and will open out into the valley on one side. A closed pore on the other hand, will
appear as a closed circle in the center of the ridge. Open and closed pores can be seen in
an example fingerprint image presented in Fig. 1.
A number of features can be used to characterize sweat pores in a fingerprint image. One
type of feature group is representative of the number of pores detected and the pore-topore spacing. Depending on the process used for creating a fake finger, this feature may
be more or less useful for liveness detection. For example, in the LivDet 2013
competition, two of the datasets (Biometrika and Italdata) were created using the noncooperative method (from latent prints) [Gh13]. For these particular images, level-3
features are mostly nonexistent and merely counting the number of detected pores and/or
the spacing between pores can be a robust liveness detection method in itself. To
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illustrate this, pairs of live/spoofed fingerprint images from the LivDet 2011 and LivDet
2013 Biometrika datasets are compared in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively. The lack of
pores in the right image of Fig. 4 is apparent. For this feature group, the frequency at
which pores appear along the ridge segments is extracted by measuring the number of
pixels between each pair of pores while tracking the centerline of each ridge segment. In
addition to the pore spacing features, the total number of pores detected relative to the
total length of all ridge segments is determined.

Fig. 2: Example fingerprint image with open and closed pores present.

Fig. 3: Example live fingerprint image (left) and spoofed fingerprint image (right) from the
LivDet2011 Biometrika dataset [Ya12].

Fig. 4: Example live fingerprint image (left) and spoofed fingerprint image (right) from the LivDet
2013 Biometrika dataset [Gh13].
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One of the key attributes of a live finger, distinguishing if from a fake finger, is in the
perspiration phenomenon. By analyzing the gray level distribution around individual
pores, information regarding the perspiration activity of each pore can be assessed. As
was stated above, a sweat pore can be either open or closed depending on whether it is
emitting perspiration or not. Given that a fake finger should not be emitting perspiration,
identification of open pores would provide evidence that the finger is alive, though with
a great deal of effort it is possible that a forger could fashion open pores on a fake finger.
Additionally, by analyzing the gray level distribution around each pore, the diffusion of
perspiration coming out of a pore into the surrounding region can be measured. This can
be accomplished by following a circular path at some radius around the pore center. The
pixels in this path are analyzed by calculating gray level variance and maximum gray
level difference. This feature adds robustness to the approach when presented with more
realistic fake fingers, such as those obtained using the cooperative method (direct
impression of the live finger in a mold for making the fake finger), such as the Cross
Match dataset from LivDet 2013 [Gh13] and the four datasets from LivDet 2011 [Ya12].
2.1 Feature extraction
In this approach, pore centers are identified by searching the ridge segments for local
maxima in gray level, satisfying certain threshold criteria. A pore appears as a small
peak in the ridge (whiter pixels have a higher grayscale value), by doing a search using a
circular derivative operator to identify local maxima in the ridge signal and setting
appropriate thresholds, pores can be identified. Given a fingerprint image I(x,y),and
converting to polar coordinates to get N=F cos - , F sin -9, the operator with decision
criteria at each point =?, <9 within the boundaries of the ridge can be defined as in
Equation 1.
3M

B8
;EG

I
N=? : F cos=-9 , < : F sin=-99 + C4FHD4,2I
IF

(1)

The feature extraction process is as follows: First the fingerprint image is converted to a
binary image, distinguishing the ridges from the valleys. Next, the binary ridge segments
are thinned to a single pixel wide skeleton, which identifies a centerline for each ridge
segment. This skeleton is then followed and the pore searching algorithm described by
Equation 1 is implemented. In Equation 1, the maximum value of radius r is defined
based on the resolution (in dpi) of the fingerprint image. The threshold can be set to a
constant value for all images or may be pre-computed for each image based on the
statistics of the gray level distribution of the image. In this paper, a constant threshold is
chosen. Once a pore is identified, the statistics of the gray level values in a circular path
of radius I around the pore, such as gray level mean /@ , variance >@3 , and maximum
gray level difference *@ are analyzed. The corresponding calculations are shown in
Equations 2 – 4. The distance from the previous pore center to the current one is then
measured, giving the pore-to-pore spacing along ridge segments. For the following
experiments, carried out on 500 dpi images, the radius of the circular path around each
pore is set to 2 pixels.
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After the above described characteristics are extracted from the fingerprint, the
distributions are represented by histograms. Pore spacing, pore region gray level
variance, and pore region maximum gray level difference are each represented by a 10
bin histogram. Adding on an additional feature to represent the total number of pores
detected gives a total of 31 features.
2.2 Classification
The extracted features are classified as live or fake using a support vector machine
(SVM) classifier with a radial basis function (RBF) kernel. The LIBSVM software
package [CL11] is used for this task. The error terms used in the performance evaluation
for the LivDet competitions are FerrFake for the proportion of spoofed images
misclassified as live and FerrLive for the proportion of live images misclassified as
spoofed. The FerrFake and FerrLive error terms correspond to the attack presentation
classification error rate (APCER) and normal presentation classification error rate
(NPCER) respectively, as defined in the ISO/IEC 30107-3 WD standard. In this paper,
the equal error rate (EER), i.e. the decision threshold at which the APCER equals the
NPCER is used for performance comparison.

3 Results
The fingerprint images from the LivDet 2011 and LivDet 2013 liveness detection
competitions are used for the following evaluation. The LivDet 2011 dataset consists of
live and spoofed images from four difference devices; Biometrika FX2000, Digital
Persona 4000B, Italdata ET10, and Sagem MSO300. For each device, 2000 live and
2000 spoofed images were collected. The live and spoofed images from each device are
then divided equally into training and testing subsets. The LivDet 2013 dataset is
similarly constructed with images collected from a Biometrika FX2000, Italdata ET10,
Cross Match L SCAN GUARDIAN, and an unidentified swipe sensor. The swipe sensor
was excluded from this evaluation since the proposed algorithm is currently not designed
to process the raw stretched out images provided. For this dataset, 2000 live and 2000
spoofed images were collected from the Biometrika and Italdata devices and 2500 live
and 1000 spoofed images were collected from the Cross Match device. Once again these
images were equally divided into training and test subsets. The following evaluation is
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conducted by training the algorithm on the specified training data and evaluated using
the corresponding testing data [Gh13], [Ya12].
The proposed pore analysis approach is first tested on the four LivDet 2011 datasets.
Additionally, the proposed features are fused with previously developed liveness
features to analyze the performance improvement when adding the proposed pore
features to an already existing baseline liveness detection algorithm. This baseline
liveness detection algorithm is composed of intensity features [TS06], ridge signal
statistics [TS10], and valley noise [TS08].
The performance results for the LivDet 2011 datasets are presented in Table 1. For
comparison, the results from the LivDet 2011 competition [Ya12] are also presented,
along with more recent performance results using that dataset presented by Ghiani et al.
[GMR12], which includes results from the pores detection approach of [MRT10]. Since
the LivDet competition results are presented as FerrFake and FerrLive at a fixed
threshold, the corresponding EER is estimated by calculating the half total error rate
(HTER), which is the average of FerrFake and FerrLive. Comparing the results from our
fingerprint pore analysis with that of [MRT10], we see an improvement of 7.5% when
averaging the EERs across all of the datasets. Also, it is worth noting that when
combining the pore features with the baseline algorithm, liveness detection performance
is improved on average.
Table 1: LivDet 2011 performance results presented as EERs. For the LivDet 2011 results, EERs
are estimated by averaging FerrFake and FerrLive.

Proposed
Approach
State of
the Art
[GMR12]
LivDet
2011
Results
[Ya12]

Pore Analysis
Baseline
Fusion
LBP

Biometrika
26.6%
20.6%
18.4
11.0%

Italdata
31.4%
14.0%
15.2%
19.0%

Digital
23.4%
8.4%
7.8%
10.6%

Sagem
22.0%
8.4%
6.7%
8.4%

EER Mean
25.9%
12.9%
12.0%
12.3%

LBP+LBQ
Pore Detection
Dermalog
Federico

10.4%
27.4%
20.0%
40.0%

13.2%
28.8%
21.8%
40.0%

8.0%
35.9%
36.1%
8.9%

5.3%
41.6%
15.3%
13.5%

9.2%
33.4%
23.3%
25.6%

CASIA

33.9%

26.7%

25.4%

22.9%

27.2%

Next, the proposed pore analysis approach is tested on three of the LivDet 2013 datasets.
This analysis shows the increased benefit of fingerprint pore analysis when level-3 detail
is not represented on the fake fingerprints, such as in the Biometrika and Italdata sets.
The results for the LivDet 2013 datasets are presented in Table 2. The performance of
the proposed approach is compared to the top performer on each of the three datasets
from the LivDet 2013 competition [Gh13]. The pore analysis works so well for these
datasets, particularly for Biometrika and Italdata, that the optimal performance was
obtained using only the pore analysis.
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Table 2: LivDet 2013 performance results presented as EERs. For the LivDet 2013 results, EERs
are estimated by averaging FerrFake and FerrLive.

Proposed
Approach
LivDet
2013
Results
[Gh13]

Pore Analysis
Baseline

Biometrika
2.2%
2.4%

Italdata
1.0%
2.5%

Cross Match
34.9%
38.4%

EER Mean
12.7%
14.4%

Fusion
Dermalog
Anonym2

2.0%
1.7%
1.8%

1.6%
0.8%
0.6%

39.6%
49.9%
49.4%

14.4%
17.5%
17.3%

UniNap1

18.2%

3.5%

31.2%

17.6%

The contribution of fingerprint pore analysis to liveness detection is somewhat
dependent on the particular data on which it is used. These data factors can be related to
the sensing technology as well as the types of spoofing attacks that may be used against
the particular system. For example, when fake fingers are created from latent prints such
as those included in the LivDet 2013 Biometrika and Italdata datasets, simply counting
the number of detected pores might be enough for a robust liveness detection method.
However, when more realistic fake fingers are created, where level-3 features (e.g.
pores) are accurately replicated on the fake finger, characteristics of the area surrounding
each pore should be relied more heavily upon than the number of pores detected.
Additionally, higher quality fingerprint scanners that can more accurately image the fine
detail around a pore should be able to better utilize these features than a lower quality
scanner.

4 Conclusion
A fingerprint pore analysis approach is presented, which combines the approach of
analyzing the distribution of detected pores with an analysis of gray level distribution
around each pore center. The added benefit of the latter analysis is that even when pores
are represented accurately in high quality fake fingers, the pores can be classified in
terms of their perspiration activity. The performance results obtained using the datasets
of the LivDet 2011 and 2013 competitions show that the proposed approach is able to
improve performance when added to an existing liveness detection method. The
approach may even provide the best results when used as a stand-alone for the cases
where an imposter is not able to retain the pores during the creation of a fake finger.
At this point in time, only optical fingerprint devices have been analyzed, for future
work, additional sensing technologies will be evaluated for their compatibility with the
proposed fingerprint liveness detection approach. As techniques for creating fake fingers
for fingerprint spoofing are further advanced, with pores being represented more
accurately, the proposed approach may become less viable. Therefore, further
development of the methods for characterizing pores will be explored to increase
robustness.
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Paul Schmücker (Hrsg.)
perspeGKtive 2010
Workshop „Innovative und sichere
Informationstechnologie für das
Gesundheitswesen von morgen“
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Klaus-Peter Fähnrich,
Bogdan Franczyk (Hrsg.)
INFORMATIK 2010
Service Science – Neue Perspektiven für
die Informatik
Band 1
Klaus-Peter Fähnrich,
Bogdan Franczyk (Hrsg.)
INFORMATIK 2010
Service Science – Neue Perspektiven für
die Informatik
Band 2
Witold Abramowicz, Rainer Alt,
Klaus-Peter Fähnrich, Bogdan Franczyk,
Leszek A. Maciaszek (Eds.)
INFORMATIK 2010
Business Process and Service Science –
Proceedings of ISSS and BPSC
Wolfram Pietsch, Benedikt Krams (Hrsg.)
Vom Projekt zum Produkt
Fachtagung des GIFachausschusses Management der
Anwendungsentwicklung und -wartung
im Fachbereich Wirtschafts-informatik
(WI-MAW), Aachen, 2010
Stefan Gruner, Bernhard Rumpe (Eds.)
FM+AM`2010
Second International Workshop on
Formal Methods and Agile Methods
Theo Härder, Wolfgang Lehner,
Bernhard Mitschang, Harald Schöning,
Holger Schwarz (Hrsg.)
Datenbanksysteme für Business,
Technologie und Web (BTW)
14. Fachtagung des GI-Fachbereichs
„Datenbanken und Informationssysteme“
(DBIS)
Michael Clasen, Otto Schätzel,
Brigitte Theuvsen (Hrsg.)
Qualität und Effizienz durch
informationsgestützte Landwirtschaft,
Fokus: Moderne Weinwirtschaft
Ronald Maier (Hrsg.)
6th Conference on Professional
Knowledge Management
From Knowledge to Action
Ralf Reussner, Matthias Grund, Andreas
Oberweis, Walter Tichy (Hrsg.)
Software Engineering 2011
Fachtagung des GI-Fachbereichs
Softwaretechnik
Ralf Reussner, Alexander Pretschner,
Stefan Jähnichen (Hrsg.)
Software Engineering 2011
Workshopband
(inkl. Doktorandensymposium)
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P-194
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P-196

Hagen Höpfner, Günther Specht,
Thomas Ritz, Christian Bunse (Hrsg.)
MMS 2011: Mobile und ubiquitäre
Informationssysteme Proceedings zur
6. Konferenz Mobile und Ubiquitäre
Informationssysteme (MMS 2011)
Gerald Eichler, Axel Küpper,
Volkmar Schau, Hacène Fouchal,
Herwig Unger (Eds.)
11th International Conference on
Innovative Internet Community Systems
2
(I CS)
Paul Müller, Bernhard Neumair,
Gabi Dreo Rodosek (Hrsg.)
4. DFN-Forum Kommunikationstechnologien, Beiträge der Fachtagung
20. Juni bis 21. Juni 2011 Bonn
Holger Rohland, Andrea Kienle,
Steffen Friedrich (Hrsg.)
DeLFI 2011 – Die 9. e-Learning
Fachtagung Informatik
der Gesellschaft für Informatik e.V.
5.–8. September 2011, Dresden
Thomas, Marco (Hrsg.)
Informatik in Bildung und Beruf
INFOS 2011
14. GI-Fachtagung Informatik und Schule
Markus Nüttgens, Oliver Thomas,
Barbara Weber (Eds.)
Enterprise Modelling and Information
Systems Architectures (EMISA 2011)
Arslan Brömme, Christoph Busch (Eds.)
BIOSIG 2011
International Conference of the
Biometrics Special Interest Group
Hans-Ulrich Heiß, Peter Pepper, Holger
Schlingloff, Jörg Schneider (Hrsg.)
INFORMATIK 2011
Informatik schafft Communities
Wolfgang Lehner, Gunther Piller (Hrsg.)
IMDM 2011
M. Clasen, G. Fröhlich, H. Bernhardt,
K. Hildebrand, B. Theuvsen (Hrsg.)
Informationstechnologie für eine
nachhaltige Landbewirtschaftung
Fokus Forstwirtschaft
Neeraj Suri, Michael Waidner (Hrsg.)
Sicherheit 2012
Sicherheit, Schutz und Zuverlässigkeit
Beiträge der 6. Jahrestagung des
Fachbereichs Sicherheit der
Gesellschaft für Informatik e.V. (GI)
Arslan Brömme, Christoph Busch (Eds.)
BIOSIG 2012
Proceedings of the 11th International
Conference of the Biometrics Special
Interest Group
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Jörn von Lucke, Christian P. Geiger,
Siegfried Kaiser, Erich Schweighofer,
Maria A. Wimmer (Hrsg.)
Auf dem Weg zu einer offenen, smarten
und vernetzten Verwaltungskultur
Gemeinsame Fachtagung
Verwaltungsinformatik (FTVI) und
Fachtagung Rechtsinformatik (FTRI)
2012
Stefan Jähnichen, Axel Küpper,
Sahin Albayrak (Hrsg.)
Software Engineering 2012
Fachtagung des GI-Fachbereichs
Softwaretechnik
Stefan Jähnichen, Bernhard Rumpe,
Holger Schlingloff (Hrsg.)
Software Engineering 2012
Workshopband
Gero Mühl, Jan Richling, Andreas
Herkersdorf (Hrsg.)
ARCS 2012 Workshops
Elmar J. Sinz Andy Schürr (Hrsg.)
Modellierung 2012
Andrea Back, Markus Bick,
Martin Breunig, Key Pousttchi,
Frédéric Thiesse (Hrsg.)
MMS 2012:Mobile und Ubiquitäre
Informationssysteme
Paul Müller, Bernhard Neumair,
Helmut Reiser, Gabi Dreo Rodosek (Hrsg.)
5. DFN-Forum Kommunikationstechnologien
Beiträge der Fachtagung
Gerald Eichler, Leendert W. M.
Wienhofen, Anders Kofod-Petersen,
Herwig Unger (Eds.)
12th International Conference on
Innovative Internet Community Systems
(I2CS 2012)
Manuel J. Kripp, Melanie Volkamer,
Rüdiger Grimm (Eds.)
5th International Conference on Electronic
Voting 2012 (EVOTE2012)
Co-organized by the Council of Europe,
Gesellschaft für Informatik and E-Voting.CC
Stefanie Rinderle-Ma,
Mathias Weske (Hrsg.)
EMISA 2012
Der Mensch im Zentrum der Modellierung
Jörg Desel, Jörg M. Haake,
Christian Spannagel (Hrsg.)
DeLFI 2012: Die 10. e-Learning
Fachtagung Informatik der Gesellschaft
für Informatik e.V.
24.–26. September 2012
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Ursula Goltz, Marcus Magnor,
Hans-Jürgen Appelrath, Herbert Matthies,
Wolf-Tilo Balke, Lars Wolf (Hrsg.)
INFORMATIK 2012
Hans Brandt-Pook, André Fleer, Thorsten
Spitta, Malte Wattenberg (Hrsg.)
Nachhaltiges Software Management
Erhard Plödereder, Peter Dencker,
Herbert Klenk, Hubert B. Keller,
Silke Spitzer (Hrsg.)
Automotive – Safety & Security 2012
Sicherheit und Zuverlässigkeit für
automobile Informationstechnik
M. Clasen, K. C. Kersebaum, A.
Meyer-Aurich, B. Theuvsen (Hrsg.)
Massendatenmanagement in der
Agrar- und Ernährungswirtschaft
Erhebung - Verarbeitung - Nutzung
Referate der 33. GIL-Jahrestagung
20. – 21. Februar 2013, Potsdam
Arslan Brömme, Christoph Busch (Eds.)
BIOSIG 2013
Proceedings of the 12th International
Conference of the Biometrics
Special Interest Group
04.–06. September 2013
Darmstadt, Germany
Stefan Kowalewski,
Bernhard Rumpe (Hrsg.)
Software Engineering 2013
Fachtagung des GI-Fachbereichs
Softwaretechnik
Volker Markl, Gunter Saake, Kai-Uwe
Sattler, Gregor Hackenbroich, Bernhard Mit
schang, Theo Härder, Veit Köppen (Hrsg.)
Datenbanksysteme für Business,
Technologie und Web (BTW) 2013
13. – 15. März 2013, Magdeburg
Stefan Wagner, Horst Lichter (Hrsg.)
Software Engineering 2013
Workshopband
(inkl. Doktorandensymposium)
26. Februar – 1. März 2013, Aachen
Gunter Saake, Andreas Henrich,
Wolfgang Lehner, Thomas Neumann,
Veit Köppen (Hrsg.)
Datenbanksysteme für Business,
Technologie und Web (BTW) 2013 –
Workshopband
11. – 12. März 2013, Magdeburg
Paul Müller, Bernhard Neumair, Helmut
Reiser, Gabi Dreo Rodosek (Hrsg.)
6. DFN-Forum Kommunikationstechnologien
Beiträge der Fachtagung
03.–04. Juni 2013, Erlangen
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Andreas Breiter, Christoph Rensing (Hrsg.)
DeLFI 2013: Die 11 e-Learning
Fachtagung Informatik der Gesellschaft
für Informatik e.V. (GI)
8. – 11. September 2013, Bremen
Norbert Breier, Peer Stechert,
Thomas Wilke (Hrsg.)
Informatik erweitert Horizonte
INFOS 2013
15. GI-Fachtagung Informatik und Schule
26. – 28. September 2013
Matthias Horbach (Hrsg.)
INFORMATIK 2013
Informatik angepasst an Mensch,
Organisation und Umwelt
16. – 20. September 2013, Koblenz
Maria A. Wimmer, Marijn Janssen,
Ann Macintosh, Hans Jochen Scholl,
Efthimios Tambouris (Eds.)
Electronic Government and
Electronic Participation
Joint Proceedings of Ongoing Research of
IFIP EGOV and IFIP ePart 2013
16. – 19. September 2013, Koblenz
Reinhard Jung, Manfred Reichert (Eds.)
Enterprise Modelling
and Information Systems Architectures
(EMISA 2013)
St. Gallen, Switzerland
September 5. – 6. 2013
Detlef Hühnlein, Heiko Roßnagel (Hrsg.)
Open Identity Summit 2013
10. – 11. September 2013
Kloster Banz, Germany
Eckhart Hanser, Martin Mikusz, Masud
Fazal-Baqaie (Hrsg.)
Vorgehensmodelle 2013
Vorgehensmodelle – Anspruch und
Wirklichkeit
20. Tagung der Fachgruppe
Vorgehensmodelle im Fachgebiet
Wirtschaftsinformatik (WI-VM) der
Gesellschaft für Informatik e.V.
Lörrach, 2013
Hans-Georg Fill, Dimitris Karagiannis,
Ulrich Reimer (Hrsg.)
Modellierung 2014
19. – 21. März 2014, Wien
M. Clasen, M. Hamer, S. Lehnert,
B. Petersen, B. Theuvsen (Hrsg.)
IT-Standards in der Agrar- und
Ernährungswirtschaft Fokus: Risiko- und
Krisenmanagement
Referate der 34. GIL-Jahrestagung
24. – 25. Februar 2014, Bonn
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Wilhelm Hasselbring,
Nils Christian Ehmke (Hrsg.)
Software Engineering 2014
Fachtagung des GI-Fachbereichs
Softwaretechnik
25. – 28. Februar 2014
Kiel, Deutschland
Stefan Katzenbeisser, Volkmar Lotz,
Edgar Weippl (Hrsg.)
Sicherheit 2014
Sicherheit, Schutz und Zuverlässigkeit
Beiträge der 7. Jahrestagung des
Fachbereichs Sicherheit der
Gesellschaft für Informatik e.V. (GI)
19.–21. März 2014, Wien
Arslan Brömme, Christoph Busch (Eds.)
BIOSIG 2014
Proceedings of the 13th International
Conference of the Biometrics Special
Interest Group
10.-12. September 2014 in
Darmstadt, Germany
Paul Müller, Bernhard Neumair,
Helmut Reiser, Gabi Dreo Rodosek
(Hrsg.)
7. DFN-Forum
Kommunikationstechnologien
16.–17. Juni 2014
Fulda
E. Plödereder, L. Grunske, E. Schneider,
D. Ull (Hrsg.)
INFORMATIK 2014
Big Data – Komplexität meistern
22. – 26. September 2014
Stuttgart
Stephan Trahasch, Rolf Plötzner, Gerhard
Schneider, Claudia Gayer, Daniel Sassiat,
Nicole Wöhrle (Hrsg.)
DeLFI 2014 – Die 12. e-Learning
Fachtagung Informatik
der Gesellschaft für Informatik e.V.
15.–17. September 2014
Freiburg
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